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A 3[AGICAL IVORY

By ALAX AV. shorter

With Plate i.

The carved ivory object reproduced on Plate i is in the possession of Mr. C. T. Apps,
of Caine, Wiltshire, who has been kind enough to allow me to publish it. 31any ivories

of this sort are already known and published h and it seems useful to add this example
to the series.

The ivory measures 12| inches in length and 2 A inches in width at its broadest
part. It has been broken into five pieces, the central break having done the most
damage, and the tip of the narrower end is also missing. On the obverse are incised the

following pictures, beginning from the right : a lion’s head, a sun-disk mounted on two
human legs, a ‘'serpo-leopard'’ devouring a snake and holding a knife in one of its front

paws, over the ”serpo-leopard''’ a cobra, next the goddess Taurt holding a knife and
resting her hand on -p, a lion sitting with tail erect, a cobra and knife upon a standard,

a mummified and jackal-headed being with a knife before him, a laj’ge udjat, and lastly

a jackal head with large upstanding ears.

On the reverse of the ivory is incised the following inscription:

which is to be translated thus : Words spohtn 6// these nannj <unuletie Jigwres -
:

" We htve

come that wc mag protect this child, h^enb-cf-Osiris {nuuj he lire, prosper (Uid he healthu).'''

Like the majority of such wands this specimen may be assigned to the Aliddle

Kingdom.

To enter into a detailed discussion regarding the probable use of these objects would

be superfluous, as that has already been done by 3Ir, Legge in the articles quoted in note 1,

and also by Miss Alurray^, the former maintaining that they were protective amulets,

chiefly against serpents, the latter claiming that they represent horoscopes, and are mainly

astrological in meaning. That the creatures depicted on these wands were intended to

protect the owner in some way is sufiiciently shown by the inscriptions, and it is trur

that they are often grasping or devouring snakes; on the other hand, the astronomical

connexions of many of the pictures cannot be denied. On the whole, the horoscope

theory seems very probable, but it remains to give an explanation for the signs of wear

which the ivories often show. That objects of this shape were worn on the person is

very unlikely
;
moreover they are not pierced for suspension, as one would expect them

1 By F. Legge, in Proc. J /’<?//., xxvu, i;3o tt. and ff. ; xxvni, 159 ff. See, ton, Pntne, Ohj*rf.<

of fitg Cse, Pis. xxxv-xxxvii.

- For the use of si m this sense sen IIYj. d. <j. >/>/., iii, 415, B.

•’ Proc. Sot\ BibL Arrh., xxviii, 3:3 tt.

Journ . of Egypt Arch . xv 1 1
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ALAN W. SIKJUTER

to be if used in that way. Neither is the suggestion that wear was caused by grasping

the wand by the middle, in order to point it at malevolent demons, a satisfactory one.

Miss Murray has most probably hit on the correct explanation when she suggests that a

wand of this kind, being the horoscope of some individual, was sent to an astrologer

whenever special information regarding the person’s future was needed, as, for instance,

when an auspicious day was required for some important undertaking. The astrologer

would then make his calculations from the wand. As to the actual way in which the

wear was caused, I am indebted to Mr. Braunholtz of the British Museum for the

suggestion that it might have been due to constant rubbing with oil or some other sub-

stance, when making invocations, just as the faces of Hindu deities and also some African

feti&hos are worn flat with ceremonial attrition.



IRON IN EGYPT

By G. a. WAINWRIGHT

With PI. ii.

In 1911 the present writer found two groups of predynastic iron beads at (b*rzali

about 50 miles south of Cairoh The groups were found in graves nos. (J7 and Idd, \sliicli

dated to s.d. 53-63 and 60-66 respectively. The two finds were, therefore, roiighlv con-

temporary and probably belong to the period common to the two, s.o. (jO-i]:). Thev
belong to the very middle of the predynastic period, when the earlv Egyptians were still

using flint implements and still only employed the miiiimuin of cop])er for objects tliat

w^ere both few and small. Xeedless to say, these finds of iron come from an ago long

before the first elementary hieroglyphs begin to appear, and much longer still before

consecutive texts were written. It is thus evident that their experiences of this iron,

and no doubt other pieces like it, must have formed the background of the Egy])tian^'

conception of the metal and of anything they wrote about it in later ages. It is, tliore-

fore, extremely important that the analysis which has been made of this earliest

Egyptian iron proves it to be of meteoric origin.

Professor Desch has been commissioned by the Sumerian Committee of the British

Association to carry out a number of analyses of early specinnms of metals. Among
others he has recently tested one of the above-named beads, and finds it to f'ontain

02*50 per cent, of iron and 7*50 per cent, of nickel-. The importance oi the analysis lies

in the high proportion of nickel which it shows. It is just about tlio avmagi? nioktd

content of meteoric irons and is in strong contiast with man-made iron, which in the

ordinary W'ay contains none"^. The 7*50 per cent. ()^ nickel is ])roof positive that the

iron is meteoric.

The predynastic Egyptians were doing nothing unusual in obtaining scrajis of iron

from a meteorite, for it has been done by many peo])les all tlie world over. The frag-

ments of iron found in one of the royal tombs at Ur in Babylonia al>o ])rov(; to have

come from a meteorite, for they contain 10‘9 per cent, of nickel and 89’
1

j)(‘r ciuit. of

iron^. They date to at least 3000 B.r. and perhaps as early as 3500 n.i\ The Eskimos

^ Waiiiwriglit, in Petno ami others, 77- ^
M-t 10. ’riicir M-vm

iron beads in tomb no. 07 and twn m jm. 130. TImo vo')n> lMM(b of ni..j>' mani.i!

inatrrials, gold, c.irnrlirin and ^'..latc.

- R*:intrt of tiie lji'ifi.<h f<>i' R'' A(h <> i'<'’ t^f uf S< i> m ^ lUJs, i}]_

" Zimmer, Juarn'R <>t tho Iriit> <n<d St^'f I 'ifr
; bullion;. lUlU. ]•!. ii, 3-', uu'c- .< *»t

iiifovniation about iron from :iS7 nioteoi '>]dontos .md '^idorolirr^s
, melt idmg the iii( krl mm • nr Tin <*r

quarter^ of them sliow amounts var\inLi bntwoon o .md |o [ti <'\t t>|(t](in,d case- it in.e i i-o a- In-jij ,-

i^o'O and oneo even oO 00 ' or Miik a" low 1
"^3 '

,

^ Tho^t* iron ores wldeh do < niit.mi nn krl .md tbon it m littlo- f<.nir fioin t,ir out^xlr om .mM.

Cuba ;uid the I)ut<-h Ea^t IndiP^. Wwk.aA, th< I.ortdun . l!*3*i i C.a.')

* Dp'.uIi. f7>. mV., 140. Tin* iroim\a'< (li^fovnod by W<»oiloy dm mg the i

'u'C g7. (,d

,it bis .miiu.il «'\bibiti<»n .it rbo llntisji Miivcnm

1



4 G. xV. WAINWRIGHT

of Greenland battered scraps off one of their three great masses of meteoric iron in

Melville Bay. They used to make expeditions to the site bringing with them stones

suitable for hammers. These they brought from a spot a hundred miles or so distant

from the meteorite. In the course of generations these had accumulated until they
encircled the meteorite with a ring some eighteen or twenty feet high and sixty yards
in circumference at its base. The Eskimos had built stone shelters at the site to live in

during operations^, and in the course of time had reduced the mass to one-half or

one-third of its original size. Shortly before Peary’s discovery one party had succeeded

in breaking off a large lump-. The iron was used in tiny flakes^. The ancient Mexicans
had broken pieces off the Descubridora meteorite, and a piece of the last copper tool

that was broken in the attempt still remains sticking in a crevice*^. The Eed Indians

of Ohio who built the mounds of the Turner group in pre-Columbian days had collected

iron from the local meteorites and had hammered it into ornaments. Along with these

ornaments were found two pieces of meteorite, the larger one in its original state and
the other already flattened by hammering^. While the Eskimos were merely in the

Bone Age, the others were in the neolithic or chalcolithic stage of civilization like the

predynastic Egyptians. The Tanganyika meteorite had been tried, but unsuccessfully,

by the local natives®, and the list of those which have been used by more advanced
peoples is too long to delay us here". Others who had managed to break a piece off a

large mass of iron were the Kaffirs of the Keiskamma River in South Africa. Their

iron, however, was no meteorite but an old ship’s anchor which had been left on their

coast^.

It has already become evident that meteorites are not so uncommon as might be
supposed, and moreover that they contain iron. As a matter of fact iron is the only

metal to be obtained from them, and they are classed in accordance with the proportion
they show of stone to metallic iron. In this way they are called siderites, consisting

chiefly or entirely of metallic nickel-iron (PL ii, fig. 2); siderolites, being conglomerates
of stones embedded in a matrix of metallic iron (PI. ii, figs. 1, 3); and aerolites, which are

stone practically without any metallic iron (PL ii, fig. 4)^. There are 634 meteorites known
on the earth’s surface to-day; of these 261 are iron and 373 stone Meteorites may
be of any size from quite small pebbles which come in showers and may be no bigger than

^ L. Peary, 2^ <>rthn'ard o>'e,' tJio Great Ice^' it, 145-47, 59^-99, 614-17, and pis. facing pp. 600,

602, 614.

- Op. cit., 5.j9, .j61.

Peary gut some of the^e implements (p. 61 2) and most of the large museums seem to possess examples.
A number ere figured by Zimmer, op. cit., Pis. xxviii, xxix.

^ kiuiz, Amertr<(n Ju>ir,ial of Seienee, 3rd series, xxxiii (1887), 234, tig. 7, where it is called the Catorze
meteorite. Zimmer publisher a copy of the drawing as his tig. 8. Descubridora seems to be a more
accurate name than ( ’atorz(\

Putnam, A/nerica/f Aatkropoloijist.^ v (1903), 49. For a drawing of one of these ornaments see Putnam,
P/'oc. Anvrican A otapjji riaa Soc., ii 3 f50 .

Tlv‘ 7 //yes, 1 / beb. 1931. It i^ rct)orted to be fourteen feet long and four in diameter.
‘ Zimmer, /•//*., 313 -15, records forty-one others from which have been made such things as knives,

horMC'>hoe'^, naiK, siMir^, stirru})^, gun-barrels, ploughshares and other agricultural implements, wagon-
spiings and anchors.

°

''
.1 . Ibirrow, Trords udo tJu‘ htferlor of Southern Aft'ic»t

(
180 (V), i, ISO.

L. Fletcher, An I,>troih>ctko> to tk*‘ St>nh( ip Meteoritr.^ ('P.)l 1 , 7, 34.

Zimiiier, op. < if., 347.







IRON IN EGYPT 0

a pea, a walnut, or a lien’s egg, up to single masses of many tons’ weight ^ No doubt the
great masses were less acceptable to man than the small ones and the ragged iron matrix
left by the weathering out of the stones from the siderolites. ^Moreover, though probably
few of my readers have witnessed the fall of a meteorite, the descent to earth is far from
a rare occurrence. The British IMuseum (Natural History) lias published a list of the
meteorites it possesses with some particulars of each^. By adding up the number of those
which have been observed to fall it will be found that they amount to *289 in the
hundred years between 1815 and 1914. Of course many more must really have fallen

during this period; some are lost by falling into the sea, others fall unobserved, and
even of those observed there are some of which the Huseum has no specimen. Seeing
that such falls had been going on ever since the Creation there must have been no lack

of meteorites, and hence no lack of meteoric iron, for primitive man to find when he
first began to examine the stones he found lying about his world.

Esypl" share of meteorites. In a.d. 85G (a.h. 242) five stones fell from the

air, one of which burned up a Bedawy tent. Four of them were taken to Fostat and
the other to Tennis^. The author also says in the same passage that ‘‘there also fell

upon a village a rain of white and black stones.” In modern times four liave been

observed to fall during the thirty-nine years between a.d. 1877 and 191Gh On one of

his journeys Schweinfurth found a “cannon ball" in the Wadi Dugla, in the desert

30 kilometres east of Cairo. Being astonished to find one so far away he had it

examined, when it proved to be an iron meteorite^. Nejd, the Ilejaz, Italian Somaliland.

Algeria, and Morocco, countries round about Egypt, have all produced meteorites ‘h

Much of what follows depends on the widespread belief that meteorites are thunderbolts.

It should, therefore, be noted that actually meteorites have nothing to do with thunder-

storms. The statements that they fall in a thunderstorm, though often detailed, are

erroneous. They arise from a confusion of the thunderclouds, flash of lightning, peal of

thunder, and possible succeeding conflagration of a thunderstorm with the blinding light,

cloud of smoke, explosions sometimes followed by rumblings, and possible succeeding

conflagration which generally accompany the fall of a meteorite.

It is certain, therefore, that iron is the only metal provided by meteorites, that

plenty of meteorites fall in Egyptian territory, and moreover that the primitive Egyptians

found them and made use of the iron thus provided by nature. A thing equally certain

is that meteorites are commonly believed to be thunderbolts^. So are certain fossils and

^ 50 tons, as estimated for Bacul>into, Fletcher, r/o, 43; tuns, as determiiH'd for tiu' hu’^e one

(Ahnighito) from Melville Bay, thirl. \ 15-; tons, which the hirg(‘r one from Chiuiaderos weighctl on tlie scales

H. A. Wc\rd, Proc. Piochr^tcr A<Oil of Scv'/^cc U.S.A. '. 1002, 73.

- Fletcher, op. 68 W.

^ Silvestre de Sacy, Chre.<fo oiift/ii// nt'nh^ ilS2<)j m, 430, extr.n*t from an Arah author who sometimes

quotes from Kazwini. This foil of ^^toiies wa‘> well known, for Ahoul ^lalmson mentions it and gi\es the

date. Soyouti also mentions it under the same <late, p. 440.

^ On June 26, 1877, near Suez, A. Brezin.i, 'Vienna, 18n) , 72 : on Apl. 5, 1002,

near Aswan, J. Ball, The Meteorite of d Salhla ol Pohorio M.’airo, 1012 , 10, 20: on June 28, mil. at

Xakhla in the north-western Delta, 0. T. Prior, I otologic of Meteorites il023;, 123: tui July 1-1 17 ^7/• ,

1916, 8 miles east of Kantarah, op. rit.^ 106.

Schweinfurth’s communication to Belck, Z<.ifS('hr. fur Ethnologi*

,

1008, 64.

^ See Fletcher, op. eit., jKissim, and G. T. Prior, np, ,’it.. po.^s{,n.

‘ For the general statement see (k T. Prior, Utiido to the Coilrrtion of ^fetenr^tf^.'^ 'L'»ndon, 1026 , lu;

A. S. E. Ackermann, Po/o/h/r Folloete>< il023', 376, 377. Plenty of example'' ^Mll he found in the following

pages.
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other stones. Chief of these is the belemnite and it is very like the shape given to

Zeus’ thunderbolt. There are none of these in Egypt, but the

rocks at Akhmim are full of another fossil, Lithodomus, which

has the same shape Zeus’ thunderbolt very often shows a

spiral formation (Fig. 1)^, and a large, pointed, spiral fossil

occurs in great abundance in the rocks at Letopolis (Ausim).

It is Nerinea Reqiiieniana which Dr. Hume

does not know elsewhere in Egypt‘S. At Akhmim the sign ==ocr=:> was the symbol both

of the nome itself and of its god, and shows much evidence of being the thunderbolt®.

It is natural, therefore, to find that Letopolis was the other home of the sacred symbol

Here the name of the city was written and the god was called lii\i ^
Like Akhmim, therefore, Letopolis was a thunderbolt city.

From this proceed facts that are interesting for this study, for the chief characteristic

of the thunderbolt is its rending, blasting, power. As Egyptian religion included a very

important ceremony of Opening the Mouth" of the dead man, it is no accident that

the chief ‘'Opener of the Mouth’’’ lived at the thunderbolt city of Letopolis. He was

in fact the high priest, and his title was ivn r/, '’the Opener of the Mouth

A study of this ceremony will yield important information not only about iron but also about

bif. In early times the mouth had merely been slit open with a stone knife, copied from

the forked Hint knives of predynastic days^. A ritual implement of this date has been

found and the type lasted through Egyptian civilization as the psS-if J
j. ^

Throughout historic times, however, this instrument plays a very minor part, having been

superseded by the use of 6// in a number of forms. A pair of blocks of hii were offered

The priest opened the mouth with “the the mshtijiv of the Children of Horus

opened his mouth ’'with their fingers of Later the priest also used a chisel called

^ Blhikoiibery
,

l.(ir Tltii i>^h rti'LO.fjun m luP'ujtoo nJ FoUdoiW 1-1.

- W.iunvri^^ht, in xvii, 194.

AVr<»th, C>tf. uj th>! in thn Brit, (JuhAtui^ CaiJ^aJorix and Sifria, PL xxxii, ti’^. 8.

^ K. Bulleii Newtuii, Thr tjLuluijitxd Mtajaztiie^ 1898, 396 and PL xv, tig^. 1-4. Dr. Hume of the

(h-dlugical 8ur\uy of Egypt ciL^o Bely's m hi,':? letter to me that they attain a >ize of about j^ix iiiehe.^. They

[i.irticuLirly cM)Uie from west of the Ga'a pyramid at Abu EwAAi.
' Wall i\\ right, <>[>. c/L, IS.I h'.

*’ For iii'^tauee, in the Thinl Dynasty. Sethe, Uric, des any, Alha'tuni^^ i, 6. 17, 7. 1, when the old double

form m U'-ed, a^ often m the Pyramid Texts. The single form corner into use here in the Sixth Dyna'^ty,

yV/’., 810, 117.”), 1670, :J07"^, For a beautiful example from Letopolis itself see Disson de la Koque,

Ah<n> l92:>--23, PL xxxv, 4.

' The eereinony was ordinarily performed by a L/j-priest.

" 8ethe, Ur/.-, dr^a.y, Adnrtti,„A^ i, 6. 17. 7. 1 ;
Lange und Schafer, Gra})- nnd Derd.df^inc dna Rtv-J/s^

I, S43, no. :102:^1 ; Spicgelberg, R>x\ de trac.^ xxvi, 146; Bergrnann, Ree, de O’ur., ix, o7-59
;
Lieblein,

Diet, de ii'fiix hieroql,, no. 1164; Brugsch, Diet, geogr.,, 1368, 1377.

•' For the large knive." of this shape see Petrie, Sui^ada and Balias^ PL Ixxiii, tigs. 61, 6^, 63, 6o, 66;

I>ii>y>i>IG Rarro, PG. iv, vii.

Wiinwnght, in Petrie and others, The Lahyrinth, Uerzeh aad ABugh » neh, PL vi, tig. 10, p. 24. Its date

is s.i). 7)9, 61, 6.3. L’ompare the considerably larger, but .still .miall, one of hint belonging to the time of

Den, Petrie, Abyda<^ i, PL li, 22,

for in-^trince, Setlic, Dyr,^ ^ 30; Dumichen, Der <Jrahgahtg de-^ Bafvjrinena I, PL iii, ii, PL v, top

rogister and 1. 10< '.

SethtN Byr., 30. I:
13, 14.

Fig. 1

Og, rit,, ^ 1983 .
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the indtft of hii^. At the end of all a text of the Roman period says the rite is

accomplished with “the instrument 'Bii in the Sacred Shrine’ ( i ‘-s ! t,. i f'' A “ "

inis opening ceremony belonged to Letopolis, which was a thunderbolt citv. The
thunderbolt, or lightning stroke, is the most tremendous force in nature for splitting,

rending, and blasting. A thunderbolt was, therefore, the most terrific instrument the
priest could find with which to accomplish his design of forcing open that which death
had closed. No wonder he preferred to put his trust in that rather than in a mere flint

implement, however well fitted its form may have been.

It results that the hii which the priest employed was the material which comes from
thunderbolts, that is to say iron^. That this was indeed the case is made certain by
the fact that we possess several of these tools, and they are made of iron. In the first

place, there are the little bull’s foreleg, which is entirely of iron, and a little ivorv adze
with a blade of iron'*. They are ^*the nivi, the msljtyiv of bi^ which came forth out of

Setesh.” In the second place, in the tomb of Tiit^'ankhamfin there was a box which
contained a set of chisels. hile the handles were large enough for use, the blades were
no thicker than stout paper Like the mshtyw and nia they also could have served

nothing but a ritual or magical purpose. Seeing that their blades were all of iron, thev
must have been a set of mcjtft chisels for opening the mouth, and conversely they prove
the 62/ of which these were made to have been iron. Iron is the product of thunderbolts

(meteorites), and has been called by various peoples “lightning-iron®,’' “lightning-

natured,” “raw iron from lightning^.'’ It has been thought to originate in the striking

of a stone by lightning®, and is used as a symbol of the thunder and lightning deity

As the ceremony was so intimately connected with hii it no doubt owed much of its

efficacy to the use of this substance
;
and as it belonged to the thunderbolt city of

Letopolis, it is clear that the value of the bi^ was due to its being the thunderbolt.

In popular belief the blasting force of the thunderbolt is inherent in the substance

^ E cf. early Eii^iiteenth Dvna'-ty, Bnd^^e, F<n‘dinnlr^ nf tE- Po(^iri Jfn AiJn-n\ The

i>t V\. 7, ch. \xiii, 1. 4 ;
II J, DuuImiu, Jniiri>al^ xvii, BL xxxi, 1. 4, rUid ( iaTxliiK'r, 77^'’

Tfunh <>t Ann ,,^‘uihF, r)9, probably ciKo in BekhiiiirOC though the name of tho it)at<‘ri;i], which ha=- been

there, now Vircy, foiuhr<t>i de Rd'h nm i'>t Ali'm. <ir<h. re. d>i OgVc. v Bl. xxxi, to[) register;

Seti, Schiaparelli, II Libro d^i F'leeroU^ Pis. lx, Ixx ; Twentieth Dynasty, r<7., i, liis, 129; Twenty-sixth

Dynasty, Dumichen, Ih r Grobpabist d^s Putyanieeop, n, PI. iv, 1. 72. They are shown on the scenes on

the coffins of the First Intermediate Period, but not named, Lacan, Sf/rc. (UtFriev rK, PI. xl, tigs. 201-

210; and m a scene of Amenemhat IPs reign, BLickman, AFir, iii, 2S,

- Schiaparelli, 11 Lihrn del Fonci'^dh i, 103.

^ He seems to haye preferred the iron to the stone from meteorite'>, for no iii'^truments of thi*- Litter

material have yet been identified.

* Deveria, Le Ter et Funviat publ. in Ma^pero, Bibliotld rf>ie ('</iiptnJopliinn^ v, 310, S.Tl .

’’ PI. (farter, IlhfutreitLd lj>,tdn„ duly 7, i02S, 4 ffi They were sixtemi in number .md the LLnie-'

were only half a millimetre in thicknes-.. They might number as many as twmity-four, Lacau, S^re.

(ruterieum^ etc., Pl.xl, 207.

' (b T, Prior, Vat, of A[<‘te<jrlfe.<i (1923 ', 35. ••('eylon,'' reports the foisting of .imulets of maii-m.ide iron

on customers as 'Tightning iron.'

" As was said of Jahangirs thunderbolt and the weapon', made from it, see behnv, p. lo.

" Soyouti state.s that in a.h. (170 a.d. 12'^0; a tliuiKhu’bolt (a^L©) fell at the foot of ( A'bel Ahm.ir
upon a stone, wliich it burned. Several ounces of iron were afterwarK extractc'd from it. Silvcstre d('

Sacy, ('hre^tinnathle arohr .1^27', TTI, 44G.

^ (4irD devonal to this deity on the ( hiinea ('o.isf, We.st Africa, wear ;i pii'i'c i ut in the zig-zag s}ia[>e

of the hehtmng (4. Ziindel, Zeitirhr, d<'r (h -^Freh. Thr Erdk^nde, xil AF77', 417.
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itself, and not lost when the meteorite (thunderbolt) comes to rest on the ground.

The discovery of the thunderbolt of which Antar's terrible sword Ez-Zdmi was made

was due to its surprising effect when accidentally used by a man^. A herdsman threw a

stone at a straying camel. It was “a black stone after the manner of a flint

and it gleamed ^<trongly Instead of merely making the camel turn as would an ordinary

stone, it blasted the creature. *'I threw it at the camel, it struck her side, pierced her

belly, and came out from the other side, and the camel fell to the ground.” The owner

of the camel took up the stone, ‘‘considered it very attentively and knew it was a

thunderbolt (aicU©).” If the same belief existed in Egypt, and it is clear that it did, it

is evident that the presenting of a mere block of thunderbolt material, bif, to the dead

man would blast open his mouth as required by the priest. Antar's thunderbolt, there-

fore, is parallel to the pair of blocks of bi^ and offers a good explanation of their

purpose.

The Four Children of Horus also belong to Letopolis, the thunderbolt city^. Hence

the a'<surance given to the dead man that they ''open thy mouth with their fingers of

r-i in keeping with the rest of the symbolism. AYhile one naturally tears a thing

open with the fingers^, their power is increased if they are made of a substance which

has blasting power in itself.

Though the original Pyramid Texts offer no direct evidence of the meteoric origin

and bursting power of the bu, the Coffin Texts of the First Intermediate Period do. So

do thf* later texts from time to time. Before approaching the study of these it will be

well to notice that in 1885 the British Museum received the iron meteorite now known
as the "Xejd." The covering letter states that Sheykh Kalaph ben Essah found it

after “a great storm, thunder and lightning being particularly prevalent; and during

the storm an enormous thunderbolt fell from the heavens, accompanied by a dazzling

light similar to a large shooting star®.” The ancient Egyptians knew of a star, or class

of stars, which was dangerous and terrible, and was called ssd, The Tale of the

Shi[>wrecked Sailor shows that in the Twelfth Dynasty they were accustomed to stars which

fell with dire, and it may be with magical, effect®. Sheykh Kalaph's combination of

shooting star and thiindcu'bolt explains the variant spellings of bu that are found from

‘

' A rn/t :]-2 vi)K., IS(;0-70 '', l',k. ii, p. 47, 11. 22 ft. — T. llaiiiiltMii, A/'Otr 1820’, i, 15:!,

l.^a, win*. luAvovrr, U'-f'd ,i ^liulitly ditlereiit version.

- cli.oa< teri-tu‘ <

4' nietc'ontc-^. Some tlie ^tnne ha\e ;i brilliantly lustrous surface,

. 1 '' in kl. lu ti-.^ 4, where th(‘ 1 )kicknf^?>'> not shadow. Some iron one>, especially when smooth on the

oiit-^nlc, ji'o nut iinliku ,1 hl<n‘k thnt Sm h ai'e Samelia, Pvaj[)utMna, and < hirhi V,i^in, ffoiubay, and to ;i

h'^'-cr oxtont ( Itiimpa.

’ /V/'. V 207^^, x\hcic they ,iru ^-aid tu lx* "tlM' ('hiklrtMi of Horu> of IjCtopolis ' They are also

the four ',t.tr'> of tho body of the ( b'c.it bear < nn-.teUation, which was the stamlard of the Letopolite nome
;

\\ -iinw r '.:ht, in Stuilns.

^ P/ir., ^

A" lluiMi-. ,irtu,d1y did tho muuth of U'-ing ’‘l)i'> little hng(*r, *

/V/'., 1330.

' bkteher, 'r/f*' r<t^ MnipiA i'<‘ n nd J>>>i r >> . Min l'SS7^ ]7<)^

Sethu. I //' s 7 . . I /*0//// IV, (11.), II. 1 ].) -- bt(M''ted, Aiifuont IXi’i'ordii^ II, boS
;

( 4iain[>ollion,

A’uG '/—r., u, bb --- bre.i-ted. nt,. IH, 1 17 ;
(hirdiner, A.Z , xjir, 23; Diimkhen, Hist. Inschriften, i,

VU. wii, win. 30
; 4. b. (bmie, < </, if PI i, 1. 3; bowc, Uniw of PennsT/Jvania^ The

yi ,!<. If !,) r n<fJ

^

1020, Ob, h 1 when* 'j-'/ IS the word )i-<ed, -is the [>hnti)graph j.mpubhshedi shows.
' Krman, 77u' f>i t}.,' A,nir,>f E<tnrn’<>f>s tmiiN b\ bla< kman, b)27h 32, 33. Th(‘ earlier

ti.indatni . ,.dmit niuju tuui’he^, ( hb.m., huth R> , .
rA tr<,r

,
xx\ ill, so, r/'. also mu, 101

;
ALispero,

l\>l^>ihf, u' .1//WW// E'tui't tmn^. by Juhn^
, lo4.
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the First Intermediate Period onwards. From time to time the word is (l(?teiuiiii(Ml with

a or else a o. Thus the q ^ o Pyramid Texts ^ becomes i<: or

The star was an important element, for from this time onwards its name
, J .<6/ was

i

often written out, thus^ and at the same time the shape of the blocks was often

changed from that of mere rectangles to the angular shape here shown. These spellings

offer one more proof that the bi^ with which the mouth was opened was of stellar, that

is to say, meteoric origin. It was the thunderbolt.

The other variant G in its turn emphasizes the same thing, for it shows that these

blocks were explosive, that they were of meteoric origin. Thus, in the Collin Texts we

have In the Nineteenth Dynasty it occurs again in the same associatif)n J ^

Moreover, in the First Intermediate Period Horhotep had combined the sign with the

star i^, for in his version of the text he spells bif with both'. To appreciate

the significance of the i it is well to remember that ‘'the /ar/, the mshtyw" used for

opening the mouth were made of "bu which came forth out of Setesh''. For not only is

G suitable to the 6// but also to Setesh himself. In late days we read of “the Mshiipv of

(5)^,’’ just as at an earlier date we read of "the of Setli^*'. ’ is a

form of Seth^^ and here the name is determined not only with the Seth animal but

also with the G under discussion. Yet again, the Enemies of Ilorus, i.r, Seth and his

company, are sometimes written
| j ,,

introducing the same sign once more The sign

was displayed on the standard of the Cabasite nome, the (‘h^vtuitli of the D(?ha, of

^ Lacan, out. oa noucef eiitfnre^ i, cute 4, I. 4.

3 Newberry, D^^ni i, PI. xvii,
>‘f.

PI. ww ;
Dumidicn, I><r rA . l^u ,•.< i,

Pl. xviii, 11. 17-18, k.

^ Blickmaii, J/ciV, ii, PI. vi. The .'^t.ir iiNiially (lrop> uut, lhnuu4i Us i*. main-, 7h,i^>,i)i;it <>1

Palanque, .Uuont, 171, 1. 7(t',
2:3r>, 1. 87 ;

Navillc, /Aw </ B.thon, i\. !’K cx, cmh : Sehcil, M'ui. uu,.. ,n.h

fr. (hi Canr, v, Tumh of Aho^ PI viii; 1 Jiimic laai,
<>f>.

cif., i, VI ni, in the taMr nf uth incj-, PI. wm,

11. 17-18, m; while hi the above oi^e- tlm -li.t[>e nf the blo^k is yonerally tliet of an .ncjln, tlm on-in,il

shape of a parallologruni is ivtuinch nn other o( ( usions along \Mtli the name 7u, D.ivirs ami < l.n-UiiH r. T/>>’

Tomh of Autenemhet, PI. xviii, top register; Dumirlmn, nj,. r/g, i, Ph lii ; \et .i-ain thn nanm .s7w i-mtainn.j

without either .star or indication of th»* sltape of tlm block in Mumii ben, op. > ,
i, 1 h win, 11 . 1 » n, o.

and the angular sha})e is ret<\ined without thn name or >tar in »'U., I, Pis \i,hgs. li is, win. 11. 1<- IS,-.:.

^ Chassinat et Palanque, op. ch., 74, 1. 0, log 1. 0, 1. 0, 201, 1. 0.

^ Schiaparelli, op*. ciV., PI. Ivii, h, b, Ph hnu a, o. see also \*\. K.

' Maspero, r/c
,
plite sht>\\ ing the ‘q>aroi ouest' of U fomh^on ih Ifnrho*pn>i

no. 1 15 in the table facing p. 144 *'publ. in M'm. oroJ, Jr. n„ i;

8 ^ 14. '* Dumn hrn, (huHjropla<r}>v Iti.>('hriti< n. i. IM Iwxi, no l'ii

Chami>ollH»n, .V(//. ir, 010, 'romb of Kamo—es VI.

o Wh. iJ. (0 ‘ij. Spr., I, 410, .s-.c. B. Prug>el), T/o o, n<. 20.

Joiirii. of Egypt. Arch, xviii. -
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^Yllicll lie is believed to have been patron deity c was, therefore, characteristic both of

the storm-god Seth and of the bi^ which came forth from him. It, therefore, clearly

refers to the violent nature of the god and to the splitting, breaking, power of the

thunderbolt. This view is confirmed by such spellings of the name of the capital city

of the nome as J } PJ where the word Mb represents G and is sometimes

determined by it. Hsb means ‘'to break up^.’’ When, therefore, the Mi for opening the

mouth is spelt with both c: and there is a clear reference to a star which breaks, to

a meteorite, a thunderbolt. The blocks of bu were no cutting tools, hence their power

was inherent in the material itself, just as it was in Antar’s thunderbolt.

The story of Antar's sword Ez-Zdmi illustrates yet another point in the intention of

the ceremony. On discovering the stone to be a thunderbolt the man gave it to a

blacksmith to have a sword made of it. On two separate occasions a single stroke of

this supernatural weapon clove through the armour and split horse and horseman

asunder, “so that they fell apart in four pieces^.’’ On another occasion it clove a

warrior “to his girdle^.'* These magic weapons have naturally been in great demand
throughout the East. In a.d. 1621 the Mogul Emperor Jahangir records in his memoirs

in great detail how “a light fell from above on the ground’’ with “terror-increasing

sound" at Jalandhar. On digging where it fell the people found a mass of hot iron. It

was sent to the Emperor, who summoned his armourer to make it into weapons. The
meteorite, being a brittle one®, broke up under the hammer. On its being mixed with

ordinary man-made iron two swords, one dagger and one knife were made of it. On
being tested they cut very well, and Jahangir named the one “Keen Sword” and the

other Barq-sirisht “Lightning-natured.” A court poet wrote a quatrain on the subject

in which occurs the line, “There fell in his reign raw iron from lightning,” and “Spark
of royal lightning” gave the date (a.h. 1030)'^. In the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries a.d. the kings of Soerakarta in Java were more fortunate with their meteorite

of Prambanan. They had no difficulty in forging it into weapons, which were specially

valued on account of their origin®. The owner of the Nejd thunderbolt, or meteorite as

it really was, wanted it “melted and made into weapons” as such “were of the most
superior kind and temper.” Four years after the fall of his own thunderbolt he had seen

a similar one which the Sultan of Zanzibar was forwarding to Europe “for the purpose

of having it converted into weapons^.” That it is really possible to forge very good
swords of meteoric iron has been proved by modern scientists and metallurgists The
belief is, therefore, well established that the supernatural splitting power of the thunder-

^ Ar;j//f4<Jo>ne, 45U; Id., Diet, geogr.., 1046, cf. 300, 1U23, li>24, aud for the strange treat-

ment of tin-- nc me m the ^ee 1366 ff.

“ ^Niiithier. Diet. Aes // 0 //«x gt<><!r(jpM<^*ies. iv, 42. 2 (4rapo\v, in A.Z.^ XLix, 116 ft’.

‘ T. Ilamdtun, rit., loS, 150, 163. ^ Op, cit., 162.

Iron troll! the ToIue<i and Srilt Hi\er meteorites similarly broke up in the forgiii;^
;
Zimmer, op. cit.,

31o, 316. Other brittle ones rire tlio>e of Bridgewater, tValdron Ridge, BLiek Mountain. Oarthage, etc.,

op. rit
, 33 S.

‘ hogoi’s and Beveihlge, iSL‘nioii\< of JoJohiglr. ii, 204, 205. For the text sec Syud Ahmud, Too‘,ifk-i-

Jelniiojrtme iAlly flurli, 1M64 end Ghazeeporo, 1^63;, 320, 330.

v< HI Brium lamer, in Arehn r.s lA, s- .svitv/e^.s* et iiuturcUfM., 1S66, 465, 466. Zimmer states,

p. 315, that the Ethnographieal hoUcetion at Vienna po:-se?5.'.e- four daggers made from this meteorite.

Fleteher, in Tke Miaerolnp. MogtrAup uinl Joni'n. J/bo Aar., 1SS7, 180.
" .1. So\\rrby, Ko'otip Mippndngy Lmidmi, n, 13 ,s, fuH detailscf a sword he had made from

a pie- o of the ( 'ape -4' G-hmI Hope meteorite He presented it t<- the Cziir on the oeeasioii of his visit to

J a Hit {on.
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1

bolt is not destroyed by working the material into weapons. On the contrary it is even
enhanced by the addition of the sharpness given by the smith.

It is now possible to form some estimate of the tremendous power which the high
priest of Letopolis took to himself with '’the niv^, the ynsUyic of ?>///' '*the hii which
came forth out of Setesh.’’ The Opener of the Mouth was not content with blasting the

sealed mouth open with his pieces of bi? or inducing the Children of Horns to tear it

open with their fingers of bi^. To make quite sure, he had chopping and cutting tools

made of his bi/, the new sharpness of which reinforced the splitting power already innate

in the material itself. The mvi was an adze of the ordinary type It was the earthly

representative of the original heavenly adze ‘'the ynshtyw of bii which opened the mouth of

the gods/’ “with which he (Horus) opened the mouth of his father, with w^hich he opened

the mouth of Osiris^.” That heavenly original glitters nightly in the skies T'"

our constellation of the Great Bear. The other form it adopts is ^ >
the Foreleg of

the Bull^, and that was equally efficacious, either as a little iron instrument or as the

leg itself cut off the sacrificial bull.

Later on the Opener of the Mouth added the yndtft chisel, which is another chopping

instrument, and this, as has been seen, was of iron. Truly then, when armed with so

tremendous a weapon as any of these and fortified with the mystic words of power, the

high priest of Letopolis might well presume to vanquish ''the last enemy'’ and to cut

open even that which was sealed in death. No doubt his faith in his priest’s magic

powers gave to the ancient Egyptian the equivalent of the comfort which those of

another religion derive from the words ‘‘Death is swallowed up in \dctory. 0 death,

where is thy sting? 0 grave, where is thy victory?*’

The ceremony of Opening the Mouth has proved that bi^ was iron and has made it

highly probable that its virtue was due to its meteoric origin. This identification

provides the clue to the various meanings of the root which otherwise must seem a

heterogeneous, not to say crazy, collection. The Wb. cL aeg, Sfr. provides the following:

metal, copper, firmness, weight, mine or stone-quarry, coarse-grained red quartzite, a

marvel, astonishment, valuable, to depart from, a heavenly throne, the waters of

heaven, the weapons used in their great fight by Ilorus and Seth.

In the Pyramid Texts bii is intimately connected with heaven. The gates of heaven

and its vault (?) are both made of it (§§ 907, 1575 (?); 305, 1121), as are the heavenly

throne of the deceased Pharaoh (§§ 736, 770 and very often) and his sceptre (§ 1562). His

very bones and limbs are transformed into bii (§§ 530, 1454, 2051 : 749), This all becomes

intelligible when it is realized that bii falls from the sky as a meteorite. Primitive man
was well justified in considering it a sample of the substance of which the heavens were

made. Rain also falls from the sky, and the sky is blue like w^ater. Bii, therefore, also

means ‘‘the waters of heaven.” It was, therefore, reasonable to use ^ “a well of water"

as an ideogram of bii^.

1 A?5 for instance, Petrie, Meduin, PI. xi, tn[) rogi'^ter. - Pf/r., IS, 14.

•' We think of the Great Bear a?? it shows itself under the Polo. The Eoyptianj>, however, eenerall\

thought of it it stands up on the east of the Pole and, for the eereniouy, as it is tuniud upside down .diove it*

^ Griffith, ifplis, p. 34, and P///’.,
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Nothing leaves its original place more irrevocably than a meteorite which departs

from heaven to earth. The meaning '^to depart from’' is quite suitable for the verb bif.

“Marvel, astonishment” are natural results of the fall of a meteorite, and the

ideogram

j
rnrn consisting of the determinative of bi^ mounted on a

sledge, clearly shows that, like meteorites elsewhere, the “marvel” was brought home.

“Valuable” is a self-evident meaning for anything so comparatively rare as meteoric

iron, and obtained with so much difficulty as the small pieces that were battered off the

mass. ’’Weight” is correct as applied to iron, and it has been through their unexpected

heaviness, when accidentally picked up, that many small meteorites have been dis-

covered^. This in its turn gives rise to the idea of “firmness.”

“Coarse-grained red quartzite” is also heavy, hard, and was no doubt valuable. It

is also very like such a siderolite as the famous one known as Pallas (PI. ii, fig. 1).

Both consist of a conglomerate of larger stones in a finer matrix. The meteorite would

be reddish brown with rust from exposure to the weather. The red quartzite comes from

Gebel Ahmar, the famous landmark just north of Cairo. It is a curious coincidence that

in mentioning several famous thunderbolts (iutU?) of a.d. 1280 (a.h. 679) Soyouti should

have said “And another [fell] at the foot of Gebel Ahmar upon a stone, and burned it.

That stone was taken and melted, and several ounces of iron according to the Egyptian

rod were extracted from it^.”

The Eskimos went to Saviksue “The Great Iron” to toil at battering scraps off the

original mass. They told the explorers that the bits came from “Saviksue^.” In the

same way no doubt the word bif became extended from the material itself to the place

where it was found, hence a “mine or stone-quarry.”

“Copper” does not seem to be at all certain, for in the Old Kingdom a signal differ-

ence of usage was observed. At this time the bU of heaven and for opening the mouth,

which is definitely iron, is regularly spelt out, J? J^-On the

other hand the word for copper, whatever it may have been, is never once spelt out in

any of the places quoted by Sethe^. Instead, an ideogram is invariably used. It is

generally and occasionally 3*^. The ideogram a that is characteristic of bif in the

Old Kingdom does not occur in these scenes of copper, nor does the determinative <3>,

nor yet the rarer one The others, and o, though less unlike the ideograms for

copper, are not quite the same. The distinction of spelling 6zy but using an ideogram

^ Pv/., G47, 800, 801.

- For ex iiiiple, one iu South Carolina was kept because “it was exceedingly heavy for its size,” Shepard,

A ni> !> Jtiifi'iiiA nj 2nd ser., vii 3840 ', 440. Another in Indiana was kept for the same reason,

Smith, J //0 Jofirtt, 1874, pt, I, 302. Others are those of Reed City, Michigan, Preston, in Proc.

linrj,nit(‘r A<‘oO. of 1003, 00, .iiid Bcdd Eagle, Pennsylvania, A^hlrd, in op, cit. 3902), 87.
" Silvostre de Sacy, Chr<‘stn,,tathuj <troht (1827), III, 440.

^ Peary, op. cit., n, r).j4-oG, G12, G14.

4.Z, Liir, oO, n 1.

Petrie, Methna, PL xiii
;
Palermo Stone, Sethe, op. rit., 00, 03

;
L., D., ii, PI. 49, b ; Perrot and Chipiez,

Hi.'yf. of- Ati<\ Eipjptinc Art^ i, fig. 21
;
Davies, Deit' el Uehraia, i, Pis. xiii, xiv

;
and slightly more rounded

in the Twelfth Dynasty, Newberry, Ben ii, PL vii.

'
tie Morgan, Recherdie.^ h.^ orioiecs th> VEtjifpte 3890), 100: Davies, ShpAhh SanI, PL iv; Id.,

D'ir cl (Jchi'iix'i, II, FL >xix, see p. 24.

^ /y., 1*493, 1301, 13f;L
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for copper is kept up, for example, in tbe Annals of Tuthmosis III, for he received

plenty of but only once objects of J ,

" k
Bii being what it is, the meaning of Horus’ and Seth’s weapons of hU now becomes

clear. They used shooting stars or thunderbolts. A chance star may fly across the skies

at almost any time, but between November 13 and 16 the earth crosses the track of the

swarm of meteors called the Leonids. During these nights a veritable fusillade takes

place, which is liable to be intensified once in each cycle of thirty-three years-. As the

skies were the scene of this as well as of the flashes of lightning and peals of thunder,

it is no wonder that there arose the ancient and widespread idea of war in high heaven.

According to Sanchoniatho Cronus made himself weapons ''of iron’’ (e/c criO?;poe) for his

battle with Uranus^. Later Cronus murdered his own son Sadidus "with his own
iron” (cri^?;pw)^. In Greek legend, after conquering the Titans Zeus had to fight Typhon
for the supremacy. It was with a thunderbolt that he finally conquered him and cast

him into Tartarus^. In the New Testament Satan was cast out of heaven and fell "as

lightning®.” The Muslims have a tradition that Adam’s guardian angel was punished

by being transformed into that meteorite which Gabriel brought from heaven as the

Black Stone of the Kaabah at Mecca They also believe that the angels of Allah use

shooting stars to drive ofi the devil from heaven when he approaches too near®, or to

destroy evil ginns®, and that the kings of the believing and unbelieving ginns fought

with shooting stars In Rajputana the meteorites which fell at Khettree in 1867 were

considered as the missiles of "some offended deity.” The natives "pounded [them] down
to powder and scattered this to the breeze, etc., so as not to let the vengeance of the

offended god redound on them^^.” Returning to Egypt we find that Seth’s wfy^f-spear

of hi}
( J was used to repel the evil serpent from the boat of the sun-god

Horus uses his weapon of hi}
(J against his enemies and in raging against Seth

his own mother Nut proposes to use "a blade of hi}
( J 4

' This is quite in

accord with all that other religions have accomplished with shooting stars, meteorites,

and thunderbolts.

The appreciation of the fact that hi} represents a shooting star leads to the under-

standing of the "ropes of &^/” on which the deceased Pharaoh "descends,”

J The simile is drawn from the flight of a shooting star across the sky. Like

the rest, it is in accord with the ideas held by many other peoples. A shooting star is

often supposed to be a soul, which falls out of heaven, which returns to earth, which is

reborn as a child, or, strange though it may seem, which is passing from purgatory to

heaven^®. The idea of a rope actually occurs among the Australian aborigines. They

^ Scthe, Urh. des acg, iv, 7*53. 6, and 03S, no. ^2 — Breasted, A/o-iCfft lu^rord.^, ii, ^ 5.37.

- Sir R. Ball, The Storg of tho Henrrai ('1005\ 376 ff.

^ EuseBiiis, Praep. Erang,^ i, x. 18 Toubnors odn., i, 45 ,, The story inakoN both these i^ods to bp

very violent in cdiaracter.

Op, I, X. 21 (Teubner's edn., p. 40;. may of course be used here merely as .-i synonym for

sword, as it often is.

^ R«)scher, Lexihon,^ s.v. Tiiphoots^ Tgphon^ cols. 1426-28. Luke x, IS.

^ P. Partsch in htis, Al. Clus.-^e^ xiii fl857,\ 1, though unfortunately

he does not give hi;>» source^.

^ AVainwright, Journal^ xvii, 18.9, n. 3. Op. c/b, xvri, I89, n. 4. i" Ibid.

** AValdie, Jouni. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal^ 1860, pt. ii, 2.53.

1- From the Eighteenth Dynasty onwards, Setho, J.Z., Lix, Pis. 47^, 48^, 11. 23-27 = p. 75, and f>r tlie

commentary t>p. 85, 86; Budge, Facsiniiles of Eg. Hieratic Papyri [1910\ 21, 22, eol. vi, 1. ij.

Schott, Urk. dc.< aeg. Altertanii^^ vi, 45, 1 . 4; 44, note e=^ Budge, op. clt.. 13, ct)b 1, 11. 9, 10.

Schott, op. c?V., 50, 2. Pytg\^ 138. Pra/er, TVo^ 1011 , 64 fi'.
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consider a shooting star to be the rope which a dead tribesman throws away after having

climbed into heaven by its means

Plutarch states that the Egyptians called iron ^'bone of Typhon (Seth)^.*’ We know

that in so doing he was voicing a very ancient belief, for the Pyramid Texts themselves

speak of **the 6// which came forth out of Setesh^.” But only recently has it become

clear what he meant by the word ‘"bone.” Kaw was an important centre of Seth

worship-^. When Petrie was digging there recently he found great quantities of gigantic

bones which had been collected in piles. They were mineralized, heavy, and black, and

presented a metallic lustre and appearance. The vast majority were those of hippo-

potami, and one complete skull of a hippopotamus was found among them^. They were

considered sacred, for some of them, wrapped in linen, were found scattered in the tombs

at Kaw^. A stele was also found, addressed to Seth, and showing a hippopotamus in a

papyrus swamp There can be no doubt that these bones were not only sacred to Seth,

but were also considered to be some sort of iron, or possibly meteorite. It must have

been a belief of this sort that provided Plutarch with his otherwise extraordinary

expression bone of Typhon.’'

Although iron had been known since predynastic days, it did not begin to enter

Egyptian industrial life until the New Kingdom. Tuthmosis Ill’s wars had brought

Egypt into contact with the far north, whence in due time the Iron Age was to come.

He himself had received thence vessels of what he still called Tut<'ankhamun

possessed a heavy dagger made of iron^, and two large amulets A stud from a box

and a finger ring, both of iron, appear to be of Eighteenth-Dynasty date and a pin of

this date is known from Abydos^‘^. An iron sickle was found under a sphinx of the late

Eighteenth or Nineteenth Dynasty About this time the Hittite king was corresponding

with a neighbour about iron that the latter wanted, and providing him with blades for

daggers This neighbour is generally supposed to be Eamesses II, though actually the

names of both the addressee and his country are lost, as are those of the sender himself

and his country. An iron bracelet is recorded of the Nineteenth or Twentieth Dynasty

There is a halbert which is probably of the age of Ramesses III^®, and this king used hihni-ft

^ Palmer, in Joitrn. Aothrop. Inst., 1^84, 292.

“ Plutarch, J)e Isidt' et Osirir/r\ ^ 62 (Teuhiier’s edn., II, n36'f, ^ t-t.

^ One of the Wah-ka conin'^ has the dl htp in the name of Seth (Turin i\Iuseum\ and a Xew
Kingd<Hii ^tele found at Kaw is addressed to Seth, see i/tfra. AVah-ka was governor of the Aphroditopolite

noine ((kinopic vaf>e, Turin and it was in the eastern part of this norne, near the village of Antaeus, that

L'^isatid Hnrus revenged themselves upon Seth f'Oiodorins, BihL 21). Xephthy^ was Seth’s wife, and

her hush.uid wa'^ worshi^iped here in Roman times as Antaeus (Golenischeff, A.Z., xx (1882), VU. iii, iv,

pp. 13off.;. At least as early a^5 the Eighth Dynasty Seth was cstahhshed in the Hypselite nome opposite

Kaw a little to the north Moret, Co/zipte^^ rendns a Vaoid. des insrr, et hdJes h'tires^ 1914, 569 l

^ Ilrunton, Q<fv a,,d B<id<n'i, in, 20. '* Ihid, ; Petrie, Afd'fj-opoUs^ 1, 10, 11.

" Brunton, op, eit., ill, PL xxxii = PL xxxiii, 6, and p. 18.

' Sethe, U/'i\ df's opg. Aitertinns,^ iv, 733. 6, and 638, no. 32 = Breasted, Ancient Records,^ II, § 537.

’’ H. (’arter, The Ti>nd> of Tnt-o ahh-u men, ii, PL Ixxxvii, h, and pp. 135, 175,

Id,, HI. London Xews, 7 July, 1928. The headrest is made of ,i ^olid mass of iron.

Both in the Ashmolean Museum, without provenance. Could the stud be the pin of the next note ^

Garstang, El Aralmh., 30,

Britidi Musmni, Guide to the Third ond Fourth Egy^ition Roonis (1904), p. 41, no. 5410; Bel/oni,

Xurrotire (1822), I, 252, 253 and ef. Baedeker, Agygten (1928), 26^, 272, 288.

Luckenbill, Anxerlcan Journ. of Semitic Languages, xxxvii, 205, 206. Ft may be noted that tlie iron

bla<le of TutGuikhamnnV dagger looks as if it did not belong to its handle.

Petrie, Hyksos o nd hroelit* i'itip.-. 32, tomb no 19. Id
,
Ahydos^ ii, PL xxii, 10 and p. 33.
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for a statue of a gocP. Three iron pins each 6 cm. long were used for fastening one of

the Twenty-first Dynasty coffins from Kurnah^. From the Ramesseum come several iron

knives of Ramesside age or later, and bracelets of the Twenty-second Dynasty^. A l)ar

of wrought iron wrapped up in linen was found at Medum. It and the scraps of iron

found with it also date to about the Twenty-second Dynasty^. An iron needle was
found in Nubia which belongs to about this period or later From all this it is evident

that iron must have been discussed fairly freely in the New Kingdom.

Until that time iron can scarcely have been mentioned in everyday life, and when
the word bi^ was used mythologically or in the Opening of the Mouth ceremony it was

self-explanatory. In the New Kingdom, however, it became necessary to be more

explicit, and the expression bi^-ni-pt was elaborated. Its use by Ani in the early

Nineteenth Dynasty is apparently its first occurrence®. The expression means

of heaven’’ and, as it was so late in appearance and was applied to iron that was

man-made, it only has indirect reference to the fact that the ancient Egyptians first

knew iron from meteorites.

Bi/ means iron, and on several occasions the newer edition of a text replaces the

old word bh by the new bi^-ni-pt. The chisel for opening the mouth is generally called

“the mltft of but Ani calls it “the mdtft of bf^-ni-pt^/' as does the magical

papyrus of Turin in the Twentieth Dynasty^. In the same dynasty an inscription of

Ramesses IV’s reign calls it “the mdtft of Dr. Schott kindly tells me that in

a passage shortly to be published by him the '^snw of bif (Ji
^ earlier

version becomes sniv of bii-ni-pt
( J later. That hi^-ni-pt really

means iron equally with the old bii is shown by the set of Tutrankhamiin's iron chisels

which can scarcely be other than mdtft'^^^. The word bii-ni~pt lasts on into Coptic as

tcuine or fitumi, and this clearly means iron. In the first place it is used in the Coptic

Bible to translate the Hebrew barzel'^^; then again, one of the Coptic saints was called

tenine and this is translated by the Arabic hadid, “iron”; and finally a Graecized form

fceuTnic seems to represent the Greek name

Thus, then, iron in Egypt as in many other countries was obtained from meteorites

long before the Iron Age set in. Moreover, the word 5G proves to have stood primarily

for iron, or rather meteoric material in general, whether iron, or stone, or a conglomerate

of the two. From this proceed the uses to which 6fy was put by the priests, and the

secondary meanings which the word took on. From it also are derived the New Kingdom

expression hi^-ni-pt and finally the Coptic teniue, which merely mean “iron*’ without

any thought of the other meanings of hU.

^ Fac'ilniile of rni Ey, llhuxUic <)f the Reiyn oj Enucses III Brit. 1^70 , PI. xl, B, 1. 11 =
Breasted, <yp. iv,

- Xow in the Cairo Muicura, Jourtol <le/fire'e, ii<.'. 3103:^. Sehweinfurth u;ivo> a ilrawiiiL: of nnc of thcMji

in Zi’itschr. pf/' Ethnoloyk\ BIOS, 63, tig. 1,

3 Petrie, The Ramesse'jia^ 13, and Id., Tools and SVeopottii^ PI. xxix, iio>. 246, 247, 2l6-ol, 273 and p. 25.

^ AVainwriglit, in Petrie and other'^, Th<' Lohyriafh, Rerieh mid MorjjJumeh^ 2S.

^ Reisner, Arch. Surrey of Xotna (1907-S ’', i, PI. 72. d, and p, 56, grave no. 164.

Budge, Fucsindle of the Popyrtts of Aid^ PI. xv, 1. 4 i also occur.'^ de Rouge, Iuser. hEr.., PI. 226), 1. ,")S;

li., />., Ill, PI. 194, 1. 10; AVrcs/inski, Der yrosse incdidiusehe Pupyr^fs des RerUrer Mnseu>io-<. no. ss.

' See p. 7 n. 1. Binlge, ibid. ^ W. Ple\te, Popyru'i d*' T»rio^ p. 148, 1. 2 — PI. cx\iii. 1. 3.

B., A, Text, III, 3(0. See p. 7.

(Ten. iv, 22; Levitieus xxvi, 19; Uaiali lx, 17 ;
E/ekiel xx\ii, 12, P.), ete.

(_'ruiii, .1 Coptic Dictionary^ I, 41, s.t.
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ENTERTAINMENT IN THE VILLAGES OF
GRAECO-ROMAN EGYPT

By W. L. WESTERMANN

The document here published was assigned to Columbia University out of a group

purchase made in various parts of Egypt in the wnnter months of 1926. It now bears the

Inventory number III. The provenance of this fragment was probably Akhmim in

Middle Egypt, although Miniah is also given as a possible place of purchase in the report

made out by Mr. H. Idris Bell. Beyond the fact that it is another example of the well-

known type of contract for village entertainment made with a company of professionals

from a neighbouring city, the interest of the fragment lies in the umisual meanings of the

words 7rpay/xa{r€VT/]^) and ayvra^iq. The fragment measures '2^- by inches, and the

text dates from the late second century a.d.

Text.

Wix/jLcovlov Ep/zo7r(oXtT?;'?) 7rpajfJia{revT7]^)

UXovTLcovc TaTTouro? fcal Ato(Tfcop(p

WSpiavov dfKporepoL^ aTTo WXajSaa-Tpi^

vrj^ j^aLpeiv. crvve(j>covr)cra irpo^

5 vpd^ &<Tre a\p\.rjqai fie dfia rfj ayv'^

ra^l fiov irdcrr) iv rf Trpofcetfii'^

vp KcofiT) i(j>^ r)pipa^ ^ diro kS

Tov firjvo^ ’Evrei^, fitaOov

6/facrT7?s" pfi€pa<; cipyvpiov Spa')(pLCt)v

.0 ]•[].[]•'•

(Remainder lost.)

Notes.

Line 1. For the adjective form 'EpyaovroXtri;?, see George Meautis, HerynowpolisAa-

Gmnde, Lausanne (1918), 58. The city name is always spelled 'Ep/AouTroXt?, op. cit., 30.

The right halves of the last two letters of the line, here read as p and as the elevated

a, are gone. The visible left half of the superimposed letter makes the alpha a necessary

reading, 8 being the only other possibility, but this is excluded by the forms of B in the

text. 7rpay{paTevT7]^) ay\{r]TpLBoyv)y corresponding to XVilcken’s suggestion 7rp(o(vo 7])T(p)

av\7](rpLBcov), in Chresto)7iathie, 495, seems to me to be out of the question. For the

abbreviation, cf. AjjprjrpLw 7rpaypa{T€VTr/) in P.S.I. vil, 809, 6. The word TrpayparevTrf^;

as private ‘’trader” (Latin actor) and as ‘’business agent” has long been known from
inscriptions of the Empire and papyri of the Byzantine period. 8ee the irpayparevraL in

O.G.L II, 525; Rostovtzefi in Arck.-Epigr. Mitth. a}(s Oesterreirh, xix (1896), 139; Otto
Kriiger in note to P. Ross. Georg, ir. 26, 11. In the third-century document P. Berk Inv.

11643, 8, recently published by Sigurd Muller, Gr. Papjjri aus dem Berliner Museum,
Guteborg (1929), no. 8, ^'Xppwv 6 '7rpayparevT7]^ is the “business representative” of one
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of the parties concerned in the transaction. Here also I regard the irpayixairevry']^) as the

“business representative^ ' or manager, of a company of entertainers, this company being
“his own'’ {rf} avvra^c fiov). He would then correspond in position to Copreus, the

TrpoeaTo)^; (rv/x(j)o)via<; av\rjTO)v koX puovortKMv of P. Oxy. 1275. Copreus was an active

musician in his company as well as the manager of it, just us the TTpaypLarevrij^ of the

Columbia document, Silvanus, takes part in the activities of his company as flageolet

player, (Tvve(j}cov7]aa,,,,co<TT€ avX^jaai fie afia ry avura^i fiov irdar).

Line 2. TaTrou?, given as a feminine name in Preisigke, KciDieythuch, is here a man’s
name just as in Stud. Pal., xx, 68, ii recto 4, 24. The last omicroa of TaTrouros^ was
originally written as iota and changed to an elongated omicron. without erasure.

Line 6. The ^ of g-vura^i is blotted, but still unmistakable. The use of avvra^i^ in the

papyri in the sense of an “organization” has heretofore been couflned largely to military

groups which receive their pay or land allotments on a common basis. See Preisigke,

Wdrterbiich, s.v. Here the meaning is extended so that it corresponds to that of <rvfi<f>(ovLay

which occurs in the musicians' contracts P. Fior. 74 and P. Oxy. xii, 1275, 9. For

(Tvfi<j)wvLa as “'company,” see Teresa Gra ssi, della Scuola Pnpirologica, iii (1920), 133,

and AYestermann, Journah x, 138. The meaning “Kapelle” given to (TVfi^(nvia in

P. Fior. 74 and P. Oxv. 1275 by Preisigke, Worterhucly
,
s.w, is not warranted by the con-

text of that document, in which the (7vpL<f)(ovLa is composed of pLovaiKMv re Ka\ dWayv.

Among the “others” are included the two pantomimists who represent the entire company
(avfKfycovLa) in the making of the contract.

Translation.

Silvamis, son of Anvmottias, resident of Her}nopoUs, business maifager, to Ploution, son

of TapoiiSy and Dioscorns, so)i of Ant monius, both from Alabastrine, greduig.

I have come to an agreement with gou that /, together with mg entire coynpang, will furnish

flageolet mtisic in the above-meyitioyied village for eight dags, beginning with the 2Wi of the

following month, Epiph, for each dag being silver drachnias ^

Similar documents dealing with musicians and other minor artists are recorded by

Teresa Grassi in her article, “ Musica, Aiimica e Danza,'’ in Stndi della S( )iola Papirologiea,

III, 117-35, and in an article entitled “'The Castanet Dancers of Arsinoe,'’ Journal, x

(1924), 134-44^. To the documents assembled and discussed in these articles the follow-

ing are now to be added: Stud. Pal., xxii, no. 47 (c/. Wessely, Karanis tiyid Socnopaei

Nesos, 26); B.G.U. vii, 1648; P. Loud. Inv. no. 1917, 194 (?) a.d., published by H. Idris

Bell in Journal, x, 145-6; the very interesting memorandum of the Zenon group from

Heracleotes to Zenon and Nestor regarding a harp, P. Lond. Inv. no. 2096 ;
and an

unnumbered papyrus in the Cairo collection. The last two documents were also published

by Bell; see Raccolta Lumhroso (1925), 13-22.

Little need be said in explanation of the Columbia document beyond what has been

recorded in the notes. Silvanus, manager of a troup of flageolet players, was a resident of

Hermopolis—surely 'EppovTroXti; y fieydXrj of the Heptanomis-. In Payiii (as shown by

Tov "E7rei(f> of line 8) of a year that is lost, he was approached by two residents

of the Hermopolite village of Alabastrine^ and contracted with them to play in that

1 Bci&ed upon a papyrus eontraet, P. CV>rn. Iiiv. in>. iJO, whuli has siuee appeared as no. 9 in the volume

of Cornell papyri.

- These entertainers were commonly, as hen', residents of the metropolis centre^. See x, 130

and 11 . 3. The artists of P. Fior. 71 were also residents of Hermopolis, just as (Mir Silvanu'' wa^.

For the location of Alabastrine in the Hermopolite nome, see P. Strass., 5, lutrod. p. *24, with refcrence>^.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xvxii. 3
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village with his comp<uiy for eight days, beginning with the 24th day of the following

month, Epiph. The document drawn up between them is a locatio ojperarum in epistolary

form, in which the manager of the flageolet troup acts as the locator. No doubt this was

on the occasion of some local village festival, although a statement to that effect does not

appear in this document. The exact period of the engagement and the number of days agreed

upon, liere eight days beginning with the 24th of Epiph, are of course an essential part of

any such contract, and must be stated in the agreement. The statement as to the type of

celebration which was contemplated has no legal significance. It may appear, or it may
be omitted. In P. Lond. Inv. no. 1917, 4-6 (Journal, x, 145), it appears as eo/)T[^9] ovar}^

iv KWfxrj T67rTv[i']i [«]at ev\_(jd^ovfjiev(jov r)/jLcov, Cf. P. Oxy. VII, 1025, 12-15: avveopraa-ovref;

iv rff Trarpcoa 7][p,o)v] eoprfj, which was the birthday of Kronos, and P. Oxy. x, 1275:

€(f)
7)pLepa^ iopTMv irevre, a festival at the village of Souis. P. Oxy. in, 475 also shows

that these entertainments by dancers and musicians were commonly connected with

religious festivals. In P. Grenf. ii, 67, P. Gen. 73, Stud. Pal. xxii, 47, and P. Corn. 9 there

is no mention of this association of the entertainers’ contract with a festival. In the

Columbia document here presented it is not stated that Ploution and Dioscorus held any
official position in the village, nor that they were members of a local synodos or social

club. It is therefore safest to assume that they were well-to-do private individuals who at

their own expense were furnishing to their fellow villagers the musical features of an
entertainment connected with a local festival. As for the dancing which was the central

feature of such entertainments, it may have been supplied either by local village talent or

by a troup of dancers from the metropolis^. In the latter case we may presume that the

dancing troup, like tln‘ flageolet players, had been hired at the expense of some of the

more prosp(*rous inhabitants of the village of Alabastrine^.

The Pleasure Clubs of Common People in Egypt.

The celebration of religious festivals as well as secular entertainment with music and
dancing^ has been [)ractised by the most primitive peoples, however one may explain

its origin. The early Egyptians, like the Greeks and other ancient peoples of higher

civilization, took pleasure in watching the dance with musical accompaniment*^. When the

(b'coks came into Egypt in numbers large enough to affect the life of the Egyptians, they
had little to oiler in this respect that was new. Herodotus records that the Dionysus
(meaning Osiris) festival in Egypt was celebrated, in part, almost in the same manner as

tin' Dionysus festival in Greece^. But so far as my knowledge goes, in Pharaonic Egypt
after the period of the Old Kingdom private religious cults ceased to exist®. The
private social clubs and associations, too, which developed so rapidly in the Greek lands

' Su< }i , 1 ^ Nidi'iM and Imri nnnwiiunn^, tln' castanct dancers of P. Cornell, 1).

- S*‘r tho '>niular ai made l)y Caspar .1. Kraemer in an article entitled “A Creek Element in

Kc}ptian inj," in An). (g'U/v/n, :2nd series, xxxv i 1!>31 ,

‘ Fia- tlio -prcial ( iinnectiMii of nuiNic with Crock fcstiwil assi »ciations, see Po1;uh1, (Jr. Vcrfins^rr^ca,

ilC7

* For anu‘ nt EL^yptian danciim with inusioa] accompaniment and the rhythm emphasized by castanets,
ser Wioilmn uin, !h,s altr :I72, 374 -o

; Teresa Crassi, StnJi Jel/a SotoJa Fapirologica,

iiu 1 17. Mu-ic ;ind dancing placed an erjually great part in the more limited pleasures indulged in by the
an* anu I'aoyh mans; -^oe Pruno Mejs^^nor, flJnjlnnicn A^^yrirn, i, 421.

Iha-odorn., n. Is; Ihlahol, < iridn-u.,,iptn^Jn Fa.Vc in .Vaa-' Udd. Juhrh. AA±9)), 10.

W.dtorOrto, r i>i>d i,,) JnJI ,• a A^ypptrn (i.eii>/ig, 1005), i, 125 and n. 1; S<in

Ni'.olo. A^

^

F- a* /, Munich, 1013, 12.
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preceding the conquests of Alexander^ were comphd(‘ly lacking In the social life of t he Nile

valley under the Pharaohs, so far as the translated sources and moiiuineiits pietun‘ that

life. It is true that the sources represent the life of the ruling classes, while peasant and
middle-class life appear only as essential economic background for the social organization

of the upper class. But the autocratic organization of the Pharaonic state and the tixation

of its social forms under the Egyptian Empire strongly recommend the conclusion that

the negative evidence of the sources upon this matter is symptomatic of the actual condi-

tion which prevailed.

The existence of social groups outside of family, ecclesiastical, or state forms is e(|uallv

difficult to prove in the ancient civilization of the FiU])lirates-Tigris basin. Th<‘ authority

of the family and the sovereignty of its head remained unchanged in the specifically

oriental period of its history-. So far, iiidtaai, as the Semitic ideal of life was concerned,

the sovereignty of t\\e fater familias was unimpaired until the fifth century a.d. Dancing
and music played a great part, of course, among the pleasures of the Semitic peoplt‘s

throughout their history; but after the patriarchal period had passed, just as in Fgv])t,

no private cult organizations appear in Babylonia in which these pleasures were practised ‘h

With the increasing power of priesthood and state, the contacts of private individuals

with the gods were almost completely withdrawn from the sphere of j)rivate activity.

Therefore there were no private cult clubs out of which private social clubs, divorce<l from

religious practice, might develop. In Palestine itself the theocratic state dominated tlie

lives of orthodox Hebrews, with the synagogue as the centre of all social activities. As a

general conclusion it may be said that Semitic life otfered little, if any, opportunity for the

development either of private cult associations or of pleasure clubs which were not strictly

a part of the state organization and its ecclesiastical life.

In the social and political development of the (ireeks. the picture is (|uite reversed. In

the Greek city-state, as represented most clearly in the case of Athens, tliere was a marked
and constant trend away from the fatnily group as the dominant feature in politi<‘al,

economic, and social life. In the sixth and fiftli centuries the ideal of the yalis had dis-

integrated the older loyalty to the family^. The effect of this fundamtmtal soci(dal change,

as seen in the field of legal and religious penalties, in the diminution of parental autliority,

in the abolition of vengeance as restricted to the family group, in the substitution of

individual responsibility for collective punishment, lias long since be<*n presmitfMl by

Gustave Glotz^. The growth of cult clubs, fraternal organizations, ami other extra-family

groupings of this kind, beginning in the fourth century n.c.^, forms the social compensation

for the loss involved’. It is in the third century in the p(‘riod of the <‘clipse of tiie

by the great Macedonian kingdoms, that the private associations, oiT(‘ring a new outlet

for the instinct of social grouping, grew so amazingly in luimber'^.

^ Soo W. \V. T«irn, Ilf'llpouie' Cl ri!

\

\ Si '2.

- Meis.si)or, oj>. at., i, 380.

Oft. I, 420; II, 52. The st/ite ;uid i liurcli fuvnisliril the Inuor with their <»ut

in’giuiized pleasures when the great religious festivals and tlie triuniph.il proeossn>ii> ol tlK« o( foij-rtl

^ See the dissertation of Ferdinand Mahir, 0>'ist end ^V^ rt d*>r Funnlieiu’rzicJte luj hn AlUrtmn i .MuriKh.

1928), 6-12.

*’ Ln soUdaritv <hi la fanidh daii^ A’ drod a'linliad at Orlaj, Faris (1901'.

Mariano San Nicolo, V^'rt>iif.<'CrS(ai zur Zdt (A r dttdimiarr vnd Munah, 1913 ,
IS

" San Nicolo, dnd.\ lAeAyerCa, Da^ Xt-cplnav'e^fn ' lA*ip/ig, 1896', loe.

^ For the time of the great increase in the nuniher of these a^^ociation^ see Zicharth, dad. \ 5V. \V. 4'arn,

oy. fit., 81 ; St()ckle in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, Sup[il.-liand iv, 156. For sugLiestcnl causes see Sto^kle,

/An/., and particularly Zieicirth. op. clt.. 192 3.
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The Zenon papyri of the middle of the third century B.c. give no example either of any

typical Greek cult association or of any non-family social grouping, either among the

Greeks of the Fayyum or among the Egyptian natives of that time. The conditions of life

imposed by the organization which Zenon was managing in the interests of Apollonius and

the King probably account for this fact. The group of Greek aliens which was working on

the estate at Philadelphia and in the related services of Apollonius was closely knit by the

nature of their life, which was associated with a single highly centralized economic unit.

They were a body of exploiters, relatively limited in number, controlling and directing the

labour of numerous natives. As alien organizers, associated with similar groups of Greek

aliens in a limited district with a natural unity, the need for separate social groupings

would not have been felt by them. Had we documents of the same period, similar to

those of the Zenon archives, from Alexandria or Ptolemais, where Greeks were assembled

in large numbers, we should without much doubt find the characteristic cult clubs already

flourishing among the Greeks of those cities^. Apollonius was certainly a man of pious

observance, if not imbued with a real piety-. Zenon' s interest in sports is well attested by

documents which show that he had boys under training for contests in the local gymnasia^.

His interest in music was probably not so great. The memorandum of the Zenon archive

from the early years of Ptolemy III published by Bell in Eaccolta Lumhroso, 13-22, shows

that Demeas, head of the gymnasium at Philadelphia at the time when Zenon ^vas in

charge of the estate of Apollonius, had at his death bequeathed a harp and some form of

allowance to a pupil, a harp player named Heracleotes. Zenon and Nestor were named in

the will of Demeas to provide for the living of the harp player during a certain period of

training. We do not know Zenon’s side of the case. Obviously there was something

behind the petitions for support emanating from the musician which makes his case a

dubious one. For Zenon and Nestor had paid no attention to three successive petitions

which had been sent to them^. Bell has suggested that there was a definite reward to be

given to the prize-winner^ in the games which the young man wished to enter. This is

warranted by the statement of the harp player that he hoped to find a supporter® and

thus to be enabled to enter a contest ' established by the King. Considered separately, this

document would have little value in determining the attitude of Zenon and his entourage

in matters aesthetic. Considered in relation to the total group of the Zenon archives, it

is characteristic of the highly commercial interest and point of view of the group of Greek

^ Pdul Viereck, in his admirable buuk, Fhiladtiphia (Leipzig, 1928;, 06, would even grant that clubs of

every kind already nourished at Philadelphia in Zenoifs time. He may be right, of course; and the

negative impression may be due to the nature of the Zenon material. For the reasons given above, I prefer,

with respect to the situation in the Fayyum, to rest upon the sources until actual evitience to the contrary

may appear.

- C. C. Edgar, Zenoii Puppri in the Ctncersity of Middyan Collection (Aim Arbor, 1931;, 15.

Op, dt,,, 50.

P. Lond. Inv. no. 2096, with the addition of a Cairo papyrus, both published by 11. Idris Bell in

Putrrolfa Ln,iihroso ‘Alhan, 1925;, 13-22. Note lines 9-10 of the fourth petition handed in to Zenon : ov^^v

de] ra>t' Kara rii i'77 0fj.vrjjji,aTa 7r€TroLr]KaT€. Cf. C iereck, Philadelphia, 66; Viereck draws a conclusion as to

Zeiioii's clo-'Oness in money affairs which does not seem to me warranted by the case, even as presented

by the young musician. He^iatc Bells skilful and ingenious restorations, it must be remembered that the

right end of all the lines is gone.

Llaccolta Lv/nbroso, p. 14.

tjp, iot., p. 17, line 27, kui ^TrLo-rdrov,

' The words ed rbv dycova are supplied by Bell, but with groat probability because of dy(»)viuvp[ai in

line 5.
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nationals who come and go through Philadelphia of the Fayyum in that period. The com-
mercial tone of the Heracleotes in matters musical contrasts strongly with that
displayed at Delphi at the time of the Mithridatic War. The council of tlie Dt'iphians had
voted to crown ' a woman har2)ist from The1)es, named Polygiiota. with a donation of

500 drachmas as reward for successful matinees given by her at the Pythian games^. This
was not a prize for successful competition in an agon. Nevertheless, an attempt had been
made to delete from the stone the amount of money granted to her. From this circum-

stance and another similar deletion, in a fragmentary inscription, of the amount of the

reward granted to Asclepiodorus of Coronea^, possibly a physician, Louis Robert has con-

cluded that a regulation was passed later at Delphi eliminating the grants of money prizes

and reverting to the older habit of granting laurel crowns alone

The Zenon papyri are, then, distinctly negative in regard to the adoption of the Greek
phenomenon of private, social and cult associations in Egyptian town and village life (as

opposed to city life) for the middle of the third century B.c. For the second centurv n.c.,

however, we have indisputable evidence that the Greek inclination and habit of social

grouping had penetrated not only into the villages of Egypt, but even into the humblest
classes of the village population‘s. These are the fragmentary records of successive

meetings of a club composed of servants-^, which had no set place of assembly and not

enough money to hire a hall. They met in the harness-room of a stable, or in the granary,

apparently several times in each month. The total number of members who appear at the

recorded club-meetings, including one who first appeared as a guest and later as a paying

member, was ten. At the meetings the members present, including the guests, varied

from six to nine.

For the purposes of the present study it is important to note how completely organized

this club was. It had a presiding officer called an epimeletes^. One assumes that he was
elected for a fixed term rather than for single meetings, because the name of the president,

Hermias, appears consistently at the head of the list of attending members at each of a

number of successive meetings. The presence of a sacrificing priest in the club ' indicates

a cult club. The club was supported by subscriptions levied upon the members. In the

single column containing names of members with assessments opposite them, the amounts
vary amazingly, from 270 to 2045 (?) drachmas (copper). In the account of the Tebtynis

dining club, P. Teb. i, 118, a fixed assessment of 100 (copper) drachmas upon each person

present, including guests, is recorded for three different meetings. Presumably some form

of equalization of the contributions was also practised in the club the accounts of which

were published by Edgar. Already in the Ptolemaic papyrus, P. Teb. i, 118, the forms

of entertainment characteristic of the later village festivals of Roman Egypt appear. A
flageolet player was present at two of the meetings, at least, and an effeminate male

dancer {fcivaiSo^;) at one of those attended also by the flageolet player. In Edgar’s docu-

ment expenditures for wine appear, especially designated as ‘‘Memphite wine*’ in frag. v.

The minutes of the club recorded in P. Teb, i, 118 are fairly complete for three

meetings, dated Hathyr 17, Hathyr 20, and Tybi 25, This was purely a social and dining

i LouE Robert iu Liii (1929;, 34-40.

B.C.IL, Lii (1928), 174. ^ B.C.H., un (1929), 37.

^ Records of a Vilhtge Club, fraguiouts of a late Ptolemaic ))apyrus published by C. 0. Eilgar in

Raccolta LumhrosOy 309-7b. There are three diflerent recoixE of this kind of income aiul expenditures of

social cliib« at Tebtynis, all to be dated iu the late second century B.c. : P. Teb. i, IIS, 177, 224.

5 So Edgtir concludes, op. cit.^ 3G9-70, because of the names and the places of meeting.

Frag, r, col. 2, 4-5: 'K/)p[io]l' rf^r €7ri/:xfX>/roC’. ' Frag, iv, col. 1 • tf/^oTroioC' AikuIov.
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club, in so far as the evidence of the minutes permits a decision, the members being called

‘‘fellow banqueters'' (avvSetTrvoi). At two of the meetings eighteen members attended,

with four guests at the first meeting, five guests at the second. At the meeting on

Tybi 25 twenty-one regular members attended. In Raccolta Lumhroso, 371, n. 1, Edgar

suggested three simple changes in the readings at the ends of the accounts of receipts

and expenditures at the meetings of the club: h olKo{v6iJi(p) [ ], line 8; and again,

iv oiKo{v6{jL(p) pTT in line 15, and v7r€pai'7](\(OTat) instead of the vTrep (iPf]{X(opiaro<i) of the

editors in line 18. He has drawn the correct conclusion that the figures which appear with

iv oIko(
)
and vTT€pavr]{ ),

preserved only in line 15, represent either surpluses or over-

expenditures for each particular meeting, which were put into the common treasury, iv

olKo{v6pi(p), in the case of a surplus, and met out of the common treasury in the case of a

deficit. The contribution levied for each person attending the meeting of a given evening

stood at 100 drachmas copper per person. Edgar s suggestion makes it possible to fill out

the missing numerals which are essential to complete the accounts preserved in the minutes

of the three meetings. They are as follows (all sums in copper)

:

Meeting of Hathyr 17

Expenditures on wine 2000 drach.

on bread 190 dr.

Income members present, 18

guests present, 4

total 22 at 100 drachmas 2200 dr.

Surplus placed in the treasury 10 dr.^

Meeting of Hathyr 20

Expenditures on wine 2000 dr.

on a wreath 120 dr.

Income members present, 18

guests present, 5^

total 23 at 100 drachmas 2300 dr.

Surplus placed in the treasury 180 dr.

Meeting of Tybi 25

Expenditures on wine 2000 dr. ^

on a wreath 120 dr.^

Income members present, 21 at 100 drachmas 2100 dr.

Over-expenditure 20 dr.

It is under Roman rule that the “social club” appears in the papyri as an organized

institution in the villages of Egypt. It would be highly important, from the standpoint

of the social history of the village communities in Roman Egypt, if we had some full

record of their meetings which could give us an insight into their scope and significance

in the life of small-town people. I have found no document of this kind among the papyri
from the period of Roman rule. A few facts, however, may be gleaned from the scanty
material at hand^.

^ Reading in line 8 : /k/S dva p 62 . eV glKo{v6pcp) [t.

2 Reading line 10 thus: elcrlv avdp^s avvb€i{7rvoL) ltj koI ^ivoi €. There is nothing missing in line 14.

3 Supplying the doubtful and missing letters, line 16 must be read: TO/St xe. olvov K({paplov) a n,

<TT[€(f>dvov pK /3 pK- This givcs the correct deficit vTrepavl){\(0Ta() k of line 18, which should be read as a
completed line, without indicating a loss of letters, as the editors have done.

San ^licolo, in his Aegypttsches \ eret'nsivesen^ discusses the village clubs briefly on pp. 207-8.
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In three papyri, all from the Fayyum, the definite name of ‘'village club” ((tuz/oSo?

KWftT)^) appears. A Tebtynis document of the early first century a .d .
gives an account of

beer delivered to various persons, in which there is a record of six choes received by one

Psosneus, but ordered by Orsenuphis, presiding officer of the village club^. The second

papyrus, assigned to the second century, is a contract with a dancer made by the

'^yovfxevo^ avvoSov Koyfirj^ of Tanis, a village in the Heracleid division of the Arsinoite

nome^. The third, definitely dated a .d . 237, is from Bacchias, also in the Arsinoitis,

Heracleid division, and is a contract made by a president of the village club with the

head of a company of flageolet players^. The conclusion that this was a widespread type

of organization, to be found in many of the villages of Egypt, is recommended by the

identity of the title of the club {avvoho^ and the identity of the title of its presid-

ing head as ijyovfjievo^ avvohov fccofiT]^ /ccofjur]^ (tvp6{Sov) in P. Teb. ii, 401) m
these three documents, which cover a period of some two hundred years. With this group

P.Teb.ii, 573, late first century, should be connected, in Avhich the expenses of a synodos

of Dama occurs; and in the list of members who have contributed four or eight drachmas

we find the name of the presiding official (7770^^61/09) given. Dama is, no doubt, the

Aa/id iiroiKiop^ of P. Fay. 24, 5. For Tebtynis in a .d . 14 i)yovyi€vo^ Kwfir)^ is

recorded. The editors seem to have regarded this as the document of a village club®, and

correctly, I think.

With this list of sy)iodoi of villages, the clubs with klhiarchs or prostata i must be dis-

cussed, such as: (a) the 'EpfMa}[p9iTcop o-vp]6Sov, from Hermonthis in Upper Egypt of the

second century’^; and (6) the club with a irpoardrif^ in the contract with dancers,

P. Gen. 73 ( = Wilcken, Chrestomathie, 496). In the want of decisive evidence of a prostates

or Minarch at the head of a village club, these may best be explained as clubs of lesser

distinction in the villages, although both klinarch and prostates may be interchangeable

names for the official at the head of the “village club®.”

A passage of Philo, In Flaccum, § 17, is of great importance in this discussion:

OtafToc Kara rrjp ttoXip elal 7ro\vdpdp(i)7roc

d)p fcardp'^et T/79 fcoiP(OPta<; ovBev vyt€<;,

dXV d/cparo^ koX pedr] Ka\ TrapoiPLai Kat

y) TOvro)P efcyopo^ v/Bpts, (TVPoSoi Kal

nXipai TTpoaovopd^ovrac vtto tmp iy)(^o)pLO}p,

iv diracTi TOi9 Qiaaioi^ rj Tot9 7rX6tcrTot9

o Tcrt3a)p09 rd rrpcortla (fyeperai /cal Xiyerat

6 avpirocrLap'^o^^, 6 K\Lpdp')(^^, o Tapa^iiroXts.

1 P. Teb. II, 401, 2 :3 .
^ B.G.U. vii, 1648.

•’ P. Grciif. II, 67, republi.shed by Wilcken, Chrcstohiathie^ 497, where the criVoSos is correctly explained

as a club, and the ^yov/ievos as its presiding officer. Cf. Or. Ostraka, p. 794.

^ AVrongly explained as a personal name by San Nicolo, Verevnsweseyi, i, 210, n. 6. See, for Aa/xa €7roiKioi\

P. Teb. II, App. II, p. 375. In the delivery of beer in P. Teb, 11
, 401, 35, to the o-ui/d(5«)

I would suggest that we have to deal with a social club upon an estate called the ’Ai/rcorm (sp. oi’crta),with

similar name but not identical with the one in B.G.U. i, 280, 4.

5 Verso of P. Tel), ii, 484.

6 Note 23 to P. Teb. ii, 401.

^ Paul Viereck, Griechiseke uvd grieckisck-depiotiscke Ostraka (Berlin, 1923), no. 791. In Wilcken's

restoration of the end of line 3, TcXtrjdp;^?; o-ioddSoc, I would omit so as to correspond to

^y()vfX€V(>s (Tvvo^ov of B.G.U. VII, 1648 and P. Grenf. it, 67 {Chrest. 497),

^ As as.sumed by the editor in the note to line 2 of B.G.G. vii, 1648.
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In Alexandria, in Philo's time, pleasure clubs, known definitely as synodoi or klinai

among the native Egyptians, were widespread. Second, and significant to our discussion,

their presiding officer was called a sijnipo^iarch or klinafcli^. The title of klinarch was no

doubt commonly used, being found as the designation of the presiding official in pagan

cult clubs in Xubian Taphis- in the fourth century a.d. and in Talmis in Nubia in the

fifth century^.

Basing upon the Philo passage, we may regard the klinarch who appears in Yiereck,

Ostraka, 791, of the second century, as the equivalent of the })yovpb€vo^ avroSov of the

villages. We gain thereby, in addition to the village club of Yiereck’ s ostracon

at Hermonthis in Upper Egypt, a group of synodoi in the town of Tebtynis for

A.D. 219 in the contract with flageolet players, P, Loud. Inv. no. 1917, published by
H. Idris BelU. This document is a conductio operanint in epistolary form addressed by
Aurelius Philosarapis of Tebtynis “'to Aurelius Onnophris, flageolet player by trade.” In

view of the now well-established title of one of the officials of the pleasure associations in

the Egyptian towns as K\Lvdp')(ri<=;, I see no reason to hesitate about forming from it the

verb KXivdpx^tv and reading in P, Bond. Inv. no. 1917, lines 5 8: [/t]ai 6v[(ox}ov}jiev(iyv

7]p,d)v uTTO ri}? ^ [tJou 7 (erov^) eri re Kal pioy [«/x]a eripoi^i “Since there

is a festival in the village of Tebtynis and we are feasting from the 28th of the present

month of Phaophi in the present 3rd year, and moreover I am about to act as klinarch

(?.c., president of a club) along with others, I wish to engage you, etc.” The difficulty

lying in the statement that Aurelius Philosarapis is to act as klinarch “along with others,”

i.e., along with other khnarchs, is to be explained by the supposition that Tebtynis in the

early third century had, in addition to its ‘'village club,” other cult and social clubs each
with its own klinarch. Philosarapis, in hiring the flageolet players, was acting in behalf of

his own synodos, other klinarchs arranging for their own clubs such entertainment as they
might require. In support of this view the situation in the Blemmyan town of Talmis of

the fifth century is to be recalled, where there was a klinarch of the city” (also called

dewoklinarch) and three distinct clubs (avvo^oi)^ each having its own head, called a

khnarch^. J. G. Milne has also published a Theban ostracon of the second century a.d.,

which lists by month and day the contributions of wine made to a cult club® by its

members. The club was composed of worshippers of the god of healing, Amenothis. In
P. Bond. Ill, 1170 verso^ a long account of income and expenditure of the Heroninus
archive, a.d. 258-259, contributions of different kinds are recorded as having been made
by different departments of the estate management. These all occur in Pachon, in con-
nection with a festival called the “first Biloition'.” The contributions of the estate began
with a sour wine expenditure on Pachon 12th®. In the case of some money expenditures

^ Cf. Wilckeii, Archil', i, 414-15.

ljuikhiig inscription from Tuplli'^, Prcisigke, S>* nuaclbiick, i, 5099. The ancient site ('modern Tafa)
lie> some twenty miles south of the Aswan Bam.

^ flepubhqied with inipt>rtant commentary by Ulrich AVilcken in Archie, i, 411-19. Note the term
K^ivap. ) rrj^ TroXeios ill line < ot the inscription and its aiialcigy with the ijyovficvos (xvvobov of the
village clubs in Egypt.

^ Journal, X (19:24}, 45-C. For the date, see Wilcken in Archie, viii (1927 \ 98.
^ AVileken in Archie, i, 417-19.

^

Ihchio Ostiaca Oxford, 1913;: Ortek Tcj'U, no. 142, line 1 : Xdyo? o-ui/dSou Beov [/zeyto-rou].
‘ 8ee Preisigke, Worterhoch, x.r., and Friedrich Bilabel, Die praAo-agyptischea Feste in Xene Heidel-

herger J^thehinher, X.F. (1929;, 43-4. For the TTpedror) XCkoinov, see P. Lond. 1170 line 118.
^ \\ Lond. Ill, 1170 hues 253-4. This I take to be ei ‘Tlry- wine, inste.id of vinegar as lULibel

has It.
°
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of tlie estate for contributions of onions and new wine, and an outright money contriliu-

tion to one of the clubs, the date is not given, except as falling in Paclionh The wine
department of the estate made contributions of wine for the same festival, the Liloition,

on Pachon lOth^. The eight-day duration of the festival, namely, Pachoii 12th-19th, is

in no way surprising, since five, six, seven, eight, and even ten-day periods occur^.

Just as there were several social clubs in Tebtynis in a.d. 219^, so in connection with

the estate which Heroninus managed in a.d. 258-259 there were certainly three, called

respectively the S?jnodos of Deidas^, the Sf/nodos of the Herdsmen®, and the Sf/nodes of

Sotas, son of Lilia’. In view of the discussion developed above, I think that these men
must have been the klinarclis then presiding over the clubs. The man Deidas, by whose
name one of the clubs is designated, was a donkey driver working for the estate®; and
Sotas, son of Lilia, appears regularly in the accounts of the estate as receiving payments
in kind (wine) It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the syyiodos of the herdsmen was

also a club of the estate herdsmen, who appear so frequently in this account. Otherwise the

estate would not have been likely to contribute to the club. The picture which we get is,

therefore, that the workmen of the estate were organized into different social clubs. When
the festivals occurred the estate management contributed with food, wine, and money to the

entertainment of these clubs. The money contributed to the club of Sotas is designated as

being for “earnest money This is probably for the arrabon required by the dancers or

other entertainers who were hired by the si/nodos headed by Sotas. At least such advances

of “binding money” appear in several of the published entertainer contracts^L

In those cases where a “village club” appears, the name itself implies that there was

but one club of this particular distinction in each village. Although there is no proven

instance of the occurrence of smaller and less formal social and cult clubs existing at the

same time in a village which affords evidence of having a “village club,” I do not doubt

that there were such. Tentatively, in the want of decisive evidence, I am inclined to see in

the “village club,” where it appears, a social group of the elite of the village, its member-

ship implying a social distinction outranking that of the members of other lesser clubs,

headed by officials called -'klinarchs”^'^ or frostatai^^.

1 Fap. cit., lines 117-19. F>fp. ck., lines 70-3.

2 See the table in my article in x f 1024), 141, and the eight-driy festival of F. ('<>1. Inv. 141

published above.

^ See above in the discussion of P. L<ind. Inv, no. 1917 published by Bell in Jonnial^ x (1924\ 14n-6,

flow [afi]a ertpoi? in line S,

P. Lond. Ill, p. 195, line 70,

^ P, Lond. Ill, p. 195, line 72 ; p, 19G, line 119: ry frwi'ofiw rwr /^owKdXcor. Ct. \\\e. syiiodus of the herds-

men at Pergamum, Hermes^ vii, 40, no. xii.

7 P. Lond. Ill, p. 196, line 122.

^ P. Lond. Ill, p. 195, line 82, where he is in clwirge of three donkeys transporting the wine of the

estate. If these were diflerent persons the fact would be indicated liy giving the patronymic.

^ P. Lond. Ill, lilies 54, 170, 210, 237.

P. Lond. Ill, p. 196, lines 122-3 : W77ep clppaiicovo^ AtXotVow.

In the Chrestomathie of Wilcken, no. 496 ( = P. Gen. 73), no, 497 ( = P. ( Ireiif. ii, 67;, and in P. Oxy. x, 1275.

As ill Viereck, Ostraka^ no. 791, and in P. Lond. Inv. no. 1917 {Journal^ x, 145) according to the

restoration and explanation oflered above.

In P. Oxy. X, 1275, of the third century, the five pro^tutai of the village of Souis (TTpoaTarm Kwprjs

Sowecos), ^^ho hire a company of fiageolet players and musieians for a five-day festival, seem to he the heads

of five such groups. They make their contract as a group, one of them, Onnophns, acting for all, and the

others heing called oi Trepi tov "OwMcfipiv. Onnophris might well be the equivalent at Oxyrhyiichus

of the r]yovp€vos O'wi'w^ou Kwprjs.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xviii. 4
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The ‘‘village club” was a private organization b having nothing to do with the

municipality or the state except that it was subject to the general public regulations. Its

presiding official, the hegoumenos, carried on the important business of the village club

with a recognized right of making contracts on behalf of the club with the entertainers to

be hired for the festival celebrations 2. He does this as representative of a group; but the

organization itself is not a legal personality, and we have no example of a “village club”

which draws up a contract®. The musicians’ contracts show that the hegoumenos of the

club also made the payments agreed upon with the entertainers. No doubt this expense

was met out of the club treasury. He ordered beer for the club meetings^, and presumably

paid for it, as for other expenditures®, out of the club’s money. If he made the payments

it is a reasonable assumption that he saw to the collection of the subscriptions of members.

It is not possible to tell whether he kept the simple minutes of the club, with date of

meeting, number of members and guests present, income collected for the meeting, and

expenses, as in P. Teb. i, 118. For these duties there may also have been the secretary

and the treasurer who appear in the trade associations and other types of clubs®. San

Nicolo has discussed the concentration of the administrative activities of the club in

Egypt in the hands of the presiding officiaP. For this centralization of activity he offers

the explanation that the autocratic power of the Roman state in Egypt, and the lack of

city-states of the Greek type there, made Egypt a particularly unfavourable place for the

development of clubs with a more democratic organization®.

When Egypt became part of the Roman Empire, an irreconcilable contradiction® was

introduced there between a recognized and accepted social tendency, already deeply

embedded in the habits of the country through the imitation of Greek life, and an

established tenet of the Roman law. This was the contradiction between the Roman
principle that all associations in the provinces were contra-legal which were not sanctioned

by the Senate in the senatorial provinces, by the Emperor in the imperial, thus becoming

collegia licita^^. The Gnomon of the Idios Logos is a copy of abbreviated mandata or direc-

tions to the Idios Logos assembled in the time of Antoninus Pius, giving data upon the

types of income falling to his departments^. Section 108 says: “Those who are members
of sifnodoi have been condemned to pay 500 drachmas, sometimes only their presiding

officials (frostatai )^^ If there was a definite and general law against all associations in

Egypt, it was completely nullified by non-observance. Seckel, in his notes edited by
Paul M. Meyer, evidently regards this maiidatum as referring only to unauthorized clubs^^.

^ San Nicolo, Aegyptisches Vereimwesen^ i, 207-11.

- B.(l. E. VII, 1648; P. Grenf. ii, 67 (
= Wilcken, Ckrestomathie^ 497).

^ San Nicolo, op. cit.., ii, 108-10. ^ P. Teb. n, 401, 23.

^ See the account of expenditures by Eiitychos, ij-youjuci/os kw/xt;? (fsp. cru^'dSou) in the descrip-

tion of P. Teb. n, 484 verso and note the verb

Stbckle in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, Suppl.-Band iv, 187-92.
" San Nicolo, op. ciV., 41. s Op. cit.j 44-5.

^ See P. M. ^leyer in Zeitschr. far cergl. Rechtswissenschaft, xxxix (1921 j, 241.

Th. Reinach in Xonv. revve historigue du droit fr. et etranger, XLiv (1920), 117-18.

See Plaiiinann, Idios Logos.^ in Pauly-Wiyj?owa-Kroll, ix, 882 tf.

12 B.G.E. V (1919), edited by Seckel and Schubart
;
P. M, Meyer, Juristische Papyri, Berlin (1920),

no. 93, where much of the literature is to be found. See also P. M. Meyer, Zuia sogenannten Gnomo/i del
Idios Logos in Sitzh. Preuss. A lad. d. ph.-hist. Klasse, xxvi (1928).

(ri']i/n§ov P€fj.ovT€s KaT(K[p[0]r](T[a]v €< (Spay/xcoi/)
(f),

eViore fJipv[oi] ol [7r]po[(r]rdrai.

P. M. Meyer in Sitzh. Preuss. Ahad. d. ph.-hist. Kl., xxvi, 3.5,
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It is, of course, impossible to believe that all the small associations, such as the village clubs,

social groups on estates, and cult clubs, had received imperial sanction to organize.

Th. Reinach’s suggestion is therefore a rational, perhaps a necessary one, namely, that the

Roman officials closed their eyes to the existence of small collegia ilUcita so long as they

gave no trouble, and proceeded against them only when some overt act forced the hands

of the officials^. The small clubs that we have been dealing with certainly would have

given little trouble to the authorities. Certainly they were very numerous and absolutely

open in their activities. Perhaps it was the fact that they were above-board that made
them safe from prosecution.

Conclusion: Mr. C. C. Edgar closed the introduction to his admirable study of the

fragmentary Records of a Village Club of the later Ptolemaic period with the following

words: ^‘If we would realize what life was like in a Greco-Egyptian village, we must

picture the relaxations as well as the labours of the humbler classes; and these cheap but

festive clubs were as characteristic a feature of their life as the cinema is of ours^.” On
the basis of an unpublished contract with musicians in the Columbia University Library an

attempt has been made to assemble the material upon the festive village clubs. Along with

these the contracts of private persons, unconnected with clubs, with musical and dancing

entertainers have been studied. Dancing to musical accompaniment and musical entertain-

ment, customarily connected with religious festivals, was neither a monopoly nor an

invention of the Greek people, being a common and primitive practice. But it is my
belief that the organization of the private clubs, which appear in such numbers in Egypt,

as elsewhere, after Alexander’s time, whether connected with some cult or purely social

and dissociated from religious practice, represents an element in the Mediterranean life of

the Hellenistic period which has its source and inspiration in the imitation of Greek life.

Further, I would add that this is another, though humble, example of the greatest among

the gifts of the ancient Greeks to human society, namely, the secularization of human
life^. Just as they dissociated the work of the physician from temple practice, replaced

state and religious annals by individual and interpretative historical treatment, just as

they secularized the drama, so they individualized and secularized the common pleasures

of their lives. It is important also that they devised the forms, in this case the club

groups, through which these pleasures could be practised and maintained.

1 Reinach, iu Aoza*. revue liutorh^ue da droit fr. et €trangei\ xnv, 118.

- RaccoUa Linahroso, 373.

3 I have to thank my colleague, Professor Frederick Barry, ft)r this phrase.
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AX EGYPTIAN IN BABYLONIA

By SIDNEY SMITH

With Plate iii.

The site of Der, an eastern frontier post of Babylonia from the earliest times down
to the fall of Babylon, was long since approximately determined, and Dr. E. Forrer has

rightly identified it with the modern town of Badrah^. In 1929 Lt.-Col. Stafiord, the

Administrative Inspector of the Kut liwa in Iraq, sent to the Iraq Museum an inscribed

edge cut from an ancient brick. It had been found in a well-known tall just outside

Badrah by a woman, had passed through the hands of the officials of the town and had

been duly reported. The inscription proves the correctness of Dr. Forrer’s identification.

I myself visited Badrah in the spring of 1930. It is a miserable place; the water is very

bitter and not fit for Europeans to drink, the food scanty. When I visited it, the short

road from Kut had been cut by heavy rains, and it was necessary to make a long

detour round the south end of the Suwaicah marsh. Badrah owes its importance to the

existence of a bad but practicable caravan route into Iraq from Persia at this point, and

I was told that attempts are often made by undesirable persons to smuggle into Iraq by
this route when the main roads to the north and south are closely watched. I made an

examination of the ruins. The main outer wall can be traced and is in many places

exposed by the action of water. The whole of the interior, roughly rectangular and of

no great size, is cut up by deep water beds. I have never seen a site in Iraq in which

the action of water has had the efiect to be observed in every part of this site. The
whole place is a mass of mud brick washed aslant, the true face is nowhere to be seen,

yet the line of some of the buildings is occasionally clear. I am inclined to ascribe this

unusual condition to the exposed position on a high point above the stream now called

Kal al Badrah, which divides the modern town in the valley on the southern bank from

the ancient city on a hill on the northern bank, near the modern police post. A small

dig round and about the place where the brick was found was fruitless, and I saw no
other burnt bricks on the site, though there must be such in the deeper parts. The brick

here published appears to have been loosened and brought down by water into the

stream-bed where it was found. The site is most unattractive from the excavator’s point

of view.

Der was a very ancient city. The name is written BAD*AN«KI, that is wall-god-

district, a formation so exactly parallel to KA'DINGIR*RA*KI, that is ‘'gate of the

god,'’ Babylon, that some common idea probably underlies both. Babylon lies at the

])oint of entry into Akkad on the north-west as Der does on the north-east. The
geographical description of the conquests of Sargon of Agade^ written in the late

1 Vi'nciiwnatdUi ng, 47, 1>7, Forror writes BediMi
; thi^ form is not known in Iraq.

- The arizuiiicnt to l>e found in the lleallexihui dtr Asi^yrtologie^ article A^syrieo^ for assuming that the
of S.iigon I of Assyihi, not of Sargon of Agade, are dealt with in the text published by

Schrot dor, itn !ff(^ >'f<’ o/zs* .Isno//' no. is not convincing.
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Assyrian period mentions Der, and a lament written or rather copied in the Seleucid era

records the sorrow of the woman of Der at the time of the overthrow of the dynasty of

Agade by the hordes of CTUtium. Shulgi, shortly after 2300 b.o., installed the deitv

KADI in a temple at Der, and the inscription of Ilu-mutabel (or, as some read,

Anu-mutabel), a governor of the city of Der, records that he broke the heads of the men
of Anshan (Persis), Elam (Susiana) and Siinash, and conquered Barnhsu^ somewhere

between 2100 and 2000 b.c. Shortly afterwards Ilushuma of Assyria freed the place

from some tyranny, perhaps that of the Larsa dynasty, but Kudur-Mabug included it in

his dominions before 1950 b.c. The sources then fail us for about seven hundred years,

till 1240-1230 B.C., when Kidin-Hutrutash of Elam sacked Nippur and Der and

apparently captured the Babylonian king Enlil-nadin-shum there. Nebuchadrezzar I’s

successful campaign against Elam, about 1100 b.c., was conducted from Der; in 720 the

army of Humbanigash of Elam drove the Assyrians under Sargon II from the plain of

Der, but the city fell into the hands of Sargon when he drove Merodachbaladan out of

Babylon, and received favourable treatment at his hands, for it was one of the cities

exempted from supplying the royal corvee. In 693 Sennacherib enlarged the province

of which Der was the capital by adding cities on the Elamite border, and Esarhaddon

speaks again of the immunity of Der from taxes, and he restored the deity KA-DI, also

called the great god, the queen of Der, the deity Siru, the lady of life, she of Durrunu,”

the god SAK'KUD, the god of Bubie (a city in the province), and another deity to their

cities in 680. In 655 Teumman of Elam attacked Assyria, but Ashurbanipal’s entry into

Der caused an immediate retreat to Susa, and later the appearance of the royal messenger

there was sufficient to cause a rising in Elam which led

to the murder of Indabigash, the king, according to the

Assyrian account. It appears that at this time the Elamite

province immediately east of Der was called Halehasta,

and the principal town Kirbit, which we may suppose was

on the R. Gawi near Malkhatai, for the Gawi and the Kal

al Badrah are one and the same stream. This was the

province from which Ashurbanipal took men to settle in

Egypt, a minor incident of some interest. Nebuchadrezzar II

makes some mention of Der in a broken context, and Cyrus

restored its gods to the city when in 539 he was able to

reverse Nabonidus’ policy.

Apart from the importance of Der as a frontier post

against Elam these historical facts show the importance

attributed to the deities worshipped at Der, and the city is

frequently mentioned in Sumerian texts and in omens for this

reason. The principal temple there was called "' the house of

the great pole(1) of the land,’’ E-DIMGAL*KALAMMA,
and the brick found at Badrah records a restoration of this

temple. See PL iii.

Transliteration.

(1) [d)KA-BI {2) en- ? (3) Jugal Deri K1 (4) higal-a-ni-ir (5) Ku-ri-gal-zu

(Q) SakJcanal' (7) {d)E7i-lil-a {S) E-dim-gal-kalani'ina {9) e-Jci-ag-a'Ui (10) hii-ma-un-ljil.

^ Fur refereuceb to dijscussions of this loc.ility see (.hidd and Legrain, Cr E i index).

- hifr-hor for br. nu. 7*305 ^ or fia~hvt\ a type of huilding ^

ns
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Translation,

For KA-DI, the lord of
,
the king of Der, his king, Kurigalzu, Enlil’s governor

{i.f., king of Babylon), has restored E -DIMGAL • KALAMMA, his beloved temple.

As is usual with the many brick inscriptions bearing the name Kurigalzu, there is

some doubt whether this inscription should be attributed to Kurigalzu ‘Hhe Young,

often called by Assyriologists Kurigalzu ITI, about 1340 b.c., or to an earlier king. The

point is for our present purpose unimportant, and the later date seems the more likely.

The temple restored was the seat of a curious, but widely spread, cult. The deity

KA • DI, for which we do not yet know the correct reading, is here as elsewhere treated

as masculine, but is called in certain late texts “daughter of Esagila,” the Marduk

temple at Babylon, and “daughter of the queen Arua.” Variant readings prove that

KA-DI was also called “the great god, queen of Derb” and as such she may have been

regarded as the consort of Anu, whose seat Der was. The Babylonians seem to have

connected the name with the idea of “speaking (KA) justice (DI),” but a gloss on the

name reads DI as silim, which does not favour this etymology. KA-DI had a son, a

serpent or snake, SeraJj or Siru^ who is represented as a serpent on boundary stones.

This god too was sometimes treated as feminine, and is called “the lady of life,” and

some scholars consider her identical with the goddess SI-IR-TUR, the mother of

Tammuz“. It appears then that both these deities were of uncertain sex; whether this

was due to a divergence of ancient opinions, or to the idea that they were both male

and female at once we cannot say. The description of the serpent Serah as the rabisii

of Esharra is important, for Esharra is a name only applicable to a temple of the

sun-god Shamash, wherever the temple be, and the word rabisu describes not only a

kind of demon who waits in odd corners to pounce upon the unwary, but an official of

the Babylonian law-courts empowered to carry out investigations and to bring witnesses

or defendants to court. Shamash was pre-eminently the god of justice, and Serah would

therefore seem to be a deity who carried out the sentences of Shamash, and the associa-

tion of KA-DI with justice may have arisen from this connection with Shamash.

Above and below the inscription on the brick are drawings so surprising at first

sight that for a long time I remained extremely suspicious about the character of this

brick. But careful enquiries have led me to the conviction that the evidence of its

freedom from any suspicion of modern handiwork is irrefragable. Colonel Stafford is

certain, and I have convinced myself by enquiries, that the drawings were on the brick

when it was found. In any case there is no one at Badrah capable of making this

brick, and no one made any profit out of it. I am moreover of the opinion that these

drawings could not have been cut after the brick was made; they were sketched out

while the clay was wet. The drawings therefore date from the end of the ‘Amarnah

period.

* For recent of KA* DI see Z*nU<:hnft fur A^synolocfi*'' lY.F.), in, 73, Anmerkiing 2, and v,

2*30, Anuu'rkung I
;
the text coiu'erning the goddess m the latter place contributes nothing of importance,

f^anddterger *> view that KA*I)I of Der is certainly male is simply against the evidence
;
in the Esarhaddon

passage, ‘‘queen of Der’ can only be an e[>ithet of AX-dAL, who is i<lentical with KA*DI as Lands-

iKirger admits. e hrive also, as against Landberger s statement, no decisive proof in K.A. V. no. 47, 1. 12

that KA'DI and AX*dAl^ rire equated with one god; what Wris given in the left-hand column was the

and that is in the fir^'t ca>e completely bisiken, in the second case nearly so.

- ?^ee hangdon, Tnanni: ao.A I^hfur,
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The drawing above the inscription is a disc over the curved body of a horned viper,

cerastes. Now it is a common opinion, maintained I am told by the senior ortieials of

the medical services during the war, that the horned viper does not exist in Iraq : but

this is an error, as Dr. N. L. Corkill, late Civil Surgeon in Baghdad, conclusively proved

some years ago by preserving a dead specimen of the species found iu the Muntafik

area, though the reptile is unquestionably rare. Representations of cerastes on boundary

stones are not uncommon, and the heads of the fantastic beasts frequently shown lying

by the symbols of Marduk and Nabu have the head of cerastes. The viper was then

the symbol of a god in Babylonia from at least the late Kassite period onwards, and

this is not surprising, for there was a cult of such reptiles in Southern Arabia, as

Professor Grohmann has shown, and presumably in Palestine, as Dr. 8. A. Cook assumes

in his Schweich Lectures. Curiously enough there is good evidence that ^^erah or ^ira

was a hydra, or the like, and cerastes therefore represented another deity. In view of

the probability that KA*DI resembled the sun in nature, but differed in some important

respect, there is some likelihood that his (or her) symbol took this form. This brick

seems to imply that. As to the association of the reptile with the sun, we have already

seen that that accords with Babylonian ideas.

But the style of this simple drawing will strike the first observer as Egyptian, and

the other, below the inscription, which is not so simple, allows of

no doubt whatever. There, inverted, may be seen a human figure

carrying in his left hand the ivis sceptre, in his right the ^nh symbol,

wearing a diaphanous skirt which hangs from the waist and reaches

the knee. On his head are the two plumes over a wig, and on the

chest is a large pectoral which may I think best be interpreted as

the winged disc, for there seems to be a tail below the section of a

circle. Whether the god be Onouris, or the syncretic Onouris-8hu

or another, this is an Egyptian god, in the style of the New King-

dom, a sun-god represented as many of the cycle of sun-gods were.

Certain details of the drawing are not clear to me; the wig it seems

may end just below the ear, the line of the collar seems to be

given, and the god may have a beard, but other interpretations

are possible. Whether the line behind the right leg is an erroneous

continuation of the skirt, or is intended for the rear appendage

Egyptian figures of this type sometimes have is also uncertain;

there may be a loop above the central band of the skirt. There are also uncertain

marks on the right leg which resemble flies in shape. Representations of the fly had

some prophylactic significance both in Egypt and in Babylonia, for rows of them may

be seen on some Kassite cylinder seals, and there are fly amulets from Egypt. Whether

they were specifically associated with any god there is apparently nothing to show, but

any man in a sub tropical country will inevitably think of flies and sun together.

Not only does this drawing represent an Egyptian god, it is from the hand of an

Egyptian. The accuracy of detail precludes any other explanation. And it is obvious

that he was engaged on brick-making at Der. Probably then he was a captive, taken

during a campaign in the west. Whether the campaign was that conducted by

Kadashmaii-Harbe, the father of Kurigalzu ''the Young/’ against the 8utu who lived in

that land of Satet in which Egypt had an interest under the Eighteenth Dynasty, or

a campaign of Ashur-uballit, Kurigalzu’s maternal grandfather, who placed him on the

throne of Babylon, or some other, will never be known. It is odd to think that some
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eight hundred years later men who lived in the hills not so far east of Der were trans-

portt‘d to Egypt; had Ashurbanipal some exquisite reasons for his choice?

These drawings are but one more proof of the relations of the Egyptian and

Babylonian civilizations during the ’Amarnah period. Dr. Andrae has pointed out the

Egyptian influences in Mesopotamian decoration, and the remarkable fragment of walk

painting found at the city of Nuzi near Kirkuk by the expedition of the American

School at Baghdad is a new, outstanding example of this. Dr. Hall has argued for an

Egyptian origin of a cuneiform literary text. Such influences can only be explained in

Oriental countries, if I may be allowed to repeat myself, by the transference of indivi-

duals from one country to another, for the rule of to-day in this matter is true of

yesterday and of all time. The appearance of foreign designs on objects in the Baghdad

bazaars means, unless the objects have been imported, that a foreigner or foreigners

produced the earliest specimens in the bazaar and adapted the design for local wares.

The Egyptian at Der—and he must have had fellows in misfortune elsewhere—is a

concrete example of ''influence.’’ But he has another interest for me. There seems to

be a tendency at present to lump together the products of Oriental lands under

geographical heads. The pagan, Christian and Mohammedan ages in one particular land

are put in a row, and the aesthetic critic draws his own conclusions about the unity to

be found therein. Egypt is said to belong to the "Mediterranean area,” Babylonia is

"Asiatic.” But in vital matters time is more important than geography, so far as the

Near East is concerned. The civilizations of Egypt and Babylonia ran their own

individual, but parallel, courses from the fourth millennium until the Hellenistic Age,

and they serye to illustrate and illumine the one the other because the mode of man’s

thought was the same in the two countries. One proof of this I find in this odd document

from the hand of a lost soul in the miserable city of Der. That Egyptian, slaving in

Mesopotamia as the Hebrews slaved in the Delta, saw in the local cult some resemblance

to beliefs with which he was familiar, and placed upon a brick in the temple of a

reptiie-god associated with a sun-god the disk-symbol and figure of his own sun-god,

and his own holy viper. Where he saw a resemblance we are busily engaged in seeing

diflerences; but he was essentially, though not archaeologically and historically, right,

because the ancient Egyptian and Babylonian religions were based upon the same root

conceptions, were accepted by the minds of men at the same stage, immensely remote

from later ages.



ON EOYPTIAN ART
By H. FRANKFOBT

I

The Editor has, in a recent number of this Journal^, drawn attention to the followint:^

paradoxical situation : while Egyptology finds within its domain an exceptionally rich

legacy of art, Egyptological writings on the subject are of an appalling poverty of thought.

Professor Peet therefore summarized at length some of Schafer’s work, as an exception

to the rule, and insisted on its fundamental importance, declaring that “he who has no

knowledge of it has neither the right to criticise nor even the ability fully to appreciati^

an Egyptian work of art/*’

With this statement we fully agree
;
and it seems appropriate to strengthen the

Editor’s plea for a less superficial treatment of Egyptian art by bringing to the fore some

other recent studies, adequate to the subject and fruitful in results, but insulticiently

known. The reason for this is significant in itself
;
these studies are all from the hand

of scholars who are not Egyptologists but who were trained under the more developed

discipline of classical archaeology And it is remarkable that their attitude and their

methods differ, on the whole, from those ad(jpted by Schiifer.

Schafer has lately stated^ what he believes to be the only scientific attitude towarcls

Egyptian art : namely that one should try to penetrate as deeply as possible into all the

manifestations of spiritual life of the Ancient Egyptians which have come down to us, to

rouse in oneself what might be called Egyptian thought and feeling, and then to approach

Egyptian art and interpret it. The classical scholars, however, have taken as their starting

point the general and essential character of all art, that it is a creation of form, which

can only be understood by an appreciation of its formal ({ualities. Ev(‘rything which is

not form becomes, from this point of view, of entirely secondary importance ; "We may
know a great deal about a thing as it really exists—its history, composition, market valiu/

its causes and its effects—all that is as good as not there for the aesthetic attitude. It

is all incidental; not present in the aesthetic object^.*’

This attitude is obviously legitimate, not only within the framework of a historv of

art, but also from the point of view of Egyptology. We cannot understand tlie anciimt

Egyptian to the full if we refuse to consider him as subject to aesthetic feeling, while

continuing to interpret him as a religious or ethical being
;
we cannot understand him,

or his culture, without treating his art as art, as an object of aesthetic contem])latioTi.

That this contemplation must result in the forming of distinct and intelligible conception.--

in order to obtain scientific significance at all, is obvious,

‘ Jniiniaf, XVII, 147 ft’

- One exnniplo ; for some veai"- a livcl\ ai u^iiikent lias licen k(‘|it u[) alMHit tlii’ (inunii nf tiu' Kt ItiiMTi-'.

The most important evidence supplied hy sniuc Tliehan tomb-paiiiting-. I - i1 coneenMhle tliat wit Inn

the tieM of classical ,irchaeolugy >or nf tin; liistniy nf ait such eviiheice ctaiM coiiiinue to appear him

without any attempt at (‘Htical siftini; hetwc-cn nnL,dnal and derived work?
^ Dhi L^'htxaij dtr mji/ptisrhr'n K>n)ds 11 .

^ B. Bosanquet, Three lert<ir*:s un ft.

Joiirn. of Bgypt. Arch, xviii. ,)
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This need not lead us to the extremist view ''that the literary and anecdotic content

of a work of visual art... is mere surplusage*’ (Clive Bell), so that it would be possible to

sum up a work of art adequately and exhaustively in terms of form and colour. We
grant the artistic (as distinct from the aesthetic) value of the content of a work of art;

we admit that religious ideas and historical situations may form an essential part of it

and that its aesthetic qualities do not exclusively constitute its nature, but we wish to

acknowledge the formal character which it possesses qua work of art by insisting on the

absolute necessity of formal analysis^.

If in Egypt, as elsewhere, a work of art was mostly created with an ulterior motive

extraneous to art, none the less it possessed immanent aesthetic properties without which

it would not be a work of art at all. It has to be carefully established to what extent

alien motives have influenced the genesis of the indivisible unity with which the work

of art confronts us. Yet this is but a preliminary inquiry; we must next abstract from

this unity—whatever its non-artistic raison d'etre—its peculiarity as a work of art, which,

therefore, must be a peculiarity of form. Now this peculiarity is not discovered by any

purely subjective interpretation of art or of the intentions of the artist who produced

the work^. It is established solely by a description of the actual, objectively controllable,

formal qualities of that work. Thus the starting point and the outcome of this method
of inquiry have a perfectly objective existence.

A formal analysis cannot give more than an insight into formal qualities. These may
next be interpreted, but each interpretation is subjective and pertains to cultural

history. Here, indeed, Schafer’s method is appropriate. To reconstruct in the mind a

comprehensive picture of a past civilization and thus to understand all its manifestations

as organically related—such is the historian’s task. But it follows that the two methods
envisaged in this section of our paper are by no means mutually exclusive, but that the

application of the one should precede that of the other. In other words, Schafer skips

a necessary preliminary stage : the interpretation of art in the context of cultural history

should be preceded by an analysis of its formal qualities precisely as the interpretation

of written documents in that same context is preceded by a critical examination of their

linguistic qualities.

In stating this we do not wish to detract from the fundamental value of Schafer’s

pioneer-work. He himself would, indeed, be the first to admit that much remains to be

^ Wc dn not, of Lourj^e, maintain that content and form have an existence independent of each other;

they are analytically distinguishahle hut actually inseparable. This is best formulated by Ijipps, Gruad-
Gijany d^r Aesflutik, ii, “ Inhalt des Kunstwerks ist das in dem Kunstwerk Geformte, sofer/i es Gestalt

und kuii'^tlerische Form iiichtj^ anderes als die Da>5einsweise des Inlialts, durch welche dieser ehen
zuin Inhalt wird.'" (The content of a work of art is that which has entered into its formal structure, but it

is only in so far as it has become form ; and artistic form is nothing hut the mode of existence of the
content (*f the work of .irt, through which this actually becomes the content of a work of art.) Schafer does
not alwa\s bike this I'and especially Lipps' own italicizing) into account. When he ex})lains {Von
Aejpjjjtiseher Knnst^ 41; that certain early works of art are so sparing in their indications that one cannot
know to the full what the artist wanted to suggest unless one takes into account later more ex}>licit works,
hi^ argument i> unexceptional from an Egyptological point of view, but wrong as far as the philosophy of
art is concerned

; in these works of art the artist has not succeeded in expressing the full meaning which
Sihafer claims for them.

- On the insufficiency of psychol<»gical “explanations” see below, p. 38, n. 1. It is obvioms that the
artist ncod n<»t he conscious of the exact nature of the aesthetic properties of his creation. It is his business
to shape matter, not to shape thoughts, much ie.'^s to shape words. But see, for instances of conscious
"tyhzation, I', d. K., 57.
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done. And if we draw attention in this Journal to investigations undertaken by certain

classical scholars, it is because they, though building on the results obtained by

Schafer, have at least made a beginning of filling the lacuna left by him; for they have

submitted Egyptian art to a critical formal analysis whenever it fell within the scope of

their own researches. It is obvious that we are not in a position to appreciate the

possibilities of this treatment of art if we have only a single quotation from Schafer's

writings with which to compare it. We shall therefore next review Schafer’s main work

in the light of the foregoing considerations.

II

Schafer's work, embodied in numerous articles and books, and lately formulated

afresh in a third edition of his Von Aegyptischer Ktinst^, has persistently, for over thirty

years, aimed at an explanation of what appears strange to western eyes in the art of

Ancient Egypt. This strangeness centres in the absence of perspective, or—to put it

positively—in the way in which nature is rendered in the reliefs. It is obvious that every

normal human eye at all times must see '^in perspective.” But Schafer was the first to

point out that the ancients were also conscious of this : in the Babylonian description of

Etana’s ascent to heaven, we read that, while rising, he saw the earth become first the

size of a cottage, then of a cake, and finally disappear altogether^. Yet no drawing in

Egypt utilizes this observation to indicate distance by a decrease in the size of objects

pictured. Pushing his researches further, Schafer has formulated a thesis of the utmost

importance, which has hardly yet been recognized as it deserves by students of the history

of art in general: the use of perspective, far from being natural or common, is not even

usual; its principle has been discovered only once in the whole course of human history,

and that in the fifth century b.c. in Greece. Perspective is only used, in the whole world,

by such people as have come into touch, directly or indirectly, with Greek art of the fifth

century.

It is convenient to call the people who have never seen that art or its derivatives

pre-Greek, though we have to include amongst those pre-Greeks all the untaught children

of our own day as well as most primitive or semi-primitive peoples. The Babylonian

evidence given above, and statements from modern primitives, establish the fact that the

phenomena of perspective are perfectly well recognized by the pre-Greek artist. If he

does not attempt to render them in his drawing it is with good reason : he considers the

picture which his eye reveals as incorrect; in fact he knows “that things are not like

that”; and he draws what he knows, in principle. In practice he turns over in his mind

the various aspects which he remembers of a given object and chooses those which best

incorporate its characteristics, excluding, of course, all those which entail foreshortenings

or in which some objects project in front of others. The best aspect is, on the whole,

that of an object straight in front of him. I have said “objects,” but the pre-Greek

artist may even treat parts of objects in this way; if it leads to his combining in the

picture of one single object aspects of its parts from entirely different viewpoints, such as

are never in reality seen together, there is no reason why that should trouble him at all

;

for he draws a picture more true than his visual impressions, a picture, however (and

1 Leipzig, 19:30; quoted here as V. A, /i,

- r. A, A^, 84 it. Schiifer .ilso eouip.ire^ I^.iiah lx, 21, in eonneetion with >suiii. xiii, :31 Ir.

,) -
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this should never be forgotten), which he intends to be a rendering of nature just as does

the draughtsman who uses perspective. But we must not make the mistake of thinking

that the pre-Greek draughtsman chooses between perspective and ideoplastic drawing^.

He has no choice
;

for perspective was only developed as a mode of rendering nature after

the world of appearances had been acknowledged in contradistinction to that of the mind.

The difference between the pre-Greek artist and the one who uses perspective is in the

end one of logic.

It will be clear that the pre-Greek artist could represent an object in many ways, and

we know only too well that a number of Egyptian drawings are perfectly inexplicable

for us because we do not know what the artist was picturing; and, on the other hand,

there is no knowing how a pre-Greek artist is going to render any given object^. In

practice the scarcity of invention among our kind is the reason why only a limited number
of the many possible renderings are used, at least of common objects. This is the true

meaning of that much abused phrase, the power of tradition in Egyptian art. Some
great masters, during the first dynasties, invented and perfected certain formulae for

rendering the human body, animals, etc., and these combined in such a magnificent

manner clearness of meaning with decorative beauty that the inventions of later genera-

tions are but variations on the original theme.

The Egyptian relief stands most in need of explanation; but if the origin of its

peculiarities is as deep-rooted as we have said above, there can be no doubt that the

sculpture in the round of the Egyptian, and of all pre-Greek artists, must show related

features. These Schafer has pointed out recently and therewith rounded off his work.

We have given here the merest outline of Schafer's view. What is characteristic is

that he has undertaken to test it on nothing less than the whole of the extant Egyptian

monuments. The reproach, often heard but seldom put into writing, that his work is

over-elaborate betrays a profound misunderstanding of his purpose: Schafer is not out

merely to formulate an ingenious theory, he wants to demonstrate how a particular

attitude towards visual impressions, a particular view as to their reality, underlies the

whole multifarious structure of Egyptian art. It is of the utmost value for Egyptology
that his book should be as complete and comprehensive as it is; there is no type of

representation and very few, if any, isolated instances, which cannot be found in it,

brought into relation with the dominating idea of all pre-Greek art.

Pre-Greek art, not merely Egyptian art. Let us be quite clear on this point: what
is typically Egyptian escapes us here. If the logic of the Egyptian artist is practically

the same as that of the artists of Babylon, Mexico and the Gold Coast, then we must
consider this discovery as important, no doubt, but as marking no more than a first stage

in our quest, from which an inquiry into the nature of Egyptian art can be profitably

undertaken.

1 We CMiiiiot Sehuforrs ohjectiun to this> term (1". ^1. /L, Even if the first author to use it,

\>rvvoni, has not very accurately detined its meaning, it is surely more convenient, and therefore better as

a MTcntirtc term, tli.m the cumbersome compounds “geradaiisichtig-vorstellig” and “schragansichtig-

vchbildahnlich," which suffer moreover from stressing the notion of '‘aspect" to which we have also adhered
in the text, but which is, as Schafer admits (t). 97), not strictly speaking relevant. ‘’Ideoplastic” and
“phy^ioplastic*,” on the contrary, indicate the essential facts that either ideas or appearances underlie the

forms Li^ed in the tspcs of art thus distinguished: and that they do not contain in themselves the whole
detinition of those contrasting types is a shortcoming which they sliare, of necessity, with must terms of

clasMfication.

- r. A. Ab, especially 14:h
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Naturally Schafer also realized this^. He admits even that the rendering of nature

does not affect the essence of art at all^, and distinguishes in a work of art first a basic,

‘‘logical” stratum determined by the attitude towards visual impressions which prevails

in the community to which the art belongs; and secondly, upon this foundation, a ‘’layer

of expression.” We may for the moment accept this division, though the “layer of

expression” contains a variety of heterogeneous elements, for instance the content as

well as the aesthetic properties of the work of art; in any case this did not matter to

Schafer because he was, until quite recently, occupied exclusively with the basic, logical

layer. It is true that he could not there touch upon what was most characteristic in his

subject. But he was convinced that, once the strangeness of Egyptian art was explained,

its beauty, in all its peculiarity, but also in all its strength, would speak for itself. Its

strangeness, however, he found centred in its method of rendering nature- And it remains

his great achievement to have shown convincingly that Egyptian art, granted a certain

attitude towards visual impressions which differs from ours, is consistent in itself and

can be fully understood.

But recently and, one might say, under provocation, Schafer has devoted more

attention to the “layer of expression.” For it is no longer the strangeness but the beauty

of Egyptian art which is commented upon by the layman. Far from needing a justifica-

tion or from being regarded as a mere prelude to the “perfect” art of Greece, Egyptian

art has been the object of most enthusiastic admiration, and has been acclaimed, in the

contemporary movement against impressionism, as an exemplary achievement conforming

to the most modern artistic aspirations. Schiifer could not let this assumption pass after

having so carefully established the unbridgeable gulf which separates us from the

Ancient Egyptians. Even if we create or admire non-perspective drawings or conven-

tionalized sculpture, we cannot possibly do so without aesthetic preoccupation, naively,

as the Egyptian did, for whom there did not exist an alternative method of representa-

tion. Schafer maintains, therefore, that most modern admirers of Egyptian art acclaim

as aesthetic values qualities which are rather of a logical nature.

There is some truth in this contention, but it does not meet the case entirely. In

fact there is a strong prinia facie improbability that such a deeply-felt admiration for

Egyptian art, a feeling moreover which is experienced in the first place by artists and

art-critics, by those (that is) whose natural talent is most closely akin to that of the

makers of the admired objects, should merely be based on a mistake. Schafer has himself

felt the need for a positive refutation of those recent expressions of opinion, and this

could only take the shape of an interpretation by himself of the “layer of expression.”

Two sections of the latest edition of his book deal with this subject (pp. 17-70) and we
find there, under the caption “The nature of Egyptian art,” the following subjects:

characterization of it by examples
;

relation to other arts
;

architecture, music and dance,

poetry, religion; forms of the landscape. Next follow, under “the creative forces,” the

following subjects: works of art possess not only aesthetic forces; inborn formal inclina-

tions of artists; material; tools; technique; content; use; style; priesthood; kingship;

^ One instructive example with which Schiifer himself di^^tinguishes the various splioros
(
V. .1. /O, 343 '

.

‘'That we see in e<ich Egyptian drawing of a hand the thumb and hngers fully hgured side by side, that

belongs to the style of all pre-Oreek, ideoplastic work
;
that the four fingers are put closely together and

show the nails drawn in profile, that is Egyptian style. That the fingertips are elegantly curved b.(ekwar<ls,

that is the style (tf one particular period in Egypt : tlie New Kingdom.''

r. A. K., 10: end: 3:^0.
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artists. Naturally sucli subjects, treated by a scholar and a connoisseur like Schafer, give

rise to discussions which are most precious and illuminating. And yet they remain a

series of unsystematic remarks, striking and most valuable digressions indeed, but

unsatisfactory because their number and arrangement seem arbitrary and without

finality. If we remember that this book was originally written to explain the rendering

of nature in Egyptian art, and if we next glance over the headings enumerated just now
in our text, the reason for this inadequacy becomes clear : for here precisely is the lacuna

revealed to which we have drawn attention in the first section of this paper : on the one

hand Schafer has established the logical foundation upon which Egyptian art was

developed; on the other he is now attempting to appreciate it within the context of

cultural history. The critical preparation, however, to which art must be submitted

before it can suitably be assimilated by cultural history, is nowhere to be found. Egyptian

art in itself, as a peculiar formal phenomenon, has not been made the focus of attention

at aU. This omission has two far-reaching consequences. In the first place Schafer loses

the only possible approach to an understanding of the aesthetic value of Egyptian art,

which lies in the elucidation of those formal qualities that possess an aesthetic value

for the Ancient Egyptians, as well as for us. He furthermore loses the opportunity of

checking the precise extent of his “logical layer'’ within the work of art. And it will

appear upon closer scrutiny that Schafer overrates the influence of the pre-Greek system

of rendering nature, both as regards the forms of Egyptian art and as regards the true

source of modern admiration; and if he does not underrate the aesthetic values of

Egyptian art, he most certainly underrates our ability to bring these values within

objective and intelligible formulae, which enable us to understand them intellectually

in addition to submitting to the feeling which they inspire^.

If we have found in the history of Schafer’s own work the reason why he falls short

in this matter, we may add that the issue has been hopelessly confused by the admirers

of Egyptian art themselves. Even if one leaves alone their purely subjective expressions

of delight, which are not capable of rational treatment, there remain discussions—Uke

the well-known chapter in Frau Fechheimer’s Plastih der Aegyjpter—in which authors

do not confine themselves to stating which aesthetic properties are peculiar to and
admirable in Egyptian art, but interweave such statements with quotations from
Egyptian texts and references to Egyptian religion. Such discussions obviously leave

their legitimate concern with art to embark on a treatment of Egyptian civilization as a

^ In Die der fiyyptisehen Kuast^ p. 36, Schafer shows how the stylistic peculiarities of the

work-^ (>t art ilepeinl on the inborn ‘‘formal propensities” of the artii^ts which we can “read off” from their

work?5 hut never ‘'explain.” This shows the difference in standpoint between him and the modern school of

philosophy of art. As soon as the artist is taken into account, in every psychological “explanation,” wo do
lose at once contact with reality, more than ever in the case of ancient art. But we are not bound by
Schafer’s alternative <»f either “explaining” psychologically the propensities of the artist or hesitatingly

registering some peculiarities which strike us in a work. It is possible to take the works of art themselves,
in their undoubted actuality, as our object, and explore their formal qualities exhaustively and systemati-
cally. Not psychology but morphrih )gy is required, We are particularly anxious not to be misunderstood
where wo emphasize the limitation^ of the work of a scholar for whom we feel the deepest admiration. It

would be absurd to suggest that Schafer is not fully alive to the aesthetic value of Egyptian art, and we
may quote a few places, such as V. A, K., 9, 43 ff. 189 etc

,
where he actually touches upon this aspect of

it. But he does nut know how to turn it to use in a scientitic appreciation of Egyptian art. It is here that
Egyptology can proilt from the discoverio'. of the philosophers of art mentioned in the beginning of the third
section of thi'> paper.
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unity manifest in the various departments of spiritual life. If Schafer objects to this

treatment because of the insufficiency of our material or of the incompetence of an author

(as in the case of Worringer) one can heartily agree. But it is obvious that the real

problem is entirely obscured in such a controversy. The essential problem is whether

we can make statements concerning Egyptian art which attain to scientific accuracy, and

so are conducive to a better understanding of the subject. We have, in the first section

of this paper, given the theoretical considerations which justify those statements if they

conform to a certain standard of objectivity, and which, in fact, establish the position

that they alone can do justice to the most essential quality of Egyptian art. We must

now show their application in an example. This, in the absence of illustrations, is an

awkward undertaking, for we are apt to lose sight of the fact that the abstractions with

which we deal have actual existence only in the rich variety of modifications extant in

the monuments. We may try, however, to consider here, as far as the present circum-

stances permit, such a fundamental formal characteristic of Egyptian sculpture as its

cubism^.”

The cubism of Egyptian statues in the round is most pronounced in the case of works

in stone. It consists, roughly, in an approach of the composition to a series of block-

forms. The main surfaces and planes, and also the main lines (such as those of the

limbs), are so disposed, at right angles or in parallels, as to suggest the squareness of a

block. It is not as if the finished statue were imperfectly freed from its original block of

stone. On the contrary, its very cubism stresses the three-dimensional definition of the

statue by a clearer elaboration of its coordinates than less cubistic forms of sculpture

allow; and thus the statue is emphatically constituted as a self-contained object in

space.

If it is, for this very reason, well suited to be admired by contemporary sculptors

whose ideals have been voiced in this country by Mr. Eric Gill, and in Germany, for

instance, by Adolf Hildebrand, must we therefore judge the recognition of the cubism

inherent in Egyptian art as merely a product of modern imaginings? Is Schafer right to

brand this approach as an ^'egoistical enjoyment’’ of Egyptian art, sharply contrasted

with a purely scientific, unselfish study? How, then, does he account for this cubism,

the existence of which cannot be denied? He considers it a necessary corollary to the

pre-Greek w^ay of rendering nature; it follows from the predominance which the four

main aspects (front, back and sides) assume in the consciousness of the pre-Greek

artist. But here we find that exaggeration of the importance of this factor to which we

have alluded already, and it is easy to show that Schafer’s explanation does not account

for the fact. In the first place we know other schools of pre-Greek art; they share with

Egypt the method of rendering nature but they do not show this cubism in their

statuary, and in some cases, for instance in Babylon or in the Congo, they adhere to

perfectly well-defined but completely different aesthetic formulae, as we shall see.

In the second place the history of Egyptian art itself shows us that the cubistic forms

were deliberately chosen from amongst other possibilities. During the early dynasties

attitudes are admitted in statuary and details are arranged in a way which is definitely

1 The term is bad in s<» far as it iiii'^ht suggest any conneetinn with <i certain school of modern art.

But as it is such an extremely useful word to denote a set of aesthetic peculi.irities, and as, on the other

hand, the particular modern movement denoted by thivS word is already defunct and its proirramme for-

gotten, there i^ every chance that ‘^cubism '' may survive with some such eonnotation a-' we liave coven it

ill the text without causing actual confusion.
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less cubistic than those which the mature works display^. In the confusion of the two

Intermediate Periods similar phenomena can be observed. But each time when sculpture

rises again to its full power, after the political upheavals have lost their effect, the

variations to which we refer are dropped. Why is this? The only reason which presents

itself is also valid for us; the types accepted by Egyptian tradition are aesthetically

superior to the others.

Let us consider this statement somewhat in detail. We have already noticed a first

aesthetic quality which the cubism of an Egyptian statue possesses: its self-sufficiency,

self-containedness, its complete plastic corporeality, its independence as an object in space

clearly constituted by the emphatic elaboration of its coordinates from the block of stone

of indeterminate extension. This quality Central American art, for instance, does not seem

to possess; in Babylonian sculpture, if present in any marked degree, it is the consequence

of an entirely different aesthetic formula : not the cube but the cylinder is the ground-

form underlying sculptural compositions in that country, and its importance, as regards

corporeality, is found not in a stress on coordinates but in the possession of an unbroken

circular surface which, returning on itself, defines the spatial limits of the object in con-

junction with the vertical axis^. If we choose, at random, a third example we may refer

to negro sculpture, which achieves the same end by a much more complicated and subtle

proceeding: besides a common use of cylindrical bodies there is a certain stress laid on

the depth (if we regard the front view) by a slight bending of arms and legs in standing

statues, by an accentuation of forward projections such as breasts, forehead and stomach,

the last two parts often shaped as termini of a curiously scooped-out plane of great

efficacy from the view-point of corporeality.

In all these cases, in Egypt, Babylon and Negro Africa, we have to deal with an art

which renders nature in the pre-Greek way; in all three cases the statues are symmetrical,

‘frontal,'’ “geradansichtig.” But all this, though it should be realized, is of entirely

secondary importance in comparison with the strikingly different solutions found in these

three cultural provinces of the problem of how to give corporeality to a statue. And the

study of these different solutions of a formal problem will lead, if followed up, to an

insight into the essential differences between the art of those provinces, and into the

mentality of its makers.

With the problem of corporeality we have not exhausted the aesthetic significance

of the cubism of Egyptian art. A second aesthetic quality lies in the harmony which

it is able to produce between material and form in Egyptian stone sculpture; it does

admirable justice to the impenetrability, weight, massiveness and refractory nature of

the material; and the relation of works in stone to those in other materials should be

investigated^.

^ Ejj.y Hi* rtdonpnJ ts i, I'l. ii, i>r ( 'apart, lJeh'»its r/^ fig. 1^0, both with an anti-cnbi.stic disposition of

arni'^ <m<i legs, though the statues are, of course, built up in accordance with the pre-Greek method and

show, in fa( t more clearly than -ic^thetic perfection would allow, the predominance of the four main asi)ects.

See also the iiiscus.'’ion of the seat, p. 41.

- K.xamples are given below, pp. 47—48.

3 To this subject riiiother classical scholar, E. Loewy, has devoted an admirable study, which, however,

leaves everything for Kgyptian art still undone (Stein und Erz^ in Kn nstgesi'hinktlkhe Anzeigen, Beihlatt der

}fitthedirngt'a d^^s lnsfit>ifi^ f>n' ( h'.'itt rreidiii^chr Gest^Jnchtsfor^ch nng^ Vienna, 1913)-^How much a special

mquiiy into thi^ matter is needed h('(‘{»moN clear when we iu)tice that Scluifer
(
V. A. /V, pp. 48-50J touches

in the coiu-'-e of out* diNcus'^iou not less than three distinct problem^ without deteriiimiiig the exact pro-

\ nice of one (»f them : llr?>tly the ac'^tlietic (pialities of stonework in comparison with wood- and cop[)er-work

and here should also be distinguished the problem of composition—to which Schafer’s “Gesclilosseuheit
”
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A tnird quality of Egyptian cubism is the harmonious contrast which it affords

between organic and inorganic form; the relation between architecture and sculpture

may be considered as part of this formal problem, for if, in the statues of Eahotep and
Nofert, this contrast is effected by leaving stone standing as a smooth background
behind the figures, in the mortuary temple of Chephren the same effect is achieved by
placing the statues against the smooth square pillars, and in the New Kingdom temples

by building up pillars and figures together, as in the case of the Osiride pillars. It is typical

of the Egyptian that he requires smooth stone for the contrast with the organic form

and never uses the rough matrix of his statue, as Michelangelo and Rodin did. But
that in all cases the contrast in Egypt is harmonious and not discordant follows precisely

from that cubism which reshapes organic forms so that they are not incongruous with

their block-built surroundings.

We may take for our last example in the round a matter of detail, and for that

purpose follow up the last mentioned formal problem, the contrast between organic and

inorganic form within the work of art itself. This can best be done in the case of seated

statues, for here the contrast exists between figure and seat. In passing we may remark

that the arms of chairs, which we know to have existed in reality, are never rendered in

sculpture in the round, no doubt because they would confuse the contrast which we have

just mentioned. Furthermore we note that down to Zoser’s time the seat is more or less

elaborately shown to be a chair, with legs and curved supports
;
such details are indicated

especially on the sides. In the famous diorite statue of Chephren there is, in the front

view, a very intricate play of contrast between the sculptured lions of the throne-legs

and the comparatively gigantic figure of the king. But Egyptian art rejects, on the

whole, all these elaborations of detail in favour of the least realistic but most effective

contrast: already in the limestone statues of Chephren we find the seat reduced to a

simple square block of stone, with, at most, a shallow decorative design in relief on the

sides. Here again our own aesthetic judgement gives us the only explanation of this

decision of Egyptian art by revealing the purity and strength of the contrast which exists

between the conventionalized seat and the rounded forms of the figure.

Having dealt with some aspects of sculpture in the round, and having also discussed

one representative matter of detail, we may now glance for a moment at relief work.

We may choose as representative the period of El-Amarnah, during which the reliefs

reflect very completely the tendencies of the new school of art. There is no doubt that

Schafer is the greatest authority on the period, and it is not a stricture on his invalu-

able work, but merely a statement of a significant fact, to say that we do not possess

from his pen a precise account of the points in which Amarnah art differs from what

refers—and that of harmony bc't^\oen material and form't; ^^ceondly the ditierent pn>^i])ilitic?^ of f^tonework

in comparison with wood- and copper-work, where the technical liinitation> properly belon^^ : and thirdly

the different nature of art in its infancy, maturity and decadence, a problem not explicitly posed by S( hater

but introduced tacitly in the choice of some of his example^. For instance, it is not typical for >tonework

that the sceptres of the standing tigure are shown as in the Louvre statue of Sepa, wliere the early artist

proceeded with childlike care, not daring to subordinate accuracy to beauty; typical for the mature Monc-

work is that these sceptres are simply omitted because stonework will not allow of the disposal of the .trms

in such a way as to make the harmonious incorporation of the sceptres possible un contrast with woed-

aud copper-work). Schafer is, even in such di''Cussions as the one to which we refer, throughout under the

spell of the question how nature is rendered and this explains the confusion of the argument. (’onip.u*e

also the great importance which he attriches to the ‘‘tilling,’^ the stone left standing between arms and

trunk fur instance, an importance wliicli it docs not scem to possess if considered as a forni.d obauent.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xviii. (I
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precedes it. We have to thank him for numerous studies which explain the meaning,

the content of works of the new school; we possess furthermore some fascinating

chapters in which he describes to us the life, religion and art of Akhenaten’s time. But

his treatment of the artistic innovations themselves may be summed up in the following

quotation which serves to introduce the word “expressionism” as a label for the

‘Ainarnah period in the history of Egyptian art. Schafer says: “The traditional subtle

beauty of Egyptian art, excluding all excesses, must now suddenly have appeared empty

and external to the young king and his circle, too narrow, in fact, to contain the stormy

feelings which possessed them^.” This surely is true. It is also true that the reliefs

at El-Amarnah are more expressive of feeling than those which precede them. But if

Schafer applies to this art the term “expressionism,” which denotes a movement in

modern art in which the rendering of visual impressions is sacrificed to a use of shapes

and colours chosen because of the expressive value they possess for the artist, he either

confuses “expressionism” and “expressiveness” or he introduces an explanation for the

new features in 'Amarnah art without having studied these features in themselves. This

omission becomes particularly clear if we observe that Schafer supports his interpretation

by references to the literature and the religion of the Atenists.

On the other hand a formal analysis of the new art of El-‘Amarnah was attempted

in the Egypt Exploration Society's publication The Mural Painting of El-Amarnah. It

was shown in detail, by studying .first isolated figures, then those combined to form

groups, and finally the walhdecorations as a whole, that we find there, in contrast with

older Egyptian art, “ a conscious attempt to make the visual perception, the observation

of the actual appearance of nature, the basis of the artistic process.” The heightened

expressiveness of Amarnah art was not stressed particularly because it was considered

to be merely a consequence of the new importance attached to appearances, which

allowed the expressive attitudes and groupings observed in actuality to be rendered in

the reliefs and drawings^. According to this view, then, the prevailing attitude at

El-‘Amarnah was diametrically opposed to “expressionism”; and this view, no less than

Schafer's, can be supported by reference to the literature and religion of the period, in

which great stress is laid throughout on “truth®.”

^ Acgyptlsche >htd heutige Kunst, in Die III (1027;, 240.

“ In reply to Scbcifers objection that we have underrated there the emotional clement in ‘Amarnah art

( r. ^1. A7, .304, n, 30 c) we should like to refer to our interpretation of the relief from Parennefer’s tomb,

Painting^ p. 9.

" For the meaning of the word in this context we must quote from Alural Painting^ 27 : “The truth at

which Akhenaten was aiming was, at least in the s}>here of art, truth of a particular and very limited kind,

the subjective truth of the senses : it was characteristic of Akhenaten’s self-centred nature that he ignored

the objective, univers<il truth which the traditional formal language of earlier Egyptian art had tried to

exprcjs.s.'' Thus the formulae with which Egyptian art renders the concept 'king’ imply youthful strength,

dignity, health
;
statues are merely repetitions of the formula with such modifications of facial features as

to make identification in each case possible. Any given Pharaoh may have had only one eye, or may have
been an imbecile, or lame, but we shall never know it from his portraits, not because the sculptor was
anxious to flatter his master, but because such incidental infirmities were less important to an Egyi)tian

than the general truth that the figure represented the King of the Two Lands; and from this notion the

possession of perfect physicpie, of dignity, etc., was as inseparable as the wearing of the uraeus. But \vhen,

under Akhenaten, the sculptol^'^ worked on his Karnak statues, the king must have questioned the truth

of the portraits ^vhich they w^ere making in accordance with the age-old generalizing attitude of their

people. He mu'>t have pointed out to them his own physical peculiarities and insisted that they should be
rendered. 2no claim could be more revolutionary. For on the one hand Akhenaten must have offended the
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Thus we find two theories in conflict, both pertaining to cultural history, both

supported by evidence from written sources of the period, but explaining new features

in the art of El-Amarnah, the one as a consequence of an increased sentimentality, a

predominance of feeling over restraint and traditionalism, the other as caused by an

increased value attached to truth. ” Within the scope of cultural history the conflict is

insoluble, unless we question the new art itself as to its origin: it then appears from an

analysis of its forms that the new expressiveness is a consequence of a closer rendering

of visual impressions, for side by side with certain forms which are, indeed, expressive

no less than realistic, there are many others which have no expressive value at all but

can only be explained as an attempt to render actual appearance^. Thus the conflicting

explanations of the art of EhAmarnah provide a particularly clear example of the

necessity of formal analysis as a preliminary stage in the interpretation of art, and of the

effect of the lacuna left in Schafer's work between the elucidation of the logical basis of

Egyptian art and its interpretation in the context of cultural history. We hope then no

longer to meet with opposition when we repeat that there are a number of facts

relevant to art which have to be organized as scientific knowledge; which, from being

first perceived by aesthetic feeling, must be made conscious, intelligible and thereby

expressible; and that such an undertaking cannot be dismissed as ‘^egoistical enjoyment
’

of Egyptian art, in contrast with the scientific, historical attitude which asks “what has

been, and how has it been?^” On the contrary, we may claim with Wdlfflin that

a formal analysis of ancient works of art is a condition sine qua non of their under-

standing

moral susceptibilities of his contemporaries by thus giving personal and incidental characteristic^) pre-

cedence over norms universally valid and therefore exclusively worthy of being incorporated in the

monuments. And on the other hand he recpiired his sculptors to break radically with every tradition of

their craft. Let us not forget that an Egyptian artist was trained in building up tigure??, according to iixe<l

schemes, out of parts which he had learned previously to form according to fixed formulae. He ct»uld not

possibly look naively at nature with a view to copying it
;
his ostraca, sketches made of tir-^t impressions,

are there to prove to us that this was so
;
we clearly see in them that there was never a question of visual

impressions being obtained first, and being then translated into conventional forms ; the visual impressions

became actually conscious in the shape of those C('uiventions. Thus the Ivarnak sculptors were requiretl by

Akhenaten (that is, by an outsider, but by one who had the power to make compliance with his wishes a

matter of life and death) to execute their work according to a standard of perfection ^Yith which they were

not conversant and which went against their whole method of conceiving a piece of sculpture. What could

they do but return to their rejected models and belabour the shapes and distend the usual forms wdiich, of

necessity, must form the basis of their modelling ? Surely they would rather exaggerate than risk to appear

unwulling to do as they were told. If the colossi, requiring in any case monumental treatment becau^e of

their size, were singularly unsuitable for such experiments, we may see in other early works of the ringn,

such as the Berlin family-relief and its cognates, extremes to which the aitists were driven before, at

El-‘Amarnah itself, some masters found the aesthetic possibilities of the new attitude towards appcrirances

which Akhenaten required. But ‘expressionism,^ i.e. a wilful distortion of observed forms in order to

express emotion, enters nowhere into the matter. If in certain instances (the king praying
;
the rewarding

of ail othcial) emotion was observed in actual life, the newdy legitimized interest in the rendering of

appearances led to a rendering of these observations alongside with others in the reliefs. Thus tlie

expressiveness of Egyptian art was heightened at El-‘Amarnah, but the process by which this was done

was the opposite to that adopted by ‘ expressionists.’

^ Here belong such details as the drawing of the outside of the foot with all live toes and all the bicts

relating to composition which were enumerated in Mural Faintinq.

- Die Leistuay tier agyptischen Kuast^ 10.

Pref.ice to the sixth edition of KanstyeseltkhtUrhe (Jrundfugrife.

0-d
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TLe further inquiry into the nature of Egyptian art should never lose sight of

Schafer's work, because we have to account throughout for a rendering of nature based

on premises which are not our own: and also because he so admirably demonstrates the

variety of ways in which form in Egyptian art is affected by this pre-Greek attitude

towards visual impressions. But if at all times Schafer’s work must form the starting-

point for the study of Egyptian art, progress now lies in a direction which he has

consistently avoided.

Ill

The systematic study of art as such, of art as creation of form, was only in-

augurated about forty years ago. But Egyptian art has actually been considered by

Riegl, the founder of the new science of art^, ” in his epoch-making Stilfragen, at least

as far as its decorative characteristics are concerned. He discovered two leading forces

in Egy2)tian ornamentation: '“the accentuation of terminations,” and the ’^filling of

angles.” He also drew attention to the absence of functional significance in the

decorative art of Egypt. The peculiar character of a border, for instance, or of a corner,

is as little grasped (or, at least, as little expressed in design) as, in architecture, the

weight-bearing character of the columns. RiegTs main theme is, however, the con-

tinuous development of vegetable ornament, as an illustration of the decisive infiuence of

formal qualities in the history of art. He demonstrates that the Egyptians were the first

to stylize flowers for ornamental purposes, that their designs were taken over and

elaborated by Phoenicians and Assyrians, acquired an unprecedented richness of harmony

in Greece, and survive to this day.

In its subsequent growth the new ''Kunstwissenschaft ” has drawn its material

naturally from schools of art better known and nearer to us than that of Egypt. And if

the study of Egyptian art has recently been elucidated by an application of the newly-

won insight, this gain has been made incidentally; a number of classical archaeologists

have undertaken to apply to their own subject the results which Riegl and Wickhof,

Dvorak and Wolfilin, Schmarsow and Wulfi had obtained in dealing with the art of other

periods. Thus these classical scholars touched upon Egypt whenever, in their research,

early Greek art required the foil of earlier Near Eastern achievement. And it is not

altogether fair to lift their references to Egypt from the contexts in which they are

sometimes buried; but we do so because nothing seems so well suited to suggest what

remains to be done as the success of these inroads of outsiders into Egyptology.

Two very important works can merely be mentioned here without any attempt at

summarizing their contents. In the excellent history of ancient oriental art by Curtius^ and

in Evers' standard work on Middle Kingdom sculpture^ formal analysis plays a leading

part, and its results are most illuminating. But both Evers and Curtius avowedly set

^ •* Allgemc'iuc Kun^twi'-Nen>cliuft ' is au awkward term to translate. It is distinct from “Aesthetic

”

in tint it 1- iH't concerned with the idea of the beautiful but with the actual works of art in the fullness

of their varied significance. And “ tihilosophy of art" seems to suggest an interpretation of art as a means
to an end, which not only run^ counter to much of contemporary thought but also should not be tacitly

a>.>nriied in the de'iignatiini of the science which has to investigate, amongst others, this very 2)roblem.

- Ludwig (‘urtiim, Die Autil'e i, in Ilaadhtch dec Kui*stn'issensehaft^ begrilndet von P. Burger,

Bcrlin-Ncubabel>berg, lOBk
• ilans tlerhard Ever^, deia Stidn, Denknuder^ (de^chiclde vnd Bedeutung der aegyptischen

Pl,i<fd ii'iifu'end d> ^ ^irinchen,
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out to interpret art in connection with ancient civilization, and the subjectivity of their

work increases, of course, in proportion with its interpretative character. Moreover, the

formal analysis is so deeply interwoven with the account of the historical development
that it does not reach the stage of generalization, but exists throughout in the shape of

comment on single works or periods; these appear, in fact, more often than not in an
entirely new light, thanks to the acuteness of observation and the sensitive understanding
of these authors. Moreover, the second volume of Evers’ work consists of a reasoned

catalogue of the details of Middle Kingdom sculpture in their historical development, by
means of which the dating of newly found works should be an easy matter, while its

distinctive features compared with the art of the Old and New Kingdoms are clearly

established.

A work which provides us with purely objective data is Moebius' inquiry into the

history of the seated figure^. The study of the type reveals, among other things, a

striking contrast between Egypt and Babylon. In Egyptian art the seated figure is a

predominant motive, admirably suited to a tectonic, cubistic treatment. The Babylonians

hardly do justice to the aesthetic possibilities which it contains. In fact Moebius has to

coin the phrase ‘‘oriental silhouette’’ to follow up in Anatolia and early Greece a seated

type in which the angles at knees and hip, which are typical for the seated posture, are

so far neglected as to produce a more or less continuous line from neck to feet. Some
early statues one must actually turn round to be sure whether they are meant as seated

or standing figures. Moebius draws attention to the fact that the Babylonians mostly

treat figures wrapped in heavy clothing, a subject which it is difficult to bring into line

with the exigencies of the seated type, while it suits the standing figure well. The paper

contains, furthermore, interesting remarks on the composition of more than one statue

into groups, the realistic development of the motive at El-Amarnah, the influence of the

Egyptian type on Assyria.

The work, however, which is most completely in line with the considerations with

which we started and demonstrates most clearly how much a formal analysis of Egyptian
art may contribute to its understanding, is beyond doubt Matz' monograph on early

Cretan seals Matz considers in the course of his argument three well-defined problems

^ Hans Moebius, Cher Form irnd Bede/ftuiiq der sitzeiidea (iest^dt in drr K*ni<t dc^ iJrujafs ’^Lnd d*‘r

GrieeheUj in Mitthrilitnyen des D^utsckea Archaeoiotjischeit Lfstltuts^ Atfieni.icJte Ahtcd^'ny^ Vol. xli, Berlin,

1927.

^ Friedrich Matz, Die frnhlcretiselien Siegel^ eine Uatersnehn ng nluo' d<i^ Wf^rden des tainoisrhet) Sfdes^

Berlin, 1928. We must refer here to two articles of Matz and one of Krahnier, of which we cannot acce})t

the conclusions. Matz (Zur Kouiposition aeggptisclier ^yalldhilde^\ in Juhrhuch des D<'iitse]v n An-kort)-

logiseheu Institvts^ xxxvii, 39 ff.
;
and Das Motic des Gefadenea, in op, eit., xxxviii-ix' objects that

Schafer's interpretation does not separate Egyptian art Irom primitive art all over the world, and attempts
to show that the difierentiation existed even beft)re the Old Kingdom in an adaptation of ideogr<i[»hic

formulae to visual impressions. The first stage of that adaptation is the introduction of a groundline on

which the figures are placed
;
this occurs on the Manner—in contrast with tlic earlier Hunters—palette.

The next step is the introduction of the frieze, which cuts up a decorated surf, ice into a number of hori-

zontal strips. Matz maintains that, whatever was the motive that led to the introduction of the frieze, its

employment must unavoidably produce a conception of the corporeality of the objects which it contained
;

these, standing on the groundline, would appear against the remaining surface of the frieze, i.e, the back-

ground, in a way which suggested vaguely the sky or soil mounting to a high horizon. To prove thi-^

point, and to show its development in the history <»f Egyptian art, Matz studies in det.iil hunting and battle

scenes, and, as a detail from these again, the fallen figure in Egyptian reliefs. It is obvious that wo .ire on
very dangerous ground with Matz’ contention. It is not a far cry from here to the popuilar, mistaken, per-

siiective inter[>retation of Egyptian drawings which Schafer has been at such iiaiii'', to dispel. Aiul the
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and contrasts the solutions which are adopted in Egypt, Babylonia and Crete respectively.

The problems are: the decoration of a circular surface; the groundform of plastic com-

position: the interrelation of the wall-decorations within a room. It is extremely im-

portant that Matz, starting from a registration of observed facts, finds that the solutions

of these problems in one civilization are intimately connected, and contrast with the

solutions found in the other two cultural centres. The inference can only be that the

similarity of the solutions found in one civilization for these three problems is due to an

element peculiar to that civilization or to the mentality of its bearers. No better proof

could be given of the essential character of the discoveries to which a formal analysis of

ancient art may lead.

The decoration of a circular surface in Egypt is throughout efiected in one of two

ways (pp. 39-50) : either the surface is cut up by two lines crossing at right angles in

the centre, or the circular character of the surface is ignored and adapted as weU as

possible to a frieze-decoration. The radial cross occurs already on the white-on-red cross-

lined bowls of the Early Predynastic Period, and recurs in glazed bowls of the New
Kingdom, where the simple cross has become more elaborate and mostly consists of four

lotus flowers. Sometimes, especially in metal bowls, we find animals or boats arranged

in what looks at first sight like a continuous frieze round the centre, but appears at once,

on closer scrutiny, to be a cross-wise composition. If we then remember that many a

flower-shaped faience calix, round in section at the stem, takes all of a sudden a square

shape at the rim, we see the appropriateness of Matz’ remark that the Egyptian attempts

in all these cases the ‘'squaring of the circle.” Examples of this type of composition can

be multiplied : we may add to the foregoing some of the spiral designs on the scarabs

of the Middle Kingdom, which are on the whole however much freer than similar com-
positions in other periods

;
yet often the four main coils of the designs lie at the end of

the two main axes which, if drawn, would cut up the oval surface in four equal parts. It

is clear that this type of decoration may easily develop into one which stresses one of the

two axes only, and neglects the other. This happens in some button-seals and in certain

glazed bowls where above and below a line a ‘'horizontal” scene is drawn, so that one must
turn the bowl round, after having looked at one scene, to contemplate the other. One step

further and we find bowls where a main segment is cut off by a horizontal line and
contains a frieze-like design, while the remaining segment is merely treated as subordinate
and contains filling-ornament. Here the circular character of the surface which had to

be decorated is simply ignored. But even in the other cases it is clear that the circle

l>reNeiit writer is convinced that Natz' assumption is not justified, except in the case of the art of El-

‘Aiuarnah and it'? Rames>ide descendants, where a timid approach to the rendering of spatial relations is

atternjited but hardly found. AVe may agree with Schafer that any interpretation of Egyptian art which
duc^ not appeal to an adai>tatiou of visual impressions in the last resort only, when all ideoplastic means
(d interpretation have failed, loses all certainty of attaining the original meaning of the picture, and risks

‘'seeing into it" what was never intended by its makers.

If Matz thus tends to confuse the essential contrast between perspective and pre-Greek art, Gerhard
Krahmer {Fiyar und llaaia in der Aegyptischen mid Gnechisch-Archaischea Kiuist^ 28tes Hallisches
M inekelmaiiiisprogramm, Halle, 1U31; seems to have focussed that difference so intently that the two
ty[)es of rirti^tic })roduction seem to him too far apart for one human being to understand both. It seems
to us tliat he has contributed nothing to his subject which cannot be found in other discussions with less

intricately-phrased abstract notions. A certain nurnber^of remarks are interesting, as those referring to the
gradual increase in detciil of the ideoplastic formulae which are apt to approach the organic form and the
understanding thereof “as it were by way of integration ” (p. 13), or about the absence of the pure profile in

Egyptian relief fp. ij'l f,\
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did not provide the Egyptians with a particularly congenial decorative problem to solve.

The most typical characteristic of the circle, that it is defined by its centre and its circum-

ference, and that a design, to do justice to it, should be neutral in any direction except

in that of the radii, did not lead to any decorative discoveries in Egypt as it did in Crete.

Matz and especially Valentin Muller ^ show that the Cretan not only invented remarkable

geometrical designs of a whirl-type, but even composed elaborate scenes in such a way
that everywhere the figures use the circumference as groundline and are therefore standing

along the radii. This, by the way, explains the rocks ‘'hanging down” from the top of

the Cretan frescoes. In Babylonia (pp. 80-88
; 93) we find, in the stamp-seals and in the

decorated bowls from Susa I, for instance, designs which differ from those of Crete and Egypt

alike. They do not neglect the typical elements of the circle nor do they fill it, as it were,

from the outside inward, but they use complicated designs in which all the elements

—

centre, periphery and radius—are equally reflected. It is obvious that this discussion

cannot be followed satisfactorily without illustrations, but these are provided in Matz’

book, to which we here merely want to draw attention. In the absence of these it seems

furthermore pointless to follow up the argument by which the criteria of style, once

established, may be used to trace Asiatic influences in Crete or Egypt, or Egyptian in-

fluences radiating in opposite directions, problems which concern even those archaeologists

who do not consider art their special subject. The soundness of the stylistic criteria

discovered by Matz is vindicated, as we have already suggested above, by independent

phenomena observed in the field of sculpture and architecture (p. 50 ;
89-93). The

cubism of Egyptian sculpture which we have discussed above is an obvious correlative

of the ’'squaring of the circle.” But any visitor to the British Museum who steps aside

from the Egyptian Sculpture Gallery to look at the statue of Assurnasirpal will be struck

by the absence of such a cubism. In western Asia it is not the cube but the cylinder

which underlies sculptural composition. A well-known statue of a seated goddess dis-

covered by Mr. Woolley at Ur^ shows this strikingly : the hands folded on the breast

unite the arms in a horizontal curve which accentuates the circumference of the cylinder ;

the uniform covering of vertical wavy lines, which represent a garment if we consider

the content” of the statue, finds its formal significance in the stress they lay on an

unbroken surface
;

especially in the side-view the approach to the cylinder is remarkable
;

moreover, the lines continue there in the statue’s hair-dress, thus unifying the greatest

possible vertical extent of "cylinder-mantle.” Finally we notice the birds at the side of

the throne, which curve all round the block of stone, their tails being visible in the back-

view, and their heads belonging almost to the front-view ;
all of the forementioned

arrangements would be abhorrent to an Egyptian artist. The bronze statue of Napirasu

in the Louvre is another clear instance of the contrast with Egypt, arms and skirt

beautifully accentuating the cylindrical ground-form. Or take the obelisks : in Egypt

the square section is acknowledged by the decorative scheme, which treats each side as

an independent unit, complete in itself. The "black obelisk” of Shalmanasser in the

British Museum is square in section, and I wonder whether that shape was adopted in

imitation of the impressive Egyptian monuments. For the essential qualities of this square

object are as little exploited in Assyria as the circular surface was in Egypt : continuous

horizontal friezes of figures run all round it, and on the neighbouring obelisk of Assur-

nasirpal we find horses in relief simply bent round the corner, so that their bodies are

1 Valentin MUller, Kretisch-Mykenische ^'<tudien, in Jahrhuck des Deutscliea Arch(i€oh>(j{\<f'lh.i}

XL, So ff.

- Antiquaries^ Journal^ vi, PI. li.
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on one side of the obelisk and their heads on the other. If Egypt forces squareness into

the circle, Assyria evidently forces cylindrical or rather circular continuity on the cube ;

and it is quite striking that in the decoration of rooms the same contrast prevails (we

leave out Crete for the sake of clarity). Both Egypt and Babylonia use friezes
;
but the

walls of an Egyptian room, for instance in a Theban tomb, are treated as entirely in-

dependent units : the arrangement of friezes on the one wall bears no relation to those

on the other. The total decorated surface of a wall is on all sides surrounded by a block-

border, and the corner of a room is merely the line where two such borders meet. In the

palace at Khorsabad in Assyria, on the other hand, we find a frieze of figures running

without a break all round the room, all moving in one direction towards the figure of the

king
;
thus the ‘'square'" character of the room is totally ignored, and in fact the artists

trv, as 3Iatz shows, to find solutions which will enable their design to pass round the

corner with the least possible harshness of composition.

Thus three at first sight independent formal problems : the decoration of the circle,

the composition of sculpture in the round, and the wall-decorations in rooms, are solved

in Egypt, Babylon and Crete in a way which is peculiar in each case to the civilization

in question. The criteria formulated by Matz thus appear to affect the artistic produc-

tion down to the very roots by which it draws sustenance from the common ground of

all culture : the peculiar mentality of the human beings who created it.

Matz’s work is but a beginning. It is obvious that a complicated phenomenon like

the art of a people cannot be explained by one or two formulae. It is also obvious that

only those who are conversant with the material in a much more comprehensive way
than Matz, that only professional Egyptologists therefore, will be able to extend and

refine this research so that one may explain variations due to the particular nature of

certain objects, foreign influences affecting others and so on. What we hope to have

shown in the preceding pages is merely that such research is necessary, not only to obtain

a deeper insight into Egyptian and ancient oriental art, but actually to obtain the basis

upon which an interpretation of art in the context of cultural history can be more safely

undertaken.
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THE ART OF THE ^AMARXAH PERIOD

By ELAINE TANKARD

The peculiar character of the art of the 'Amarnah period has generally been at-

tributed to an increased observation of nature connected with Akhenaten's search after

truth. In the truthful representation of natural objects Mmarnah art is at least equalled

by that of the ^Middle Kingdom, as for instance the wall-paintings of Beni Hasan. The

outstanding feature of the art of El-'Amarnah is the excessive fondness for curved lines,

which is merely the normal development of a tendency inherent in the art of the New
Empire. Only the rate of development is abnormal. It has long been acknowledged

that the various periods of Egyptian art are marked by a gradually increasing use of

curves. In the Archaic Period, natural curves are modified and reduced almost to

straight lines. In the Middle Kingdom lines flow more smoothly, and in the New Empire

curves are often used deliberately to obtain a flowing outline even where a straight line

would express an object with greater truth. The art of El-‘Amarnah is not satisfied with

simple curves
;
draperies which should hang straight down are given an S-shaped out-

line, ribbons have curly ends, and the human body is composed of S-curves. Even fingers

curl back at the tips, in conformity with the desire for complicated curves.

A similar development may be observed in Greek art though it is not carried to such

extreme lengths. The severe line of the archaic vase paintings grows almost imper-

ceptibly into the curves and flourishes of the vase paintings of Meidias, and the straight

hanging draperies of the Korai of the Acropolis develop into the elaborately curling folds

of the draperies of the Nike Balustrade. Even here there is a hint of curves for curves’

sake, and the Roman version of these reliefs shows an excessively curvilinear treatment

of the subject.

The growth of the curvilinear style is the inevitable result of increasing technical

facility. When execution outstrips conception, technical facility expends itself in a striving

after elaborate effects which involve the use of complicated lines and demand an ac-

cumulation of accessory details. In the art of El-‘Amarnah this accumulation of detail

has been attributed to a renewed interest in and observation of nature, but it is merely

due to a lack of restraint which invariably follows when the balance between conception

and execution is disturbed.

It is possible to cite one example of truth to nature. A striking resemblance has

recently been observed between the portrait of Amenophis I\^ and a modern Egyptian

who illustrates the effect of tuberculosis on the racial type This resemblance tends to

prove the fundamental truth of the portraits. Here truth begins and ends, for the king’s

peculiar and exceptional type is adopted as the standard for his subjects and sets the

fashion for his time.

1 JooTiial, XVI, Pis. iii and iv.

Journ. of Egypt, Arch, xviii.
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KING AY, THE SUCCESSOK OF TUT^INKHAMUN

By PEBCY E. NEWBERRY

Althcnigh so iniich has been written on Akhenaten and his immediate successors, we
are still far from a clear understanding of the history of the royal family at the end of

the Eighteenth Dynasty. Of Akhenaten himself we only know that he was a son of

Queen Tyi, and of the ancestry of Queen Nefertiti and of Kings Smenkhkere^" and

Tut^ankhamun nothing whatever is definitely known, Smenkhkere^' made good his claim

to the throne of Egypt by his marriage to Meritaten, the eldest daughter of Akhenaten;

after their death, Tutf'ankhamun ascended the throne by virtue of his alliance with

Ankhesenpaten (afterwards called Ankhesenamun), who was then the eldest surviving

daughter of Akhenaten. That Tutrankhamun was immediately succeeded by Ay is now
definitely known, for a painted scene on one of the walls of the tomb of the young king

represents Ay officiating at his predecessor’s funeral. But Ay was not of royal descent,

neither was the Queen Tyi, with whom his name is usually associated. How then did Ay
make good his claim to the throne of Egypt?

A small monument has recently come to light which enables us to answer this

question. Mr. Blanchard of Cairo acquired last spring, from an unknown
site in the Delta, a blue glass finger-ring which has engraved on its bezel

the inscription given in Fig. 1. Here we have side by side the prenomen
of King Ay and the name Ankhesenamiin, both names being written in

cartouches. Ankhesenamun was Tut<'ankhamun’s widow and the

'‘Heiress ’ of the family of Akhenaten; the two names side by side on
this ring, notwithstanding the fact that no titles are given, can only be
interpreted as evidence of the alliance of the two people. We see,

therefore, that King Ay regularized his position by marriage with the

Hereditary Princess Ankhesenamun, the widow of his immediate predecessor on the
throne.

It must be remembered that Ay and his wife had long been favourites at the Royal

Court; Tyi herself had been “Great Nurse\”

‘‘Nurse of the Great King’s-Wife, Nefertiti^’’ and “Tutoress of the Goddess^”
(nc. the Queen), as well as “the King’s Concubine.” In the tomb which
Akhenaten ordered to be made for Ay at El-‘Amarnah—which was never finished and
certainly never contained his burial—there is a remarkable scene showing Ay and his

wife receiving gifts from the hands of the king, queen, and young princesses in the
palace. Davies remarks that “an astonishing and indeed unique feature of the repre-
sentation is that the whole family is absolutely nude, so far as we can see.” He notes
also that the presence of the wife of Ay in this scene, as everywhere else in the tomb,
is very exceptional, but her rank as nurse and tutoress of the queen, and handmaid (?)
of the king, fully justify it.*’

A^
iji

Fi- 1

^ VI, LMs. xxxi tt. “ Ofj, cit,, VI, PL xxiv.
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For many years past I have believed that Ay must have been the dominating

personality in Egypt’s political affairs during the last years of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

The extraordinary prominence that was always given to his title ‘'Father of the

God” suggests that it had more than a mere priestly significance. Great stress was laid

upon it by the common people, for the palace guards among themselves referred to Ay
as ‘'Ay, the Father of the God,” and later, when he became king, Ay
placed in his cartouche before his nomen. In earlier days of Egyptian history this

title had been used with the definite meaning “Father of the King.” Amenophis III had

four daughters, but there is no record of any son. Akhenaten had six daughters, but

there is again no record of any son. It is possible that Ay was the actual father of the

two boys Smenkhkerer and Tutrankhamun. Egyptologists have been far too apt to take it

for granted that the Pharaohs of the various dynasties were sons of their predecessors on

the throne. In Ancient Egypt the kingship appears to have been transmitted in the female

line. A man generally became king by virtue of his marriage to the Hereditary Princess, she

being the eldest surviving female of the reigning house. She might be the king’s widow,

or his eldest surviving daughter, or a more distant relative. The Hereditary Princess did not

herself reign (except in two or three cases, e.g. Sebekneferurer and Hatshepsut); she was

only the channel through which the kingship was transmitted to her husband. It has

always been assumed that Akhenaten was a son of Amenophis III, but this assumption

rests solely on the fact that Queen Tyi was his mother
;
he is nowhere directly stated in

any Egyptian inscription to be a son of Amenophis III. In spite of all that has been

written in recent years, the marital relations of the royal family of the Eighteenth

Dynasty are by no means understood as yet. Amenophis III married at least one

—

probably two—of his own daughters while Queen Tyi was still living, and at one time

there were actually two ladies who bore at the same time the title of “Great King’s-Wife.”

This is a fact that has been overlooked and deserves careful consideration.

The fact that Ay’s tomb at El-'Amarnah was never finished suggests that it was

begun only a short time before the city Akhetaten (EPAmarnah) was abandoned as a

seat of government, that is when Smenkhkere^', Akhenaten’s co-regent, removed to

Thebes. Smenkhkerer was a mere child at this time, and it is inconceivable that he did

not have the guidance of a man of ripe age and experience in the difficult task of govern-

ment. That both Ay and Tyi were already middle-aged when the El-'Amarnah tomb
was made is shown by the fact that Tyi had been nurse of Nefertiti. Tyi could hardly

have been less than fifteen years old when she nursed Nefertiti, and she was very probably

much older. The titles borne by Ay when his tomb was excavated at El-‘Amarnah were^:

(1) Father of the God.

(2) Fan-bearer on the right hand of the King.

(3) Acting King’s-Scribe.

(I)
i

Master of the King’s Horses.

Besides the El-‘Amarnah tomb there are other monuments bearing Ay’s name which

date from the period before he came to the throne. These are:

A. A box in the Berlin Museum (No. 17555) said to have come from Tiinah: it also

bears the name of Tyi with titles,

B. Three ivory disks in the Turin Museum.

^ All these titles are foiiinl in 1), ivies, AV A/ntfr/^u, vi. PI. xxiv

. j 4

'
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C. A small ivory reel at Leiden.

D. A stud or reel of ivory in the Louvre.

E. A piece of gold foil in the Cairo Museum which was found in the Biban eLMuluk
in a box containing other objects inscribed with the names of Tut<"ankhamun, of Queen
Ankhesenamun, and of Ay after he ascended the throne,

F. A band of gold foil in the Cairo Museum found in the same box as E. The in-

scriptions on this band do not preserve the name of Ay, but it is certain that the titles

refer to him.

The titles which are inscribed on these objects are the following:

Ay: (1)

(
2

)

(
3

)

(
1
)

(b)

(
6

)

C)

(
8

)

(9)

(
10

)

(
11

)

(
12

)

Tyi: (1)

(
2

)

(
3

)

(B

It will be observed that all the titles given to Ay in the El-^Amarnah tomb also ap-

pear on these miscellaneous objects, but that the latter record some which do not occur

there. On the Berlin box, for example, Ay is entitled liri pdi (No. 2) ‘‘Chief of the

Bowmen,” and on one of the Turin disks ssm m Jih n psdt ntrw (No. 6) “Leader in the

Festival of the Cycle of Gods.” The most important of these miscellaneous objects,

however, is the band of gold foil in the Cairo Museum. Here Ay is actually described as

Vizier, the highest officer in the state under the sovereign. It should be noticed that

with the title of Vizier appears the epithet ir miCt (No. 10) “Doer of Right,” which
is found again in the prenomen which Ay took when he ascended the throne. We now
know that Ay, “the Father of the God,” shortly before the death of the young monarch
Tutrankhamun rose to the most important and powerful position in the State under the
Pharaoh. Holding the viziership it must have been an easy matter for him to seize the
throne, and he then legalized his position by allying himself with the widow of his pre-

decessor, the heiress Ankhesenamun.

"j A. B. C. D. E. F., Father of the God.

S A., Chief of the Bowmen,

A. ^ Master of the Horse of the Lord of the Two Lands.

^ r. [01^^ Acting King’s-Scribe.

A. B. F., Fan-bearer on the right hand of the King.

R^^der in the Festival of the Cycle of Gods.

2^ F., Hereditary Prince and Mayor.

F., Chancellor of the King of Lower Egypt.

F., Vizier.

^ F., Doer of Right.

1 F., Priest of Marat.

^ A., Lady of the House.

Great Favourite of UaC-n-rer (Akhenaten).

t 11.,7 Favourite of the Great King’s-Wife.

^ A., Concubine of the King.
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8CRIBE8’ PALETTES IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM
PART I

By S. K. K. GLANVILLE

With Plates iv-ix.

The palettes—more properly pen-cases—described below ^ were photographed some

years ago with a view to a comprehensive catalogue of writing materials. This project

was delayed, but with the permission of the Keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities

the existing photographs (which cover all the palettes in this Museum worth reproducing

by that process) are published here. It is hoped to make the list comprehensive in a

second article, which will also contain some general conclusions.

Combined pen-cases and palettes.

52942. (PL iv, fig. 1.) Model (?); Alabaster; provenance unknown; llr}x2J>

(30’3x 6x1*7 cm.). Two ink-wells, av. diam. IJ- ins (2*8 cm.); depth ca. 'li; in. (0*5 cm.).

The slot (for pens), 7| ins. (18*6 cm.) long, slopes away from the lower well, and is

covered at the bottom by a thin slip 4^ ins. (12*4 cm.) long. This lid, made from a

separate piece of stone, fits very neatly and was originally cemented in position, but is

now loose. A single vertical line of hieroglyphs runs from the top of the lid to the

bottom of the palette and reads as follows: S7nr wcti 7visw4 slid hyn-ntr im^ljw

Snnif, ‘'The favourite and liegeman (?)-, the overseer of priests, the revered Seneny.”

The ^ of im^kiv is written partly on the lid, partly on the palette itself
; hence the

inscription must have been cut after the lid had been cemented in place.

The word irn^hw shows that the inscription was a dedicatory one, and possibly the

palette was purely funerary in intention. At all events there are no traces of colour in

the wells But the fact that the slot was hollowed out completely makes one hesitate

to say definitely that it was only a model

The forms of the hieroglyphs, the titles and the name Seneny indicate the late Old

Kingdom as the date; compare Seneny, also called of Vrh,, i, 115, and his

title.; C33“JAfi1l=SiS=i QuJ^tA
(Lepsius, Denh., II, 113, g).

* All the morit important were described by P>ndge in the Oxide to the Faxrth, Fifths nnd Sixth

Egyptian Rooms (1922)—here simply c.dlcd Onide—pp. 48 ff. When referring to tln'iii in eoniiexiun with

the (Juide I have used the number there given in lie.ivy type {i.e. old exhibiti(ni No.). The overall me.iMire-

meiits at the beginning of each description arc given in inches and centimetres, and in the f<»]lowing order :

length, breadth, thickness. Unless otherwise stated all the palettes are of wood, of whieh the ditterent

s})ecies used for each example are no^v being studied by Mr. Geoffrey Tandy <ff tlie British .Museum
(Natural History). His results will, it is hoped, be incorporated in the second part of thi,'> paper

“ Following Blackman in Jimrmd^ xvii, 08 , n, 9: compare below, p. 54 with 11 . 3.

^ So Budge, MnnViuy (1925 ), p. 174. ‘ Oxide, 48, no. 1.
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12782. (PI. V, fig. 1.) Provenance unknown; 16|xl|x| ins. (41‘05x4'9x 1*3 cm.).

Made of two layers of wood stuck together, each J in. (0*6 cm.) thick. Two

wells cut out of the upp^ layer only, the lower supplying the floor to them. ^
The two layers have also made possible the long and spacious slot for the pens

(see Fig. 1). Both wells are stained and dirty from use—the upper black, the ^
lower red. The top left-hand corner and a piece of the left side are lost. A

iPl

Fig. 1

single vertical line of hieroglyphs runs from the opening of the slot to the base

of the case (Fig. 2) : ‘'The keeper of the domain (?) of (the pyramid) of Nefer-

ka-Rer-men-rankh^, the judge and administrator, the superintendent of the

granaries (of the Two Lands), Shema-Ba^—his eldest son, the (or his ?) deputy-in-

charge-of-the-granarie(s)(?)^, the superintendent of the scribe(s) of the King’s

granaries, Ba-nefer.”

Sixth Dynasty.

5516. (Not figured.) Provenance imknown
;
9§xljx| ins. (24'05x3*lx0'9

cm.). The palette is made in four pieces : the main part consisting of three

longitudinal sections running the full length of the palette, the central piece

having been whittled oft* towards the lower end (see Fig. 3), leaving a slot when

gV// //^ / / j /. /// ^

/

wm
// ///// >/ XV-77/7//777: 7̂7777m7777////m///7M7/M

©m

4
n

vQ.

Fig. 3 Fig. i

the three pieces were put together. The two outsides have bevelled edges (Fig. 4). The
fourth part, a thin slip, was glued in position, and took the place of the usual sliding

lid. The bottom of the palette is broken oft, but the marks of the glue,

on the left side, which is complete, show that the centre piece was not

whittled to the very end; about j in. (0*6 cm.) of the original thickness

was left to prevent the pens from falling out. When the whole thing

was glued together two large ink-wells were cut out (diam. f in. (1*9

cm.)), so as to overlap the side pieces. There are ample remains of black

and red paint in the usual order.

Fig. 4

(Section of Fig. 3
at A)

1 A title also heltl l>y Pepm.ikht surnamed Hekyeb (Url'.y i, 131, lo), and therefore— since Pepinakhts

home -ind recorded activities lay in the part of Egypt most remote from Memphis—probably a sinecure.

“ The name ^ is found in an inscription of this period in the Wadi Eiammamat (Urk.^ i, 150,

il). I wa.'5 therefore hrst inclined to translate “ Superintendent of the two granaries of the Ram (of

Mendes;’’—by .inalogy with the fairly common FT.-K. title from Thebes nur huvty a ^Inin—but it is

t>erha[)s more consistent with the undoubted reading of the son’s name as Ba-nefer, to take Bi here as part

of the father’s name also.

A comparison of the titles of father and son leaves little doubt that the latter was his father’s second-

in-command or deputy in the Department (of which the father was in charge) which controlled the corn-

Mipply. Thus linj-fUtU here—as Blackman (/oc. cit.) suggests for the title /in/-dhp~ns(v-~i^ to be

rr.indated literally
—“he who is under the he.nr* “chief l
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The centre piece is inscribed as follows (Fig. 5) :
“ Being what his son Ameni, the

superintendent of canals (?), made for him.” The lid is inscribed (Fig. 6) : “An offering

which the King gives to Sebekre^*, Lord of Smunu : that he

may grant the sweet breath of life to the ka of [name lost].”

The hieroglyphs have all been incised and filled with blue frit.

Their forms are suggestive of the early Eighteenth Dynasty,

but the name Ameni, and the economical writing (and early

form of urn) in the title ss mr-w[\) are in favour of the

Twelfth Dynasty. Against such an early date is the com-

pound form Sebekre^'. Perhaps we should therefore date

the palette from the Thirteenth to the Seventeenth Dynasties.

It contains five reed pens (one broken), ranging from 10 to

6 ins. (25*2 to 15*1 cm.) long. Two show signs of having been

used for black ink, and two for red.

>

12784

1

and
Fio

in.

(PL vi, fig. 2.) Provenance unknown; 11A;X

J ins. (28'7x 3*5x0'7 cm.). Contains four reed pens

a thicker (wooden) stick. The two wells (upper black

ink, lower red) are slightly elliptical, ixj^ in. (l*2xl'l cm.), and not more than

(0*25 cm.) deep. Both contain ample remains of solid paint. The slot is grooved (Section:

fig. 7) so that the lid (only the upper end of which remains) can be slid on from the

bottom end of the palette. The lid was carved with hieroglyphs in relief as follows :

The superintendent of of the Good God, Lord of7 ^^

Fio

the Two Lands Nebpehtire*', Son [of the Sun Ahmose].’

of the palette at the top a hieratic note in red ink reads :

month of summer, day 15... 304... 100.”

The reed pens are 10, 9|, 9| and 4| ins. (25'2, 24*3, 23*7 and 12*2 cm.) long respec-

tively. Of these the first and second have been used for black ink at one end and red

at the other; the third (at one end only) for black; and the fourth, similarly, for red

only. The stick (5 ins. (12*5 cm.)) has some resinous(?) substance adhering to it, and

was perhaps used to mix the raw colour with water or some other medium.

Early Eighteenth Dynasty.

12786. (PI. vi, fig. 1.) Provenance unknown; llx2JxA ins.

Usual New Kingdom type made of a single piece of wood, with the

slot so cut as to leave a bridge (of the original wood) across it, a

third to a half of the way down its length. This held the pens in

the slot when the lid was off, and acted as a butt to stop the lid

sliding too far up (and so crushing the pens against- the slope of the

slot). Two wells (oval) in the shape of Q. Remains of paint and

considerable stains show that the upper well was for black, and the

lower for red ink. The inscriptions (Fig. 8) give the owner : “The

royal scribe, in charge of the offering table before [x4men(?),

Amenhotep(?)] the son of the royal scribe, superintendent of the two

granaries, and superintendent of the wine cellar, Minnekht, justified.”

(29*6xs5*6x0-9 cm.).

^ &

^ a
Fiii. S

1 Budge, op. cvY., 175.
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From his titles, it is clear that Minnekht is the well-known official of Tuthmosis III^

Ilis equally well-known son, who succeeded to his father’s office 2
,
was called Menkhe-

perre^'sonb, but neither his name nor his titles can be made to agree with the remaining

signs or the traces on the palette^. The signs between ^ and ^ (on the left side of

the slot) have been removed bodily with a chisel, worked from the lower end, with the

result that the blade has slipped once or twice, and removed bits of the inscription

beyond the intended range (see PI. vi, fig. 1). The reason for this erasure can only

have been that the passage contained the name of Amen, and as the only signs of which

we can be certain are two ]s, one above the other, we may well read twice, first as

the final word in the title which begins hrij and secondly in the name of the

man himself. Traces of the last sign before the seem to require a horizontal sign

with a mark above it, and if the name begins with 'Imn there is little choice outside

AYe therefore appear to have here a second and hitherto unknown son of Minnekht

called Amenhotep.

The hieroglyphs are good examples of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and are incised and

filled in with blue frit.

Eighteenth Dynasty. Temp. Tuthmosis III.

5524. (PL iv, figs. 2-3.) Ivory; from Thebes; ll-|xl|x|- ins. (30-0x3-6x0*85 cm.).

Usual type, but with lid of slot permanently fixed in place. Slot contains two pens

7 and ins. (17 '5 and 20*6 cm.) respectively. The shorter has been used for black ink.

Remains of ink in and around wells, the colours in the usual order.

Down the front of the lower half of the palette are traces of eleven lines of hieratic,

of which a word may be made out here and there (PI. iv, fig. 3). On the back are

written in hieratic (1) four lines of measurements in cubits, the purpose of which is not

clear, and (2) twelve lines containing records of sacks of corn(?) issued to some barge-

masters (PL iv, fig. 2). The style of this hand is not later than the middle of the

Eighteenth Dynasty, and perhaps belongs to the beginning of it.

Eighteenth Dynasty.

5512. (PL vii, fig. 3.) Provenance unknown; 13A^2fxi- ins. (32-2x7-0x0*55 cm.).

Usual X.K. type with bridge (now" lost), except that there are fourteen wells in all, of

which the two central wdth the slot are decorated with faint incised and inked lines in

imitation of The wood round the middle and lowest pairs of wells on the right-hand

side is stained with red and black ink respectively. Traces of both inks occur elsewhere,

notably in the slot, where black predominates at the top and red at the bottom,

suggesting that the two ends of a single pen were used for the two colours (c/. the pens

of 12784), and that they were regularly replaced in the slot with the black end (because

more frequently used) towards the wells. The slot is of the same type as in 12784, with

a depth of
f\-

in. (0‘47 cm.).

^ See Sethe, Crl'., iv, 1170 ff. and 405.

- list aiul non ff.

Ife IS Miiee > IV, \ il>^ called

original.

1 (.7)11 ]»y itself read Icft-liand offering-table’')
;
or is it a determinative due to confusion

between ^ and y ?
In either case what becomes of the following

~ cJlCl'
X.K. The Q_D cuts the loop of in the
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A hieroglyphic dedication (Fig, 9) on either side of the upper part of the slot ends

with a single horizontal line beneath: Htp di nsw ^Imn-Rc

nh Nswt-tnvy ntr ivc cnh m di-f tnv yidm pri hniif-f

hsivt-f m pr-nsiv n Av n m^r pr ivr n vsiv Mry-Rc,

Htp di 71SW DJiwty 7ib md(t)-7itr di-f rh sSw pr-t im-f wbi

hr 7n 7nd{t)-7itr n Av n rpf'ty hity-<’^ sr m-h^t iipsw-nsiv 771 -r

pr wr 71 71SW Mry-Rr, Ss 7i m-r pr wr [Mry-R(‘Y T-ii-ii,

‘'An offering which the King gives to Amun, Lord of

Karnak, the sole god, who lives by truth : that he may
cause sweet airs to come forth before him and his praises

to be high in the royal household
;
for the ha of the

chief steward of the King, Merire^'. An offering which

the King gives to Thoth, Lord of Hieroglyphs : that he

may grant knowledge of the writings that came forth

from him and understanding of the hieroglyphs, to the

ha of the rpcty luty-^^ the prince at the head of the King's

favourites, the chief steward of the King, Merirec. (Done

by) the scribe of the chief steward [Meriref*], T-n-n^T

At the top of the palette, above the wells, a cartouche

reads (-e-) "(Long) live the Good God, Lord of the Two

Lands, Menkheprure*", beloved of Thoth Chief of Hesert*^.’’ The whole of the left-hand

top corner of the palette is in a poor state of preservation, and the signs from the middle

of to the end of the cartouche are barely legible (Fig. 10).

One of the plural strokes after ^ seems certain, however, so

that we must suppose that Merirer achieved his position

under Tuthmosis IV. Incidentally the phrase rnli 7n 7niCt is

more to be expected under this king than Tuthmosis III,

The palette may have belonged to Merire^' in life, but the inscription was evidently

put on after his death by his secretary T-n-n, since different determinatives are used for

the two names, (Meriret') and ^ (T-n-n)^.

5513. (PL vi, fig. 3; PL viii, fig. 2.) Provenance unknown; llU lil Ls

(30'2x4'05x I’O cm.). Usual N.K. type with two wells of diameter V77 in. (1*1 cm.) in the

form of Q, the lines surrounding the hollow being incised. The wells are not more than

-g in. (0*3 cm.) deep. The sloping part of the slot (above the bridge) is inscribed with a

single line of incised hieroglyphs, filled with blue paint
: i I T

" The scribe

Pamerihu, repeating life.
’

At the top of the palette there is a horizontal cartouche similarly incised and

ff

roi
u

S Slot

LI

/rr=i

11

§r
UL^

ftfr

pans

I'A

-

1-
* 0

! j

V*—
0 1

•9-
11

Fig. 9

^ A^^umil)g that —c has hceii omitted hy mistake. The next word is certainly sr and not fr,\ the

distinction in the forms of the hieroglyphs being c.irefully made,

- The name was engraved on the bridge across the slot. The foot of the det. ^ is just visible on the

left side.

o not = seems certain f<>r the middle group.

^ A <tuarter of Memtdiis famous for its teui[>le of Thoth.

^ Cf. Budge, op, 17a.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvin. S
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coloured : ‘‘The good God Nebina^'atre<'\ beloved of Thoth, Lord of

Hieroglyphs/^

There are no longer any traces of ink or paint on the palette, but they may well

have been washed off before the dedicatory inscriptions were cut and painted. There is

no reason to suppose that the palette was not originally used in his work by the scribe

named on it.

Eighteenth Dynasty.

12783. (PI. V, fig. 3.) Provenance unknown; 15yx2§x/;^ ins. (38*4x7*3 <0‘8 cm.).

Two wells (elliptical, but no cartouche marks)
;
simple slot, not grooved, and hence

without lid. The upper well contains the remains of black paint which has been liberally

smeared over the surrounding part of the palette. There are traces of red ink in and

around the lower well. The pens were held in position by a tenon let into a dovetailed

mortice. The tenon is lost. There is no dedication, but on each side of the slot are

traces of hieratic writing in black ink. They appear to be lists of personal names no

longer decipherable, although individual signs are legible. The orthography suggests the

end of the Eighteenth or Nineteenth Dynasty.

At the left-hand bottom corner a circular hole, perhaps for attaching a string, has

been drilled.

Eighteenth-Nineteenth Dynasty.

12778 (PI, viii, fig. 1.) Model; green slate
;
provenance unknown ;

ins.

(40'8 ‘.6*4^.0'85 cm.). There are no real wells, but where these would be in a working

palette two outline cartouches have been roughly incised in the slate. The lower of these

cartouches has been merged in the upper end of the slot. This is shallow, and stops

about half-way down the palette, the lower part being left intact to represent a closed

lid. The reed pens have been imitated by thin rods of translucent green-brown glass

which have been cemented into position in the slot. Only the lower ends of these rods

remain.

On each side single vertical lines of hieroglyphs, roughly incised, contain ktp di 7isw

formulae for the owner of the palette. “An offering which the King gives to Osiris, the

Lord of the Sacred Land
;
that he may give bread, beer, oxen, geese, clothes, incense,

unguents and every good and pure thing for the ka of the great scribe of the water

[i.e,, the sacred lake(?)] in the house of Amenre^'sonter, Amenmose, justified of all the

gods of Thebes. An offering which the King gives to Thoth, Lord of Hieroglyphs, on

behalf of all the gods : that he may give a going and coming in the Necropolis without

repulse of the soul; for the ka of the great scribe of the water, of the temple of

Menma<"atre<^, in the house of Amun, Amenmose, justified of Osiris.”

At the top of the palette, in the same rough technique, is an incised vignette, show-
ing the deceased adoring Osiris, behind whom stand Isis(?) and Thoth. Over Osiris are

the words, “Osiris, Lord of Eternity,” over Amenmose, “made for the official!?)

Amenmose, justified.”

Nineteenth Dynasty.

^ 48, no. o, ^‘The owner of the }>alette, hjh we thus see, was employed in the service of

Amenhotop TIT. ' In thiit case one wa>ii]d expect ^ before the title ^Xscrihe^'; perhaps the king’s name is

merely an ox[)res>ion of loyalty.

Budge, op. cit., 174.
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5514. (PL vii, fig. 1.) From Thebes; 14ix2xfo ins. (36*6 '5*0 <1*0 cm.). (A

piece has splintered ofi the left-hand side at the bottom.) The two wells of oval cartouche

form (upper black, lower red, from stains) are interesting. The
bottom in each case is slightly convex, with a pin-prick hole in

the centre. This is clearly the result of the drill; for the wells are

oval, and show signs of having been first cut as perfect circles

and then enlarged laterally. At the top of the palette is the

usual loyal inscription. It consists of the names and titles of Ramesses II on either side

of the phrase ‘‘Beloved of Thoth,” with “May he cause him to celebrate millions of

sed-festivals ” repeated under each cartouche. A uraeus precedes the cartouche in each

case (Fig 11).

The slot is of the grooved type with the bridge left in the centre. The lid is lost.

Three vertical lines of dedicatory inscription on either side and

down the centre of the slot respectively are shown in Fig. 12 :

“(An offering which the king gives to) Thoth who judges right

:

may he give records (?) of millions of years, for the Son of the

Sun Rameses-Meryamen, given life for ever. (An offering which

the king gives to) Seshat : may she give years of the kingship ( ?

)

of Horakhty to the King of Upper and Lower Egypt User-

maratrer Setpenre^', like Re^' for ever.’' (Centre) “The Instructor

of His Majesty, the scribe Ta(?), superintendent^ of the cavalry

of Pharaoh, L.P.H.”

All the hieroglyphs are finely engraved, and there are no

traces of ink or filling of any kind. The palette contains four

reed pens, varying from 10| to 12| ins. (26*25 to 31*25 cm.).

All appear to have been used at one end only : three for black

ink, one for black and red(?). The back of the palette bears at Fig. 12

the top the unintelligible remains of two lines of hieratic.

5518. (PI. ix, figs. 2, 3.) Provenance unknown; 154xl2|x| ins. (39*4 5*9x 1*0 cm.).

Same type as 12786. The wood round both wells is profusely stained with the respective

colours in the usual order, and the black well is still full of dried-up ink. To the right

of the slot the palette has been niched with a sharp knife, as if the scribe had wished

to provide himself with a rough rule. Below the bridge on the same side are the

remains of unintelligible hieratic signs, which were apparently continued across the lid

(now lost) to the opposite side of the slot.

The back of the palette is covered with a series of notes in hieratic—records of

some kind of account (PI. ix, fig. 2).

5525. (PL V, fig. 2.) Fragment of a model
;

limestone
;

provenance unknown

;

6|x2fj3x| ins. (17*0x5*8x1*6 cm.). A considerable part of the top is missing, and a

smaller part of the bottom. The stone is cut to imitate the reed pens in their slot.

Even the slight slope of the pens is indicated. The dedicatory inscriptions on either side

of the slot were originally filled with blue frit, some of which still remains, and are

incomplete.

Fig. 11

1 Possibly read n for hnj and translate “scribe Ta(/) of the cavalry, etc2
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tjj:ei^>: u -[-]!

SIC

' rj ~r=^9 i

'*[Mav he grant that he may breathe (?)] the sweet airs of the north wind, and drink

at the deep waters of the river (Nile)—for the Jca of....” **May he grant that the soul

live, and that the body be preserved above the earth (?) in the land of the living, and

receive the milt(?) that comes forth before the altar of \\'enn[iifer].”

Clearly this palette was purely funerary in use.

Date uncertain. Late New Kingdom.

12779. (PI. viii, fig. 4.) Model; green slate
;
provenance unknown ; 12J '< If ins.

(31‘7 4'5>M'3 cm.) Usual N.K. type, with circular wells, except that the lid (now

broken into three pieces) fits into the top instead of sliding in a groove from the bottom.

The butt has two small holes drilled in horizontally, one of which still contains a

wooden plug in. (1’05 cm.) long. The plug protrudes in. (0'3 cm.) from the hole

when pushed home. There is no trace of paint in the wells, nor any other sign of use,

so that the palette was almost certainly for funerary purposes only. The plugs in the

butt may have been to hold it in position when standing vertically on a base.

On either side of the slot are dedicatory inscriptions (presumably engraved when the

palette was made), but without any personal name at the end. Apparently the palette

was never used. ''An offering which the King gives to Thoth, Lord of Eshmun, and

Seshat lady of writings: that they may give a thousand of oxen, a thousand of duck,

a thousand of oil, a thousand of incense, a thousand of cloth—every good and pure

thing—for the hi of him who is singularly^ favoured of his god, the scribe .... An
offering which the king gives to Osiris, lord of Ta-jeser: that he may grant that (he

[the deceased]) receive the smell which comes forth before the offerings that go up on

his [Osiris's] altars^, and that he may snuff the sweet airs of the north wind....”

New Kingdom.

5517. (PL vii, fig. 2.) Provenance unknown; 14tVx1Jx| ins. (35'7x3‘9x 1*0 cm.).

Made in three pieces, of which the essential part is a combined base and lid. The slot

has been cleverly cut so that a butt was left at the bottom end—it is not possible to

see how long this was—and the top "returned” over the slot. The open sides of the

Fig 13

slot were thou closed by two bevelled strips, running the whole length of the palette.

Two large circular wells (diam. IJ ins. (2*9 cm.)) were later bored at the top, and were

evidently meant to fit just inside these strips, but actually overlapped a little on the

left. The top of the palette, under the wells, has been spliced. The purpose of this is

not clear, unless it was to remedy a defect in the wood. (Section: Fig. 13.)

‘ Actually a seated man holding a jar in his extended liand.

- Reading trCl for irC) etc. The seeiiis to he an error. Otherwise read v:C he hsyl

All unusii,)! phrasing of the couiriion request : the point seems to he that the dead man was to enjoy

the >,ivour of the offennus in the temple itself while they were being given to Osins—long before it was
hiN turn t'* recei\e them in the toiuh-chapel.
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There are no inscriptions, but a few trial-signs have been made on the lower part

of the palette.

Date uncertain, but probably not later than the early Eighteenth Dynasty.

5520. (Pi. ix, figs. 1,4.) Provenance unknown; 20x

2

Jxy 7; ins. (50’8x5*8 < P4 cm.).

Usual N.K. type, except that there are no wells, though the top of the palette is thick

with black paint. The slot contains one pen 11| ins. (29*4 cm.) long, and the broken

remains of another. There are no dedicatory inscriptions, but on the front are eight

lines (in two groups of four) of hieratic accounts. On the back are twenty-four lines of

hieratic, the first seventeen apparently accounts, the remainder perhaps a medicinal

recipe. A single line runs from bottom to top along the left-hand edge of the back

of the palette.

New Kingdom.

3G825. (PL viii, fig. 3.) From Thebes; x 2y};X ins. (16*5,< O'l x 1*2 cm.). This

is a small, double palette, in which the left-hand side is similar to the ordinary type,

while the right-hand is given up to nine extra wells. All the wells (including the two at

the top of the slot on the left) are long straight-sided ovals in shape ; several contain

a considerable amount of whitish powder, in one case covered with a red surface.

The lower part of the slot is left in the solid wood, and the cutting of the slot has been

effected from a narrow slit in the left edge of the palette^, into which a piece of wood
has been put back as filling. The slot contains two short pens (5-J-

ins. (12*8 cm.) and

4| ins. (11*25 cm.) long) and its slope bears an inscription from which the

name has been erased. Beneath it a horizontal line of hieroglyphs reads ffi |
~ !' ”

»

The title explains the number of wells. Still further below are three trial-signs consisting

of a hawk’s head surmounted by disk and uraeus, and a disk and crescent combined

(twice). On the left-hand edge, at the top, is incised the name (^)4^, which evidently

escaped detection when the owner’s name was erased
;
and at the corresponding point

on the opposite edge the words (^)^|^.
Eighteenth Dynasty.

1 See Petrie, Objects of Daily Use, 04, no. 42, etc.



THE OCCURRENCE OF NATRON IN ANCIENT EGYPT

By a. LUCAS

Natron is a naturally-occurring compound of sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate.

At the present time it is found in three localities in Egypt, two (the Wadi Natrun and

the Behera province) in Lower Egypt and one (El-Kab) in Upper Egypt.

The Wadi Natrun is a depression in the Libyan desert, some 40 miles to the north-

west of Cairo
;

it is about 21 miles long, and at the bottom there is a string of lakes, the

water surface of which is about 76 feet (23 metres) below sea level and the number of

which fluctuates with the season. During, and for several months after, the Nile flood

(which usually begins at Cairo about the end of June and generally reaches its maximum
in September, often in the latter half), when there is a considerable increase in the water

supply entering the wadi, and when, on account of the lower temperature, evaporation

is at a minimum, there were a few years ago, when the writer stayed in the wadi on

several occasions, 12 lakes In summer there are always fewer than in winter, as some

of the smaller and shallower ones then dry up. Lakes varying in number from 7 to 16

are mentioned by different writers about the end of last century^, though at the beginning

of the century there were apparently only 6^. At a still earlier date, however, there

would seem to have been only either one or two lakes. Thus in 1780 Sonnini mentions

two^, which he says became merged into one during the winter; in 1849 Gmelin describes

one “pit,”^ as he terms it, but at what time of the year is not stated.

The natron in the Wadi Natrun occurs dissolved in the lake water—from which a thick

layer has gradually been deposited at the bottom of some of the lakes—and also as an

incrustation on the ground adjoining many of the lakes. The amount present is very

considerable, although the wadi has been the source, not only of the principal Egyptian

supply, but also of a small export trade, for several thousands of years.

About 30 miles due north of the Wadi Natrun, in the Behera province, and some

14 miles to the west of the ruins of the ancient city of Naucratis, there is another, but

much smaller, depression, slightly below sea level, in which also are a number of shallow

lakes containing natron. In September each year the level of the subsoil water, owing

to the general rise of the subsoil water of the Delta and the infiltration from neigh-

bouring canals that run full during the Nile flood, begins to rise and manifests itself

in such a manner that by December the permanent lakes have increased in size and other

temporary shallower ones have been formed. During the summer the area partly dries up,

leaving the natron in an easily accessible form. The amount of available material, though

^ One of these lakes was largely, if not wholly, caused by the waste water from the factory.

- A. Lucas, yatund Sod<( Deposits in Egypt (1912), 2.

^ (leneral Atidn-ONsy, Mtnioire sur la VaUee des Lacs de Xatroun^ in Description de VEgypte^ i (Paris,

IHOO;, Ltat uiodcrne, 281.

^ C. S. Sonnini, Travels in Upper and Lov'er Egypt (1780), trails. H. Hunter, ii (1807), 139.

L. Guiclin, Ilandhnol of Chemi^^try, trails. II. Watts, iii (1849), 78.
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large, is very much less than that in the Wadi Natrun^. These deposits were known to

Sonnini in 1780, who rightly places them near Damanhur^; during the past 12 years

they have been exploited commercially to a small extent. This district is generally called

either Barnugi or Harrara after two of the lakes, which are named from neighbouring

villages.

The El-Kab natron deposits have been described by Schweinfurth^ and very briefly

also by Schweinfurth and Lewin^ and by Somers Clarke^. Schweinfurth, who gives a map
of the neighbourhood of El-Kab, shows five different localities where natron occurs,

which he distinguishes as {a) the northern natron valley, (6) the northern natron plain,

(c) the southern natron valley, [d) a natron efflorescence, and (e) the southern natron-salt

plain. The natron is readily accessible, as the distance of the deposits from the river is

from about two kilometres to about seven. In three samples of natron from El-Kab

analysed by Lewin, whose results are quoted by Schweinfurth^, the proportion of natron

varied from 16 to 23 per cent.; common salt varied from 25 to 54 per cent., and sodium

sulphate from 12 to 54 per cent.

El-Kalkashandi, an Arab writer who died at the beginning of the fifteenth century

A.D., describes two other natron deposits®, one of about 100 acres in extent at Tarabiya,

near Behnesah, in Upper Egypt, which he states had been worked since the time of Ibn-

Tulun (a.d. 835-884) and which yielded an annual revenue of more than £50,000, and

the other in the Fakus district in the Eastern Delta. These places are not now known
as sources of natron.

In the ancient Egyptian records the natron deposits both of the Wadi Natrun"^ and

of El-Kab® are referred to, but so far as can be ascertained the Barnugi deposit is not

mentioned. In the reign of Ramesses III (1198-1167 b.c.) natron gatherers of Elephantine

are named®. This seems a most unlikely place for natron to occur in workable quantity

and there is no evidence of any to-day. May it be that the natron and salt (which is

also mentioned) were found, not on the island, but in the vicinity, and that the gatherers

lived at Elephantine or were attached to a temple there? In the reign of Tuthmosis III

(1501-1447 B.c.) natron is enumerated among the articles of tribute received from Retenu

(Syria)

The classical writers, Strabo^^ (first century b.c. to first century a.d.) and Pliny

(first century a.d.), both mention natron deposits in Egypt. The former, in his description

of a journey by boat from the coast to Memphis (apparently from Schedia by canal to

1 This description was kindly communicated by Dr. H. Sadek, Controller Mines and Quarries Depart-

ment, Cairo.

2 C. S. Sonnini, op, cit.^ i, 324.

3 Ct. Schweinfurth, l}ie Umgegend voa Schaghah ii. El-Kah {Ober-Agf/ptea), in Zeitschrift tier GesellscJof ft

/. Erdkuade zu Berlin U904), 575-9.

^ Id. and L. Lewin, Beitragez, Topographie u. Geocheniie des aggptischea yatroa-Tals^ in op. cit.., xxxiii

(1898), 1-25.

^ Somers Clarke, El-Kab and its Temples.^ in Journal.) vili, 17.

® S. Lane-Poole, A Eistorg of kiggpt i?i the Middle Ages (1901), 304.

H. Gauthier, Dictio/uiaire des )ioins geogmphiques eo7iteni(s dans les te.etes hieroglgphiques^ v, 50.

H. Brugsch, Dictionnaire geographique de VAndevjie Egypte (1879), 150, 496-7. A. Erman, The Literature

of the Ancient Egyptians, trans. A. M. Blackman, 116, 117, 120.

8 H. Gauthier, op. cit., ill, 99. H. Brugsch, op. cit., 45, 355.

® J. H. Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, iv, 148. Id., ojk eit., ii, 518.

Geography, xvii, 1, 22, 23. Natural Ilistory, xxxi, 46.
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the Canopic branch of the Nile and then by river) refers to two pits that furnished natron

(I'LTpov) in large quantities, which he states were situated (as was also the Nitriote Nome)
beyond (above, or south of) Momeinphis and near to Menelaus. Then he goes on to say

that on the left in the Delta was Naucratis and that at a distance of two schceni from the

river was Sais. The question that arises is whether the natron pits were at the Wadi
Natrun or at Barnugi. This could be settled at once if the precise position of either

Moniemphis or of Menelaus were known, but unfortunately neither of these places can be

fixed with certainty. Parthey^, Perthes^ and Dlimichen^ all show Momemphis well south

of Naucratis, and Parthey shows Menelaus south of Momemphis. If these maps are correct

the natron pits must have been those of the Wadi Natrun. The evidence for assigning

the positions, however, is not given, but it may have been that the Barnugi deposit was
not known to these cartographers and that they therefore fixed Momemphis and Menelaus
with reference to the only natron deposit with which they were acquainted, namely that

of the Wadi Natrun. If so, then to appeal to these maps is to argue in a circle. Strabo’s

allusion to Naucratis and Sais immediately following his mention of Momemphis and
Menelaus is ambiguous, but seems to be unconnected with his reference to the position

of the natron pits, which, if near Naucratis, must have been those of Barnugi. Since
there are two natron deposits fairly close together and since Strabo only mentions one,
which he states contained large quantities of natron, it seems likely that this should be
the larger and more important of the two, namely that of the Wadi Natrun.

M ith reference to Barnugi, Evelyn White wrote that ‘‘There is strong evidence to
show that Barnugi is the Coptic Pernoudj, and the latter is certainly Nitria. Barnugi
then would be the modern representative of the famous Nitria (not the Wadi el Natrun).
Ancient authors clearly show that natron was obtained in the N.W. Delta in the region
of Naucratis—not far distant^.”

Pliny states^ that in Egypt natron {yiitruyn) used to be found {nitrariae...tantiim

solebanf esse) only near Naucratis and Memphis. The position of the first-mentioned
deposit would fit that of Barnugi and, if so, then by exclusion the second would be that
of the Wadi Natrun, since only two deposits are known in this locality. It is true that
the \\ adi Natrun is not very near Memphis, but it is difficult to believe that this im-
portant source should be ignored in favour of some small and insignificant place nearer
to Memphis, even if such existed, which is doubtful. Pliny’s whole account of natron in
Egypt, however, is very confused and often unintelligible. The natron from near Memphis
is described as being inferior to that from near Naucratis because the heaps petrify
and are turned into rock, from which vessels are made; and it is further stated that the
material is often melted wfith sulphur—though for what purpose is not mentioned. Both
these statements appear to be most improbable.

If by the natron from near Memphis that from the Wadi Natrun was meant, as seems
likely, then the statement that the quality was inferior to that obtained from Barnugi
is not correct. The better quality of the Wadi Natrun material, however, is that dredged
up fro!u the bottom of certain of the deeper lakes, and this may not have been known
in Pliny s time. But even if the natron from the shallower lakes, from the edges of the

^
< T, P.irthey, y^ffr hrdk'Hjnh' nlU'/* (1S,'39}, Mapb i, li, viii, xv, xvi.

- .b iVrtlu's, J/A/s .1 isoy .. Tab. 3.

.r. Duiiiirheii, Zur Map \iii.

I lu.ito letter dated 14. i. to Dr. W

.

l\ Hiirne, who has kindly allowed me to make use of it.

" OjK dt ,
if).
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lakes and from the adjoining ground was meant, the correctness of the statement is

doubtful.

Pliny states, too^, that natron was prepared artificially in Egypt, much in the same

manner as salt, the difference being that to make salt sea water was used, while to make

natron the water employed was that of the Nile. From this account, which is largely

wrong, and most misleading, especially in the analogy to sea water which it suggests, it

would seem that Pliny had some very confused idea of the manner in which natron occurs

in Egypt, namely as a deposit in certain low-lying areas, which become flooded soon

after the annual rise of the Nile, by reason of the infiltration water (either directly from

the river or from canals or other sources fed by the river) that finds its way into them.

The Nile water, however, does not, and never did, yield natron on evaporation.

It is suggested that the confusion may have originated in the following manner.

When sea water evaporates, salt is left, and when the seepage water (either direct or in-

direct) from the Nile that finds its way into certain depressions evaporates, natron is left.

Hence, at first sight, the two phenomena might appear to be similar, though they are

fundamentally different. In the case of sea water, the salt is in solution in the water,

and is left as a dry deposit when the water evaporates; whereas in the case of the Nile

seepage, the natron exists not in the water, but in the low-lying ground into which the

water penetrates, having slowly accumulated there as the result of chemical reactions

that have taken place in the soil during the course of long ages; all that the water does

is to dissolve the natron already present and to bring it to the surface, where it is left

when the water evaporates. Pliny’s reference to the hasty collection of the natron if rain

falls, for fear it should be redissolved, is suggestive of the Barnugi deposit, rather than

that of the Wadi Natrun, since in the latter the rainfall is insignificant and does not

seriously affect the natron, while at Barnugi the amount of natron is less and the rain-

fall greater, and in the autumn, before the natron is gathered, there might be sufficient

rain to flood the area that had dried during the summer and so spoil the harvest^.

In ancient Egypt natron was used in purification ceremonies^, especially for purifying

the mouth'*; for making incense^; for the manufacture of glass®, glaze, and possibly the

blue and green frits used as pigments, which may be uiade either with or without alkali,

but which are more easily made if alkali is present; for cooking^; in medicine^ and in

mummification.

During the Ptolemaic period natron was a royal monopoly^; in Arab times it was a

1 Op. cit.j 46.

“ Etirlv rain at the Lake Maro^tis salt works iK'av ^re.x: limit.s con^iilciMhly the amount of a\ailal*i(‘

" J. H. Breasted, op. cit., iv, S65
;
A. M. Blackman, Some Xotes oa the Ancient Eijpptian PnoEce of

Washing the Dead., in Jonrnaf v (1918\ llS -20,

^ A. Blackman, The ILjuse of the Morning, in Jovrnoi, v L36 A, laO, lGl-3. At the present

time natron mixed with tobacco is chewed in Egypt.

® British Museum, IntroJtfefnrg (Jindn t<> the Egyptian Collections (1930 ,
a; L. A. M allis Budge, Tin'

Literatnre of the Ancient Eggptftns (iai4'>, 14, :3.s, 218, Natron mixed with an odorifenms gum-resin,

aliiiojst certainly incense, was found in tlie tomb of 1 utCankhamun.

® The remains of ancient glass factories still exist in the AA adi Natrun.

" According to Pliny {Matural Hutorg, xxxr, 46' the Egyptians used natron for cooking radishes, and

at the present day it is used to a small extent in cooking vegetables.

8 J. H. Breasted, The Edwin Smith Surgieal Papgrus, i, 412, 491 ;
C. P. Bryan, The Papgrns EImys

( 1 93( i
,

18-19, 22, 56, 60, 64, 88, 100, 104-5, 115, 130. 159-60, 165.

^ E. Bevan, A History of Egypt undtr the Ptolemaic Dynasty (1927), 148.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xviii 9
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considerable source of revenue to the Government^ and at the present day a small royalty

is paid on all that is extracted.

As found in Egypt, natron practically always contains sodium chloride (common
salt) and sodium sulphate as impurities, these being present in very varying and often

considerable proportions; thus, for instance, in 14 samples of natron from the Wadi
Xatrun analysed by the writer^, the proportion of common salt varied from 2 to 27 per

cent, and that of sodium sulphate from a trace to 39 per cent., while in three samples

from El-Kab^ the common salt varied from 12 to 57 per cent, and the sodium sulphate

from 11 to 70 per cent.

^ S. Lane-Poole. .1 of E<iifpt in the Middle Agei^ 1 1901), 304.

“ A. Lucas, Eat/irf/1 .S’ocfu Deposit^ i7i Egypt '191-\ 15-10.

See }). 03.



THE KEFTIU SPELL

By F. G. GORDON

The article by G. A. Wainwright on Keftiu in the May number of this Journal has

brought this spell once more into prominence, and has taken us a step further towards its

decipherment. One name at the end of the formula, Tarku, had already been recognized

by Dr. Hall. Mr. AYainwright has now shown the existence of another name, Sandas or

Sandokos, at the beginning. This prompts the consideration whether, with the help of

these clues, it is possible to divide the rest of the spell intelligibly.

As the phrase begins and ends with a god, it would probably be in one of two forms

;

() a petition or command: '’Sandas (or Sandokos) give health; restore him,

Tarku!'’ (or some equivalent, with an inversion of clauses),

() an invocation consisting of a rosary of divine names.

Of these (a) is not demonstrable at present, but on the hypothesis of (6) it seems to be

possible to obtain a simple and reasonable result. The division suggested is as follows:

(1) Sanda, In spite of the attractiveness of AA^ainwright‘s Sandokos I am inclined

to think, having regard to (2), that the true reading is Sanda (cf, Sanda-sarme, Damali-

sanda), in which case the final s of the classical form must be merely the Greek nominatival

ending.

(2) On the assumption that the first group is Sanda^ the second appears to be Kpp.
This at once suggests Kupapa, the alternative form of Kubaba [KvfS/jtSi]), Professor

Albright in an article dealing with this goddess ^ points out that in the Anatolian languages

the voiced and voiceless stops interchange regularly, and that the name may be pronounced

as Kubaba or Kupapa. He quotes an example of the latter spelling (K,U.B. xxii, 69, 4).

It is unnecessary, therefore, to assume an Egyptian modification, although the sharper

form would no doubt commend itself, as it would recall /vy Pp. If the suggested construc-

tion of the spell is correct, Kupapa is a probable element, for it is unlikely that a goddess

whose worship was so important and so widely difiused would have been omitted.

(3) The vocalization of the next group, transliterated Wynm, is more doubtful,

though the preceding the n would rather indicate a long syllable. Under the Egyptian

system of transcribing foreign names there would appear to be no insuperable objection

to reading Amdn, ix, Mt. Amanos in Cilicia. No god of this name is known at present,

as far as I am aware, but it is Cjuite conceivable that such a mountain deity may have

existed.

On the other hand the signs may be thought to imply a long initial syllable, perhaps

a diphthong, giving Aim-n. Again it is impossible to specify any god, but the form recalls

two names, Haimon and Haimon. The first, w^hich is very common, was borne by a son

of Lykaon, whilst Haimonia is an old appellation not only of Thessaly but of Ephesus

(Hesych., s. i\). The second occurs as Haimon, Haimos and Ainios (Pauly-AA'issowa 2222 5).

AV. F. Afin‘ight, T/(e A/ftUidifin Knhulm^ iu ArcJnr /tir Orient forsf/nfiuj^ 19 :^0
,

iiiiO i^Sl.

9 -

1
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As the aspirate could be dropped in the masculine form, this may well have been the

case ill the neuter also. The personification of Mt. Haimos is well known, and is thought

to have led to the adoption of the masculine ending. Is the neuter form cognate with

Aman-os? And have we in Aman or Aimon the parent of both ? These alternatives are

put forward merely as a possible reading. They are of course insufficient to support any

theory of Graeco-Asianic relations.

(1) Tarhi, This name is generally admitted to occur here, though it seems to need

disentanglement. Trklr is an unusually complicated spelling, and even if the second

k be accepted, the force of the succeeding r is not obvious. I suggest that these two
letters should be separated to form a further proper name. viz.

(5) Kar, the eponymous founder of Karia, who was of divine origin, being the

grandson of Ouranos and Gaia. He might quite properly, therefore, figure in this company.

If these tentative suggestions are correct, they form further evidence for Wainwright’s

viow, since whether or no Wynin is to be placed in Cilicia, Kar and Kybebe are to be
found on its confines. Even though the area of Keftiu may be widened in consequence,

the reference is still to the western and southern parts of Asia Minor.
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A PETITION FOR RELIEF FROM A GUARDIANSHIP
P. MICH. IN A. No. 2922

By a. E. R. BOAK

This petition belongs to the same find of Karaiiis papyri as P. Mich. Inv. No. 2895
published in Journal, xiii (1927), 151-4 and the five documents edited as Selctl Paptfri

from Karanis, in Ann. 8eri\. xxix (1929), 47-^13. I previously suggested that this find

formed part of the records of some village official at Karanis, but now agree with

Mr. Liev Amundsen that they constituted a private, family, archive preserved through

several generations.

The papyrus sheet upon wliich this document was written measured when intact

29*5 X 28 cm. The upper left corner has been torn away for 9*5 cm. along the top and 4 cm.

down the left side to a depth of from 2 to 2*5 cm. A strip 17 cm. long and b cm. wide is

missing from the lower portion of the left side. There are also numerous small holes and

rents in the body of the sheet. Yet apart from these gaps the papyrus is well preserved

and the writing very distinct. The whole document was written ui a single hand
;
a fine,

upright, official script characteristic of the latter part of the second century a.d. The
verso is blank. The writing begins about 2 cm. from the top of the sheet, and stops about

1 cm. from the bottom. The left margin, where preserved, is about 3 cm., but on the right

side the lines run to the very edge.

The date of the document is uncertain since the name of the ruling emperor has been

omitted from the date (Pauni 2 of the 13th year) in the last line and the official to whom
the openingpetition was addressed, the epistrategos Julius Lucullus, is otherwise unknown.

I believe, however, that it should be assigned to the 13th year of Marcus Aurelius

(172/3 A.D.) because:

(1) It cites a judgement of the 11th year of Antoninus Pius {cf. 11. 12-13) and, con-

sequently, must be later than this date.

(2) The petitioner, Gains Apolinarius Niger, had a son, Gemellus, known from other

documents to have been active at Karanis from 189 to 200 a.d. The father’s there-

fore, may reasonably be placed earlier rather than subsequent to these dates, but not so

early as the 13th year of Antoninus.

(3) No epistrategos of the Heptanomis and the Arsinoite nome is known for the years

169 to 176 A.D., so that there is no objection to placing the epistrategia of Julius Lucullus

in 172/3 A.D.

(4) The handwriting agrees well with this date.

The document is a copy of a petition {dpTLypa(j)ov dva(f>op6Lov, 1. 1) addressed to the

epistrategos by Gains Apolinarius Niger, a citizen of AntinoopoHs, resident at Karanis in

the Fayyum and of part of the decision of the epistrategos in the form of a subscript

{u7roypa(p7j). The petition proper occupies 11. 2-12. It sets forth that Gains Apolinarius by
the will of the deceased veteran M. Anthestius Gemellus has been appointed one of the

guardians of the latter’s infant daughter, Valeria Tertia. The petitioner claims that he is

not liable to this service on the ground that the property inherited by the ward is in the
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Arsinoite nome, whereas decisions rendered previously in like cases have established the

rule that an Antinoite is not obliged to serve as guardian for anyone except an Antinoite

residing in the nomarchy of Antinoopolis, and consequently asks permission to submit a

copy of those decisions and begs to be relieved from the duty that has been thrust upon
liim.

The copy of the first decision follows: 11. 13-31. It is the proces verbal of a suit tried

in the court of the epistrategos Herennius Philotas on Mesore 6, of the 11th year of the

Emperor Antoninus Pius (July 30, 148 a.d.). This suit arose out of a complaint entered

by a certain JJionysius against a person called Eudaimon, apparently for neglect of dutv

with respect to a guardianship to wTiich he had been appointed in a will. In the course of

the proceedings Philotas states (11. 16-18) that the defendant ^Yas justified in refusing the

guardianship since it involved the management of properties not in the nomarchy of

Antinoitis.

The copy of the second decision begins in 1. 31 and runs to the middle of 1, 35. It

contains an ordinance in the form of a letter addressed by Antonius Macro to the exegetes

of Antinoopolis in reply to a communication from the latter, and is dated Phamenoth 9 of

the 22nd year of Hadrian (March 5, 138 a.d.). The exegete is ordered personally to

appoint guardians for the property of orphan Antinoites w^hich is in the Antinoite nome,
and to notify the strategoi of the other nomes to appoint guardians for the property of

these orphans which happens to be in their respective districts.

After this comes (11. 35-8) a copy of the subscript which contained the judgement of

Liicullus. This was an order to Apolinarius to announce to the relatives of the orphan that

the petition had been approved, followed by the conclusion of the decision which apparently

warned him against demanding the guardianship in the future. At the end are the date

and the order to despatch the document.

The importance of our papyrus lies in its revelation of the exemption enjoyed by
citizens of Antinoopolis in the matter of guardianships.

Text.

dvTiypa](pov [dva](f>\^op]€Lov

’louAtcoi AovkovWcoi tw KpaTLar(p iTTLo-Tparrfy^

7r]apd Valov 'ATToXivaplov Nt7epo 9 ^Avrivoeco^^ "Oaopavrcvoetov t[o]u fcal 'Vippia[ie](o<;,

Mdp/co? WvOiarto'^

TepeWo^ overpavb^ reXevTwv St ^9 eOero SLa6i)Krj^ pOeXrjaev KXrjpov6\_pio'\v eavrov

yevkadai Tr]v 6v-

5 yarepa OvaXepiav Teprlav Trjv kuI SaiacipLOv dcprjXt/ca rcov d7roXt(f)devr(ov vtto avrov
iv vop(p Apai-

vodrr) jr}^ opcf^avela^ fcaT€Xt^jr€v iTrirpoTTOv^; pkv ipe rov 'ATroXtvdptov Nlyepa Kal

OvaXepLov

Kopcova iTraKoXovd^Tptav Be t^v rr)? Tra^So? pdpp7]v OvaXepLav XepTrpoviXXav,
KeKeXevapkvov

ovv, Kvpie, VTTO T€ "Ep€Vvlov ^iXcoTa TOV i7naTpaT7]yr]cravro(; kuI Avrwlvlivov
Md/Cp&)I/09 opoldi^

TTtpl TOV 'AvTivoea p7)Sevo^ dXXov iTrtrpoTrevetv 7) povov rov iv rfj vopap^la
A[v]TiI^O€Ct)9, ov Svvdpe-

10 V09 OVV ovSe avTo? viraKoveiv ravrr] rfj iv^^ipifrOelar) pot kirtTpoirf) d^tco virord^ai aot
T(p Kvptcp
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1 ^

30

fiov avTiypa^lpv^ tmv
€(f>

opottov (i7ra\\ay7]vac tovtov Kara ra KeXevadevra Kal to

Bo^av aoi fceXevaat

yeveadat iva w [/3]e)8o7/6^?//i.tVo9. BtevTv^ei, eari Be avrLypa<^ov. (erou?) ta avro-

Kpdropof; KaLaapo<i

Tltov AiXlov ABpL]dvov Wvtwvlvov 'Ee^aarov Eucre/5oi}9, Meerop^ r. KXrjOevro^ e/c

^i^XiBov EuSatp.oz/09

'Fjppaiov, 7rpo(7€\06vTo<i Aiovvaiov, Kal dvayvcoa0€vro<; rod €7ri8o0€^’To[9] otto avrov

^t^XiBtoVj

Ta9 elirev TroOev rjv [o] KaTaXtiroiv KvBaipiova iTr\L\TpoTrov ; ^AttoWwvlo^ N6roTepo9

eiTrev* 'P&)p,ato9

wv KaT(pK7](T^ev ev \^V\^'i(t)VL YlavvKrepet, ^t\(OTa<; eiTrev tovto BcKaio)^ d[7r^e\eyep el

^Avrtvoev^ t)v

o Karacrrai]9 avTov e[7r/T]p[oj7rop dXX(p yap ovBevl dy(oyip,o<i earlv e'mr\^po]7revei{v)

avrov T(ov Krrjpdrcov

ov]( vTrap^6v\T(tyv ev rfj vopbap'^ia. ^Ar-oWdyvio^ elirev' drrroBL^opiev avrov^ dvriXa-

^opevov^

T>)9 67rfcTpo7r^9] Kal irdvra 7re7roii]K6Ta<; 0)9 e7rtTpo7roD9. ^4\(WTa9 elirev' ort p\J\v ovk

6 (f)e(^i)\c 6 EivBal-

pcov e'7rLTpoTr'\eveLV el py povov 'Avrivoeoa^ KeKptrai, el Be dvreXdj^ero auT>}[9j rrj^

eTrLTpoirr}^

TOP Kptrrjv K^al Xo7O0eTa9 Bwacot. WiroWoovtos 6 N€GiT6po9 elrrev' FjvBaL\^po)]v

'Epp,[ato]D OVK dvreXd^ero

a]vTov dvreXd/Sero. ^tXd>Ta<i elirev' Avrivoev^ ecrriv ; ^Avrivoev^ eariv

;

aTreKpivarOi val

Kal alrel ev\epye(rlav Tr)v diro aov, ^tXdyra^^ elirev ' Bdxxoy Kpirl^v Kal XoyoOerr^v rov

avrov 09 e^erd-

aet el dvr^eXdffero t?)9 iirirpoTT)]^ Kal tod9 Xoyov^ e^eraaet Kai eiravayKaaet to (j>avev

irapd TOt9 eiri-

T?;8e/o£9 A-ai] rcoL K\^ar^aara6'}]aopevo)L eirirpoirw 6 Be t^}9 ' Eppov7roX€(o<; €^/?7>;t/;9

7rpovoi]crec

eirtrpoirlov Karaaradrjvat. 0pa/ctSa9 elirev* iva pi) BoKwpev aeaiayiri^KevaL ciacfyaXc-

^opeOa

]a ^ptcrv rdXavra OipelXeiv rfj 6p(j)dvp. <t?iX(ora^ elirev ' d elira^; yeypairrai.

AioaKopo^

elirev d^io^vpev rov KaraaraOrjcrol^pevo^v eirlrpoirov eirl Tot9 a[D]ToZ9 BiKaioL^;

Karaaradijvai

€<!> 0I9 Ev^Balpcov Kara Ta9 Biadi]Ka[<;^ KareardOi], ^iXcora^ elirev ' eirl T0i9 aoTot9

KaraaraOfjvai.

Ai6aKopo<; tJ^Trep* e[poJi BoKei, oo<^ ijpelv rov Xoyo6eri]v. ^iXdyra<; elirev ‘ 'Fpplav rov

dyopavop'qaavra

Kal KOcrpii\re{v(Tavra), Kal dXXov. 'Avr(ovto<; XldKpcov Acf>poBtaLM evap^oyi e^ijyijrfj

^AvrcvoviroXecof;,

.... rcjv Bl]] 6[p](f)dv(ov ^Avrivoecov irepl dov ypd<p€C<;, rcdv pev evddBe irpaypdreov avTot9

€7rtTpo7roP9

d^ioxp^ov^ /c]at eirirr}Belov<; KardarT)aov, rd)v Be ev dXXoi<i v6poi<; eiriarelXov TOt9

<jrparriyol<i iva
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]a) Kai avTCLi €7rt[Ti]]SeLOV^ /cat a^iO')(^peov^ eXoiVTai, (eroi/?] /c/9 avTOKpaTopo<^

Katcrapo? Il paicivov

WhpLuvov Se/Sao-JroO, <^apevo)\9] 9. dvTiyp{a(j)ov) v7roypa(l)i}[<i]. TrapayyeiXT) rot?

oIk€iol<; t/)?

6p(f)dvT]<; fj ii>^€Tv^€ pot T7JI' d^Ltoaiv aov SoKipa[or'\t]v. y) ey^aais Trj<; ScaXypyjreayf;, eav

TTore diraLTT^a^r} Tr]v iiriTpoir^v ovtc dyvoel^ ort koX et? to irapeXrjXvOo^ rS aS Kiv-

hvv(p dve\^(jopr)cra^. (eT0V9) ^7 / /
^ctvvi /3, aTroSo?*

Translation.

Copy of a petition

To Julius LuctiUus, the honorable epistrategos,

From Gains Apolinarius Niger of Antinoopolis^ of the Osirantis tribe and the Hermaeios

deme. Marcus Anthestius Gemellus, a veteran, expressed in the will which he drew up his

dying wish that his daughter Valeria Tertia, also called Thaisarion, a ininor, be heir of his

property left in the Arsinoite nome. As guardians of her orphan state he left me, Apolinarius

Niger ayul Valerius Komon, and as associate the child’s mother Valeria Sempronilla. Since,

my lord, both Herenniiis Philotas the former epistrategos and Antoninus 31aero have

rendered similar decisions concernhig an Antinoite's acting as guardian for no one else than

an Ayitinoite who is in the nomarchy, therefore, being myself unable to undertake this

gunrdiayiship which has been eyitrusted to me, I have submitted, my lord, a copy of the

decisioyis in like cases, and ask to be relieved of this according to the judgements, and beg

you to order your decision to be carried out, so that 1 may receive relief. Farewell. The
copy is:

''The eleveyith year of the emperor Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus
Augustus Pius, Mesore 6. ^Yhen Eudaimon son of Hermaios had been summoned m
accordayice with the petitioyi, ayid Dionysius was present ayid the petition presented by hiyn

had been read before the court,

Philotas said: 'Wheyice was he who left Eudaimoyi as guardian?^

Apollonios the Yoiuiger said: 'He was a Roman who dwelt in Ibio7i Payiukteris.'

Philotas said: 'This duty he rightly refused if he who appointed hiyyi was a citizen of
Ayitmoopolls, for he is liable to no other to act as guardian for his property which is not

iyi the yioynarchy’

Apollonios said: ' We shall show that they undertook the guardianship and have done
everything like guardians.’’

Philotas said: 'It has been decided that Eudaimon is not obliged to act as guardian
except oyily for ayi Antinoopolite. But if he undertook this guardianship, I shall appoint a
judge ayid auditors’

Apollonios the Younger said: 'Eudaimon son of Hermaios did not accept it, his....

accepted it’

Philotas said: 'Is he an Antinoite? Is he an AntinoiteV

He replied: 'Yes, ayul he asks your clemency.’

Philotas said: 'I shall appoint the same person as judge ayid auditor who shall

investigate if he accepted the guardianship and shall examine the accounts and shall coynpel
the result to be made known to the proper persons and to him who is to be appointed
guardian. Ayid the exegete of Hermoupolis shall see to it that a guardian is appointed.’

Thracidas said: 'Lest we should seeyn to have remained silent we guarantee that ive

owe....and a half talents to the orphan girl.’
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Philotas said: ‘ What you have said has been written,'

Dioscoros said: 'We ask that he who is to be appointed guardian be appointed upon

the same conditions as Eudaimon was appointed according to the will,'

Philotas said: 'He is to be apjyointed on the same terms'

Dioscoros said: 'I concur. Give us the auditor,'

Philotas said: ' Hermias the ex-yyiarket commissioner [agoranome) and ex-cosmete,"

(Copy) of another : "Antonias Macro to Aphrodisios officiating exegete of Antinoopohs:

For whatever property of the Antinoite orphans, about whom you write, ts i)i that nome

appoint as guardians reputable and suitable persons, but for ivhat is in other nomes notify

the strategoi so that.,,and they may choose suitable and reputable persons.

Twenty-second year of the Emperor Caesar Trajan Hadrian, Augustus, Phamenoth 9.”

Copy of the subscription. "Announce to the relatives of the orphan who has appeared

before me that your petition has been approved. The conclusioyi of the judgeyneyit (is) if you

at any time demand the guardiayiship, you are yiot igyiorayit that you have appealed to the

past at your own risk,"

The thirteeyith year, Pauni 2.

Despatch it.

Notes.

1. avTiypa^cfyov [ai^a]^[op]etoi;. An official copy prepared in the court of the epistrategos

and issued to the petitioner.

2. The petition is addressed to the epistrategos and not to the strategos of the

Antinoite nome since the Antinoites were directly under the control of the former; Kuhn,

Antinoopohs, 142.

3. Although the name of Gains Apolinarius Niger betrays his Koman citizenship, his

status as a Roman does not a:ffect his case since his plea for exemption is based upon his

citizenship in Antinoopohs.
'

Avrivoeci><; '(i)(TopavTLi>o€iov t[
o ]{) fcai Rp/ia[/€]ft)9 : another example of a citizen of

Antinoopohs domiciled at Karanis; (f.
Kuhn. Antmoopolls, 83, and Boak, JournaL xiii

(1927), 152-3. ^OaopavTiroetov is an error for 'Oaecpavrivoelov. A]pfia[t€]o)<; confirms

Kuhn’s attribution of the Hermaios deme to the Osirantis tribe, op. cit, 127-8, where

the significance of both these names is explained.

3—4. ^IdpKo^ 'AvOio'TLO'^ The restoration of the praenomen is somewhat

conjectural, for the last tw’o letters are doubtful. The ink has been partly rubbed off at

this point and the scribe seems to have made an extra stroke with his pen which somewffiat

spoils the 9 . Two Lucii Anthestii (iemelli are mentioned in B.G.U., i, 256, 6, a .second-

century document from Karanis, and an Anthestius Gemellus with uncertain praenomen

appears in B.G.U., ii, 613, 30, wdiich probably comes from the same place. The Gemellus in

question here is not called an Antinoite, although he may w^ell have enjoyed that status.

His Antinoite citizenship (or lack of it) does not affect the argument presented in the

petition, since that is based on the location of the estate.

4. Be ^9 edero BtaOyKi]^, The reasons for this appointment of Apolinarius Niger as

testamentary guardian of the deceased's daughter are not clear as we do not know’^ wdiether

he was related to Anthestius Gemellus in any w^ay or not.

5. a(f)g\Lfca, As Mitteis has pointed out (Griindzuge, 251) we do not know at what age

the Greek or Egyptian attained majority. But since Valeria Tertia probably inherited

Roman citizenship from her father, the Roman rule may have applied here. On guardian-

Jourii. of Egypt. Arch, xviii.
*
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ship among the (Ireeks in Egypt, cf. Mitteis, Griindzifge, 248-56; Meyer, JuristUche

Papgri. 31-4U.

6-7. OvaXepiov Kofiwva, This Valerius may well have been the brother of Valeria

Sempronilla, wife of Anthestiiis Gemellus, and so the uncle of the infant Valeria Tertia.

If so. this would account for his appointment as one of the guardians.

7. i7raKo\ov6)']Tpiai'. On the position of the eTraKoXovOgrpta, who is regularly the

mother of the ward, see Mitteis, Grundziige^ 250-1.

8. '^jpevviov ^tfiXdora roO i7rtaTpaT‘r)yi']CFavro<i. An epistrategos called Map/ccot [...]. toi

^iXcorg appears in B.G,U., i, 195, 1. The editors, followed by Martin, Les Efistrateges,

181. date the document and consequently his term of office in 161 a.d. Professor Hunt,
however, calls my attention to the fact that although the new emperor would then have
succeeded, Antoninus in 11. 16-17 is still called Kaiaap 6 Kvpto^ and not ^€09, and that the

name of the new emperor is omitted in 1. 33. He suggests, therefore, that the year in

1. 33 should be read la or [t]a. This would make it correspond with the date given in

1. 13 of our text and would enable the identification of the Herennius Philotas in question

with the Marcus os Philotas of the Berlin papyrus. The latter could then be restored

to read XldpKoyi f ^lXcotcl, The Crispus whom Martin, op. cit., 180, places con-

jecturally in 147, 8 a.d. cannot have functioned for the whole of this year.

\Xvr(o[v]Lvov XlciKpcDPo^. Antoninus Macro is otherwise unknown. Although his title is

not given, it can safely be inferred from his association with Philotas as the author of a

decision afiecting the Antinoites that he was also an epistrategos. No other epistrategos of

the Heptanomia and Arsinoite nome is known for the 22nd year of Hadrian (137/8 a.d.).

9. Trept rod 'Aprn^oea^ ktX. Here is the statement of the rule by virtue of which the

petitioner claims exemption from the guardianship, namely that an Antinoite is not obliged
to act as a guardian for anyone but an Antinoite who is in the nomarchy. Hence
Apolinarius, although residing at Karanis, can, as an Antinoite, refuse to act as guardian
for another resident of Karanis. The nomarchy here and in 1. 18 is the sphere of the
nomarch of Antinoopolis, whose functions are discussed by Kuhn, op. cit., 143-8. It

corresponded to the Antinoite nome. This privilege is restated in slightly different terms
in 11. 16-18 and 32-4.

9-10. ov hvpd^epo^. This probably refers to his legal disquaUfication, but may also

indicate a real or alleged inability to perform the duties of a guardian because of ill-health,

financial difficulties, or other reasons.

10. vTTOTa^ai is certain, but is probably an error for virord^a^, as Professor Hunt
suggests.

11. TMP i(f) opLOiayp’. for tmp KeKeXGva/xevcop i(f) opLoiwv,

d'rraXXaygpai: inf. depending upon
Tovrov*. i.€. the eTTLTpOTryp

13-30. I interpret the dramatis personae of the proceedings incorporated in these lines
as follows. Philotas is Herennius the epistrategos of 1. 8, in whose court the case was heard,
tudaimon, son of Hermaios (11. 13-14) is the defendant, who has been summoned by reason
of a petition presented by Dionysios (1. 14). Apollonius the Younger (1. 15) is the rhetor
who represents Eudaimon. He is to be distinguished from the other Apollonius (1. 18) who
IS an as.sociate of Dionysios. Thracidas, who makes an interpolation in 11. 26-7, is

apparentl) connected with Eudaimon. Dioscoros (1. 27), on the other hand, belongs to the
party of Diony.sios, the plaintiff.

The suit seems to have been directed against Eudaimon by Dionysios for failure to
perform the duties of a testamentary guardian for an orphan girl. It is also possible that
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an accounting was asked for, implying that the property of the ward had been neglected

or even mismanaged. The epistrategos goes at once to the question of the liability of

Eudaimon to assume the charge, by asking the place of residence of the man who
designated him a guardian. When the answer reveals that tlie deceased was a Roman
living at Ibion Panukteris, and not at Antinoopolis, Philotas exclaims that even had the

latter been an Antinoite, Eudaimon would not have been obliged to accept the guardian-

ship for the property to be administered was not in the nomarchy. When Apollonius,

speaking for the plaintiff, promises to show that Eudaimon and others actually assumed
the guardianship, the epistrategos replies that it has been decided that Eudaimon had no
obligation to do so, but if he did, the court would appoint a judge and auditor. Apollonius

the A^ounger here interposed that Eudaimon himself did not assume the charge but some
other person, apparently a relative of his, did so, whereupon Philotas asks, rather

impatiently, if he is an Antinoite. Upon receiving an affirmative answer, he announced
that he will appoint one and the same person to act as judge and auditor to determine if

he actually did exercise the guardianship and to examine the accounts of the management
of the property. The result is to be made known to the interested parties and to a new'

guardian to be appointed by the exegete of Hermoupolis. Thereupon Thracidas stated

that in order to avoid the suspicion of having concealed anything he and his associates

declare that a certain number of talents are due the infant girl. As such a statement

would only be made by a representative of the party whose accounts were liable to inspec-

tion, Thracidas must be speaking on behalf of Eudaimon. Dioscoros then asked that the

new guardian be appointed subject to the terms of the will and, upon receiving assurance

on this point, requests that the auditor be named. Thereupon Philotas appoints Hermias
the ex-agoranome and ex-cosmete.

16. wv /caTWK7}(T^€v iv UavvKTepei, While the restoration may not be strictly

accurate it seems to give the required sense. The village of Ibion Panykteris must have

been in the Hermoupolite nome, since the exegete of Hermoupolis is entrusted wnth

appointing the new guardian (1. 25). This is the first mention of an Ibion called

Panykteris. For others, cf. Cronert, Stud, PaL, iv, 1U6.

17. o KaTaaTd]<i. The precludes the restoration /caraXcircov.

avTov. Unless this is an error for avro^, it must refer to the maker of the will and
must qualify rdyv KTr)ixdTOiyv.

The point which Philotas makes in 11. 16-18 is that even if the maker of the will had
been an Antinoite, Eudaimon could have justly refused the guardianship, for the property

concerned lies outside the nomarchy. He has even more right to do so since the decoased

was a Roman, and, apparently, not an Antinoite.

18. auTou9 . This implies that Eudaimon had an associate in the guardianship.

19. The reading is very uncertain but seems to fit the traces of letters that are

visible,

21. TOP KpiT7)p» Restored from 1. 23.

"AttoWcopio^ 6 Newrepo?. This statement of Apollonius the Younger seems to make him
the advocate of Eudaimon, for it contradicts the assertion of the other Apollonius in

11. 18-19 that he will show that they (Eudaimon and another) exercised the functions of

guardian.

22. a?\vTOV dvTi:\d^€To. Perhaps d a\vTov,

WvTivoGV'^ eartp. This refers to the person alleged to have acted as guardian. If he is

an Antinoite, he can claim the same exemption as Eudaimon.

cLTreKpivaTo. Sc. bVTroXXcdi/io? 6 Necdrepo^.

10-^2
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23. Ka\ airel evlepr^ecrlav t 7]v citto ctov. <jov: corrected by the scribe from rou. I am
indebted to Professor Hunt for the suggestion alreL

25. On the functions of the exegete, cf. Jouguet, Vie Municipale, 315-18.

27. ]a yjfiiav rdXavra. As nine or ten letters are missing, perhaps we should restore

TpiaKaiheKa.

a et7ra9 yeypairrat. This may mean either that this is already stated in the will, or that

a record of the admission has been made there and then in the court.

31. /cal Kocrfi7)]T€{vaavTa), 6^77777] re^ucrai^ra) is equally possible; cf. Jouguet, Vie
Munici'pale. 292 ff.

tvdp)^(oL e^iiyrjrfj ' Ai>Ttvov7r6\e(o^. On the exegete of Antinoopolis in particular and
the collegiate character of his office, cf. Kuhn, Antinoopolis, 111.

32. h'Odhe: i.e. in the Antinoite nome.
33. (i^io^p€ov<i fc^ai eirtri^heiov^i'. completed from 1. 34: 67ri[T77]Seiot>9 Kal d^to^peov^.
34. I have no satisfactory restoration for this line.

35. irapayyeiXij. All order addressed to the petitioner, Gains Apolinarius.
36. ;) iv]eTvxc. I owe the fj to Professor Hunt.
So/<tpa[aT]t]v: for So/cLpa[aT]r)v elvai. Professor Hunt suggests ^oKipa\a0^rivat, but I

hardly think the ac would have been omitted.

3 (—38. The restorations in these lines are based on my interpretation of the passage
as a \s arning to Gains Apolinarius that, since he has sought to be relieved of this guardian-
ship, if he should seek it at a future date, he will be held responsible for deserting it.

Professor Hunt raises the question whether 7
) eylSaat^ may not be the subject of the verb

in 1. 37, but 1 cannot see it that way.
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Am. Journ. Phil. = American Journal of Philology.

Anc. Egypt = Ancient Egypt.

Ann. Reri\-=^ Awnales du Serrice des Antlquites de

VEgypte.

Arch, f Rel.^ Archil' fur ReligioasH'issenschaft.

Arch. Giurid.^ Archivio giuridico.

Archiv= Archiv fur Papyrusforschung.

Arch. R. u. W,= Archiv far Rechts- uad ]yirtschafts-

philosophie.

A.Z. = Zeitschrift fur agyptische Sprache und Alter-

tumsJcunde.

B. C.H. = Bulletin de correspondance heUenigue.

Boll. fil. class. ~ Bollettino di filologia classica.

Bull. hlbl. et pkl.^ Bulletin hibliographique et pk
dagogique du Musk Beige.

Bull. 1st. Dir. Rom.—Bulletino del Istituto di diritto

roniano.

Bull. Soc. Arch, d^Alex .— Bulletin de la Socie'te'

Royale d^Archeologie dWlexandrie.

Bursian— Jahresbericht tiber die Fortschritte der

l-lassischei\ A Itertumsicissenschaft.

B.Z.= Byza n tinische Zeitsch rift.

Ghron. JEg.=^Chronique JEgypte.

Cl. Phil. = Classical Philology.

Cl. (fiart. — Classieal (piarterly.

Cl. Re c. — Cla ssict ( I Re vie a\

Cl. I J '^eehly— C 'lassiea I 1Veekly.

C. -R. Ac. laser, et B.-L. = Comptes-Retidus de VAca-

dknie des 1use riptions et Belles-Lettres.

D. Lit. -Z.~ Dentsehe Literat)irzeitung.

G.G.A . — Guttin gische Geleh rte A nzeigen.

Hist. Z. = Historische Zeitschrift.

Jahrh. f Lit. =-J<fhrbach far Lit argieirissenschaft.

J.H.S.= Journal of Hellenic Studies.

Journal— Journal of Egyptian Archaeejlogy.

Journ, Sac. = Jou.riial des Savants.

J.R.S. = Jo urn a I of Roman Studies.

K. V. G. R. = Kritische Vif rteljahressehrift far Gesetz

gebung n nd Rech ts icissenschaft.

L. Q.R. = Law Quarterly Review.

iC. G.G.~Xachrichten der Gesellsch t ( ft der 1 1 isse

n

schaften zu Gottingen.

O.L.Z. = Orientalistische Literaturzeitang.

Phil. Xoch. — Philologisehe Woehenschrift.

Rech. se, relig. = Recherches de science religieuse.

Rev. arch. = Revue archeologiqae.

Rev. beige Revue beige de philologie et d'histoire.

Rev. de phiL = Revue de philologie.

Rev. didst. €ccl.~ Revile dhistoire eccle'siastiqae.

Rev. et. anc. = Revue des etudes ancieanes.
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Rec. et. (jr. — Reote des et>ides grecques.

Rti\ h(St. d/\ = Recue de rhistoire da droit francals

et eiraitger.

R* c. hff^t. ret . = R^'i'f/e dt I liii<tinre des reliyiOiis,

Rheuf. }[t>s. = Rhet iiiscltes Maseftni f/tr Phdologte.

Rn\ dl nL — Rli'ist'f di tihdog i<t classica.

RiC. Star. Dti\ lt(d.,~ R.Leisto di storvt del diritto

itid la no.

Sitzangsh . . . . = Sltza ngsherlch te

l<ginb. Oslo. — Sg/nholae Osloenses.

Theol. Lit.-Z. = Theologische Literaturzeitung.

Z. f. Kirchengesch. = Zeitschriftfar Klrchengeschiclde.

Z. f.
ya jnis/n. = Zeitsc/irift far Namlsinatik.

Z. f. cergleie/i. ReehtsaK = Zeitse/irift far rergleichende

Pieeh is v:issen mzIi aft.

Z. u e a t. = ZeiUelt rift far ne utestamen tla he

sens<‘haft.

Z. SaY. = Zeitschrift der Sacigny-Stiftany {Roma-

n istlsek e A htedung).

1. Literary Texts.

Ueueral, A frcbli ill^^tclllnent (the last was in Archit\ viii, of 1927} of Kortes invaluable reports on

Literary Texts m Papyri appears in Archli\ x (1931), 19-70.

Fur the years 1928-9 S. de Kicci publishes his Balletln papyrologlque., x, in Rev. et. gr.y XLiii (1930),

404-40.

S. Eitrem ami L. Amundsen have issued Papyri Osloenses^ fasc. ii, 1931, containing Oios. 7-1 4 j
the

hdlowing literary pieces, viz.
:

[//. vi, 19G-276], [Od. iv, 483-92], [Plato, Polltleus, 308e-309c], [Deni., De
Corona^ 2U()-4], [>Septuagint, frs. of (den. and /*.], Vocabulary of 11. i, 5-24, 2nd cent, a.d., similar to

P. Herl. 5014
;
(Trannnar, 2iid cent, a.d., largely coinciding with the Teehne of Dionysius Thrax, [Sibylline

Oracles]. Xos. in brackets alreadv published.

Les Papyrus (drees d‘Aidmuni.^ edited by P. Collart in Ball. Inst. fr. ddtreh. or., xxxi (1930), 35-111,

includes Epitome ot II. i and Glossary of 11. I, 1-21
;
Hes., Theogony.^ 75-144; Euripides, Rhesus, 48-86;

A nth. Pal. XIV, 10; all previously published by Wilcken.

Epie. In Aegyptos, xi >1931), 169-78, A. Bataille and P. Collart publish Homeric Papyri from the

Reinach collection presented to the Institut de Papyrologie, In one of them the syllables are marked otf,

obviously for the use of a pupil.

F. M, Debatin' mentions a 4^ 5th cent, codex of II. xiir, 512-500, in the Papyrus collection at Washington
University, Saint Louis, in A.J.A., xxxv (1931), 62.

A. WTfsTrand in Eranos, xxviii (1930), 102-4, identifies Dionysius Poriegetes as the author of the
Brit. Mus. Diunysiaca, unaware of Keydell’s previous discovery in Phil. Woch., 1929, 1101.

The evidence of papyri is used by E. Delage in his Blographle d'Apolloiiios de Rhodes (1930), and by
P. ( ollart in his important work, A'ojtnos de Panopolis : Etaxles snr la cornposition et le texte des
Daatystaques (1930), The latter is reviewed by Calderini in Aegyptus, xi (1931), 508-9.

Hunt and Johnson’s Tico Theocritus Papyri receives an important review by M. Pohlexz in G.G.A.,

1931, 361-<C. Other reviews by E. Bignone in Boll. fil. cla.ss., ix (1931), 177-80, and by P. Collart in

Reo. de phiL, 1931, 390-1.

G. VoLLGRAFF emends idylls xiv, 33 and xxvi, 28 in Mnemosyne, Lix (1931), 315-6.

Elegiac. The Carnhr. I niv. Reporter, 2 June 1931, 1151, gives a summary of a lecture by Powell on
'GSome recent additicnis to Greek Elegy and Lyric Poetry from the 4th cent, b.c.”

J. ^I. Edmonds has edited for the Loeb series Elegy and larnhas (2 vols., 1931), excluding the
choliambic writers but otherwise including the poets from Callinus to Crates, and the Anacreontea.

An important <trticle by A. D. Knox in Philologus, xli (1932), 18-39, on the metrics of “The Early
Iambus ’ imes the evidence of papyri.

ll. Keydell reports on Die grlech. Poesie der Kaiserzeit up to 1929 in Bursian, ccxxx (1931), 41-161.
Reconstructions of Tyrtaeus are essayed by W. Klinger in Ball. Ac. Polon. (Sc. et Lettres

1929;, 35-9.
' ’

In the* ln*it. Mus. scholia of Callimachus I now read al Kara Xe7rr(oj/), thus supporting Rostagni’s
pn)p<Ksal. A, \Vif>trand in Eranos, xxvii (1929), 116-8, makes important suggestions for restoring
these scholia.

Lync. Lc^bel’s dating of Corinna is oppo.sed by Bowra in Cl. Rev., XLV (1931), 4-5.
Maas has a few notes on Corinna in Z. f. cergleich. Sprach forschung, Lviir (1931), 268-9.
In CL Phd., XXVI G931), 153-65, S. E. Bassett on The Place and Pate of the First Performance of the

Per.sians of Timotheus gives the date as 412-408 b u., and the recipients as the Athenians.
^
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A. Turyn ^ Stadin. Hupphioi is reviewed by P. Chantraine in R<ii\ de JiL, lvi i' 103O\ i03.

I propouiKled .some of the following readings in Sappho Ijefore the Canibr. Philolog. 8oc. on 28 Jan.,

vi/. : Ode to the Nereids \ dvuiv \vy^)av
\

[e^eXoirJo rolcri etc. [Ovfjiov 6Sd]/xi/a= ‘*May he remove the bitter

grief from those whose hearts he broke’ ; rd
\

[ aA]X’ €7rdy(^ay^) [t]a TvoXlrav
|

[eV Xvcikt"

aXjXwy, [€7rd]vr]K€ 6’ aiV fw-\\r(j) dia /it]Kpco = ‘' Which ('as; by a single inillet-secd swaged fliis thoughts)

now this Y'ay, now that laAXo aXXois) and again righted them'
;
[Nj^p€o? ‘yjdvfu, >c[orXfa<Tt vav^m [Trep^Trer^

a‘\//-]6p[o]i/ ' cri' 6e Ki-7r[/>]i cr[f/i.]^’a
|

[Xcorre’ aiyp-a 7rfp]f?f^[eV]a kukoi' [e-|pu' StdXtcraJt ; Anocturof Ode. ruv

avdpa
I

[TTptoXtTr’, api]<jTuv
]

[(pdicra <m] ai,ias Tpota[? eJXecr^at = Abandoned her Inmbdiid, thinking best

(so to do; and to choose the cynosure of T-i'oy Paris;"
;

Trapuyay* aurau
\

[aiVtK* 'ihfn?yTav or

€7rl8oi](rav
|

[’Opof* €VK]ap7TTov yup \pT€iv€ tu^ov
\

/uetOuu?] K0V<f}0)£ r[’ e^dXa And soltlv rele<ised

the string'^, cf. i'€vpa /^^de^a
|

[o?] pe vvv etc. ; kuv oyotcrt for 077X00x1= “And among tlie chariots ‘

;
A new

ode after Tr€o-dopdx€VTas,\i/.. ["^OX/:^tdr] p€v etc
|

[^ndvr d]v dvOpoyTrois
;
Ode to Hera : rcXdaiov p[' eiyofteVe

Trapfi?;], rdi' cipdrav ’Ar[pe7$,at) eaKfOov S/r-]roi , nplv (T€ kiil AC dvT[()p(v {pi) IXdiraaSai

;

1. 10 <]dpp€ i'[ri'

;

I. 20 *H]p* or e]^ d77/[Kecr^(zi. (Jt. Comhr. C/n>\ Reporter., 1(3 Peb., 1932.

The Hymn to Demetcr by rhiUkos has been re-edited with additional fragments by Gallavotti in

Sttfd. ItaL di fil. class. IX (1931), 37-60, and after him by Korte in Henries. t.XVi (1931;, 442-54.

Drahia. Vol. ccxxxiv (1932), 107-74, of Bursiaa is devoted to a Berlcht dher die Literatur ziir prieeh.

Komodie von by E. West.

J. Borgerhoff publishes a thesis on Satyrus et sa hwyrophie d'Earipide ("Brussels, 1929;.

Jensen's Meaandri Reliquiae receives a detailed review from G. Coppola in Rir. di hi., ix (1931

247-54, 391-7.

E. Fraenkel in Philologus. xli G932;, 117-20, identities Menander’s l.vvapiaTcd(Tai as the original of the

Cistellaria.

V. CouLON discusses Xlenamler readings in Uei\ dt. gr.. xliv (1931 26-8.

In M/ie/iwsy/ie. Lix (^1931), 239-48, W. E. J. Kuiper identihe>> the ‘Gncerta EabuLd’ <>f Menander

(Jensen, pp. 84-7) with the ‘‘C'anephorus,” and ib.. 165-83, devolo[)s ideas on the “(7>la\.‘^

The Monostichs of Menander in Tail’s Ostraca (nos. 405, 449 j are restored by P. Collart in his review

of Tait in Rev. de phiL.^ v (1931), 349-50, and also in his article '‘A propos de fi[uelques exercices

scolaires” in Ball. Inst. fr. d'areh. or., xxx (1930;, 417-23. Tail's Ostraca is also reviewed by K. Fr. XV.

Schmidt in Phil. Woch.^ 1931, 535-42.

Ill Cl. ifci’., xlv (1931), 24-8, Edmonds reviews Knox's Herodas.

R. M. Kattenbury reviews in Cl. Rev

.

xlv, 38-9, Ursing’s SOfdiea lur griech. Fohel.

Pasquali writes on the new llippoiun- fragment in Stud. ital. di hi. class.

^

ix (1931 >, 307-11.

Ovammar. Lobel re-edits P. Bouriant 8 on the Aeoho dialect in Archiv., x (1931), 1-4.

An article by E. XIunzer on Das K<>i>s>dp>fa.r voit ISO v. Chr.. in Elio, xxiv (1931', 333-8, draws its

evidence from the Oxyrhynchu.s Liry epitome.

History. “A New Eragment of the Acta Isidon’’ is edited by Bell from P. Loud. liiv. No. 2785, with

plate, in Archiv., x (1931), 5-16. [See too 3.]

A. Neppi XIodona writes on H laioro fraramento herluiese degli ^C\tti dei Martiri Alessandrini'' in

Aegyptus^ xii (1932), 17-24. [See 3.]

G. de Sanctis in Riv. di jil.^ ix > 1931 330-4 vmuld assign P. Oxy. 13, a letter to Demetrius Poliorcetes,

to the “History of the Diadochoi'’ by Hieronymus of Cardia.

In Rir. di hi.

^

Lvrii (1930), 449-66, G. Coppola edits a Florence papyrus of Philistus Ucpl 2t<eXtaff, and

Momigliano adds a note, 467-70. In Studi ital., viii (1931), 311-5, G. Perrotta discusses the

same text.

Music. In Chron. dCEg,, 1931, 441-55. C. del Grande writes on the musical papyri discovered in

Egvq)t.

The oldest Greek musical document extant, a Cairo papyrus, is discussed by J. F. XIountfoud in

J. H.S., Li (1931), 91-100. Acquired with the Zenon p<Tpyri, it dates circ. 250 b.c.

Oratory. A new discourse oi Favoriaus, Ilept cjyvyTjsy more or less complete, is published by Xousa and

X^itelli as vol. 53 of Studi e Testi, with transcript, text, and])lates. Numbered Pap. 1 1 in the XXatican, and

dating circ. 215 A.D.

Rev. by Maas with many suggestions in D. Lit.-Z., 1931, 1210-3, and by Amatucci in Boll, hi

1931, 4-7.

Bollinc, restores 11. 106-8 of the Brit. Mus. Dio. Chrysostom in Cl. Phil., xxvi (193D, 315-(;.
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In Charisteria A. Rzach, 1930, 5-10, M. Adler re-edits, under the title “l)er Arkesilaos-Papyrus,’* a

rhetorical fragment fii^t published in Archie^ in, 151-7.

Philosophy. Sandbach reviews Edmonds’ Th-^ophrastus ^Lneb series) in CL Rev.^ xlv (1931), 23-4.

Ronvtaoe. Lavagnini's Eroticoriim Grnec. fragy. papyraoeo receiv^es a long and important review from

Fr. Zimmermaxn in Phil. Woch., Li (1931), 193-202, 225-34.

Finally we may here mention "‘A Fragment of a Greek Illustrated Papyrus from Antinoe*’ by S. J.

Gasiorowski in Jour,ml, xvii (1931), 1-9.

2. Religion, Magic, Astrology.

{Lichtding Texts.)

General. K. Prelsendanz, Zvr Papyruskmule (cli. 5 of Milkau, Uandhuch der Bihliotheksivissenschaft,

300-31: Leipzig, Harrasowitz, 1931), gives an admirable survey of papyrology as a whole, in which we
may here remark pp. 319-21 on religious and magical papyri.

O. Weinreich, AUgenieiae Religionsicisseiischaft { Areh. f. ReL, xxviii (1931), 318-79), gives a valuable

aecount of recent work on the study of religions in general. Fr. Pfister, Die Religioti der Grieehen und
Romer, is reviewed by AV. Bauer, Theol. Lit.~Z., lvi (1931), 409

;
0. AA'^einreich, Gehet und Wander, by

H. Schlingensiepen, ih., 75-8; F. Cumont, Les religioiis orientales dans le pagaaisme roniain, ed. iv,

and the German translation (which has addenda by 0.) by M. P. Nilsson, D. Lit.-Z.., iii (1931), 2065-6,

and E. Bickermann, O.L.Z., xxxiv (^1931), 210-13; the German translation by AY. Bauer, Theol. Lit.-Z.,

Lvi G931}, 195-6; AAL Peek, Isishymnos von A,idros, by 0. AA'einreich, D. Lit.-Z., ii (1930), 2025-30

(with valuable remarks).

K. Latte, kiynkretisnius, in Gunkel-Zscharnack, Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegeiiwart^, v, 952-9,

IS brief and good.

AA". ScHUBART, Orakelfragen (A.Z., Lxvii (1931), 110-15), collects the texts on papyrus containing

(pie.'^tions to oracles and discusses in an interesting and suggestive commentary the practice and procedure

uf consulting oracles in Egypt.

S. Eitrem, in his raria (Serta Rudhergiana, 1931, 18-23), has notes on P. Berol. 1026 and P, Bouriant i,

p. 21.

O. Al EINREICH, Znr hellenistisch-agyptisehen Religionsgesckichte {Aegyptns, XI (1931), 13-22), well

connects Alenanders crepvos 6 'lupants P. Oxy. 1803, with Ptolemy's invitation to Alexandria, and has
in.-^tructive remarks on the paean from Ptolemais and on P. Oxy. 1381.

8. Eitrem, A Greek Papyrus canceridng the sale of a slave {Jouinial., xvii (1931), 44-7), is noticed m
^ .3, but we may here rem.irk the street-names ay(utas) 'Apat.vor]'^, dy(eia?) ’Apcrti/oTjy still in use in

A. I). 154, and E.’s suggestion that each street had a chapel.

AV. Otto, Znsatze, printed after AAb Spiegelberg, Die dernotischen Papyri Loeb, col. 107-16 (volume
not yet accessible; see § 3), has valuable remarks on royal titulature, e.g. the avoidance of an earl}'

designation as 6eos of kings who were minors, the use of cult names for the ruler’s parents, but not for

the ruler m early Ptolemaic Aktpraskripte.

.1. G, Tait, Greek Ostraka, i, 24, no. 144, records an ohokoyla which is, he suggests, perhaps to be
identitied with the tax called aTrovbr) ALovvaov and to be connected with the Dionysiac policy of Philopator.

L. R. Taylor, The Divinity of the Ro,nan Emperor (^Philological Alonographs published by the
American Plulological Association, i, edited by Joseph AA^illiam Hewitt, 1931. Pp. xv+ 296), includes
a sketch of Hellenistic ruler worship and a discussion of the cult of Agathos Daimon at Alexandria.

A. D. N<x'K, 2YXNA0S BEOS {Dare. Stud. Class. Phil, XLI (1930), 1-62), discusses the inclusion of
Ptolemies in the worship of existing Egyptian deities and the relations of this to earlier Egyptian practice,

also the proUiblc abdiidonineiit of the custom by the Roman rulers. On the chronology of the worship of
the Theoi Adeljihoi and the Theoi Soteres reference should be made to Otto’s important remarks
pp, 414 f. of his article, Zu den syrischea Kriegen der Ptolemaer {PhUoL, LXXXVI (1931), 400-18).

(hi. Picard, in his Chro,ii(iue de la religion grecque: sur quelques cnltes primitifs d Delos {Rev. hut.
,'eL, ci (1930 , 223-50), raises, pp. 242-4, the question of possible Egyptian influence on Delos long before
the Hellenistic period.

A. Degrassi publishes in Xotizie degli scavi, Serie sesta, vi (1030), 430-2, a statuette of Isis-Fortuna
foun.l at Salvore in Sardinia

;
G. Brusin, ih., 437, a small basalt base from the statue of a priest of Thot,

700-500 B.c., found at Aquileia
;
A. Taramelli, ib., vii il931;, 118-23, a votive cippus to Isis with a
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female human-headed serpent, a dog, and a crocodile, all adorned with lotus flowers, and a headless statue
ot Isis, found at Porto lorres in Sardinia, and refers to excavations now being conducted by C. Asti in
the sanctuary of the crocodile-^od of Tehtiinis fsee 10).

I gather from . Baler’s review, Theol. lvi (1931 \ 75, th.it J. [veil, Ephesos'^, 75 ff., describes
the remains of the l.irge building at Efihesos thought to have been a Serapeuni.

Chron, cVEg.^ no. 11 (Jan. 1931), 95-9, reprints an important communication by G. Meyer to Ze
Joiunal du Caire^ 4 Oct. 1930, on the French excavations at Medamud and gives, pp. 103-6, an equally
interesting account by G. Boeder of the German excavations at Herrnopolis (see too § lOj.

J. Amanx, Die Zeusrede das Ailws A/'tsfeides i Stuttgart: Kohlhammer. 1931. Pp. viii + 112. Tuhinger
Beitrage zur Ahertumsu'issenschaft^ xii. 7 M. 50; is a contribution of rare excellence to the religious history
of the Antonine age. A. argues that the speech was <lelivered in Egypt; this is attractive, but I doubt
his suggestion that avroTTaroap in ^ 9 points to local S]>eculation such as we find in Hermetisiu and
Yalentinianism : the Orphic parallels, avTo(f)vtis and oiroyeVe^Aos in the Clarian texts discussed by me,
Rev. et. anc.j 1928 (they have much in common with Aristides), and auroyeVe^Xos in the Chaldaic Oracles
(W. Kroll, De oraeuhs Chaldo icis, 2.->b all suggest that Aristides learnt the idea in Asia Minor. Inci-

dentally it may be remarked that the scheme of an encomion on a deity discussed in ch. i of this work
has influenced the Imuthes-arctalogy in P. Oxy. 1381 (the tottoi of (1) the im])Ossibility to a mortal of

worthy treatment of the theme, (2; the fultilmeiit of a vow hv a literary offering^

E. Bickermann, Zvr BaWtniag des Psendo-Arktem iZ, nrut. 10^5., xxix (1930), 280-98), makes a
strong case for a date between 145 and 127 n.c.

L. Radermacher, Zur Charal'leristih neutestahtentlidier Er^uhlungen (Arch.f. xxviii (1930),

31-41), has interesting parallels for the Alexandrian parade of the mock Agrippa.
J. Gross, Pinions von Alexandreia Anscho.uv ngea iiher die S'ltur des Alenschen f'Diss. Tubingen, 1930.

Druck : Tubinger (’hronik. Pp. 91), is a careful study of Philo’s sources and mode of thinking.

H. Lewy, Sohria ebnetox, is reviewed by G. Yajda, Rev. etudes Juices, xc (1931;, 109-12.

R. Reitzexstein, Eros als Osiris. Eui iSochfrng {Xnrhr. (dott. (des., 1930, 396-406), publishes a jug
with a representation of Eros giving a drink to Psyche as she rises from the ground, and returns to the

question of the origin of the tale.

Uennetism. F. Cumoxt’s most important La fin da raonde selon les mages orieutaiix {Rev. hist, rel., cm
(1931), 29-96) includes, p. 61, n. 3, remarks on the prophecy in the Aselepius. In this context should be noted

E. Bickermanx's instructive review, (dnonion, vii 1 1931;, 277-9, of H. AVixdisch, Die Orakel des Hydaspes.

R. Bultmaxx, U'litursu cJiU ngen zvm Pdo uveserangeliv m, Oeuv niSfl? ewpaK^v TrojTrore {Z. nevt. B is-s.,

XXIX (1930), 169-92), includes valuable illustrations of the idea, found in the Corpus, of God’s providenee

seen in his eiKOiv, the universe, and an iinlispen^able tllscus'^ion of the moaning of yvaurts in Paul.

Carl H. Kraelixg, The Apocalypse of Pan! oud the '''' Iroin’sehe Erlosungsmysteriuud' ( Harvo rd Theol.

Rev., XXIV (1931), 209-44), is of interest, for the Anthropos myth : on this ef. also J. Scheetelowitz, Der

gottliche Crmensch in der niainchdischea Religion {Arch. f. ReL, xxvm (1930), 212-40).

A. T>. XocK, A diis electa: a chapter in the religious history of the third century {Harvord T'keol. Rev., xxiii

(1930), 252-74\ bears on the diictriiie of divine right in Corpus xviii.

As the Koiraiiides professes to be a work of Hermes, wc should here mention ^1. "Wellmaxx, Der

Physiologos, eine religionsgeschicktlich-naturwisscnsehaftliehe Untersuchvng {Philol. Supp., xxii, i (1930'

pp. 116). W. shows the connection of the K. with the Phys. (pp. 35 ff.\ concluding that both have used a

first century a.d. work, based in the main on Bolos-Democritus and the Xeopythagorean Anaxilaus of

Larissa, and comparable with the magic bo(jks of the Essenes (on whom cf. F. Ccjioxt, EssLiiens et

Pytkagoriciens, daprh un passage de Jo.s'yphe [C.-R. Ac. Pnscr. et B.-L., 1930, 99-112], where the Pythago-

rean character of their eschatology is shown : it localized the Islands of the Blest in Heaven, the Ocean

to be crossed being identified with the atmosphere); the ultimate source was })erhaps a Physica current

under the name of Solomon, the immediate source possibly the Physica of Didymus of Alexandria.

Reviewed by Fr. Pfister, Theol. Lit.-Z., lvi (1931), 196-7.

Reitzenstein-Troje, Die Vorgeschichte der christUchen Taufe, is the subject of an instructive review

by M. Dibelifs, Theol. Lit.-Z., lvi (1931), 128-33.

Magic. The event of the year is the publication of Papyri magicae graecae. Die grieehischen Zauher-

papyri herausgegehen und nhersetzt von Karl PREJSEXDAyz. ii. Unter Mitarheit von Erich Diehl, .Sam

Eitrem, Adolf Jacoby. Mit drei Lichtdrucktafeln. (Leipzig: Teubiier, 1931. Pp. xv + 216.) This com-

pletes the collection of magic papyri and kindred documents already published and includes certain

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xviii. 11
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hu'iliUt. Further iaedita and full indexes should fill a third volume, the aiipearance of which will be most

eagerly awaited. The character of the editing is beyond praise: it is not too much to say that Preisen-

DANz has opened up this literature to non-specialists, and for specialists he has made it far more easy to

use. There is not a page of the work on which one does not tind clear improvements in the text which

are due to his penetrating ability and devoted application. \ olume i has been reviewed by Fr. Zucker,

B.Z., XXXI (1931), 355-63.

Preisendanz has also in his review of P. laud, v in Phil. IFoc/g, li (1931), 985-00, drawn attention

to the identity of the text preserved in no. 87 (
= /^. may. yr.y ii, pp. 186 f., no. Iviii), a fragment of an

illustrated treatise, with a def.iio (Audollent 188). His Deux papyrus niayiques de la collectiou de la

Fondatiod eyyptologiquc {P. Bruj'dles Die. E. el390 et 6391 in Chron. d Dy>-, vi, no. 11, janvier 1931, 137-40)

gives us a small incomprehensible text with magical signs, the letters probably forming magical wmrds,

and another amulet fragment. On these and other recent discoveries he reports in Die neuen Zauherpapyri

(Forsch. u. Fortsehr., vii (1931), and Feue griechische Zauherpapyri [^Gnamou, vii (1931), 271-3).

S. Eitrem and L. Amundsex, Papyri Osloenses, fasc. ii, is noticed in § 3. This magnificent volume,

dedicated to H. 1. Bell, includes as no. 15 (pp. 29 ff.) a revised text with commentary of the magical

ostrakon previously published by Amuxdsex, Synih. Oslo.^ viii. [In this volume we may note also the

remarks on avv^lbriaLs KaOapa^ p. 42, and pp. 112 f. on an ’A(^po5etV;?, or figure of the goddess, mentioned

in an inventory and of interest for domestic cult, and P. Hegaard’s observations, pp. 146-51, on the

horoscope earlier published as P. Oslo. 6.]

Th. Hopfxer, Orientaliseh-religionsgeschichtliches aus den griecJaschen Zauherpapy ri Aegyptens {Arckiv

Orientiilni, ill (1931), 119-55 aiicl 327-58), gives a full and admirable account of the pantheon of the

magic papyri. His Apolloidos ron Tyona. und Philostratos {^Serninariuin Kondal'ovianurn^ rv (1931),

135-64) is another careful study (note p. 143, on the impossible statements in Phil.’s account of the visit

to Egypt).

K. Mouterde, Le glaive de Dardanos. Ohjets et inscriptions magiques de Syne {Melanges de V Universite

Saint-Joseph^ Beyrouth (Lihan\ xv, 3 (1930), 53-137, with 3 plates), publishes a gem at Beyrouth con-

forming with slight variants to the directions given in the “ Sword of Dardanus,” a charm contained in

P. mag. gr.. no. iv, 1. 1716 S. and discussed in Journal, xi, 154-8 [the inscription I ACIM H.AAA on the side

showing Eros and Psyche embracing is puzzling. Perhaps rjpa is the Hebrew name for the sun mentioned by

Epiphanius, Panarion, xvi, 2], other gems from Syria with magic words and various deities including

Anubis in military dress and Abraxas, various amulets, a defixio directed against all the horses and

charioteers of the Blue faction at Berytus, and another defi.rio from Damascus. This is an admirable

work, giving much new material with full commentary and opening up important possibilities of investi-

gating the place of Graeco-Egyptian magic in the wmrld of the time at large. [In this connection I may

draw attention to a find on the Via Xomentana, Notizie degli scavi, 1908, 352; a/dXat'a^ai/aX/3a WTitten in

a cruciform schema, indicating that the user of the palindrome was a Christian, on one side of a stone on

the back of which is a magical formula which I cannot parallel.]

Ericus Diehl, Magica Bosporana {Acta, uuieersitatis Latviensis: fdol.-filos. Fak. Serija, i, 7 (1931),

39 t -4G0i, publishes what is probably a magic lead w’heel and a square lead tablet with an inscription also

no doubt magical, both from Panticapaeum.

A. Audollent, Note sur une plaquette magiqiie de Carthage {C.-R. Ac. Discr. et B.-L., 1930, 303-9),

publishes a representation of a serpent-headed personage with a scorpion in hib right hand, a palm in his

left, o) /xe Xag 0a|pa)|K on his body, and under him 'ApTroKpaWtov 6 Kai NeiXo?, and discusses a very similar

object published by Delattre and Merlin {ih., 33-6), with the name npoxXos.

A. Jacoby, Bin Berliner Chnubisa mulett {Arch. f. Rel., xxviii (1930), 269-85), is of far-reaching

imports* lice for the interpretation of magic words. J. is clearly the man with the right linguistic equip-

ment for this much needed work.

C. IVessely's Synopsis Florae magieae {Bull. hist. fr. darch, or., xxx (1930), 17-26; is a valuable collection

of plants prescribed for magic use in the papyri.

Reference may be made to Y. Larock, Essai sur la valeur sacree et la valeur sociale des noms de

pers<>nnes dans les sodetes infeneures {Rev. hist, rel., ci (1930), 27-67, 101-201 : e^p. 119 if., on the change

of names in magic;.

Christian. F. G. Kenyon in The Times, 19 Xov. 1931, has made a public announcement of a most
im[)ortant new gr<.)up of Biblical papyrus codices, most of which arc in Chester Beatty’s possession.

They range from the 2nd century to the 5th, indicate the spread of Christianity southwards in Egypt,
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and are significant textually. Chroii. d/Eg.^ no. 11 (Jan. 1931), 162, mention^ a dictionary of Hebrew

proper names with Greek equivalents dij^covered by Hunt.

Eitrem-Amundsen, Papi/i'i Osloeiises, ii, includes as no. 10 i pp. 10 f.) four fragments from Genesis and

Isaiah previously published by Rudberg.

P, Collart’s pfipi/i'Kii grecfy cT Acltnuni^ for which see ^ 3, Rouian^ cont.iins (no. 1; <i fragment of the

homily in P. Boiir. 3, which Oollart publishes along with columns I and III of the Rounant papyrus, of

which he has found some further small scraps.

G. Schmidt, Ein Berliner Fragment der alien HPAEEIS nAYAOY (Sitziuigsh. Pr. AL, 1931, 37-40, pi. ii,

publishes a 4th-century fragment so well written as to c(.)nfirm the idea that those Acta had a quasi-

canonical standing in Egypt.

L. Vaganay, Eecangile de Pierre^ is highly praised by E. B. Allo, Rei\ BihUqnc^ xl (1931 !,
434-42,

and M. R. James, Theol. Btifd
,
xxxii (1931 296-9. Another review by R. Drag let appears in Pua\

didst. eccL, xxvii (1931), 854-6.

M. R. James, The Rainer Fragment of the Apomdgpse of Peter (i6., 270-9;, gives a restoration and

discusses its relation to the Ethiopic text.

G. Osborn, Note on P. Oxy. 655 (ib. 179), identities this fragment as Mt. x. 16.

P. L. Hedley, in reviewing the new edition of Ivittel, Bihlia Ilehraica^ in Jovrn. Theol. Stud

,

xxxii

(1931), 302-7, gives revised readings of P. Loud. 37 for the Psalms.

H. C. Youtie, Gothenburg Papyrus 21 and the Coptic Version of the Letter to Abgar {Harvard Theol. Rec..,

XXIV (1931), 61-5), shows the striking agreement of the two forms.

G. ScHOLEM, Vher cine Forniel in den hoptisch-gnostischen Schriften und ihren jadischea Vrspnnig

{Z. neut. IFfss., xxx (1931), 170-6), argues that the scheme ‘A’eal name explanation y in the Book of

Jeu, I, 47-8 is based on the Jevish "‘real or secret name speakable name y:'

R. P. Casey, Two Azotes on Valentiaian Theology { Harvard Theol. Rev.,xxin (1930), 275-98), discusses

Valentiniau mythology and the difterences between the Eastern and Western forms of that sect. His

Greek manuscripts of Athanasian Corpora (Z. neat. Tn'*\A, xxx (1931', 49-70) sums up the results of much

work. Students of Athanasian history should not miss E. Schwartz, Der griechische Text der Ka nones von

Serdika (f6., 1-35).

Serapion of Thmuis against the Manichees\y\ Robert Pierce Casey {Harvard Theol. Stud., Xo, xv, Harv.

Univ. Press and Humphrey Milford, London, 1931. Pp. vi + 80) gives the first text based upon the Genoa

and Athos MSS., with a valuable introduction.

F. Halkin, EHistoire Lausiaqae et les vies grecquxs de S. Pachbrne {Anal. Bolland.., XLViii, 257-301),

is approv^ed by H. Koch, Theol. Lit.-Z.., LVI (1931), 161-3; J. Quasten, Musik und Gesang in den Kulttn

der heidnischen Antike und christlichen Fruhzeit., by ML Bauer, ih.^ 133-4.

Th. Hopfner has produced fascicules 2-4 of the first volume of his invaluable Index locapletissimus to

Migne’s Patrologia graeca : fascicule 1 was noticed in Journal^ xvi, 126.

3. Publications of Xon-Literary Texts.

(N.B. Notes on and corrections of rniscclhincous docunu nts previously published are referred to in ^ 9.

Recieu's., ichen suficiently i/nportant for mention., are noticed here. I am greatly indebted to niy colleague.,

Mr T. C. Skeat, who, as I was occupied with other pressing work, has kindly relieved me of the task of reading

the periodicals for which I am responsible.— Yl.. I. B.^

General. The year under review witnessed the i)ublication of an unusually large number of important

volumes of papyrus texts. L^nfortunately, the undertaking of a piece of special research, which compelled me

to lay aside all other work, made it necessary to defer detailed study of several among them to a later time.

Tait’s Greek O.straca has been reviewed hy P. Collart {Rev. de phil, 3 S., v G93P, 349-5ti; chiefly

on the literary texts); M. Rostovtzeff {^Gnomon, vii (1931), 21-6; important;; ML Schubart .O.L.Z.,

1931, 336-7); K. Fr. ML Schmidt \Phil. \Voeh„ li (1931), 535-42; many suggestions); and in Ancimt

Egypt, 1931, 56.

The second part of P. Oslo has appeared during the year, edited by S. Eitrem and L. Amundsen.

Unlike the first, which contained only magical or allied texts, this is miscellaneous in character.

Xos. 7-14 are literary (see 1, 2), no. 15 magical (see 2), and in an Appendix P. Oslo 6 is republished

with an astronomical commentary by P. Hergaard ;
the remaining texts, 16-64, are docuinentaiy and

range in date from 261; 60 b.c. to the 5th century of our era; but the great majority are of the Roman

period. They include several very noteworthy and valuable legal documents, and an interesting series of

11-2
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private letters. Xeedless to say, the editing is excellent, the commentaries (in English) full and learned,

and the reading, so far as can be judged, accurate
;
and some good facsimiles are a particularly useful

feature of the volume. The editors are warmly to be congratulated on their accouiplishmeut of a task

which ottered many dithculties, since not a few of the papyri were clearly hard to decipher. Papyn

fasc. II. Oslo, Det Xor.'ike Videnska})s-Akadeini i Oslo (on commission by Jacob Dybwad), 1931.

Pp. xi + 182, 9 plates (separately bound). Reviewed by F. Z[ucker] (R.Z, xxxi (1931), 416); Wilcken

(Archie, X, 83-7; important, as usual); and W. Schubart (Z). Lit.-Z., 3 F., ii JQSl), 1163-5).

Another part of the series of texts from papyri in the Giessen University Library (P. bibl. univ. Giss.)

has recently been edited by H. Buttner. It consists entirely of private letters, ranging in date from the

2nd century b.c. to the 6th century of our era
;
only the tirst letter, a small fragment, belongs to the

Ptolemaic age. So far as can be judged from a hasty examination, this series of letters contains much

material of interest, and the texts are furnished with an ample and careful commentary. No. 20, a letter

referring to the disappearance of some legal documents and written in a particularly fine hand, is specially

notable. There are four excellent facsimiles. Prof. Hunt kindly sends me the following emendation of

no. 22, 3-5, which he authorizes me to publish here. For the editors rp/a Kvidcia crraX(ei/ra) ‘HpwScft,
|

r]o

de XoLTTov Ki'ldeiov ev 7rX(ota>) rjfjLOiv read rpla Kvldeia (rrarr]pcov, [r]6 Xolttov KvidfLOV iv vovfifiav

JIitteihuiyt'7i aus der Fapyrussa^n/nliifiy der Giessener UahierdUitshihliothek. iii. Griechische Prirathriefe

(P. hibL U7iu\ Giss. 18-33). [Schriftai der Hess. Hochschuleiij 1931, Heft 3.) Giessen, A. Topelmann, 1931.

Pp. 40, 4 plates.

Ptolemaic. M. Xorsa’s Papin greci delle collezioni italiaae {Juunial, xvir, 124) has been reviewed,

among others, by XVilcken i Archie, x, 77-8) and M. Humbert (Rev. beige, x (1931), 611-2).

C. G. Edgar’s great catalogue of the Cairo Zenon papyri, one of the most important collections of non-

literary texts published for many years, is completed by the appearance of vol. iv. There still remain

indeed, as Edgar explains in his preface, a number of fragments, but they are too small to be worth

publishing in so sumptuous a form as the official catalogue necessitates. Even the texts here assembled

are in the nature of a Nachlese, but besides many fragmentary papyri there are a fair number of

comparatively complete ones and much valuable material ; indeed, if I can judge from a preliminary

inspection, the volume shows far less falling off in interest from the standard of its predecessors than

might have been expected from a final instalment. As before, there is a tine series of collotype facsimiles,

most of which are admirably clear. They include the musical i)apyrus (see g 1) and an interesting

drawing on the verso of an account (59706). Catalogue Ge/teral des Aiiiiquites Egyptiennes da Miisee du

Caire, Xos. 59532-59800. Zenon Papyri, vol. iv. Le Caire, Impr. tie ITnst. fr. d’arch. or,, 1931. Pp. v+ 291,

24 plates. £2. ^s. Od.

The same year wliich witnessed the completion of the Cairo catalogue saw also the publication of the

Zenon papyri in the L'niversity of Michigan, also by C. C. Edgar
;
see Journal, xvii (1931), 125. This

volume has been reviewed by MTlcken (Archie, x, 72-6;
;
Hunt (Journal, xvii (1931), 263); Ev. Breccia

(Ball. ^oc. Arch. d'Ale.i'., Xo. 26, 301-11); A. C. Johnson (Am. Journ. Phil., lii (1931), 285-7); and H. I.

Bell (Cl. Her., xlv ('1931), 180-1
;
quotes extracts from a recently acquired Zenon papyrus in the British

Museum which throws light on the subsequent employment of Zenon’s predecessor Panacestor).

XV. L. Westermann’s Regarding Receipts in the Zenon Archive (Journal, xvii, 1931, 125) is reviewed

by XViLCKEN in Archie, x, 77. Westermaun has now published four further receipts of the same class and

regnal year, on which he gives a commentary, with some observations supplementary to his previous remarks.

Four Double Receipts from the Estate of Apollonius, in Semiaarium Kondokoeianurn, iv (1931), 205-10.

For a reference to an article on the Zenon archive by Cl, Preaux see ^ 9.

XVestermann’s Upon Slavery in Ptolemaic Egypt has been reviewed by Ehrenberg (Hist. Z.,G^\an

(1931), 406-7; and in Ancient Egypt, 1931, 56-7. See also Bii.

O. GukRAUD has begun the luiblicatiou of a work of the first importance. This is a complete edition

of the petitions (eVrei'^ety) found among the mummy cartonnage of Magdola and Ghoran. Those from

Magdola include the 42 petitions edited, after a first publication by Jouguet and Lefebvre, by the late

Jean Lesquier in vol, ii of the Lille Pajiyri. Some of these have now received additions by the identi-

fication of detached fragments once forming part of them, and the whole are included in Gueraud’s

masterly work, along with further texts from Magdola and those from Ghoran. The first fasciculus, which

is all that has at present appeared, contains 52 texts, besides an elaborate introduction by the editor, and

facsimiles. This is the first publication of the recently founded Societe royale egyptienne de papyrologie.

ENTEYHE12 : Requites et platntes ad/'esse'es an rold'Egypte au IIP siecle aeaat J.-C. Premier fascicule.
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Le Caire, Impr. de Plust. fr. d’arcli. or., 1931. Pp. xcv + 128, 13 plates. Reviewed by AVilcken (Archil^ x,

96-8); A. Calderini {Aegyptus^ xi (1931), 413-4
;
and Ev. Breccia {Ball. Soa. Arch. d'Alex.., No. 26, 297).

E. ZucKER publishes a papyrus (P. Jena Iiiv. To in the Seminar fllr kla^sisclic Philnlogie) which

furnishes a new instance of a village gyrnnusiarch. It is a document of the 2 n(l century b.c., but of

unknown origin, concerning a case arising out of a theft of jewellery, which was tried before a village

gymnasiarch and five katoikoi. Zucker adds a list of known cases of such gymnasiarchs in villages and

discusses the question of village gymnasia. rYMNA2IAPX02 KQMH2, in Acgiiptu.% xr f'1931;, 485-96.

One of the last undertakings of W. SpiE(rELBERC4. whose death is such an irreparable loss to Demotic

studies, was the preparation of an edition of the Loeb Demotic papyri, which I believe has now appeared,

though I have not seen the volume itself. AV. Otto contributes tcols. 107-116; addenda and corrections

from his wide knowledge of Hellenistic history. The papyri, which date from the Gth century b.c. to

the end of the Ptolemaic period, many of them belonging to the reign of Alexander, the son of Alexander

the Great, include letters and returns, contracts, accounts, and receipts, from both Upper and Lower

Egypt. Die deraotischeii Papyri Loeb. {P^p^yri der Uaiversitat Manchen., herausgegeben AV. Otto,

\k. Spiegelberg uud L. AYenger, Heft.) Pp. xvii + G8
, 38 plates, RAl. 120.

Ptolemaic-Roman. F. Bilabel publishes a Demotic ostracon, probably of 97/6 b.c., from a place called

Peutacomia, apparently near Thebes, which is now recognized as occurring in AATlcken, Griech. Oi^tr. n,

713, and appends to it transcripts, supplied by J. G. Tait, of three Bodleian ostraca of the Roman t>eriod

(a.d. 106, 136, and 150) which mention the same place. Aeyyptiaco. i. Ein demotisches Ostrakon aus

Peiitakomia.^ in Aegyptus.^ xi (1931), 386-8.

Kruger's Ptolemaische iind frnhrundscJie Te.cte {^Journal., xvii, 125) is reviewed by AA^ilcken in

Archiv, x, 78-82.

Roman. A hearty welcome—the more hearty because the decipherment of cursively written tax-

registers is a particularly thankless task—is to be extended to a \^olume (d* papyri of the early Roman

period from Philadelphia in the Princeton collection, edited by A. C. Johnson and H. B. van Hoesen.

Fourteen registers, several of which are of considerable length, are here published. They are all /'except

perhaps no. 13) concerned with taxes, chiefly with the syittaximoa
;
and having seen them before they were

assigned to Princeton I can testify that they otter many difficulties of decipherment, as also of interpreta-

tion. The editors have done excellent work in both respects, though naturally there are many points, alike

in texts and in commentaries, where their results are open to question and will receive (or huxe already

received; correction. Papyri in the Princeton University Collections. (The Johns Hopkins b niver.sity

Studies in Archaeology, No. 10.) Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins Press, 1931. Pp. xxiii + 146. Reviewed

by AATlcken {Archie^ x, 87-8); Hunt {Journal.^ xvii (1931), 263-4); A E. R. Boak {Cl. Phil.^ xxvi

(1931), 438-9); C. AAb Keyes [Am. Journ. Phil., lti (1931;, 288-9;; AY. L. AA>.stermann (Cl. Weekly, xxv

(1931, 14 Dec.), 68-71) ;
and anonymously in J.H.S., li (1931b 308. The reviews by Keyes and \Yesteriiiaiin

are particularly important. Both reviewers dispute the conclusion of the editors that the syataximon was

distinct from the Xaoypacpla, and hold rather that it was the latter plus some minor taxes. [1 may point out

that J. G. Tait, Or. Ostr., Petr. 79, takes a similar view, though the taxes he associates with the XaoyptajjUi

to form the syntctximon are difterent
;
and that in a review of the Princeton volume which will probably

have appeared before this Bibliography I have myself questioned the editor’s view. Apart from other

considerations, I find it well-nigh incredible that the same taxpayer should have been required to pay both

syataximon and laographia.^

The Akhmtm papyri, first bought by U. Bou riant, acquired by the BilJiothequc Natiomile in

1887, and in large measure published by AATlcken in the same year, have now been re-edited witli indices

in a single series by P. Collart, who explains in a preface the curious manner in which they have been

preserved, namely through the use, some two centuries later, by Christian monks of old p<q>\T'i first used

^on the recto only at Panopolis about the end of the 2nd century. Nos. 1-5 are literary or theological

(see I
5
2); the other four are administrative in character. Les papyrus grecs dWchmha a la Bihliothique

Nationale de Pccris^ in Bull. Iiist.fr. Parch, or., xxxi (1930), 35-111.

J. C. Naber re-edits, with attractive corrections, the petition first published by Schubaht as B.G.U.

1105. Ad papyrum Graecum lepidi argumenti [B.G.U. 11V5), in Aegyptus, xi (1931), 179-84.

The papyrus referring to a senate, probably at Alexandria, published by AI. Norsa and G. Yitelli

{Journal, xvii, 126) has continued to attract attention. AY. Schubart, reprinting the text [Die BOYAH von

Alevandreia, in Bull. Inst. fr. Parch, or., xxx (1930), 407-15), maintains his view that it refeis to a request

for a (non-existing) senate, not to a senate already in existence, and is inclined to identify the Emperor
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with Claudius rather than Octavian. He goes on to examine the well-known passage of Dio Cassius on the

j^enate, fnr which he suggests a quite new interpretation, namely that Dio was referring not to the

AleAandri.m but to the Koinan senate. The passage is certainly very ill expressed, and Schiibart’s

view, th«»ugh not entirely free from ditticulties, is without doubt suggested by the waiy in which Dio

introduces the subject of the senate. The remainder of Scliubart’s case, even the attribution to Claudius,

Is strengthened by an article on TJte BOYAH papyrus contributed by James H. Olivee, a pupil of

UosTOVTZEFF, to Aegyptus, xi (1931), 161-8. In this he points out that certain expressions and references

in the text of the new papyrus would be anachronistic at the time of the conquest of Egypt, and impose

a later date, ^^hen Homan government had become familiar. He also makes suggestions for the interpre-

tation and improvement of the text, including a brilliant and must convincing emendation of Kara^ap-

;iapuiTo to Kara/iapoiro (dittographyj.

A. Xeppi MoDona comments on the new fragment of the Acta Isidori published by Uxkull-

Gyllexbaxd {Journal, xvii, 126;. He inclines to adhere to a.d. 53 as the date of the trial, and defends

the thesis that the Jews were citizens of Alexandria. II iiuoro framiaento herliuese deyli '‘^Atti dei

Martiri Alessaudrini'' {P. SS77), in Aegyptus, xii (1932), 17-24. A further fragment of this text, the Acta

Isidori, has been published by H. I. Bell. It coincides in part with col. ii of the Berlin fragment

(W. Chrcst. 14; but does not clear up as many of the doubtful points as might have been hoped, while it

raises fresh piroblems; but it does provide new information, the most important fact being (if Belbs

sup]ilement is correct) that the death of Macro, the prefect of the praetorian cohorts, was due (or at least

attributed' t<t Isidurus, and it corrects some of the supplements proposed for the Berlin fragment. [I may
add that my doubts as to the correctness of the supplement v7r€pO€[TiK6v'\ grow with further consideration ;

but I do not think any suggestion which involves a different reading of the last two letters of p. 11 can be

considered. Prof. CeOneet favours vnep 0e[a)i/os], w’hich I considered but rejected; but this seems to me
improbable, among other reasons because a reference to Theon is hardly relevant to the context, ilore

attr.ictive is a suggestion by Mr H. J. M. Milxe, uvrep d4[(TLv\ ^‘off the point,” “irrelevant”; but I am
not sure whether the phrase is attested.] A A^eio Fragment of the Acta Isidori, in Archiv, x, 5-16, with

facsimile.

Lusch’s Epistala Claudia na {Journal, xvii, 126) has attracted a good deal of attention, having been

reviewed by E. Bickeemann (/>. Lit.-Z., 1931, 320-2); W. Weber {Z. /. Kirchengesck., 3. Folge, i (1931),

225-7 1 ; W. Bauee {TheoL Lit.-Z., lvi (1931), 151-3); M. J. Lagraxge {Pev. hihlique, xl (1931), 270-6);

and H. I. Bell \Cl. Rev., xlv (1931', 146;. All the reviewers, while recognizing the useful service done

by the author in hi.s monograph, call attention to the too frequent errors and misconceptions which

disfigure it. W. Sestox, in an interesting cirticle, Fenipereur Claude et les chretiens {Rev. d'hist. et de

phd. relig., 1931, no. 3, 32 pp. of offprint), comes to the same conclusion as Losch and his reviewers: that

there is no reference to Christianity in Claudius’s letter. He seeks further to date, by their relationship

to the letter, Philo's la Flaccum and Legatio ad Gaiiua, placing the former between January and July of

A.T>. 41, the latter after 10 Xov. 41, probably during 42 and certainly before 49. His arguments are

perhaps a little forced and over rigid, but they certainly deserve attention.

Stholx's re-edition of B. G. U. 611 {Journal, xvii, 126) has been followed up by an elaborate article

from the pen of F. v. WoEss, who, emphasizing the great importance of Stroux’s work on the text and
cordially accepting his main conclusions, amplifies or modifies them in detail. He places the speech

in A.n. 42, or, preferably, 43, rather than, with Stroux, in 47. Die oratio des Claudius uher Richtcralter,

Pr<tz^‘ssc*’rschh‘ppung vnd Anklogcrtyrannei {BOU. Oil) in Z. Sav., li (1931), 336-68. [See also §6, F.]

A. E. H. Boar's Bdect Papyri frorn Karanis {Journal, xvir, 127) is reviewed by Wilckex in Archiv, x,

89-91.

In two articles published together Heney A. Sanders, who has for some tune devoted his attention

specially to Latin tablets and papyri, does a great service by editing some fragments from the rich papyrus
collection of Michigan. In the fir^t he publishes, with a detailed and valuable commentary, two waxed
tablets containing birth-ceitificates in Latin

;
in the second, three Latin papyrus fragments. The problems

presented are many and puzzling, and S.inders’s attempted solutions arc not always acceptable, but his
discussion, in which he summarizes with great fairness the existing evidence, and on several points
definitely advances our knowledge, is of real value even when the final conclusion does not command assent.

Two Fragmentary Birth-Certificates from the Michigan Collection, in McfH. of Amer. Acad, in Rome, ix

(1931), 61-80, plates 1, 2; and Some Papyrus Fragments from the Michigan Collection, ibid., 81-8,
plates 3, 4. Reviewed by H. I. Bell, Journal^ xvii (1931), 268 -9.
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Sanders has further published an article on the waxed tablet published as P. S I. 1027, maintaining
that the editors were wrong in supposing that it is the last tablet nf a triptych. ThiN error was due, he

points out, to a misapprehension as to the arrangement of such documents; and he hohls that the tablet

is really the first of a diptych. The u'ax tablet PSL ay, 1027, in Aegyptits, XI (1931), 185-0. [Sec

also g 6, E.]

G. ViTELLi has published an extract from the archives {fieradocrifia) of the strategus of the Heraclidcs

Division of the Arsinoite noine, a d. 132, which is of interest from .several points of view ; diplomatically,

as illustrating the procedure with regard to petitions, which would appear to have been returned in a copy

with the Prefect's reply to the strategus
;
administratively, inasmuch as the mother of a deceased son, wlm

was to have been gymnasiarch, asks that his son (an infant) may be cosmctes
;
and legally, since we find

property hypothecated to safeguard the €7rLTpo7rrj of sous under age. Estratto dalV archivio di (>iio

strategos delV Egitto romano, in Bull, Inst. fr. d'arch, or., xxx (1930), 59-63. Reviewed by AVilcken in

Archie, x, 88-9.

H. Henne has revised the edict of Hadrian published by Jouguet from Cairo 49359, 49360 in the Rev.

et, gr., xxxiii, and made the subject of an article in the Raccolta Lvmhroso by V. Martin. He makes

various corrections, mostly of a minor kind, to Jouguet’s text, which he describes as on the whole

remarkably correct, the most important change being in respect of the date, which, it appears, is 6 Payni

20 Hadrian, not 16 Payni of the 21st year; and he agrees with Martin as to the sense of the edict, which is

now seen to be less “philanthropic” than it professes to be. Sur mi edit d'Hadriea, in Bull. hist, fr,

d’arch. or,, xxx (1930), 152-60.

S. Eitrem publishes a distinctly interesting summary of a contract for the sale of a slave, which the

street names show to have been made at Alexandria, and which is dated in a.d. 154. He discusses the

various problems presented by the text. A Oreelc Papyrus concendng the Sale of a Slave, in Journal, xvii

(1931), 44-7, pi. vi.

The late Prof. Grenfell was preparing an edition of the 'Warren papyri, a smnll but by no means

unimportant private collection. His lamented death put an end to this scheme, as to so many others, but

A, S. Hunt is proposing to publish the more interesting texts singly, and one of them has now appeared.

It is a petition to Lucius Silius Satrianus, vir egregius, very likely the Idiolugus, from an Antinoite, with

a copy of an earlier petition dated 12 May 164. A new deme-name of the tribe 'Oa-eLpavTivoh occurs.

Lucius Silius Satrianus, in Bull. Inst. fr. d’arch. or., xxx (1930), 477-80. Reviewed by AVilcken in

Archie, x, 94.

Hombert’s Une famille nonihreuse (Journal, xvii, 126 f.) is reviewed by AVilcken {Archie, x, 93).

The long roll, edited by M. Norsa and G. Yitelli, which bcrirs on the verso the copy of Favorinus,

Jl€p\ (j)vyrjs (see ^ 1), has on the recto extensive portions of a land register fr<.)m the Alarmarica, which is

not only of interest as coming from a district hardly represented in papyri hut makes very valuable

additions to our knowledge in many respects; inter alia, it shows that the Alarmarica was in the time of

Commodiis, as when Ptolemy wrote, a nome of Egypt. Naturally the novelty of the text, introducing us

to a district which clearly difiered in many points of organisation from the nomes familiar to us, oftered

many difficulties
;
and the editors are to be congratulated on a remarkable achievement in producing in so

short a time so masterly an edition of the two long texts which occupy a roll acquired by the Vatican as

recently as 1930. II papiro eaticano greco 11: 1. 4>ABi2PlNOY IIEPl 4>YrH2. 2. Registri fondiari della

Marniarica. Citta del Vaticano, Bibb Apost. Yaticana, 1931. Pp. xxiii4-70 (registers on pp. 49-70),

15 plates. Reviewed by AVilcken in Archie, x, 04-6. See too ^ 6, A v.

By an oversight A. Segre’s Tre papiri giuridici inediti {Studi Bonfante, iii, 421-36), though the last

of these papyri was documentary, was omitted from this section in last year’s Bibliography dt w'as

recorded in 1, p. 119, and 6, p. 133). It concerns a petition to the exegetes of Alexandria, asking for

the aTToypa(f)r] of the goods of Sabina Apollonaria and enclosing a copy of her will, made per aes et libram.

Reviewed by AVilcken in Archiv, x, 93.

A Greek inscription found at Aledamiid which P. Jouguet has published with a valuable commentary

{Dklicace grccque de Medamoud, in Bull. Inst, fr. d’arch. or., xxxi (1931), 1-29, with plate) really belongs

to Air Tod’s bibliography of inscriptions but must be referred to, as it is of considerable interest and

importance from several points of view, Jouguet dates it 2nd-3rd century,

Jouguet’s Lettre sur Venregistrement des libcUes {Journal, xvii, 127) is reviewed by Wilcken in

Archie, x, 92-3.

Henry A. Sanders, to whose edition of various Latin fragments reference has been made above, has
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also piililished separately another Latin papyrus from the Michigan collection. It is a list of officers (in

large ruhtic capitals), with the record of each added in cursive, and as the dates appended to each name

show that the list was drawn up soon after a.d. 242 the papyrus is very useful palaeographically.

[On p. 2, 1. 1 for ‘^Beir' read ‘‘Hunt"
;
so too p. IS, L 17. In 1. 2d of the text Sanders rccxds (;[al]EFOFKS,

and that this i^ not a mij'print is shown Ly his note on p. 7 {‘‘^efofes is read clearly’')
;
but in the facsimile

FOTES seeui'^ to me clear.] Ptipiivus ISOJf i/i the Michigun Collection^ in Glctss. Studies ui Honoc of John

C. Rolfe \ Univ, of Pennsylvania Press), 19 pages, 1 plate.

The following work, t() which I have been given a reference, should be important, but is at present

inacce^'sible to me' A. Blcdau, Die agyptischen Lihelli unci die Chnstencerfolgv.ng des Raisers Deems

{^Romische Quartalsehrift

.

27. Supplementheft), Herder, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1931. Pp. Yii-t-79.

L. Amundsen has published, primarily for its philological interest, a Michigan ostracon of a.d. 288

from Earanis, in which rwv (Tvp.TTapa avroiv is used as equivalent to roiv He quotes instances of

.similar compound prepositions and essays an explanation, 2YMIIAPA, in Serta Rudhergiana (1931), 85-7.

A }>osthumous publication of W. Sbiegelberg is that of two Demotic mummy labels in the Michigan

collection which show an unusual formula, the deceased being described as entered in “the book of

the X quarter.'^ To illustrate these he publishes two bilingual labels in the Greek part of which the

quarter is indicated by x X(avpas and a Demotic label, in which a number occurs idone. Zur Bestattung

der ^fllmien in der romischen Kaiserzeit, in A.Z,^ Lxvi (1930), 39-41.

In an article in Chron, d'Eg., vi (see § 10), G. K. Gakdicas refers to an article of his own in '\6r]va

(AT. o-eX. 52) in which he makes a suggestion for the reading of the description of a branding mark

in a sale of a camel in B. G. U. 100 {(f)v people. ^>P, for (f)vpg } ;
but the periodical referred to is not accessible

to me.

Rom a a-Byzantine. H. Frisk has published an interesting little volume, in which he edits a number of

papyri from the Berlin collection. The piece de resistance is a long roll of receipts for payments from the

public hank of Arsinoe during Alecheir of the year a.d. 155
;
the payments were mostly to donkey-drivers.

To this series of documents he adds: 2, a fresh document in the Drusilla case; 3, the beginning of

a petition of ai*out a.d. 211-2; 4, a petition of the 4th or 5th century; 5, a lease of hypothecated land,

a.d. 510; 6, a letter of a.d. 710 from Kurrah b. Sharik to Basilius of Aphrodito. All these texts have

features of special interest, and they are admirably edited, with most valuable commentaries. Banhakten

aiLS dr/ti Faij/fjji /mhst anderen Berliner Papyri. Gotchorgs Kungl. Vetenskaps- och Vitterhets-Samhdlles

Handlingar, 5 Ser. A, Band 2, Xo. 2. Goteborg, XVettergren och Kerber, 1931. Pp. 120, 1 plate.

Kr. f; . Reviewed by F. Z[ucker] in B.Z.^ xxxi (1931), 414-5, and H. 1. Bell, CL AVr., xlv (1931), 244.

Byzantine and Arab. Reference must l)e made in passing to a note, primarily of legal interest

(>ee i>y R. Taubensghlag ou P. S. I., vii, 7h7: Znm gericktUchen Moratorium im non. Procinzicdrecht.,

in Z. Sar.^ LI (1931), 403-4. A reference may also be made to P. Gollart s A propos de quelques exercices

seoJuires [Ihdl. Inst. fr. d'arch. or., XXX (1930
1,
417-23); see 1 and 5.

\V. Hexostenberg, whose Die griech.-kopt. AvoirAori-Ostraka {Journal, xvii, 127) is reviewed by

F. Z[uckek] {B.Z., XXXI (1931), 416-7), has followed up that article by another, in which he publishes

49 more oj^traca of the same type, partly in the Coptic Aluseum of Cairo, partly in the Seminar fiir

Agyptologie at Alunich, while one was seen at a dealer’s in Cairo. The texts of those in the Coptic

Alu^eum are puhh.shed from transcripts in part by C. Schmidt, in part by G. Sobhy. Hengstenberg

accom[tanies them with a detailed and valuable discussion
;
and at the end he adds a note, stating that

according to information given by C. Schmult the provenance has been identified as the neighbourhood of

a large Coiitic settlement in the extreme west of the FayyCim. Nachtrag zu "^Die griechisch-koptiseken

MO'SAon- in A.Z., lxvi (1930-31), 122-38.

Finally, I may refer to a publication by C. Schmidt of a Coptic ostracon (dated by the editor as

6th-8th century) containqig a contract for ^he hire of a workman by an unidentified monastery of Apa
Mena. Ein koptischer IVerkcertrug, in A.Z., lxvii (1931), 102-6.

4. Political History, Biography, Administration, Topography and Chronology.

Xlo.st of the books and articles noted in this section, and many of those in § 5, of the Bibliography for

this and previous years are mentioned in L, Wenger’s Juristische Literaturuhersicht for 1914-1931 in

Archie, x, 142-76.

General. U. Kahrstedt reviews the second edition of W, W. Tarn’s Hellenistic Civilization in G.G.A.,

193 (1931), 399-40B.
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The review of Dessau, GescMchte der mmiscken Kaiserzeit^ ii, 2, by E. Groag, in Hid. V iertelj^dir^ck..,

XXVI (1931), 380-6, i.s largely concerned with Egyptian topics.

Political Histori/. The relation of Alexander the Great to Egypt (bee Journal^ xvii, 128) has reached

a new stage in the works of G. Radet, Ale.caiidre h Grand (reviewed by S. R[eixach] in Rpa\ arck.^ xxxni

(1931), 354) and U. Wilckex, Alexander der Grosse.

Questions of Ptolemaic history are di^cussed by W. Otto, Zu den S^rischen Kriegen der Ptolerivtei\ in

Philologus^ LXXXVi (1931), 400-18; by W. 4V. Tarn, The date of Milet 1. Hi. no. ISO Ton the struggle of

Ptolemy II with Antiochus) in Hermes, lxv (1930), 446-54; and by R. Herzog, Griechische KonigsbrSfe

(on a letter of Ptolemy III to Kos) in Hermes, lxv (1930), 455-71. Here also should be noted W. Otto's

Zusatze to SPIEGELBERG^s Die demotisehen Papyri Loeh, which are important for chronology, and
E. BiCKERiiANN’s Zur Datiervng des Pseudo-A risteas in Z. neut. XLIX (1930), 280-98.

In Bull. Soc. Arch. d\ile.c., no. 26, pp. 300-1 E. Breccia reviews P. Graindor’s La guerre

d^Alexandrie.

On the Jewish troubles in Alexandria (see Journal, xvil, 128) the most important contribution is

H. I. Bell's New Fragment of the Acta Isidori, in Archiv, x, 5-16. A. Xeppi 1'^Iodona writes on 11 naoco

frammento herl. degli ‘^Attl dei Martiri Aless.' in Aegyptus^ xii (1932), 17-24 : and S. Loschs Epistula

Claudiana is reviewed by H. 1. Bell in Cl. Rec., XLV (1931;, 146 and by C. AVeyman in Hist. Jahrhach, Li

(1931), 241-2. [See § 3, where an important article by W. Seston, received as this Bibliography goes to

press, is also noted.]

In W. Reusch^s Der historlsche Wert der CaracaVadta (Beiheft xxiv, X.F. xi, of Klio, 1931), pp. 44-7

and 58 deal with Egypt.

Admifiistration. In Bull. Boc. Arch, dlilex.^ no. 26, pp. 347-8, E. Breccia reviews P. Jouguet, La
politique interieure du premier Ptolemee.

F. Zucker analyses the evidence as to the office of the yvpvaaiapxo^ KMfiT]s in Aegyptvs^ xi (1931
»,

485-96. [See § 3.]

Reference for the Roman period may be made to A. Calderini, La piii antica scheda di censimento

rornano proveniente dalV Arsinoite in Rend. R, 1st. Lomb., lxiv (1931), 551-8
;
to C. W. Keyes, Syataximon

and Laographia in the Arsinoite Nome, in Journ, Phil., Lii (1931), 263-9; and to A. S. Hunt, Lucius

Silius Satrianus, in Bull. Inst. fr. d'arch. or., xxx (1930), 477-80. [See § 3.]

Some information on military recruiting is given by H. A. Sanders, Some papyrus fragments frorn the

Michigan collection, in Mern. Amer. Acad, in Rome, ix (1931), 81-8.

The Giessen dissertation by 0. Hornickel on Ehren- und Rangpradilate in den Papyrusurlunden

(see Journal, xvii, 129) is reviewed by P. Collart in Rer. de Phil., 3, v (1031 \ 391 ;
by A. Stein

in Gnomon, xui (1931), 172-4; and by G. Soyter in Phil. Woch., 1931, 29, 885; it contains an index of

honorary titles of persons and cities.

Goodenough’s Jewish Courts (see Journal, xvir, 128) is reviewed by X. Hohlwein in Bull. hihl.

et ped., XXXIV (1930), 9-10, and by P. Collart in Rev. de Phil., 3, v H931), 147-8.

V. Martin has studied Eetat actuel des arcftices de Flavius Abinnacus et la hiograpJae dr cet ofUcier, in

Chron. dHg., vi (1931), 345-59. He discusses (i) the correct spelling <>f the name and decides for

Abinnaeus, not Abeniu'us, (ii) the chronology of the career of Abinnacus, and in particular (lii) the

problems raised by the Latin petition P. Bond. 447 which was published in Journal, xiv (1928), 320-2.

For the part played by the great feudal estates in the organism of Byzantine Egypt see the notice of

E. R. Hardy’s book in § 5 below.

Adolf Grohmann, Prohleme der arahischen Papyrusforschung, in Archiv Orientalni, iii (1931-

381-94 + Tabelle : Ubersicht uber die Einteilinig Oberagyptens nach Al-Maqrizi und Al-Qud<Vi is a paper

studying the administrative organisation of Upper Egypt in the early periocl of Arab rule ; the Kuras of

the lists of Arab geograjihers correspond in general with the pagarchies of the Byzantine period, tliough

the boundaries of the Kuras are often changed to meet administrative convenience.

Topography. A. E. R. Boak and E. E. Peterson have issued Karanis: topographical and archifecfnral

report of excavations during the seasons VJ JJ^-'2S
\

it is reviewed by Y. Cocco in Aegyptus, xi T931\

408-10. [See g 10.]

The Illustrated London Alews of 2 May 1931, pp. 724-6, contains an article on the tracing cf Roman
aqueducts and photographing the Kharga Oasis from the air.

Chronology. The fourth section of Kenneth Scott’s article on Greek and Rumoa Honorific Months in

Yale Classical Studies, ii, 201-78 deals with the Egyptian material.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xviii. 12
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E. Stein, in his article Kons^tantiti cL Gr. g^^Jangte o?4 Alleinherrschaft, in Z. neut. TFi^s., xxx

(1931', 177-S5, bases hi^ argument upon P. Oslo, ii, 44.

5. Social Life, Education, Art, Economic History, Numismatics and Metrology.

A paper by J. Partsch on Die grierhuche Kultur in Aegypten is included in the collection

Aifs f>f/rhgehi.^spne/i unJ i‘erstreute/i Schriftea von J, Po.rtsch: Freiburg, Reehtsgesch. Ahk. I, Berlin, 1931.

There lia^ reached us as wo go to press a monograph by E. R. Hardy, Jr., on The large estates of

Byz't idf'iir Egypt ( = Studie.s in History, Economics and Public Law, edited by the Faculty of Political

Science of Columbia Univers^ity, no. 354 ', Columbia L^iiiversity Press, New lork, 1931, pp. 162. S3. The

fronti.>pieee reproduces the consular diptych of Apion II. The evidence is mainly derived from the Apion

papvri, l)ut the author .'studies the general problems of feudalism, serfdom, and estate management and

the part played by the largo estates in the social and economic life of Byzantine Egypt. In the biblio-

graphy reference is iiLide to an article by the author which has not previously been noted here: New

Light on the Ptrsian (tccnpatioii of Egypt,, in Journal of the Society of Oriental Research,, xiii (1929),

1S5-9.

Finance, AgrirnJt}(rt\ Lidasfry, Heichelheim's WirtsrhaftUche Schwankungen (see Journal, xvii, 129)

is reviewed by U. IvAHRSTEnr in G.O.A., 193 1 1931 1

,
78-80; by F. Oertel in Z, Sar,, Li (1931), 572-8.5;

by H. I. Bell in 0,L,Z,, 1931, no. 7, cols. (520-3 ; by 5V. W. Tarn in Economica, Nov. 1930, 315-8; by

F. (lEYER in Phil. iro^7o, LI . 1931), 475-80; and by A. C. Johnson in AJ,A., xxxv (1931), 353.

P. Jououkt, in an article entitled D>^dicace grecipae cU Mednnioud, which deals with a dedication by two

women and a man engaged in the Red Sea shipping trade, discusses that trade and the routes from the

Nile valley to the Re<l Sea: Bull. Inst. fr. d'arch. or,, xxxi (1931), 1-29, with a supplementary note by

P. Gkaindoh, t)p.
31-2.

We-termann s Sb/rery in PtohnKnc Egypt (see Journed, xvii, 129) is reviewed by K. F. AV. Schmidt

in Phd, Worh., 1931, 211-2; by N. Hohlwein in Ball, hibl. et ped., xxxiv (1930), 10; and in Ancient

Egypt. 1931, pp. 56-7. See also B li. 3, 6.

N. 11<.)HLWEIN writer on Eeconoiaie egyptienne in Chroa, dFg,, vi (1931), 225-33.

Ethel H. Brewster contributes a paper on A tceoA'eds life in Oxyrhynchus to Classical studies in

honour (f John C. Rofe (L^niv. of Pennsylvania Press, 1931). Pp. 19-45.

Adolf (iROHMAXN, Zn,/i Weizenpreis im orahischen Agypten, in Bull, Inst, fr. ddtreh. or., xxx (1930),

541-3. conclude.'^ that during the tirst three centuries of the Islamic era the prices for wheat vary

within the same hunts as during the Byzantine epoch. It is only in later centuries of economic decline

tliat prices fall to such ;in extent as to show* that there wais a grain surplus in Egypt.

Edurotion. N/ 5 ///‘c, mtd Art. P. Goi.lvrt writes d propos de quelques exerciirs scolaires in Bull. Inst.

lr. d'arrh. or., xxx 103(.)}, 417-23. [See also §)( 1 and 3.]

Oasreh .i. Kraemer, Jr., deals wuth Greek elenient in Egyptian dancing in A.J.A., xxxv (1931),

125-3^.

W. Sbiegei, berg's article Zur Restutt^ing der Muniien in der I'oniischen Kaiserzeit in A.Z., LXVI (1930),

39 tl, should ho iioto<l hero. [Sec also ^ 3.]

(b Rodenwaldt has a useful note Zur polychrornie des Petosirisgrabes in Jahrh. Dent. Arch. Inst. {Arch.

Ja:. ,XLV 1930,262-5.

In the same volume, pp. 503-16, A. L. Schmitz discusses Die Formengeschichte der agyptischer

M. nopot i^.

Ih Picul's Ilonogntphisrjfe Bc'dragr :?//• Stilgt'schichte der lleUenixtichen Kunst is reviewed by

E. Bki'CC[\ in Ildt. Son. Arch. d'A/ex.. no. 26, pp. 313-23.

Ihi. Leiort, Ef LitterofH re eg}iptienne ojix derniers sddes avont V invasion arabe, in Ghron. d^Eg., vi

d93l', 315 23, eoncludos that the year a.d. tJOO wdicn the Arabic language was rendered obligatory

111 public uso “marquo le terminus final des litthutures grecrpie et t'gyptionne sur le sol d’Egypte.” After

th-it date the era of fran-'lation of (Joptie works into Arabic begins.

X>nni<ii*oft^ s ond Metndogy, AV. (Jifsecke has formulated his view's on the currency of Egypt under

tlie Ptolemies in Dos Ptoletaorrgeld : the hook is review'ed by ( b Seure in Rev. de Phil., 3, v (1931), 177;

and by Agnes P> Brett in A.J.A
, xxxv 1931), 360.

A TlrEcnoxNi ih"^eribes a specimen of the so-called gold e.rugiu,,} in an article on La donation

RockfJbr [si.
]
in Puo' Ximi., XXXIII 193(c, 151-3.
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Ct. F. Hill publishes a list of Alexandria a and Piolnniaic ajuis foand in England iu Niiin. Citron.^ X
(1930), 335-8.

J. G. Milne deals with Eyuptian leaden tokens in Nuni. Chroa., x '1930), 3oO-lo.
Thoi’e is an article {iiot seen) by 0. 0. Castelin oii Eie Bedent n ny der yrteeh. Papyni ini' die antike

Eaniismatik in Der Miinzensammler (1929), IG, 18-24.

C. Law.
A. General.

i. Bibliographies and collected works. S. Romano, Bnll. 1st. Dir. xxxix (1931 , fuse, iv-vi,

63-104, continues that joimial’s bibliography; period 1924-30 inclusive, but rubric Epiyraiia-Papiro-
logia—Diritti orientali not yet reached. A. Calderini,. Aegijptus^ xi (1931\ 103-27, 233-54, 418-31,
continues his Bihliograjia mctodica {Diritto e oinudniMruzione, 115-7, 245-6, 424-5 ., to which, 517-21, lie

supplies an Indice degli antori. The lists of Testi reccntetnoite puhhl ic<Ui are aLo continued, 70-84,

202-12, 399-405, 497-500, with Aygiunti^ Corre:A/d/, liiedizioni di papiri e di ostraca^ 85-8, 213-0, 400- 7.

J.R.S., XX (1930), Part 2, supplies Consolidated Indexes to the tirst 20 vuls. i little ])apyrology K

In Bull. 1st. Dir. Rom., xxxviii (1930), 291-4, P. Ronfante gives 8. PerozzOs ( t; bibliography.

Josef-Rohler-Bihhoyraphie (Berlin, Rothschild, 1931, 10 M., very extensive) is coniuiended by L. Adam,
Z. f. vergleich. Rechtsw., XLVI (1930-1), 473-4.

The first volume of the Freihurger Rechtsgesch. AhJauidlanyen : i>aehgelassenen a. kleinereu

cerstreuten Schriften von Josef Purtsch (Berlin, 1931), is both appropriate and welcome. Its five anccdotu

include (besides those mentioned below, Av and Di) continuations of Stndicn z. Neyotiorum Gestio and
Die Lehre voin Scheingesclnifte ini roni. Rechte. Among the reprints of im})ortaiice to ur^ we note:

Aeiie Lrkunden ziun justiawnischen Reskriptenprozesse, Die deniotischen Papyri llanswaldt, and the long

revie^vs of Preisicke s Girou'esen and Koschaker's Babyl.-assyr, Bnrgscha ftsrecht. A general bibliography

was given by W. Kenkel, Z. Sav., xlvii 4927), 586-94.

ii. Afiscellaneoiis revieivs. E. Levy, Z. Sao., li (1931 \ 543-07, reviews Studi Bunfante {Journal, xvii

(1931), 130), as does U. Ratti, Ball. 1st. Dir. Rom. XXXIX (1931;, i-iii, 349-67, while E. V., Arch.

Gmrid., cvi (1931), 231-45, gives a careful resume of Vol. i. Ratti is selective
;
Levy deals with all the

contributions, unequally of course, but so as to make “cf. Levy^’ advisable as a general note to the four

volumes. Short notices of Opere di Cuntardo Ferrini { Journal, xvii (1931), 130), Yols. iii-v, are given by
P. CoLLiNET, Rev. hist, dr., x (1931), 359-61, and M. San Nicolo, Z. f. vergleich. Rechtsw., xlvi (1930-1),

449-50; an analytical account of Yols. i-ii is given by G. Ferrari, Gnomon, vii (1931
',
320-3.

Reviewing favourably E. Levy’s Erganzungsindex zii Ivs u. Leges [Journal, xvii 4931), 132-3 \ M. San
Xicol6, K. V.G.R., XXIV (1930-1), 321-4, compares its letters A and R with those of the Indexes to Codd.

Theod. and Just. He also notes Greek words not to be found cacii in Preisicke’s ]ynrterhitch. G. Secr^,

Arch. Giurid., cv (1931), 245-7, is equally favourable. E. Levy, Z. Sac, li (1931), 567-8, .supplies

corrections for O. Gradenavitz’s Erganzungshand zum Heidelb. Index zimi Theodosia nus (Berlin, 1931),

and, ibid., 568-9, welcomes P. Collinet’s bibliography of French works on Roman law {Journal, xvii

(1931), 130).

P. KosChakeh, Z. Sac., li (1931), 541-3, is highly appreciative of E. Cciys Etudes svr le droit

hahylonien etc. (Paris, 1929) ;
shorter iu the same sense is M. San NicolO, O.L.Z., xxxiv (193D, 227-S.

G. SEGRk, reviewing P. de Francisci’s Storia del diritto roniaao, i, ii, 1 (Rome, 1926-9), in Bull. 1st.

Dir. iiom., xxxviii (1930), 272-84, draws attention to the author’s definition of the relation of Egypt to

the emperor.

iii. Legal history of antiquity. L. Wengers marvellous Litcraturubersicht, iii (1914-31), Archir, x

(1931), 98-176, is on the same plan as last year {Journal, xvii (1931), 130), though the proportions of the

subdivisions are altered. Items coming wnthin our scope are referred to belowL Here we cannot refrain

from chronicling the thorough account (pp. 103-13) of M. San Xicolo’s Beitr. z. Rechtsgesch. im Bemirhe

der keilschriftlichen Bechtsquellen (Oslo, 1931), of which ^Yenger justly remarks that its con4aiit

comparative reference to Egypt and her papyri ^^macht die Lekture aach fur dm Snrp<ipyrologe,i

notwendig.^' It is a fascinating book, but we must be content to refer to Wenger's account. A. Oaluerini,

also, has brief notes on it in Aegyptas, xi (1931), 227, and its own Register carries one readily to

the papyrological [lassages. The book is \vritten from the point of view of Wenger's programme of

Antike Rechtsgesch. (of. M. San Xicolo's Zum Problem einer antiken Re<ddsgesch,.) Forschn ngen a.

Fortschritte, vii 14U-1), a programme which Wh Filers, reviewing the book in O.L.Z., xxxiv

12 2
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(1031 92:2-37, holdb to be impracticable, because between the world conquered by Greek culture and that

of the secular Sumerian tradition there exists, at least in the sphere of law, no community. But to be just,

EiLERb’ point is rather that the East remained unaffected by Hellenism than that late Hellenism remained

unaffected by the East. Wenger (p. 123j mentions another excellent orientalist work, Hdhitische

Kitaatscertruye. Em Ueitr. zu ihrer j^iristischea ^VertlHig [Leipzig. Rechtsinss. Studiea^ Heft 60, 1931),

by V. Koro.«;,ec. This includes a study of the treaty of 1292/1 B,c. between Hattuiili III and Ramesses II,

which exists both in a Hittite and an Egyptian [Jounial^ vi (1920), 179-205) version.

iv. Legislative ui>d juristic te.cts. Editions and com/nents. The second volume of the charming pocket

Digest edited by P. Boneante and others has now appeared [Lihri XXIX-L, Milan, 1931. Lire 60). The

editorial principles, apparently unchanged, are expounded by P. Boneante in Coiiferenze -per d

XIV Centenario delle Pandette (Milan. 1931), a book in which are collected addresses by twelve leading

Romanists affording a vivid picture of the state of critical studies of the Digest. S. Riccobono defends

his position on the Berytus question in an admirably written article
;
against him, on the whole, are

P. DE Francisci, P. Boneante, F. Pringsheim, E. Alberta rio and, one gathers, others. But the

exceptionally weighty judgement of B. Kubler is substantially on his side. Notable among the several

studies devoted to the discovery of post-classical comjiilations which may have been the guides of

Tribouiaii, is V. Arangio-Ruiz's Frecedenti scolastici del Dlyesto (cf. his Di alcune fonti postelussiche del

JJlgesto^ Attl Ace. Sei, Mor. e Pol. Xapoliy nv (1931)), which adopts a line suggested (but not to him) by

P. Collin El some years ago. The strictly papyrological article is II diritto dei papiri nelV eta di

(liostudano (pp. 215-33) by L. Wenger. Their discovery of non-Roman legal currents has led papyro-

logists perhaps to underrate the force of the main Roman stream. The numerous Roman texts found in

Egypt show that Roman law was studied there, and good fortune may bring us more of them. But even

now fresh light would be derivable from a study of the constitutions, down to Justinian’s Ed. XIII,

addressed to Egypt. The papyri are only snapshots of life, but this defect is corrected by their numbers

and especially by their occurrence in groups, e.g. the Zenon and Apion documents. We have learnt that

from the 5th century the centralized state was being ousted by feudalism, a process which led to the

national Coptic reaction against the foreigner. In private law the impression that we get is not one

of sharp conflict between imperial and popular law: the Roman law of the higher tribunals had seen

a fusion of ius civile and ius gentium., whilst the small local coiuts would be tolerant of departure from

Roman principle. In hict, there remained something national, which in the East as in the West defied the

unifying power of Roman law. Still, late papyri give some good Roman illustrations : thus, the pro-

ceedings against the runaway wife in P. Masp. Cair. in, 67295, the will in 67312, the sale in P. Munich 9.

Egyptian conditions in the middle of the 6th century are vividly illustrated by the story of Dioscorus,

poet and lawyer, koI

Em Blatt aus einem antiken Exemplar des Codex Justinianus., Z. Nuy., Li (1931), 417-21, by F. Schulz,

sliows that no real reason has as yet been given for the attribution of the fragment published by

A. Segre, Btudi Bonfante., Ill, 429-30, to the first edition of the Codex. Where its text probably differed

from our modern text, the latter is conjectural, and early corruption is possible.

C. A. Nallino’s study of the Syro-roman Lawbook in Studi Bonfantey i, 201-61 [Journal., xvil (1931),

133 ., IS subjected to a .searching analysis by L. Wenger, Archiv., x (1931), 138-41. The question which

one would wish to hear authority speak is : of what value as evidence of non-Roman customary law can

a work be, the local origin of which is not determinable? E. Levy, Z. Sav.y li (1931), 550, has some

reassuring words, as has E. Seidl, art. Syrisch-romisches Rechtshach in Paulys Realenzyklopadle (excellent).

R. Hartmann, O.L.Z., xxxiii (1930j, B)12-3, finds Nallino convincing.

G. Scherillo, Bui ^^Tractatus de gradibus cognationumy^ Studi Fac. Oiur. Cagliariy xviii (1931), and

the same, reviewing E. Yolterra on the Collatio in Arch. Giurid.y civ (1930), 255-65, can barely be

meutinned. On the Collatioy Schekillo agrees in the main with E. Levy [Journaly xvii (1931), 132), but

he has some original })Oints.

Textes et doe>i,aents pour sercir a Venseigaenieat dit droit romainy by A. Levet, E. Perrot, A. Fliniaux,

Paris, 1031, 25 frs. is announced (not seen).

V. Documents and eorninents. Taking E. Wilcken’s Urkunden-Referaty ArchiVy x (1931), 70-98, as read,

we mention here some })ublications which do not fall readily under one of our systematic subheads.

M. Norsa and G. A^itelli have edited the recto of tlie Vatican papyrus, the verso of wBich has given us

Favoriiius Ilfpl (fivyrjs 'above 1)’ Registri fondiard della Marmariea. 11 papiro Vaticano greco

11. Btadi e Testi 53. (Citta del A aticano, 1031. Lire 100.) = P. Alarmarica. C. Gallavotti and
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G. La Pira, Un reghtro catastale e ua libro processuale dalla Manaarka^ Bull. lit. Dir, Rom.y xxxix
(1931), /rtsc. iv-vi, 19-39, address themselves to what U. Wit.cken in a preliminary notice (Arc/tii% x
(1931), 94-6, cf, 81) declares to be the chief question, namely that of the purpose of this collection

or selection of cadastral entries. The entries are not unifi»rm. Those of cols, ix-xii form a distinct block,

being of properties in one district in topographical order with two valuations : first a higher, evidently
that of the time of writing, and then a lower, that of the lustrum 175 6-179/80. They appear to be
extracts from the €TrL(rK€-<jn$ of 188/9, intended to serve as a basis for the prefect to raise the taxes. Both
for the system of €7riaKe\lrif and for economic history this is valuable material. In cols, i-viii, though the
properties are grouped topographically, the purpose is not cadastral, but processual. Some of these

entries illustrate the authority of the strategus to procure settlement of disputes iGruadz. ii, 10;; against

the recalcitrant he uses freely the weapon of interim sequestration of revenues. Other entries show
declaration of some irregularity in the legal situation, of which the stratrgas is requested to take note
{Gruiidz..^ II, 33), and though the matter may eventually be for the Idios logos., meanwhile Vim sirateg ifs can
sequestrate. Lastly, there are simple entries of prot)rietor and cadastral inventory—cases under suspicion,

perhaps. It is suggested that what we have is a general clearing up of outstanding qiicbtions for the
purpose of presenting to the prefect the results of the eTr/cr/eex^ty of 188/9. The date Jan. 191 in col. xii, 12

is explained on the supposition that the process of cleaning the sheet took two years or more.
Allhang 2 to W. Kuxkei7s article in Z. Bar., li (1931), 229-76 (below, F), discusse> fpp. 269-70; the

interpretation of the ostracon which appears as 110 A in Chrest.., i
;
Anhang 3 fpp. 270-3) the interpreta-

tion of various points in Spiegelberg’s demotic book of civil procedure {Journal., xvi (1930), 137;,

on which Kuxkel difiers from E. Seidl
;
A nhaag A fp. 273, by R. HxRTiiAXN) concerns the Aramaic

P. Cowley 44; Anhang 5 (pp. 274-6) contains a new translation by Ur Polotsky of P. Strasb. dem. 12.

On Anhang 3 see further L Wexger, Archiv., x (1931), 125-7.

Coptic Lair {Juridical Rev., xliii (1931), 211-40), by A. A. Schiller, describes, and discusses from the

legal point of vuew, ten Coptic business documents from Jeme-Thebes, which the author will shortly

publish (possibly has published) in Papers of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York).

L. Wenger, under the title Der rorn. Kognitionsprozess (dr^/s nachgelasseio^n etc. Schr. con Josef

Partsch, pp. 1-2
;
above, A i), publishes interesting comments, found in a set of Partsch’s papers, on

P. Oxy. 2, 237, P. Fay. 21 and P. Lond. ii, 359 (p. 150) ;
also textual suggestions for P. Tebt. 434 {Chrest.,

II, 51), B.G.U. IV, 1042, P. Flor. 36 {Chrest., ii, 64) and P. Lond. ii, 354 (p. 164). P. Collart, Rev. de
phiL, lyi (1930), 411-2, emphasizes the juristic interest of the first two documents in S. Moller's Gnech.
Papp, aus dem Berliner Museum (Guteb(U’g, 1929), the first being a opokoyla 7repiXurr£a)y of A.r>. 300, the
second the missing beginning of P. Oxy. 1203.

In Aegyptus, xi (1931), 179-84, J. C. Naber suggests new interpretations and readings of B.G.U. 1105

;

incidentally, in B.G.U. 993, iii, 11 he would read iv€v€)(vpov for iTT€ve-)(ypov
,

i.e. ivi\vpov without the

dittography. The same writer, continuing his Ohservatiuneulae in Alnemosyne, LViii (1930), 339-68, ofiers

a harvest of novel textual suggestions too rich to be detailed here. Thus (pp. 358-9) for XIommsen’s
correction npoiepai of B.G.U. 140, 16—17 {Chrest., ii, 3<3) Trpoeuvai he proposes 77poaUpai, which is better

sense. And in his final section (pp. 360-8), observing on the interest of B.G.U. 361, he points out that

Dareste’s re-edition in Noiir. Rev. hist, dr., xviii (1894), 584-6, is not noticed in Preisigke's Berichtk

gungsliste.

vi. System of documentation. In Anhang 1 (pp. 265-9) to his above-mentioned (v) article W. Kunkel
discusses x^ipoypa^pia, x^f-poypacjieiv and v7rox€tpoypa(f)dv. Though and x^^poyp(i(p€iv regularly

refer to the written royal oath {Chresi,,i, 113), x^f-poypcKfipLp sometimes indicates autograph writing, either

of the whole document or of the subscriptio, in which latter case vTroxeipoypacpelv is more exact. This
suggests that the royal oaths were autograph, at least in their v7roypa(pal, though there are objections.

Autograph v7roypa<j)r] may have been a legal requisite in taking a royal oath.

The question of dvapicoa-is {Grundz., II, 91, n 3; 163) has arisen again out of a Dura parchment
of A.D. 121 published by M. Rostovtzeff and Bradford AYelles in Yale Class. Stud., ii (1931\ 1-78,

but we seem not much nearer a solution: P. Koschaker, Z. Sav., li (1931), 429 and Abh, Phil. -Hist. Kl.

Sachs. AL, XLii (1931), Nr. 1, 65-68; L. AA^enger, Archie, x a931), 134-5.

Ill connection with textual suggestions for B.G.U. 8, J. C. Naber, Mnemosyne, lviii (1930), 357-8,

discusses the effect of br]po(ri(0(rLs (cf. A. B. Schwarz, Die offentl. u.priv. Urkunde im rbm. Agypten, 271 ff.).

AA^e may not do more than just mention the following recent articles in Paulys Realenzyllopadie:

Subscriptio iB. Kcbler), Syngrapha (AA^. Kunkel), Su/i/^oXaioypdc^oy (E. Seidl\ K. Staritz, Z. neat.
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Tr/55 ., xxz (1931), 157-VO, explains ^l^Xlov in A/joca/i/pse, v, 1, as a Boppelurku/ide, On the scheme of

iliptychs see below, E.

B. Lttn' of p*'rSons,

1 . Jnrlstii' p^.o'Suns. Til B(/:.-neiig,\ Jahrh., viii i'1031), 377-8, L\ WesSELY shortly approves of

A, SiEixw ENTERS JJie Uecktsstdluug der Kirchea u, KJosti^r aack den Papyri {Journal^ xvii (1931), 135).

A. Steinwenter, Zar epist>dn Hadriani c. J, Idl
,
Z, Bar,, Li (1931), 404-8, observes that Hadrian’s

permission Girard, 196; Riccobono, Fontes^ i, Xr. 67) to the head of the Epicurean school at

Athens to make his will in Greek and to choose a joereyrine successor should be brought into connection

not only with the philosophers* wills in Diogenes Laertius, but also wuth certain wills of heads of

monasteries in cents, vi-xii. Wh.it is illustrated is the utilization of the forms of private law for the

tuir[M.»se of keeping alive a corporate body which has injt yet achieved full legal personality.

ii, Bhu't'ry. H. Lkvy-Bruhl, Esqiiisse d^une tlForie soriologiqae de Veselavage a Ronte^ R< r. gtn. dr.,

1931, 1-17, maintains that in the primitive and basic conception civltas and librrtas were one, so that

every slave was an alien, and every alien a slave. Slavery was thus an absolute status (cf. serrus sine

dofiiino), something permanent and almost ethnic. Conversely, it was impossible for a citizen to become
a slave under Roman law. These ideas, true fur Roman law, the writer is inclined to generalize,

citing ' [). II, n. 2; P. Hal. i, 219. But we must distinguish between primitive law and ancient lavr. Of
tv, L. Westermann, Upon Blarery In PtoL Egypt {Journal, xvii (1931), 135) there are favourable, but

very short, re\ lews by X. Hohlweix {Bull, hihl, etc. du Adusee Beige, xxxiv (1930;, 10) and K. Fr. W.
Schmidt ' PUL Work., li (1931), 211-2). C. C. Edgar, Journal, xvii (1931), 160-1, gives an approving

account of some of the chief points of the book, but has some criticisms : thus in 1. 11 of P. Columbia 480

read rd^ovrai for Trpd^ovrai. This papyrus (198-7 B.c.) is claimed by F. v. tVoESS (Z. Sar., li (1931), 426)

as decisive in favour of his doctrine (Asylweseji, 82 ff.) that under the Ptolemies an insolvent debtor might
come to real slavery, and L. TVenger, Archlr, x (1931), 134, unhesitatingly agrees.

But this interpretation of P. Columbia 480 is resisted by P. Koschaker, p. 59 of Uber einige griech.

Reck tsarkunden aus d. bstl. Ro ndgebiete/t des Hellenisjnus etc. {Abh. Pkxl.-Eist. Kl. Sacks. Ak., XLii (1931),

Xr. 1). This is emphatically the book of the year (cf. Z. Sai\, Li (1931), 427-30); largely it is occup^ied

wuth two of the Dura-Euro24iis parchments, in regard to which see the literature collected by, and the

valuable comments thereon of, L. TVexger, Arcklv, x (1931), 128-37. Here (see above, A vi, and below,

C ami E we are concerned with P. Dura 10 (Ch. 2 of Koschaker’s book), a contract of loan published by
M. Rostovtzeff and Bradford Welles in C.~R. Ac. Instr. et B.-L., 1930, 158-81, and, with full com-
mentary, in ^ ale Class. Stud., ii (1931), 1-78. Executed a.d. 121 near Dura, on the Euphrates on the

Parthian side of the Iroiitier, the contract contains, besides other security, an antichrestic self-pledge of

debtor to work for creditor, expressed in terms of a TrapapovT). Successive sections of the book study
TTcipapoi’T] m the papyri and in the Delphic manumissions, and its cuneiform parallels. The general

conchmion is that the person in jrapapovr] is subjected to some sort of potesias, and that the position in

manumission- 7rapfl/xoi/j) is one of half-freedom (contrast the Roman statuliher) and in debt-Trapa/xorj) is

one <jf divided ownership (contrast the Roman ius in re aliena). In s2)ite of its Greek dress the irapapovT]

in P. Dura 10 cannot be attributed solely to Greek law
;
the nationality of the parties suggests rather the

ajiplic.ition of tlie parallel cuneiform institute. It is a case neither of reception nor of simple parallelism,

luit of the Greek scribe absorbing the indigenous custom and expressing it in his own forms. A similar

combination is found Xh. 3) in a Susa inscription (a maimmissiuii by dedication, ca. 175 b.c.) pieced
tugctlier by F. Gumoxt, Mem. de la mission arckeol. dc Perse, xx (1928), 84-8.

iii. Ciotos. E. R. Goodexough, Tke Jurisprudence of the Jeioish Courts.., under the early Rornan
Empire 'Journal, xvii 1931;, 131), maintaining that Philo\s four books Be specialibvs legibus give us the
actual jurisprudence of the contemporary xVlexandrian Jewish courts, has had several reviews. P. Collart,
Rec. de pkd,, LVii (1931;, 147-8, thinks it a useful work, but >showing too much bias. J. G. Milxe, J.H.S.,
L (1930), 353, suggests that PliiLfs intention was indeed practical, but in the sense that his object was to
])rove to the Rumran.s th,it Jewish law could be made to harmonize with Roman principles; there is no
evidence that wliat Philo preached the Jewish courts at Alexandria practised. S. Krauss, O.L.Z., xxxiv
f 1931 451-3, thinks that Goodexough has proved his point, which however is not entirely novel, but that
ill certain matters he has neglected the rabbinical evidence. He has thrown an important sidelight on the
organization of the contemporary Jewish courts at Jerusalem. X. Hohlweix, Bull hibl. etc. du Musee
Bulge, XXXIV ^193<.i', !)-10, regards the work as au excellent contribution to the dithcult subject of the status
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of the Alexandrian Jews. They certainly had their own court'^, but were they competent in all the

matters dealt with by Philo, and is it safe to see in him a reflection of their jurisprudence? On the

whole, Goodenough has proved his point. Another review (analytical) : P. D(iiORiiE), liec, hihlique,

XL (1931), 466.

E. ScHONBAUER, Reichsrecht gegeu VrJJcsrecht ^ StudRa }iher die Bedeat/.rng der Coiistit tdio Aiitoniniana

fur die rorn. Rechtseattnckelimg^ Z. Sav,^ Li (1931), 277-335, is stimulating. He shows ('i, p[), 278-85) that

Mitteis’ denunciation of the Const. Ant. receives no support from subsequent ancient writers, even those

hostile to Oaracalla
;
on the contrary, prai^e is universal. Discussing the modern controversy as to P < hss.

40 (ii, pp. 286-08; cf. Journal^ xiii, 114-5; xiv, 151-2; xv, 131 ;
xvii, 135), he rejects E. Bickermann’s

view that the p<ipyrus does not give the Const. Ant.^ on the ground that BiCKERMAXxts meritorious pmof
that the Const, covered Egyptians of the inv’olves that it did not exclude dediticii. To G. SEGRh’s

interpretation he objects that, e^en it the completion Tro\LT€vfx]dT(i}u (1. 9) were palaeographically allowable,

cicitiites dedlticiae never existed. Still, Segre was right in saying that the exception of deditidi must refer

to the savung clause w^hich immediately precedes it. Scboxbauer’s own reconstruction (iir, pp. 298 -320
j

of the sense of that clause is extremely plausible : what could not be saved for dediticii was what they had
not got, namely appurtenance to their own TroXet?. But in his textual reconstruction at the critical point:

fj]€vovTos [ttoXitlkov a77apa/3]dra)j (11. 8-9), it is questionable whether ttoXitikov can bear the sense put

upon it. The preparatory development for the Const, (iv, pp. 320-32), by which Greek TroXlrot acquired

PojfiaioTTjs without losing their own ttoXltlkov (in Schoxbauer’s sensey is illustrated by the double cicitos

of the Cyrenean Edicts, and most instructively from the Eneoniiu.ni of Aelius Aristides, the Polybius and
Panaetius of the Antonines. The Const, is the fulfilment of Augustus’ policy, with an extensinn, on

account of military necessities, to deditieii. Its result (v, pp. 332-5) was a unified, but not unitary,

constitution of the empire: the numerous noXeis remained, auc/i ireiterhin einen selhsto ndigen—u'ena

auch hesrheidenen—Lehens- und Rcchtsl'reis Jnlden'^ ('p. 333\ AVe presume that this means, amongst other

things, that the Greeks preserved their own private law ; otherwise the article disjHjses of MittelV
rhetoric rather than of his legal doctrine. But we are promised further enlightenment, and look

forward to it.

iv. Family. In Journal.^ xvii (1931), 268-9, H. I. Bell gives an account of H. A. Sanders’ Two
fragmentary Birth-certificates and Borne Fragments from the Michigan Collection {Mem. Amer. Ac. Rome, ix

(1931)). Saxders keeps to his own expansion of q. p.f c. r. ad K {Journal, xv (1929), 131), but Bell thinks

that U. Wilckex’s objections {Archii\ ix (1928), 101) have the better of it.

P. Frezza (Brezza in the Index), Aegyptns, xi (1931), 363-85, La capaeitd ddle donne alV tserdzio

della tutela nel diritto roraano classico e nei papiri greco-egizi, makes a technictd point against G. La Pika
{Journal, xvii (1931), 136', who in his article {Bull. 1st. Dir. Roni., xxxviii (1930;, ,it })p. 56-7) assumed
that Koinan law, which did not allow a mother to be tutor, but came to allow her to administer, subject

to indemnity to the official tutor, gave the pupil in the latter case an au. tutejae against her. The possible

proceedings against her 'were, according to Frezza, ao. neg. gest. by pupil and ex sfip. by tutor. The
€naKoXovOi]TpLa of the papyri is not copied from the Boman gestio rnaterna, neither is the Roman practice

copied from the Egyptian. In the first 30 years of the 2nd century local magistrates realized that

they must not appoint a woman iTrirpoTTos, the official version of tutor, and so hit on the idea of

respecting the official terminology while giving her the substantial position as € 7ra<oXovdi]Tpia, wffiich

is simply tutrix camouflaged. Thus, in P. Loret icf. U. XVilcrex, Archie, x (1931), 88-9) the mother, who
is €7raKoXovBT}Tpia with full control, gives security, not as at Rome to the nominal tutor, but presumablv,

like a tutor proper, to the magistrate. See also below, E.

V. Marriage. P, E Gorbett, The Roman Lav: of Marriage (Oxford, 1930), is favourably revuewed by

E. VoLTERRA, Bull. 1st. Dir. Rom., xxxviii (1930), 259-71 (valuable criticisms); also, shortly, by J. C. v.

OvEX, Tijdschrift voor Rechtsgeschiedenis, xi (1931), 97-8. L. Wexger, Arehiv, x (1931 >, 127, has a short

note on W. F. Edgertoxs F'otes on Egyptian Marriage chiefly in the Ptol. Period {Stud, in Ancient

Or. Civilisation, Ghicago, 1931). The multiformity of national Egyptian marriage is denied; it rested on

formless agreement with consummation. The distinction, ydyos aypiafyos and wilate^'er it may
mean, belongs to the Roman period (not seen).

S. G. Huwardas’ Beitr. griech. n. gralv-ag. Eherecht der Ptol.- u. frllhen Raiserzeit {Leipz.

Rechtsiviss. Btud. 64, 1931) is a clear and thorough w^ork, whose careful definition of technical terms

borrowed from Germaiiistic literature is particularly commendable. He holds that the two Greek
Ptolemaic forms, i.e. the full marriage with o-vyypacpr] (TvvoiK€(rLov and the free, or pre-, marriage enchoric
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find Alexandrian avyxo>pfi<Tu,), arc distinguished by the full marriage setting up a Hausgemein-

sch'ift in the family property, and the free not, though it is provisional and looks forward to a avyypa4>ij

avi'oiKfcriov. Tlioiigh the (Tvyypa((>lj is to take place in these cases before certain officials, official co-

operation may not have been necessaiy when the marriage was “full” ah initio. The later Graeco-Eg\ ptian

yduos eyypaipos, though the Ilausgem. created by it is in a weakened form, is taken to be descended from

the Ptolemaic full marriage, and so ultimately from the home Greek. But the derivation of the con-

temporary ydpos dypu^of, without is still a mystery. It does not seem to come from the

n.itive alimentary {rpocpiTis) marriage, which imposes markedly heavier duties on the husband, but is

more like the Greek free marriage, except that it is not provisional. Possibly, or probably, the Roman

marriage without rnaniis contributed to the evolution. Full account is taken of previous literature

(cf. Journal, svii (1931), 136), but only at the last moment of G. Petropodlos, Tira irepl ydpov eV

AiyuTrra, Kara Tovs (Wrjvo-alyvrrriaKOvs jraTrvpovs {UpaKT. ’Ak. ’Ad., VI, 1531), as to which I rely on the

notes of a friend and the review by F. ZncKER, B.Z., xxxi (1931), 477-8. Petropoulos rejects both

tVir.CKEX-PARTSCH's view (P. Freib. iii) that the two Ptolemaic forms are derived from Egyptian varieties

i>f marriage-contracts, and that of V. Arangio-Ruiz IJournal, l.c.) that they were not two forms, but

that the (Tvyypa(t)i] (tvvoik€(jIov is a later step in documentation, taken for the purposes of publicity

and taxation. It is fatal to the second view that the execution of the a~vyypa(^y) is made by the

previous contract to depend on demand by one or other party. The truth is that Egyptian women

marrying Greeks wished to secure the rights, especially in property, which the native forms ga\e them,

and therefore insisted on a contract providing for the future execution, in terms settled in advance, of a

crvyypa(f>T} (TvyoLK€(jlov.
**

Aypa(j)os and eyypaypos of the imperial period describe respectively Greek or

Roman marriage, for which no document was required, and Egyptian, which required writing. Thus in

C/u ’esL
,

II, 84 i'a.d. 124 ), the marriage is taken to be Roman sine manu. and in P, Oxy. 237 (a.d. 186) the

decision that Dionysia cannot be divorced by her father against her will, because not under his potestas^

is based on the fact that she married by y. eyyp., i.e. under Egyptian law. Zucker is not convinced.

E, Alberta RIO, Alcuni referimenti ol matrimonio e al possesso vn Scdif Agostino^ Arch. Giurid..^ cvi

; 1931), 28-44 (no papyri), offers valuable illustration of the contrast between classical Roman and Christian

ideas of marriage.

vi. Soldiers. P. Collinet, Rev. hist, dr., x (1931), 189-90, has a useful note on new j diplomata,

throwing important light on the legality of soldiers’ marriages. P. M. Meyer, Z. f. vergleich, Rechtsw.,

XLVi , 1930-1), at p. 444, analyses A. Degrassi’s article, 11 papiro 102G della Soc. Ital. e i diplomi militari

romani, A*ggptas, x (1929', 242-54, which was omitted here last year. Meyer withdraws his objection to

the reading Vihias Kadas {Z. Sav., l (1930), 521) in the P.S.I. Cf. J. C. Naber, Ahiemosgne, LViii (1930),

352 ft’., on P. Rad. 72, and U. MTlcken, Archiv, x (1931), 01,

vii. Clerh and monls. Z. Sav., li 0931), 598-9, briefly notes a paper read by A. Steinwenter to the

International Byzantine Congress, Athens, 1930: Byzaatimsche Monchstestaniente. The same writer in Die

Ordmatioushitteo Koptischer Kleriker, Aegyptus, xi (1931), 29-34, compares the proceedings {irapaKArims

and d(r(j)a\€ici^ leading up to ordination in the Coptic Church at the end of the 6th century, as shown by

certain ustraca, with the Benedictine petitio and promissio
;
a difference is that the Coptic ordinands made

u>e of the forms of profane law. Probably the clothing of a Coptic monk would be nearer the Bene-

dictine form: cf. P. Loud. 1917 (330-40). In B.Z, xxxi (1931), 61-9, B. Granic, Das Klosierivesen in der

y^ovellengpsetzgjhnng Kaiser Leons des Weisen, carries the study mentioned last year {Journal, XVii (1931),

137 ) to a later date. The chief changes from Justinian are that, while Leo was more liberal to the monk’s

pronrietary capacity, he made the conditions of entering and especially of leaving the monastic state more

stringent. No paiiyri. See also cibove, B i.

C. Lair of property \ ^ee also below, T> ii).

We have mentioned above > B ii) that P. Koschaker’s study of napapovr} leads him to conclude that

Greek lawyers, like English (a comparison which Koschaker does not fail to make), saw nothing un-

acceptable m the idea of divided or double ownership. The idea of pledge, conceived of as a ms in re

aliena, which is the obvious Roman category under which to bring irapapovr], will not fit the manumission

case; moreover, even the papyri referring to napapovr) show an avoidance of the terminology

of hypothec and The reason for that avoidance might be that it was desired to avoid the

implication of a ins in re ifliemt^ but KosCHAKER doubts this explanation. He suspects that for the Greeks

the idea uiiderh ing real security was nut ivs in re aliena^ but, once more, divided ownership. If that be
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SO, we should understand why the Greek law of real security is at once more plastic and less definite

than the Roman. It is with reluctance that we leave this hook, which is, of course, dealing with ideas

immanent in Greek law, never expressly formulated because Greek jurisprudence never reached maturity.

In a rather stifi’ article, EvtoKTjo-is il Katf f mit fremdeni Z. li (1931 408-17, F. Wieacker
follows \y. Kunkfx (cf. Joui'iioly XV (1929^', 131-2) in regarding evboKrjcrLs as the suh-5idiarv a])proval given

by a second party to a ])rinci[><d act, which without such approval would be void. It corresponds to

an ancient Greek concept, which is expressed in varying terms. After an elaborate cla^^^ificatlon of the

cases of ivdoKrjo-Ls and its Greek equivalents, he examines one in winch the evboKoiv waives the lien which,

as F. Pringsheim has shown, arises in favour of the lender over a thing b(mght by the borrower with the

borrowed money. This occurs in C.P.R. 1 of a.d, 84 (Chrest., ii, 220), where the t>urchaser, Maron, pays

the seller, Ptolemais, with money borrowed fr<jan one Proclus. Hence Proclus give.^ his ecSoKT^o-iy. To
this case there is no true parallel in the papyri, and it must be read in the light of native ( Ireek consents

of mortgagees to sales by mortgagors. Under a system of registration of land this kind of lien, when
attaching to land, would cither take the more substantial form of registered hypothec or would not affect

third parties
;
hence in Fgypt it is generally submerged.

To be noted (pure Roman law) : P. Kubler, arts. Sohntissw and Supvrjirb^s in Paidt/s Reale ;

E. Albertario, Le derivazioai dal ffiind puhhliei in diritto Renamio^ Ball. 1st. Dir. Rom.y xxxviii

197-214, combated by G. Grosso, Atti R. Ace. Tori/iOy lxvi (1931), 3G9-91.

D. Raw of obligatiOILS.

i. General. Das Dogma des Rynallagma in roni. u. hgz. Rechte is one of the anecdota in the Freiburg

collection of J. Partscu’s studies (above, A i, pp. 3-95). The specifically papyrological points can readily

be found in the Qaellencerzeieluds. See also E. Seidl, art. 2vi'dXXay/xa in Patdys Realenzyklogadie.

F. Prixgsheim\s contribution to the Milan Conferenze (above, A iv) at pt). 205-6 points out that the Roman
fides is not Ti/o-Tts-, and that koXj] Trtcrrt?, a mere translation, is first found in the papyri in the Gnonion. In

Z. f. cergleich. Rechtsic.y xlvi (1930-1), 445-7, P. 1\[. ^Meyer gives a close aiuilysis of A. SEGRk’s rather

difficult A^ote sulla iyyv-q greeo-egizia (Journaly xvi (^1930), 136).

ii. Sale. P. M. Meyer, ihid.y also analyses A. Segre\s Xote sidla corapravendda etc. in diritto greco e

romano {Journaly xvii (1931), 138). A. SEGRk continues in AegyptuSy xi (1931), 129-44, with Sole sai

formulari della compravendita i^t diritto greco e rornano. The early Ptolemaic Greek formularies are pure

Greek, and they survive intact into the empire with the addition of some indigenous clauses, others

of which disappear. The dirc^oro—eTTplaro form passes into o^oXoyeT TreTTpaxerai, a formulation a latere

venditoris which spreads west in the Byzantine period. Contrast cniit mancipiofpie accepit. Thus in Egyt)t

the Greek formulary developed under the influence of the indigenous without any decisive Roman
influence, and from the 1st century remained sul>stantially unchanged. Clauses which apt>ear for the first

time in Egypt in the 4th or 5th centuries are (apart from those introduced by general imperial Liw; due to

the notarial practice of Constantinople. The scanty remains of that practice show that in the Ea.st

generally the Greek formularies had followed an evolution analogous to the Egyptian, but under the

influence of Roman law. This fusion of Roman and Hellenistic formularies took place in Egypt only in

the 5th century, a century later than elsewhere. On a wider canvass A. Ehrhardt, Byz, KaLifvertrage in

Ost u. Z. Sav.y LI (1931), 126-87, traces the development of sale-formularies in both halves of the

empire, reaching the conclusion, contrary to the dominant view (Steinacker), that the early medieval

document is not in part descended from the Egyptian. The study being unsuitable for short summariza-

tion, we mention a few notable points. The sale-homologies of Byzantine Egypt are not, as v. Hruffel
maintains, governed by central ideas from Constantinople, though after the Const. Ant. they are no longer

provisional, looking forward to the redaction of tlie contract in public form, but become final, and therefore

more formal and closer to the public contracts, whose function they now perform. The scanty papyri for

the 4th century, studied according to locality, reveal disorganization: in some districts there is develo])-

ment of the earlier forms, in others a fusion with Byzantine elements. In the 4th—5th centuries we see

a development of the old Gracco-Egyptian forms, Roman influence being confined to the law of por^onv.

The altered agricultural conditions in the 5th century leave some marks on the formularies. Ehrhardi
argues that the sale-homologies of this period are dispositive, and that sales of land had to be written. There

is no evidence of conveyance by banding over documents. The concluding sections of the article i p. 164 ff.)

deal wuth the western material of the Byzantine period (parallelism rather than interdependence of Ea^t

and West), and with Roman influence i.^on early German law (sale-documents in the past, donations in the

present tense ;
-writing not obligatory for donation).

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xviii. 13
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Reviewing E. Carusi’s study of Arra {SUfdi Boofunte^ iv, 503-64; Journal^ XYii (1931), 138), L. Wenger,

Archie, x (1931), 137-8, advances important considerations, especially in regard to oriental influences in

Justinian’s law. M. San Xicolo, Dee Kauf dcs Pftuides diirck den Ghinhiger im Lickte des neuhahylo-

nischeri RpchteSy Z. Sav., LI (1931), 421-6, illustrates from Babylonian documents of the 6th and 5th

centuries B.c. the use of suspensively conditioned sale to the creditor as a form of mortgage, a practice

which, according to P. Koschaker, i^ also flound in As,Syrian documents of the late 2nd century. It occurs

occasionally in R<')man legal texts, and Constantine’s prohibition of the forfeiture clause in mortgages was

regarded in the West as applying also to it: C. T. 3, 2, 1, interpretatio.

iii. R^ovxfion, R. Taubenschlag, Die Noextion ini Rechfe dee Papyri, Z. Sae.y Li (1931), 84-91, subjects

the papyrological instances of substitution of one contract for another to a Romaiiistic classification. In

general the old obligation is a loan, and the new obligation, for which the old is causa praecedens, is either

another loan or else an abstract contract. The most interesting sjiecial question is that of noeatio inter

eftsdctu personas resulting from change of ground of obligation. No novation results from reduction of

rny.tuoitx to writing, the writing being merely for })roof
;
nor again even where a six-witness contract of loan

with hypothec is subsumed into the agoranomic document necessary for the hypothec.

iv. Inheritance of contractual liahilities. V. IvOROsEC, Die Erhenhaftung nach rom. Recht, i (Lei[)zig,

1927 is criticized by H. Kreller, Gnomon, vir (1931), 375-9, chiefly on the ground that it is wrong
to speak in general terms of transmissibility in primitive times. Each case has to be considered apart

;

thus we cannot generalize from Gains 4, 113. The tradition of the Twelve Tables is clear that liabilities

did descend, and that tradition at any rate rei^resents the law not later than the end of the period of pure

civil law. But KorooEg s is a good book.

v. Delict. F. PE Visscher’s comparative study of the Alexandrine and Roman law of ininria com-
mitted by a slave {Journal, xvii (1931), 138) appeared in Tijdsckrift coor Rechtsgeschiedenis, xi (1931),

39-55, and has also been included in his Etudes de dr. roni. (Paris, 1931), a collection of excellent articles

dealing chiefly with early Roman law.

E. Law of succession.

R. Besnier, Cn nouvel acte de ^^cretio^^: le P.S.L 1027, Rev. hist, dr., x (1931), 324-38, agrees with the
received xcf P. W. Meyer, Z. Sav., l (1930), 517-8) interpretation of th^ relations to each other of the
parties to that document, and develops the consequent mingling of Roman and Egyptian practice of
which It is evidence : cretio by a sua keres, made on her behalf by her mother, probably as her tutrijv

appointed by the father’s will, with the auctoritas of the mother’s tutor, which, if given to the testatio

and nut to the cretio, is entirely out of place. Besnier also agrees with the received view {cf. P. M. Meyer,
l.c . ; L . M ilcken, Archie, IX 1 1928;, 81) that the tablet is the last of a triptych. The document begins in

stylus on the waxed side and, after a gap of about a line, continues in ink on the wood of the other side : the
two pages are supposed to give the greater part of scriptura exterior. But H. A. Sanders, The wax tablet,

P.S.L IX, laE, Aegyptus, xi (1931), 185-9, shows that it is the first tablet of a diptych. The scheme
of diptych which he propounds {ct. A.J.A., xxxii (1928), 309-29) is that the interior writing begins on
p. 2, lengthwise, and ends on p. 3, while the exterior begins on p. 4, on the left of and at right angles
to the sells and names of witnesses, and ends on p. 1. Thus here we have the beginning of the interior

(p. 2) and the end of the exterior (p. 1) writing. He thus dissents from the scheme given in Bruns,
Fontes^, p. 274, and elsewhere. The perfect Bodleian diptych (Grenfell, Bodl. Quart. Record, ii, 259-62)
supports him.

J. (A Naber, Mnemosyne, LViii (1930), 351-5, is noteworthy on the question of the succession of a
legionary s children • above, B. vi), and ibid., 360-8, on that of the opening of wills (above, A. v,

in fin.).

P. Koschaker (with F. Clmont's adhesion), Z. Sai\, li (1931), 427, and also in Oh. 1 of his book
(above, B. ii), and L. Menger, Archie, x (1931), 130-1, unreservedly accept the textual corrections made
by D. PaPFULIAS l2u;X/3oXr/ ets Trjv ia-Toplau T7]s e| dbeaBiTov K\T)povofiiKr}s biaboxrjS iv ra ^EWrjviKa SiKmco,
UpaKT. A(9., 1929, 418 fl’.

;
not seen; cp. Journal, xvii (1931), 133) in the Dura-Europus law of intestate

succession, P. Dura 5, first published by B. Haussoullier, Rev. hist dr., ii (1923), 519, and republished,
with some doubts, by P. Koschaker, Sae., xlvi (1926), 297. The corrections are: in 1. 6 for idv bl

TOV vdvov read idv Se rodreov and in 1. 8 for «5eX<^oi read dbeXcpdi.

V. WiLCKEN, Archie, x (1931), 93, praises A. Segre’s edition of a fragmentarv will in Studi Bonfante
III, 430 ^fioarnal, xvii (1931;, 133;. On monks’ wills, see above, B. i.

’
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F. Lawcourts and procedure.

E. Seidl^s dissertation Der Bid iui ptoL Recht {Journal.^ xvi (1930), 137) has received the compliment

of very serious eriticitiin. H. L Bell, Jourivd^ xvii (1931), 152-3, is on the whole favourable, and so is

M. SxVN Nicolo, A", r. 6^A^, xxiv (1930-1;, 107-12. The latter draws attention to a parallel cuneiform

evolution, from which, as from the Ptolemaic, the institution of oath-helpers is absent. Though the line

between the royal and the temple oaths cannot as yet be drawn, the royal, he agrees, was usable in

priviite as well as public affairs before the Ptolemaic period
;
he agrees, also, that in national Egyptian

procedure the oath was a method of formal conclusive proof. It is notable that there is no indication

of the oath being used in private law to make obligations binding. W. Kuxkel, Grdch. ft. mj. Elemente

im Eidesreckt der Ptolemderzeit^ Z. >SWr., lt (1931), 229-76, treats of the subject from a wider point of view.

While appreciating the merit of E. Seidl’s dissertation, he differs from it on many points, on some of

which L. Wenger, Archii\ x (1931), 125-7, defends Seidl’s view. Setting aside the Alexandrian oath as

pure Greek, Kunkel finds m the types, the temple and the royal, the latter essentially written

(opKos ypaTTTos, ;!(et/ioy/L>a0ta). He doubts Seidl’s view that the oath was usable in private affairs, save

perhaps exceptionally. Seidl exaggerates the Egyptian element in the royal oath
;

this, though pre-

Ptolemaic, became so hellenized as to be a new thing. The important section on the decisory oath in

Egyptian law (pp. 245-57) must be read in the original. (New documents ai’e provided by Tait. Ostr.

Bodl.^i 273-5.) It is held to be native Egyptian, so that Diodorus, i, 79, is confirmed. But Greek ideas

(cf. Latte, Heiliges Recht) were so close as to be readily absorbed. A Greek form of processual oath may
have existed in the century : P. Hibeh 31 (a textual correction, p. 259). The Appendices

to this article have been mentioned above (A. v and vi).

Reviewing, by no means unfavourably, E. Berneker’s dissertation : Zurn Gesch. der Prozcsseinleituag
imptol. Recht (Ansbach, 1930), H. San Nicolo, K. E. 6^. it., xxiv (1930-1), 315-20, gives a summary, with

some criticisms : as that the treatment together of the introduction of civil and criminal cases is, if not

incorrect, at least a rash conclusion from our haphazard material; that the delivery of a plaint Bta t^s

Bvptdos deserves more serious consideration in view of an early Babylonian parallel
;
that it is overlooked

that 7TpoiTayyeXpaTa leading to process before the eTrtorar/;? t^s KoipTjs or the local police officials are

practically confined to penal law. Berneker could not use E. Bickermann's article und 'Ytto-

pvrjpay Archit\ IX (1930), 155-82, and he fails to notice two important papyri published by C. C. Edgar in

Journal^ xiv (1928), 288-93. With regard to one of these, now P. Mich. Zen. 70, U. Wilcken, Archiv, x

(1931), 75-6, rejects M. San Nicol5’s suggestions (R.Z., xxx (1929-30), 158-62; cf. Journal, xvii (1931),

139), and keeping to Edgar’s insertion between 11. 8 and 9, would himself also insert both there and in

1. 13 VTTO or Sia before VTreprjpepia^.

That P. Marmarica contains procedural matter is maintained by C. Gallavotti and G. La Pira in

the article on it mentioned above, A. v. J. C. Naber, Hepl €voi<lov diKTjs (ad P.S.I. 940), Aeggptus, xi

(1931), 40-4 (cf. the same, Maeniosyae, LViii (1930), 349-51), observes that in the matter of recovery

of damages for use and occupation in a real action there is a contrast between Greek and Roman law.

The more liberal Greek provision is, in the case of a house, covered by the Bifcr] evoiKtov, which, as Ptole-

maic papyri show, gave plaintitf so much per month of occupation. The stricter Roman rule was not

relaxed till Diocletian at the earliest, but that the Greek idea survived the Const. A /it. is shown by the

true reading of P.S.I. 940, 11. 20fti (a very ingenious correction;.

R. Dell, Der Gutegedanhe ini ronx. Zirilprozessreeht, etc. (Munich, 1931), insists very strongly on the

importance of the idea of peaceful settlement in Roman civil procedure, and incidentally throughout the

ancient world. Hence (pp. 112-23) a section on the idea in Greek law and in Hellenistic, as illustrated by

Ptolemaic papyri, and a special subsection (pp. 118-23) on the duiXvtns institute. This is all that directly

concerns us, but we may say that Part i is a valuable contribution to the explanation of the (fctiones

arhitrariae : their common feature is that they contain a clause directing the judge to seek in the first

place a peaceful or semi -peaceful settlement. The rest of the book, though containing much interesting

suggestion, rides a good horse too hard.

G. Donatcti, Le Praesunrptiones luris in Diritto Roniruio (Perugia, 1930), reopens an eternally

attractive theme, with good fruit (no papyri). The misprints are excessive.

Two excellent and justifiably appreciative articles on J. Stroux, Eine Gerichts/'cfonn d/s Kaisers

Claudkis (B.G.U. 611) (Journal, xvir (1931), 132) come from F. v. Woess, Z. Sav., Li (1931), 336-68, and

A. Fliniaux, Rev. hist, dr., x (1931), 509-19. In the main v. AYoesS (from whom Fliniaux hardly difier.^,

though he considers some of the proposals very hypothetical) presents Stroex’s results from the juristic

13—2
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point of view. With 'some reason he prefers to date the oratio a.d. 42 or 43 (Stroux 47); he holds that

the lowering of the ai^e in tir&t part must have been confined to civil suits, but that the second part

refers to criminal cases as well, in spite of the singular iudlce/n 1. 11. The third part was not a severer

anticii)ation of the SC. TarpiUiunum (SxRorx, p. 52 but only gave the praetor discretion to condemn an

alisentee accuser f.ji* cahtni/iia ;
the SC. m<iy thus be a codification of praetorian practice. The oratio was

not, at this date, the equivalent of the SC..^ as it later became, to the detriment of legislative style; hence

the rhetoric of our oratio is not inappropriate. The draft SC. would come in the relatio of the consul

dt:si(juatus.

A. Steinwenter, Z. Sai\, li ^1931), 460-4, renders a service by reviewing in a profane place Der

Pro-ess des Entijrhes, by E. Schwarz {Sitzinigsh. Bay. At, 1929, Heft 5). This little book makes accessible

to all the account of the proceedings for heresy in 448 against Eutyches. The reviewer points to the

parallels with the contemporary Oxyrhynchus libellary documents (Journalj xiv (1928), 155); it is

indicated that ecclesiastical procedure was much influenced by civil law, though a preponderant influence

has ])een claimed for Jewish law by a recent Polish work by B. WilanowsKI (rev. H. Schmid, Z. Sat\

^Kan. Aht., XIX', L (1930), 834-41).

G. Public law.

In Bfdl. 1st. Dir. Rorn., xxxviii (1930), 295, tidings are given of an early publication in Africa

Italiana <')f an inscritition recording the testament whereby Ptolemy Euergetes II bequeathed Cyrenaica

to Rome.

A. v. Premerstein, Za den kyren. Edikten des Augustus {LiteratarahersicJd u. Nachtrage)., Z. Sav., li

(1931', 431-59, gives a complete bibliography {Journal., xvii (1931), 140), recommending for a short

orientation on essential points the articles of J. 0. Anderson and V, Arangio-Ruiz, but according the

front place to the monograph of J. Stroux and L. Wenger, of which the article is substantially a detailed

review. The writer holds out against L. Wenger’s doctrine that both the phrases 6avaTr}(j)6poi dtKai and

vTTobtKOL <e(paXrj 9 refer here to the death penalty, but he had not the benefit of E. Levy’s Die rom.

Kapitalstrufe {Sitzangsh. Heidelh. Ak.., 1930-1, Abb. 5), which, pp. 40 li‘ and 73, proves that Wenger is

right. Levy’s study is well summarized by its author in Z. Sctv., li (1931), 569-71. J. L. Strachan-

Davidson’s well-known criticism of Wommsen s Strafrecht on this matter is shown to be justified, though

It wa^i itself too mucii under Mommsen’s influence. In criminal law caput and the connected expressions

never meant anything but the death penalty, except that from the very end of the Republic for a certain

period some of the expressions, e.g. capiUdis causa, but never capitis poena, connoted the alternative penalty

of exile Where the classical jurists speak of interdiction as poena. 1. Corneliae, this is interpretation;

the^e statute-:) sdid and meant death. But this curious terminological aberration only concerned cives,

never pcregrini
;
nnjreuver, execution of cives was reintroduced in practice from the beginning of the

empire, and as the empire went on, capitalis causa gradually returned to its old connotation of capitis

poctKi. Papyrolugical points pp. 62 and 72-3.

All example of the death-penalty for peregrini is the Nazareth (?) Siaray/xa KatVapos against violation

of sepulchres. Its possible coiiueetion with the Holy Sepulchre has provoked an enormous literature : see

J. Teiller, Piech. sc. relig

,

xxi (1931), 570-6. If the inscription comes from Galilee, it cannot date from

before 44, when direct Roman rule was introduced there : V. Capocci, Per la data del I'escritto irnperiale

sidd<f dolazione di sepolcro recenteraente puhhlicnto, Bull. 1st. Dir. Rorn., xxxviii (1930), 215-53. But

J. C.VRGOPINO, Encore le rescrit imperial sur les violations de sepulture, Rev. hist., CLXVI (1930), 77-92,

points nut that EruHNer's note says envoyee de'^ not ^^deeouverte a Nazareth.^' From the juristic 2^oint

of view L. Wenger’s adniirable article, Eine Inschrift aus Nazareth, Z. Sav., li (1931), 369-97, is to be

lueferred to E. Cuq\, mentioned here last year {Jourmd, xvii (1931), 137).

W. H. Buckler, Un discours de consulaire sous Justiaien, Byzaution, vi (1931), 365-70, studies an
inscription from Sardis published long ago {C. I, Gr., 3467), of which he gives an irniiroved text, with

translation, comment and facsimile. It records an address by the governor of the eparchy of Lydia,

exhorting to the ob>ervance of certain laws, published in his Trpoypafipa, which Buckler shows to be

A'oc. Just. 8 and 17. The Trpoypappa is doubtless the publication of the laorviTov, while the address

reported was delivered to the assembly of notables—both being measures of divulgation ordered by the

laws themselves (3 or. 8, 14. 17, 16). Besides throwing light on the jM’ocess of jJi'nmulgation under
Justinian, the article contains useful linguistic points.

E. G. Savagngne, Sttidi sul Dintto Roniano Ecclesiastico, Autt. Sem. Giuvid. Palermo, xiv (1929)
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6. LAW
(not seen), is reviewed, not very favourably, by A. Steixwexter, Z. ^av. {Kan, Aht.^ xx), Li (1931;, 616-22,

more favourably by F. Maroi, Arch. Giurid.^ cv (1931), 94-5, and by 0. Zilnu, Riv. Star. Dir. Ital.^ iii

(1930), 398-401. The work, so far as it has gone, appears to treat of the State legi.^hition regarding the

Church fi’oni Constantine to Justinian, the sources used being CudcL Thcod. and Just, and the ecclesiastical

writers. ZiLXO gives an analysis of the tirst clia[)ter, on Caesarisra.

7. Palaeography and Diplomatic.

E. Grohmann in Zur Parugraphos {B.Z.^ xxx (1929-30), 163-5) discusses the development of the

paragraphus from a simple line or hook to a bird form, as in the Timotheos papyrus, or a human face, as

in a 9th—10th century paper literary fragment in the Schott-Reinhart collection at Heidelberg. He refers

also to other examples in Coptic and Greek MSS. of the lltli century.

A. Mentz lias written three articles on ancient shorthand, Roniische a. griechische Sttnographie

{A\inquani Retrorsvni.^ 1930, 67-70), Die Entstehiuigsgeschichtc der rooiischen SteaoyrajjhJ {llernif'S., lxyi

(1931), 369-86), and Beitrage za den tironischen Koten {Arch. f. Urhundenforsch. xi (193u), 2, 153-7o), of

which unfortunately only the last is at present accessible to me. These should be of considerable import-

ance for the study of Greek as well as Latin shorthand.

K. Preisendanz contributes an article Zu,r Papyrashunde to the Handhach d. Bihliothehsu'cseu^ i,

300-31.

I know only by reference Ch. Wessely’s Conuaeat j'enseigne les cursires grecqnes et latines in Chron.

d^tg., VI (1931), 411-3.

8. Lexicography and Grammar.

Preisigke’s Worterhach der grieehischen Pupyrasarhandeit has been completed by the publication of

vol. hi, part 3, which contains the remainder of the 25 special lists to which reference is made in vols. i

and II. The longest of these is the list of geographical names, which is offered as a substitute for the late

B. P. Grenfells projected ‘'Geography of Egypt.'* In this and several others of the lists the Worterhurh

approximates more to an encyclopaedia or gazetteer than to a lexicon, and users who are more interested

in things than in words will be correspondingly grateful.

Two other classes of proper names have received attention. Die Personeanctutea der Kopten^ i

{Untersucha/ttgeu).^ by G. Heuser
{
= Studien zur Epigraphik und Papyruskunde, edited by F. Bilabel,

Band i, Schrift 2, Leipzig, 1929) is a discussion based on the still unpublished “Schrift 3*’ of the same

series, which will contain the same author’s alphabetical list of the names, with references to the places in

which they occur. Spiegelberg, reviewing the work in Gnomou^ vii (1931;, 222, expresses a wish that

there had been more points of interrogation. Die Semitischen Menschenn(unen in grieehischen Li.sehriften

und Papyri des corderen Orients.^ by Heinz Wuthnow, Leipzig, 1930, forms Band i, Schrift 4, of the same

Stadien. It consists of two alphabetical lists, one according to the Greek, the other according to the

Semitic forms, of the names, each name being followed by the references to the places in which it

occurs. It is reviewed by M. Hombert in Rev. helge^ x (1931), 641-5, by G. Brockelmann in O.L.Z..,

Nov. 1931, col. 959, and by H. Lewy in D. Lit.~Z., 1931, 593-7.

A Greek counterpart to Gradenwitz's LatercuU Vocuni Latiu.arinn has appeared: Heidelherger

Kontriirinde.r der grieehischen P^ipyriisarkunden^ by F. Bilabel, E. Pfeiffer, and O. Laukr, under

the direction of 0. Gradenwitz, Berlin, 1931. It is reviewed by M. Engers in MHse>nn, xxxviii

(1931), 281-2. See also §9.

The apro? eVtoi'crtos' controversy is very clearly and concirsely summarized by Anton Fridrichsen in

Eyrnh. Oslo., ix (1930), 62-8.

L. Amundsen publishes in Serta Rudhergiana (1931), 85-7 (inaccessible to me) an ostracon from

Karauis with the words tmv crvgnapa airwr, =‘ra)i' p,erd;^a)j/. [See also 3.]

Three lexicographical works have appeared which, though not dealing with papyri, may be of import-

ance to papyrologists. The tirst of these is Cus^ii Dionis Coceeiatd Historiarum Ronianaram Index

Graecitatis quein composuit W. Nawijn, Berolini, 1931, which forms the fifth volume of U. P. Boissevain s

monumental edition. The second is the first part of a Lexicon to Josephus by the late H. St J. Thackeray

(pp. 1-80: A to apyd?, Paris, 1930). Finally, mention may be made of E. Levy, Erganzintgsiadex za Jus

laid Leges, Weimar, 1930, which contains 3J pages of Greek words, mostly from the scholia Sinaitica

published in the fourth volume of the B.C.R.
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9. General Works, Bibliography, General Notes on Papyrus Texts.

The contrary index'* to papyrus texts which Gradenwitz long ago projected has now appeared.

It include^ lint only all words tuund in papyri which occur in Preisigke’s }yorterhuch but also all those

not ill that work which appear in any text published up to 192s, with a few from unpublished papyri.

'I'lie^e additi<*nal W(»rd'^ are sejiarately collected, in alphabetical order, at the end. The work will be

of immense utility to all editors and even to philologists generally, and hearty thanks must bo accorded

to Gradenwitz himself and to the three scholars on whom the arrangement of the material fell, F. Bilabel,

E. Pfeiffer, and A. Lauer. Heidelberger Kontrnrindex der grieckiscketi Papgrusurkundea. Berlin,

Weidmann, 1931. Pp. x + 127. Reviewed {inter alios) by M. Hombert, Rev. helge^ x (1931), 616-7. See

also ^ 8.

Claire Preacx h<is published two interesting articles of a general nature on papyrus texts, both in

the Chroa. d^Eg.^ vi ; 1931); Recherches sur les papyrus de Zeaon (pp. 363-6) and Quelqaes refivAons sur les

sentences retrouvees dans les papyrus (pp. 140-8).

W. L. Westekmann gives a pleasant account of the Columbia collection, with reflexions on papyrus

collecting in general, in a paper, The Columbia Collection of Greek Papyri^ contributed to the Columbia

Vnicersity (pairtetiy, xxiii (1931), 276-85, 1 plate.

The late C. Wes^ely (see § 10) read to the Congress of Papyrology at Brussels in 1930 an account

of st>me papyri of his own collection, which has since been published: Quelques pieces re'cemment publiees

de via collection papyrologiqiie in Chron. d'Eg.^ vi (1931), 367-9.

Two instalments of the bibliography in B.Z. have appeared, viz, in xxxi (1931), 119-230 (papyri

pp. 129-33; and 408-79 (papyri pp. 413-7)
;
and another is to be found in Byz.-neugr. Jahrb.^ Yiii (1931):

Palaographie, Papyrus-^ Ilaudschriften- luid Bucherkunde^ pp. 408-14. For S. DE Ricci’s Bulletin papyro-

biqiquCy see above, 1, General.

In iierta Radbergiana (1931), 18-23, among Varia by S. Eitrem, are the following notes on papyri:

r>2. P. Berol. 1026, XXll, 24 (magic); 53. no. 923, 27 (not troi Travre^ but croiVai/rcy= (ra(/j.)7rai/res)
;

.54. P. Bouriaiit i, p. 21
;

55. P. Oxy. 119, 8 ; 120, 2 ; 114, 7 ; 744, 9 ; 1674, 7 ; 1677, 8; 56. P. Hib. 93, 8 ;

S.B. 7032, 7031
;

61. P. Oslo. 17, 8, 12-13 and B.G.U. i, 248, 29.

10. Miscellaneou>s, Excavations, Personal.

The personnel of the Comite international de Papyrologie is specified in the Rev. beige, x (1931), 315.

Account:^ of the new Societe royale egyptienne de papyrologie (see Journal, xvii, 141) will be found in

Chron. d'Eg., vi (1931), 197-200 (by P. Jouguet) and C.-R, Ac. Inscr. et B.-L., 1930, 206-7.

The Congress of Papyrology at Brussels in 1930 was made the occasion for a general review of the

'.tate of papyrological studies in the various countries of Europe, and the papers then read by scholars

representing those countries have ^ince been published in Chron. d'^g., vi (1931). The following are the

titles of the articles, with the i)age references: E. AVeisS, Die Papyrusforschv.ng in der Tschechoslovakei,

343 4; C. \Vp>selv, ifielqaes pieces, etc. (see 9), 367-9; N. Terzaght, Lo stato aituale della papirologia

in Italon 370-4 ; A. Calderini, Vopera della scuola di papirologia di Milano nelle sue direttive e nei suoi

propositi, 375 -S2
;
H. B. van IIoesen, Papyrus Studies in the United States, 383-91

;
A. E. R. Boak and

(’. P.oNNER, The Pupyrological Work at the University of Michigan, 392-5; A. S. Papyrology in

En<)faitd, 396-7
;

P. JoUcuET, Vetat acfael de la papyrologie en France, 308-402; D. Cohen, La papyro-

bnpe dans les Pays-Bas, 403-10
;

S. WiTKowsKi, De papyrologia in Polonia, 416-7 : F. Bilabel, Neue

ffeidclhcrgcr Arheitcu inr Fnrdcrung der papyrologischen Studien, 420-8; V. AIartin, La papyrologie en

429-31 ; G. K. Gardicas, H XIAIIYPOAOriA EN EAAAAI, 432-4
;
M. Hombert, Za papyrologie

en Belgique, 435-40; K. Prelsend.vnz, Das Studium der griechischea Zauherpapyri, 456-9; G. Zereteli,

Ija papyroloine qrecque en Russie, 460-3
;

H. Gerstinger, Die Wiener Papyrussamvilunq (Papyrus

Frzherzog Rainer) lyio-VJSO, 464-70.

At the same Congi’css A, Calderini gave a preliminary account of a scheme which will be as valuable

to all papyrologists as Preisigke’s XamenhiicJi : Intorno al Dizionario dei nomi geografici e topografici

delf Egitto greco-roviaaof in Chron. d'Fg., vi (1931), 360-2. The publication is shortly to be commenced
by the Royal Geographical Society of Cairo

;
and this dictionary is to be followed by one for Coptic and

one for Arabic names.

I may mention here that work has been commenced on \ol vi of the British Museum Catalogue of
Greek Papyri. Thi> volume, which will consist entirely of Ptolemaic texts, mainly from the Zenon archive,
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has been entrusted to the editorship of !Mr. T. C. Skeat, recently appointed to the staft’ of the Department

of Manuscripts,

A. E- R. Boak and E. E. Peterson have published in a handsome and splendidly illustrated volume

their first report on the important excavations at Karanis (Kom Washim). A study of the excellent

photographs and the accompanying letterpress will do much to make the life lived by the peo[)le whose

fortunes and business transactions we follow in papyrus texts more vivid and actual. Topocjraphiml nnd

Architectural Report of Excavations during the Serfsons (Cniv. of Michigan Studies, Humanistic

Senes, VoL xxv.) Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1931. Pp. vii4-fi9, 4-J. plates, 1 map, 19 jJans.

Reviewed in Ancient Egypt

^

June, 1931, 53 (it is surely unfair to say that after Prof. Kelsey's lamented

death “the inspiration of the scheme ceased”; on the contrary, the excavations have been steadily and

systematically continued to the present year. Xor is it quite just to complain of omis.sious in this Report,

which is confessedly only jiartial and provisional, and will be followed by others which will, it is to be

hoped, deal with matters not touched upon here); by Edgar {Journal^ xvii (1931), 267-8j; and by

V. Cocco {Aegyptus, xi (1931), 408-10). Peterson has also published a brief Report on the Excavations

of the University of Michigan at Karanis 19 in A.J.A.^ xxxv (1931), 65-6.

A preliminary report on the important Italian excavations at Umm el Breighat (the name adtqited by

the expedition for the site of Tebtunis, better known in England as Umm el Baragat) is gi\en by C. Anti,

Gli scavi della Missione archeologlca italiana a Umm el Breighat (Tebtunis), in Aegyptus^ xi (1931), 389-91.

It is clear that the results so far are exceedingly valuable. The approaches and surrounding wall of the

temple of the crocodile god, with its annexes, have been examined, and though the excavation of the

temple itself is reserved till the next campaign, the expedition has already obtained not only much

information as to the topography and lay-out of the block of buildings but many objects and texts, some

of which are likely to be of great importance. Among them is a long Hieratic graffito, which appears to

be a hymn to Suchos ; but perhaps even more striking is the discovery of part of the temple library,

including many Hieratic and Demotic texts of a religious character, and .some Greek papyri, annmg them

a fragment of a medical treatise and many medical recipes. [The discovery of the last increases the

probability that the British museum papyrus of Theophrastus (?), Be Animalihus (Milne, Cat. of the Lit.

Pap. in the .R.J/., no. 164), which was acquired along with a mass of papyri all of them from Tebtunis,

was also found on that site.] Anti also contributed an account of his dig {Excavations at Tehttniis)^ with

excellent photographs, to the Illustr. London Kews.^ 30 May 1931, 908-10.

The German excavations at Herniopolis are described by G. Roeder in two articles: Deutsche A os-

grahungen in Herniopolis^ in Forschungen und Fortschritte^ vi (1930), 385-6, and Deutsche Herniopolis-

Expedition., ibid.., vii (1931), 353-4.

Dura-Europos is a site so important for our knowledge of the mixed Hellenic and Oriental culture of

the Nearer East and from the legal and palaeographical value of the documents found there that it is hardly

necessary to apologize for a reference to two articles dealing with it : M. Rostovtzeff and G. Bradford

’VVelles, La “J/afson des Archires'^^ d Doimt Europos, in C.~R. Ac. Inscr. et B.-L.., 1931, 162-88; and

JoTHAM Johnson, Dura Studies, doctoral thesis, Philadelphia, 1932, pp. vii + 47, 3 plates (i. The Dura

Horoscope and the Seleucid Calendar, pp. 1-15; ii. The Hereditary Strategos, pp. 17-34; iii. A Revision

of Parchment II, pp. 35-47).

I may mention here that in the present economic situation the Papyrusinstitut at Munich finds it

very difficult to purchase books and so to maintain the library without which its work must inevitably be

hampered. The institute has rendered such valuable service to our science that probably many scholars

will be willing to assist by sending copies of their works, a gift which will be very greatly appreciated.

The year under review was markeil by the death of a great scholar, Ulrich von Wilamowitz-

Moellendorff, whose many-sided activity had left traces on almost every department of Greek studies.

I had the good fortune (if a personal reminiscence may be pardoned), as a student at Berlin in the winter

semester of 1901-2, to hear his course of public lectures on Athens of the age of Pericles. The memory

these lectures left with me is ineffiiceable : the spare ascetic figure, the fine features lit up with some

secret fire of inspiration, the daemonic yet restrained energy, the marvellously modulated voice, responding

like a delicate instrument to every change of mood, made up a total effect which gave, more than any

other in my experience, the impression, not merely of learning or conspicuous ability but of genius.

Nearly thirty years later, at the centenary celebrations of the Staatliche ^hiseen at Berlin, I heard him

speak once more. He was greatly aged and his figure shrunk, though not bowed. In that post-war

gathering, listening to a democratic speech by a Socialist Kultusminister, the old Junker seemed like a
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recphuot from some vanished age. A\"ben he rose to speak his feebleness was obvious, and his voice,

though ih?>tinet, was low and weak; but with every sentence his utterance grew stronger, the old fire

returned to his eloquence, and as he spoke of the gifts of the Muses and the eternal value of the things of

the spirit I was conscious again of the magic which had thrilled me long since and felt as if I had sprung

thirty ye<ir.'^ backward. Certainly, in him we have lost one of the great ones of the earth. E. Schwartz

har> published an obituary notice (>f him in Forschif agea und Fortschritte^ vil M931), 403-4.

WiLAMowiTZ had contributed much to pa}>yrulogy, as to so many other branches of cla.ssical study;

but C. Wessei Y, whoso death occurred on 21 November, was far mure closely associated with the science.

He was indeed one of its founders, and his name will always be inseparably connected with papyrus

studio.'?, and particularly with the great Earner collection. His interests were, however, far wider than

this one s[)here
; he was a true polymath, of a type which grows yearly scarcer, and delighted in curious

learning of every kind. As an editor he was, it must be confessed, rather exasperatingly unmethodical,

so that it IS often difficult to trace hi.s successive publications of single papyri, and he would begin

ambitious schemes, like his corpus of Hermopolite documents, which were never completed; but his skill

as a decipherer was great, his learning vast, and his energy untiring; and he enriched papyrology, and

particulirly our kiajwledge of the Byzantine age, incalculably. I never had the hap])ines?? to meet him,

but I could cite several instance.s of generous kindness .shown by him to myself and others. He wavS

buried on 25 November m the Centralfriedhof, Vienna, and .speeches were made at the graveside by
Profe.ssors Kappelmacher, Hussarek, and Gerstixger.

L. Wexger has contributed a notice of Spiegelberg to Z. Sav.j Li (1931), 606-8, and a special memoir,

Zv/ii A/ide/ike/i an ^Vilhehn S^jaajelherg (pp. 16, 1 portrait ), has been published.

P. ViERECK publi.shes a notice of Preisigke in Jahresh. f. Altertihnsiciss., 233 B, Nckrologe 1931, 78-102.
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By MAECUS N. TOD

In the following Bihliography, which continues that f(»r 1927-1928 published in this xv, 259 ff.,

I attempt to present, in the tii’jst place, a brief survey of books and articles published in 1929 and 193<l

relative to Greek inscriptions found in Egypt, and, soc<indly, some notes on the publications of those

same years dealing with inscriptions which, though discovered elsewhere in the Graeco-lioman world, are

of Aaihie for Egyptian studies h

I

J. J. E. Hoxdius has given a brief but interesting account of Greek and Roman tourists in Egypt,

dealing with their mode of travel, the homes whence they came, their professions, the forms taken by the

records they left behind them, the chief >sites they visited and the extent of their travels ^Xllle rL

PftiluloyeficunyreSj Groningen, 1929, pp. 15 ff.)*

E. Breccia's full and well-illustrated report {Bi/lh Soc. Arch. cVAlcrr,^ vii, 99 ff’.) of the recent excava-

tions in the great Hellenistic necropolis of Hadra, close to Alexandria., contains a number <>f brief epitaph"

painted on t<'>mbs or on stekie or, in one case, engraved on a funerary hydria : most bear a "imple name,

or a name followed by yalpe or TroXXa, but one woman is described as iian). ‘"Not only the Glreek

cemeteries of the first half of the third century," Breccia concludes, “but also those of the second half

of that century and those of the first half of the second show a freedom from any perceptible influence

of the religion or of the se})ulchral rites of Egypt In truth, Alexandria bad at its earliest times an

essentially Hellenic character, and this character remained predominant even at a later age. Under the

modest heiiding of “ Epigraphical Xotes’’ Breccia publishes (op. cii., xui, 60 ff. : cf. the comment" of

G. I)[e] S[axct1s] in Iiiv. di JiL, lvii, 5G9) an interesting group of six Greek and two Latin inscriptions

recently added to the Museum at Alexandria. The Latin texts are botli epitaphs of R<unan soldier" buried

in the cemetery of the Ih.iman camt> near Sidi (jlaber, while the Greek are (1) an honorary inscription for

Ptolemy Philopator, set up by a ypafiyarevs tcov KaroiKOiv Imrecov and his sons; (2) the dedication of a

synagogue and appurtenances by the Jews at Nitrrie
\
Wadi Natriui; in the name of Ptolemy Eiiergctes II

and Cleopatra (143-116 B.c.)
; (3) an honorary inscri})tion for Ptolemy Auletes, idos Ainwaa^ ^PiXoirarop

Ka'i ^tXdSeX^os, erected in 59-58 b.c. by Hephaestion o o-vyyev^s koI 8lolkt]T7)s kuI npos rw Xoyw k(u

TOLS TTpCd^LpOli {1,0. TT pO)(€lpOLS
) ] (4) UD illSCripticm set up by TrpeOTOL Koi )(^L\UlpXOl Xoy^oCpiipnt dl^ovs

BlOvvo)!/ devT€po)v in honour of a fellow-soldier; (5) two long and interesting decrees passed by an asstada-

tion of (Tvyycodpyoi in honour of a benefactor, and (6) an inscription from the village of Aghurmi in the

Oasis of Siwa honouring Hadrian, perhaps on the occasion of his visit to Egypt in a.d. 130. P. PERURiZEi

describes xxx, 1 ff.) a bronze icos.dicdron of the Ptolemaic period, accjuired in Cairo by King Fuad

but in all probability of Alexandrian origin. It was used in a dice-game and each of its tw'enty faces be<ir"

a numeral, ranging from 1 to 48, and the name of the throw in cpiestion; among these name", Perurizet

says, “we can view the Hellenism of Ptolemaic Alexandria under some of its characteristic aspects." He
adds a list of thirteen other extant icosahedrons, mostly from Egypt, together with a dodecahedron aiul

a cube, but none of these are of metal and, though all have numerals on their faces, none bear names in

addition.

Sir E. A. Wallis Budge has devoted a book {Thr RosetM Stone in the British Muscr,,,^ London, 192!»>

to the famous “Rosetta Stone.*’ After tracing its history from the time of its discovery and tlescribing it"

form and contents, he deals successively with its three texts and then gives two chapter" to an ai count of

the nature of the Egyptian hieroglyphic script and the process of its decipherment. In an appendix

(pp. 249 ff’.) he deals at some length with the “Decree of Canopus” conferring additional honours on

^ Periodicals are quoted under the abbreviated fmms used in the Bibliography of Graeco-Ronian Egypt. See

p. 77 of this volume.

Joimi. of Egypt. Arch, xviii. 14
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Ptolemy III, of which two copies survive, giving its three texts with English renderings. A second

appendix (pp. 296 If.) deals with the decree passed at Memphis in honour of Ptolemy IV Philopator,

which I return below. W. E. Blake and J. E. Duxlap publish and Archaeology^ xxvii, 195 ff.) a

bronze mirror, acquired in 1924 by the University of Michigan, one face of which is covered with letters

which run in a retrograde direction and form, if the lines be read from the bottom upward, part of the

text on the Rosetta stone: they conclude that the inscription is a forgery, probably of the time of

Napoleon. In the course of a summary report on a mission to Tell el-Yahudlyah, 26 kilometres N.N.E.

of Cairo, Count du Mesnil du Buissox publishes an epitaph, found in the eastern part of the necropolis,

and a stamped amphora-handle xxix, 156 f., 172 f.). A vase inscribed iXiowcriaKov \ayvvi and a

terracotta cat with three cocks bearing the legend tVdyo/xev evyoar^pia, acquired in Cairo and now in

private possession, are discussed by 0. Rubexsohn {Arch. Anzeigei\ xliv, 204 fl’., 216 ff.).

Now that every effort has been made by the philologists to provide an accurate text and translation of

the trilingual decree above mentioned, passed in honour of Ptolemy lY by the priests assembled at

Memphis and recently clir^covered at Tell el-Maskhiitah (c/. Journal^ xv, 259 f.), A. Momigliano claims

{Aegyptus, x, ISOff’.') that it is now the turn of the historians to utilize the new materials supplied by it,

more ecs[)ecially by lines 23-26, for the history of the Fourth War of Coelesyria : this he seeks to do by
comparing the version given by the decree, so far as the discrepancies between the Greek and the demotic

texts allow, with the narrative of the same events given in Polybius, v, 86, 87. L Levy’s essay on the

Aramaic inscriptions of Memphis and the funerary epigraphy of Graeco-Roman Egypt (/.A., ccxi, 281 ff.)

contains some material of value from the point of view of Greek inscriptions.

To C. C. Edgar we owe a publication {Ann. Sere.., xxix, 77 ff.) of a limestone stele discovered by
M. Baraize in clearing the Sphinx and now housed in the Cairo ^luseum. On it is a decree of a.d. 22-23,

in which Busiris praises a orporT^yos of the Letopolite nome, Cn. Pompeius Sabinus, for his incorruptible

justice, his devoted superintendence of the annual work on the irrigation-dykes, his thoughtfulness for

the labourer.-^ and his fairness in the biuirpaai^ rwv dijpoo-iaiv. A. Wilhelm completes the restoration of

an inscription recorded by PococKE as having been coi)ied at Boeotian Thebes {C.I.G., 1681), and shows
that its pliraseology points to Egypt and that it should in all probability be assigned to Egyptian Thebes
{Archie, ix, 214 ff‘.).

Among the Coptic stelae in the Egyptian Museum of the Vatican {Riv. Arch. Cristiana, vi, 127 ff.) are

four Greek inscri})tion^ (Nos. 70, 71, 74, 74 a) and one partly Greek and partly Coptic (No. 73). Nineteen
amphora-stamps and an inscribed plate from Alexandria, now in the Museo deli’ Accademia Etrusca at

Cortona, are published by A. Neppi Modoxa {Ann. Unie. Toscane, XLVII, 13 ff.). In view of the fact that

only six txhGlnc dciixioinim were known from Egypt, special interest attaches to a new example, dating
from the tilth century of our era and bearing a long and well-preserved text: it was left by T. Reinach
to the In.^titut de Pripyrologie of the Faculte des Lettres of Paris, and has been edited, with photograph,
text, translation and full commentary, by P. Collart {Rec. de philol., iv, 248 ff.).

II

I now turn to indicate briefly some inscriptions which, though found beyond the confines of Egypt,
are nevertheless of interest to students of Graeco-Egyptian history and religion.

Among the dedications erected at Delphi during the period of Aetolian supremacy R. FLACELikRE has
publiAied {B.C.H., liii, 19 ft’.) four fragments of a base which supported three or more statues, one of
which, as the in.scription indicates, was that of Arsinoe III, daughter of Ptolemy III Euergetes and of
Berenice, dating from the second half of the third century B.c.

;
another statue, set up at the same period

or a little earlier, was that of Ptolemy Euergetes or Ptolemy Philadelphus. N. Greipl has shown
{Phdohgni^, lxxxv, 159 ff.: cf. the summary by G. D[e] S[axctis] in Riv. di fdot, LViii, 261) that the
chronological problems presented by a well-known and often discussed inscription of Halicarnassus
(Dittexberger, O.G.LS., 16) arise from the failure of previous editors to realize that of the stone, now in
the British Museum {Brit. laser., 906), almost half has perished: she proposes a new restoration
of the text, showing that the Up6v was dedicated to Sarapis, Isis and Arsinoe Philadelphus at some date
after the death of Arsinoe IT, which took place in 271-270 b.c. Thus the inscription can no longer be
claimed as e\idence for the introduction of the cult of Sarapis by Ptolemy I Soter or for the Egyptian
iiomination of Halicarnassus during his reign. U. Wilckex acceiffs this restoration in the main {Archiv,
IX, 223 ff ), though he expresses doubts about lines 2 and 3, but he criticizes the latter part of Miss Greipl’s
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article, which denies that we now have any unexceptionable evidence for the Hellenistic cult of Sarapis

under the first Ptolemy. I must not do more than refer in pa^^sing to the discussion between W. Kulbe
{J.H.S., L, 20 ff.) and W. W. TxVRX {op. cit., l, 29 fii) regarding the neutrality of Delos and to W. H.

Porter’s essay on Aratus of Sicyon and King Antigonus Gonatas {Hf^rmathena, xlv, 293 fi'.;, although

they have frequent occasions to deal with the policy and foreign relations of Ptolemaic Egypt.

P. Collart’s account of the sanctuary of the Egyptian divinities at Philippi {B.C.H.., Liii, 76 fh),

excavated in 1920 and 1921, contains four Greek inscriptions unearthed in the sanctuary itself, which

made its identification certain

—

{o) the base of a statue erected by a priest of Isis, \ a dedication to

Horus-Apolio-Harpocrates tiftered by the same man, now described as priest of Dis and Sarapis,

(c) a votive offering to Harpocrates, Isis and Sarapis, and {d) a votive “to the gods” by an ex-priest

—

as well as three Latin inscriptions attesting the cult of Isis Regina in and near Philippi. W. Peek has

published an exhaustive edition, with a greatly improved text, of the Hymn of Isis from Andros, together

with certain “cognate texts”—the aretalogiae of Isis from Cyme, los and Cyrene, the enigmatic hymn
from Gomphi in Thessaly, the Hymn of Anubis from Cius, the poem of Mesomedcs and an epigram from

Gyrene {Der IsUhyraaas von Andros und verwaadte Texte., Berlin, 1930: reviewed by 0. Weixreich in

D. Lit.~Z., 1930, 2025 f., H. pRANKELin G.O^.A., cxcii, 198 ff.), and a valuable article has also been devoted

by P. Roussel to the Gymean version of the Hymn of Isis {Rev. et. gr.., xlti, 137 ff. : cf. G. D[e] S[anctis]

in Riv. di LVii, 570 f., R. Dussaud in Rev. hist, rel.., c, 86 ff.). I do not know an article on the same

prose-poem by A. Salac {Listy FiloL^ LVi, 76 ff.). P. Bulow has discussed ""a much-sung paean to

Asclepius” {Xenia Bonneasia, Bonn, 1929, pp. 35 ff.), of which one of the four extant copies, dating from

A.D. 97, was discovered at Ptolemais {I.G. Rom., i, 1154: cf. J. U. Powell, CoUectonea Alexandrhia,

136 ff.). L. Robert has examined the worship of Isis-Eleuthera, an assimilation between Isis and the

great goddess of Lycia, and has collected the epigraphical evidence for her cult found in the Lycian region

{Rev. hist, rel,, xcviii, 56 ff.).

14—2
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NOTES ANl) NEWS

This year is the fiftieth anniversary of the foundation of the Egypt Exploration

Fund, out of which the present Society has grown. Some kind of official celebration of

the event is contemplated, but it has not yet been decided what form it is to take.

It is unfortunate that in what should be a particularly auspicious year it has been

found necessary to reduce the cost of the Journal by a very considerable amount.

However, various economies in printing are being effected, and it is hoped that the

reduction in the size of the Journal will be very slight.

At Armant the season of excavation was short. The staff consisted of Mr. 0. H. Myers,

Mr. H. W. Fairman, Mr. T. J. C. Baly, Mr. R. N. Lester and Mr. W. B. K. Shaw.

Through the kindness of the Senate of Manchester University, and by the generosity of

Sir Henry Wellcome, Dr. J. Wilfrid Jackson was enabled to stay at Bucheum House

during the season and to deal with all the osteological and conchological material. He
also assisted greatly with the geology and the flint implements.

Some human cemeteries were dug and tombs of all periods were investigated. The

most important results were obtained from a pre-dynastic cemetery ranging from

S.D. 36-S.D. 80. There was a great quantity of pottery in an unusually fine state of

preservation, some very well-carved slate palettes and many strings of interesting beads.

There were also found the remains of two beds, one woven from osier, somewhat similar

to the modern sirir, and one with wooden legs and framework. Two unusual objects of

stuccoed linen were perhaps the most surprising find from this cemetery.

Two archaic tombs showed remains of great splendour utterly destroyed by successive

plunderings. Two large Twelfth-Dynasty tombs produced a stela, a statuette and

a splendid set of beads (all raised in their original order).

Work began at El-'Amarnah last year on October 25th and continued until

Januarv 13th, 1932. The first piece of work dealt with was the clearance—begun at the

end of last season—of the Great Wall which runs north and south between the North

Excavation House and the cultivation, and also the raising of the painted plaster which

had fallen in the gateway. This was carefully recorded and much of it preserved, and

judging from the painted cartouches found of Akhenaten, Smenkhkerec and Meritaten,

and the absence of that of Nefertiti, it would seem to confirm the theory that Nefertiti

fell from power towards the close of the reign. In this northern part of the site many
large houses and estates were cleared, including the grounds of the Excavation House
itself (U. 25. 11). Some good finds came from this district, notably an inscribed bronze

cup, shaped like a lotus.

Further south the north part of the North Suburb was completed, and evidence was
found to prove that this was the latest built section of Akhetaten. A little north of this,

and well out in the desert, towards the North Tombs, the three altars mentioned by
Petrie were thoroughly dug. Later in the season the Royal Estate in the centre of the

town, including Petrie's Small Temple, his Houses 13 and 17 on the north of it, and the
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priests’ quarters and magazines immediately to the south, were carefully cleared and
planned. Inscriptions found named the temple “The Sanctuary of the Aten which is in

the centre of Akhetaten.” Good finds were made in the houses and grounds
;

they

included a complete alabaster vase over 30 cms. in height inscribed for Hatshepsut, and
several fine trial pieces.

Photographs, plans, coloured re-constructions, original objects and casts of those

retained in Cairo, will be shown at the Summer Exhibition.

Once again the Society is greatly indebted to Sir Henry S. Wellcome, who has

generously put at its disposal a room in the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum for the

annual Exhibition. This will probably take place from mid-June to mid-July, and will

be confined this year to the results of our three expeditions.

We mentioned in Notes and News of last year the special efforts made by the

President and other officials and the excavating stafi of the Society to make the Summer
Exhibition of last year a noteworthy event in Egyptological history. In view of this it

is gratifying to be able to record that the Exhibition was visited by more people than
all our previous exhibitions put together, the number of visitors being over 6000.

Miss Calverley and Miss Broome have spent another patient winter working on the

Temple of Seti at Abydos. The first volume of the publication should very soon appear,

and in the mean time much of the material for later volumes is already collected.

The publication of the Cenotaph of Seti I at Abydos, popularly known as the

Osireion, by Dr. Henri Frankfort, has now reached the final proof stage, and will very

shortly be issued.

Although the lectures delivered during the winter were fewer in number than usual

they cannot be said to have fallen below the standard of interest maintained in previous

years. On November 25th Professor Margaret A. Murray, D.Litt., gave an illustrated

lecture on “Egyptian Sculpture,” a stimulating subject in excellent hands. On January 27th

and March 2nd Mr. G. D. Hornblower gave a lecture in two parts on “Old Customs in

Modern Egypt,” in which he traced many interesting survivals to their sources. On
April 6th Mr. T. A. Rickard, D.Sc., A.R.S.M., lectured on “Metals in Antiquity”; in

tracing the use of various metals in very early times, the lecturer dealt with many
interesting points, among them the question of the earliest use of man-made, as opposed

to meteoric, iron.

With regard to future lectures, the summer lecture on the excavations at El-'Amarnah
will once again be followed by a cinematograph film taken on the dig.

Professor F. LI. Griffith, who retires from his Chair of Egyptology at Oxford this

year, and who also reaches the age of 70, is to be presented by the Society with a volume
of Egyptological Studies dedicated to him. The presentation will take place on May 27th

at a lunch given in his honour by the President and Mrs. Mond.

We congratulate a German colleague, Professor Georg Steindorfi, on the attainment

of his seventieth birthday on November 12th of last year.
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In a very recent number of the Jouvudl we were able to congratulate Dr. A. E. Cowley,

Bodley’s Librarian at Oxford, and a Semitic scholar of wide reputation, on the confer-

ment on him of the rank of knighthood. It is with great regret that we record his death

within a very few months of receiving that honour.

The British Organizing Committee desire to bring to the notice of archaeologists the

First International Congress of Prehistoric and Protohistoric Sciences, which will be held

in London from August lst-6th, 1932. The Congress will be divided into sections, the

third of which deals with the Neolithic, Bronze and Early Iron Ages in the Ancient

World. Historical civilizations will only be dealt with in so far as the material is auxiliary

to prehistoric and protohistoric studies or is treated according to their methods. The

British Organizing Committee cordially invite the co-operation of archaeologists engaged

in research in Egypt and the Near East, more especially those interested in the relations

of the Near East with the Ancient Mediterranean World and the area of the Caucasus

and South Russia. Agenda and invitations will gladly be sent on application to the

Secretary of the British Organizing Committee, Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House,

London, W. i.

We are asked to call the attention of Egyptologists and Orientalists to a proposed

publication of the life and letters of Dr. Edward Hincks, 1792-1866, a well-known

pioneer in oriental studies. Some account of his life has recently been prepared, together

with a selection of his voluminous correspondence. The latter includes letters from many
English and foreign scholars, among whom are Layard, Gardner Wilkinson, Fox Talbot,

Edwin Norris, G. C. Renouard, Max Muller, Leemans, Lepsius, Grotefend, Brugsch, Lassen,

Oppert, Renan, de Rouge, Menant, Chabas. The correspondence, and the diary which

Dr. Hincks kept for the last eighteen years of his life, show the difficulties and

disappointments which he encountered in his work, and throw much light upon his

rivalry with Rawlinson.

The book is of considerable size, and the cost of printing and producing it is estimated

at about £165 for 250 copies. This can only be met by obtaining private subscribers.

If 165 persons will subscribe £1 each for a copy, the book can be produced. The cost of

each copy would of course be lessened if a larger number of subscribers were procured.

Those willing to subscribe for a copy are asked to write to this effect to Dr. Hincks’

grandson, Mr. E. F. Davidson, Baidland, Seaford, Sussex, who is preparing the volume.

We have received the following from Mr. A. W. Shorter:

“Since I wrote the article {Journal, xvii, 23 ff.) describing a scarab of Tuthmosis IV
which bears an inscription mentioning the god Aten, Dr. A. M. Blackman has suggested

to me a rendering of the last two Hues, of which I was unable to make any sense. He
proposes to read ^ for my ^ in line 7 and to understand lines 7-8 thus: r rdit wn m
n hiswi mi rhyt r hrp n Jtn n dt “in order to cause those of the foreign lands—or simply

‘the (or 'these’) foreign lands’—to be like the rhyt in order to contribute to Aten
forever.” This is good Egyptian and makes excellent sense. Dr. Blackman also suggests

two explanations of the two signs after Jtn in line 8:

(1) perhaps a bungled writing of <=> (r dt), but hardly likely in view of other clear

examples on the scarab.
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(2) ^ ~ ^ time, like ^ of the M.K., simply reading n; un-

doubtedly the best explanation possible.

I take this opportunity of adding a note on the writing of itn as in this text.

It was established some years ago (Wolf, A.Z,, lix, 110-111) that G alone is found a

number of times as a writing of itn, hence the expansion of such a writing to
j

is fully

in accord with Egyptian hieroglyphic principles and should cause no great surprise.

To conclude, as does Dr. Schafer in the September number of the Orientalistische

Literaturzeitung

,

that the scarab is a forgery is indeed the easiest way out of the difficulties

presented by it, but after carefully reading his article I must confess myself unconvinced

by him.

We note here several books which their authors have been good enough to send to

us, but which, since they do not bear directly on Egyptology, we are unable to review

at length.

The recent excavations at Beth-Shan are dealt with by Alan Rowe in The Topography

and History of Beth-Shan, and by G. M. Fitzgerald in The Four Canaanite Temples of

Beth-Shan, and Beth-Shan Excavations, 1921-1923, The Arab and Byzantine Levels, These

form Vols. i-iii of Publications of the Palestine Section of the Museum of the University of

Pennsylvania

.

The Department of Antiquities in Palestine has begun to publish a Quarterly, of

which three numbers have already appeared.

S. A. Cook’s Schweich Lectures for 1925 have appeared under the title The Religion

of Ancient Palestine in the Light of Archaeology, John Garstang’s Joshua and Judges^ The

Foundations of Bible History, contains a critical analysis of the Biblical account of the

period of the entry into Palestine and the Judges, in which due attention is paid to the

results of recent excavation. That the time is felt to be ripe for the writing of Palestinian

history is shown by A. T. Olmstead’s History of Palestine and Syria to the Macedonian

Conquest, a large-scale work in which the literary evidence is ably combined with that of

the monuments.

On the Mesopotamian side the only work we have received is Mrs. E. Douglas Van
Buren’s Clay Figurines of Babylonia and Assyria.
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NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS

of Arc/iffeolur/^/ and Anthropology^ issued by the University of Liverpool Institute of Archaeology.

Vols. XVII and xviii. Liverpool University Press, 1930-31.

The Liverpool Amhils continue to maintaiu their high standard of interest and of production. Whilst

the two volumes now under notice contain less of exclusively Egyptological interest than their predecessors,

they are imt on that account ineligible for notice in this Jourihj.f because a great part of their space is

devoted to archaeology in other regions of the Xear East, and the results of the recent excavations at Ur,

Kish, Urete and elsewhere have rivetted special attention on the mutual relationships of the cultures and

civilizations of the great neighbouring peoples of Western Asia and the Eastern Mediterranean. The
Annah and this Journol must be regarded as mutually suptilomentary to one another, as indeed they are.

A oluine xvii contains two Egyptological articles of unusual interest. Mr. Alan Shorter publishes a series

of inscribed amulets that belonged to two functionaries of the Eighteenth and Xineteenth Dynasties

respectively. The objects are not only tine specimens of their class, but they have the additional interest

of handing down to us a previously unknown title, steward of the Sed-Eestival Chapels.” A very

important contribution to the not-too-abundant epistolary material from Egypt is provided by the

publication by Professor Peet of two letters of the reign of Akhenaten. Unfortunately these letters are m
a deplorable state, but in spite of their fragmentary condition, Professor Peet with his accustomed skill

has been remarkably successful in compelling them to render up their secret, and his translations, broken

a> they necessarily must l>e, allow us to gras}) their }>urport. The fullest possible palaeographical value

has been obtained from these fragments by photographs su}3}demented by hand-facsimiles.

The xviiith volume 0})ens with a }iosthumous article from the pen of Dr. H. R. Hall. He has described

and figured an axe in the British Museum on the blade of which is de}iicted a man on horseback. The axe

has been known since the days of Wilkinson, and if Dr. Hall was right in assigning it to the first }iart of

the Eighteenth Dynasty, it is the earliest yet known Egy})tian re}iresentation of horsemanship. Chariots

and hor^>e^ were unknown in Egy}>t before their introduction by the Hyksos, and they do not become at

all common in Egy})tian art until some centuries later
;
riding ib at all periods very rarely depicted.

The other articles in these ^'olumes are coneeriied with regions other than Egypt, but reference may
be made to the detailed account of the excavations at Xineveh by Dr. R. Campbell Thom}json and

Mr. R. Mb Hutchinson (begun in Archaeologiu

,

Lxxix) which is continued in Annals^ xviii. This report

is accom})auied by no less than 27 })lates, and such pu’ofuse illustration permits the detailed comparison

of the antiquities discovered with those of Egypt. The magnificence of the plates has long been a feature

of the AnnaU. The two volumes now before us contain 30 and 51 plates respectively, and their technique

is admirable. A})art altogether from the scientific value of the text, subscribers have in the plates alone

a s})lcndid return for their very modest subscription.

MArren R. Dawson.

Dr. Ernst Zyhlarz, Dos nirroitische Sprarhprohletu. {Anthropos, iateniatiomle Zeitschrlft fur Volker- und
^Sprochefikurde^ xxv, 1930,j Sonderabdruck. Vienna, 1930. 8vo, 409-64.

It is a r<ire })leasure to the reviewer to welcome a new recruit for Meroitic studies. Hitherto the

veteran Professor Sayce, ever eager for and efficient in new fields of research, and the well-known Africanist

Professor Meinliof alone have deigned to turn their attention seriously to this obscure subject; but now
at length it secm> as if both Egy}itologist and Africanist must take notice. The late Professor Turaieft* in

Ru^Ma and Dr. He>termann in Germany have each in their time displayed some useful interest in

Meroitic. Xow Dr. Zyhlarz, having mastered both the scanty literature that has gathered round the

Meroitic language and the original documents collected for its study, and employing both knowdedge of

kindred African languages and remarkable powers of criticism and inteiqiretation, has given us a large

contribution to the materials for grammar and vocabulary of this absolutely extinct language.

Dr. Zyhlarz, who has just received an appointment in the University of Hamburg for African languages
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with special regard to Hamitic, associates Meroitic with the Hamitic group, and I gather that he considers

the names of the earlier Ethiopian royal ffirnilies of Xapata and ^leroe to belong to an older phase of the

same tongue.

In the first forty-sev’eu pages of his essay he studies critically the decipherments and interpretations

already given from the point of view of a grammarian. He accepts the altihabet and its transcription so

far as the consonants (seventeen in number) are concerned, only substituting x li ^^^^d d for r, but

rejects the too precise oipiivalents c, e, i given for the vowel signs, vague and troublesome as they aie, and

replaces them by purely conventional symliols h It may be noted that while the sound n is often

unrepresented by any vowel sign, the letter r (here = c) frequently occurs in the writing where no vowel

seems to Ilivo existed in pronunciation. With regard to the new transcription, I beg to a^iprove, only

remarking that the aid to ear-memory afforded by definite vowels will be sorely missed by the student.

From phrases and texts already sufficiently “translated" Zyhlarz extracts words and grammatical elements.

The verbal roots that can be recognized are monosyllabic and the syntactical position of words is shown

chiefly by post-positions. To the verb is attached a similar element denoting the plural when either the

subject or direct or even indirect object alone is in the plural.

Fortified by these studies Dr. Zyhlarz then proceeds to attack documents hitherto only partly '‘traii."-

lated,” and with very considerable success: the scries of obeisunoe-graffiti at Philac, the column-iiiscriptioiis

of Xaga and Amara, the benediction formulae in the funerary texts. Then, breaking still newer ground,

he identifies the pronoun of the first person, points out an exa-mple of alliteration, and gives an ap[)roximate

version of a formidable inscription in the “Meroitic chamber’’ at Philae.

It is at once refreshing and encouraging to folloAv Dr. Zyhlarz’s studies
;
they consolidate the acquisition

already made, make new conquests and prepare fresh victories. We now begin to re.ilize the Meroitic

language and its mechanism, instead of perforce contenting ourselves with the recognition of word> chiefly

borrowed by Meroitic from Egyptian.
F. Ll. Grifeith.

The Art of Ecfijpt throvgh the Ages. Edited by Sir E, Denison Ross. London, 1931.

This work, which is issued under the auspices of The Studio, covers the whole range of Egyptian Art

from prehistoric to Muslim times. In addition to the usual subdivision into the main historic periods, u

special section is devoted to objects from the tomb of Tutrankhaniun, and the section on Muslim Art is

divided into Architecture and Metalwork, etc. The various sections are provided with short chapters of

text written by specialists, the Editor provides an introduction^ and a concluding chapter following the

plates discusses briefly the position of Egypt in the history of art. A useful index completes the volume.

AVith regard to the subjects selected for the }ihotographic plates, an exeellent choice has been made

from the mass of availalfle material, and the result is a good general view of Egyptian artistic achievement.

Apart from the well-known pieces which must always be included in such a work as this, we welcome

especially such items as the fine head of Prince Hemon (p. 104) j
the curious statuette of Mcsckhti (p. 123)

:

the delightful little white mouse (p. 151) ;
the charming study of a small boy in the figure surmounting

Tut<'ankhaniun’s gold stick I'p. 195) ; the four goddesses from that king’s tomb (p. 200); and the reconstructed

furniture of Queen Hete})heres (pp. 116-17). On the other hand, one feels the omisMon of any illinstration

of the Medum geese as representing painting in the Old Kingdom, and the temple of Edfu iwIhlIi is

wrongly dated in the Saite instead of the Ptolemaic period) would be better represented by an exteilor

view showing the pylons, in order to give an idea of the general appearance of n complete temple of the

later period. The temple of Kha<^fre<^ too cannot be said to be fairly represented by the fraction of it

shown in Fig. 1 on p. 96. The illustrations of Muslim architecture are particularly excellent.

Unfortunately, this book, excellent though it is on the whole, is not free from blemishes. Apart from

the wrong dating of the temple of Edfu mentioned above, several errors have been noted. Two slips lia\e

been made in the Introduction, where it is stated that “Mauetho records upwards of twenty dynasties,”

and that the sceptres of the Two Kingdoms were united under the Twelfth Dynasty: such mistakes as

these ought to have been detected in proof. On p. 90 the palette of Xarr-incr is wrongly entitled “Stela

of the Serpent King”; on p. 207 the captions have been transposed
;
on p. 40 “statues” is misprinted as

“stutues,” and on p. 351, line 8 from bottom, “sight” should clearly read ""site.’ Further, m,my <*f the

plates are too dark and heavy in tone
;
a particularly glaring instance is the wooden statuette «>f SesO'^tris I

figured on p. 138, where the details of the face are almost lost; in this ease a fresh photograph taken with

a panchromatic plate and Buitable filter would probably show a great improvement. Other instances of

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xviii. 15
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this excessive heaviness of tone are the Jiorite statue of Kha^'frei' on p. 101, where the details of the wing

of the falcon are completely lost in shadow^
; the left-hand panel of Hesire^' on p. 113-; and the reliefs

from Mer on pp. 143-44; the same comment might be made on other plates besides those specifically

mentioned.

R. 0. Faulkner.

Byhhjs ,:t VEji/pte. By P. Montet. Paris, 1928.

The present }mblication gives the results of four seasons of excavations, 1921-24, on the site of Byblos.

It consists of a volume of 310 pages of text and an atlas of 147 plates, nearly all in collotype. The volume
of text contains an Introduction giving a restnae of previous w<4rk on the site and of the course of the

excavation:-, a descriptive catalogue of the objects recovered arranged under the chapter-headings of the

localities excavated, a chapter of conclusions summarizing our knowledge of the relations of Byblos and
Egypt in the light of the newly discovered evidence, and a long list of additions and corrections.

Excavcitions wei-e carried out both on the site of the temple of the city and in the cemeteries. The
temple oi' temples have been so eflectively ruined that nothing in the nature of a standing structure

remains, but M. Montet was able to clear portions of two groups of ruins which he distinguishes tenta-

tively as the “ Egyptian ** and the ‘bSyrian’’ temples, but which he admits may quite possibly be part of

one and the same building. Unfortunately the expedition was hampered by having to dig on privately

owned land, with all the difficulties which this entails. Nevertheless, evidence for the Egyptian connexion

wMs not lacking. Of objects from the ruins themselves the most interesting wore an Egyptian bas-relief

with two scenes of a king offering to Hathor, Lady of Byblos, attributed to the Sixth Dynasty, and
a broken stela of Ramesses 11, one portion of which shows the king making oftering, while another bears

the remains of a hieroglyphic inscription in bad condition
;
the ph<.)tograph of the inscription published

on PL xxxiv is useless for purposes of study, and no other copy is given.

Of greater importance historically were the foundatic^n deposits from the temple, which yielded the

name'- of a number of Pharaohs of the Old Kingdom, namely Wenis, Pepi I and Pepi II, besides a broken
fragment wluch may belong to either Mycerimis or Menkauhor. It is also stated that remains of Cheops
and of Khasekheinui have been found in later excavations, thus carrying the documentary evidence for

the Egyptian connexion with Byblos back to the end of the Second Dynasty. In this regard it must be
pointed out, however, that the grounds for attributing the monkey-vase No. 58 (PL x], fig. 23, left) to

C he<4ps are slight in the extreme, and the like remark applies to No. 64 (fig. 23, right), which is attributed

to Queen Mertitefs
;
according to the quite inadequate figure (which does not even indicate the shape of

the frtigment i, the inscription shows
p ^ preceded by indeterminate traces on a broken edge which Montet

interprets as .

The tombs of the local princes yielded the names of four “ Counts ” of Byblos under the
Middle Kingdom, together with a number of objects of t>ure Egyptian style, the most important of which
are a vase of obsidian mounted with gold bearing the name of Ameneinhat III and a coffer of the same
materials with the name of Amenemhat IV. Another local dynast of later date was named Ahiram, in

who-^e tomb was found a vase with the cartouches of Ramesses II. The most interesting object of this
tomb, which had been pilLiged, was a decorated stone sarcophagus. The base represents four crouching
lions bearing the sarcophagus on their backs, while two more lions appear on the lid. The sides bear a
scene ot Ahiram seated at table, with a procession of attendants defiling before him. Above the scene,
which extends along <dl four sides, is a frieze of the Egyptian lotus-flower and bud pattern. The monument
aUo hear'- two Phoenician inscriptions, one stating that it was made for Ahiram by his son Ithobaal and
the other threatening any invader who shall violate the tomb. The private tombs yielded little of interest
except pottery and some bronze weajious.

4 he foregoing summary of the most salient features of interest will suffice to indicate that valuable
results hrive been attained. C iihappily, however, the material is presented in a manner not at all con-
venient. The objects found are shown in the plates in topographical order of the sites whence they were
obtained, and there is no classification in an archaeological sense. The pottery in particular should have
liad fuller treatment. There arc no line plates arranging the vessels into types and periods, such as we
arc accustomed to find in English excavation memoirs, so that the archaeologist working on the pottery

^ Cr, Eunan-Ranke. Aenupten^ PL 6, 1.

- Cf. Ernian-Ranke, op, cit., PL 10, fig. 1.
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will have to draw up his own classiheations from various scattered photographs and a few figure^ in the

text. The same comment applies to the scarabs, where a series of line drawings would have doubled the

value of this aspect of the work
; the published photographs of the designs are sometimes quite in.idequate

The plates also lose in value through not bearing any indication of the scale of the objects hgured, while

to devote the whole of a collotype plate to a few such fragments as tho^e shovn on PL evi i^ sheer

extravagance, and merely adds to the cost of publication without corresponding gain. Finally, though the

usual table of contents and lists of text -figures and of plates are provided, there is no index, even of

royal names.
R. 0. Faulkner.

AvsgetdthJts Koptische Z<raherte:cte. By Dr. A. Kropp, O.P. 3 vols. Brussels, 1931.

Magic permeates Egyptian civilization in all directions and through all periods, from the Pyramid
Texts to the spells of the village wizard of to-day. The effects of the exchange of paganism for Christianity

had been but superficial here
;
the ancient superstitions persisted, despite the fulminations of the })reachers

—of Shenoute, for example. If we read the old gnostic bo<')ks and disallowed gospels we meet with plenty

of magical names and words, now and then with directions for magical procedure. In the stories of the

popular martyrs the wicked magician is a standing character, to be outwitted and sometimes converted

by the hero, who himself rarely escapes being accused of magical arts by his persecutors. AVe read of

appeals to the magician in sickness, of amulets and charms buried in the highway to impede progress, or

nailed to a hated pagan's door, even written by a saint himself when a pestilential snake needed exorcizing.

To what a degree the Co})ts in d<iily life would still put faith in the gods and demons of their ancestors

and how they were ready to combine appeals to these and to the saints and angels of the new religion can

be well seen in the texts or translations given us by Fr. Kropp.

The basis of his book is a body of highly interesting pieces, here published for the first time. Of these

there are eleven, while of other four he has produced emended texts—among them two from my British

Museum Catalogue, which badly needed improved readings, and Prof. C. Schmidt's revision of Rosshs

long Trattato. In all 67 pages of text, mostly new : a very substantial contribution towards the scanty

non-eeclesiastical literature of the Copts.

The interest of the new material is great, both as folklore and liturgically. The most interesting group

is perhaps the first, composed of those texts in which the old gods reappear (vol. ii, 3-27); then the

second group, since it contains the most curious—and obscure—text of all : no. xiii, Lord Carnarvon’s

long papyrus from Thebes. AVith scarcely an exception there is something fresh to be learned from each

text: we make acquaintance with unfamiliar legends and superstitions, whether by allusion, more or less

obscure, or by direct narrative, with a number of new^ magical recipes or charms, potent in sickness or

<listress, and we gather many a new and, too often, still unintelligible wmrd for the vocabulary.

All have been edited with the minutest care in volume i, while volume ii contains translations and
elaborate commentaries, not of the new texts alone, but also of all those already published elsewhere,

making a total of 75 translations; and further, among these, versions of three Berlin papyri, whereof

Prof. Hengstenberg has promised an edition. In his commentaries Fr. Kropp show.^ himself at home in the

related literature, Greek as well as Coptic, while his third volume is devoted to a discussion and estimate

of his material, in its relations to folklore and to religion, i.e. liturgical practice, and here reference might
have been made to the ritual of St. Tarabb, B.LF. iv, 112, Rylauds Copt. Cat. no. 467 ; to the super-

natural beings whose aid the magical formula can compel
; to the various mediums through which tlie

magician operates (animals, plants, names, words); to the magical act (prayer, exorcism, medical treat-

ment) to be performed by him. Each volume is provided with several indexes and a number of plates

and facsimiles help to make the book one of the most important contributions to our knowledge of Coptic

Egypt which recent times have seen. One small text wEich might have been added (no, 295 m vol. xx of

AVessely’s StiuUen) has since been edited by Fr. Kropp in vol. ii of Preisendanz’s Pap, Or.

no. xlviii.

In these days the scholar concerned with subjects so far from the beaten track as is Coptic niairic may
hold himself fortunate indeed if he can find a benevolent publisher, and Fr. Kropp is to be con ltim tula ted

on having secured the help of M. Capart and the Fondatiou Reine EJisahdh for the prodm-tiou of hi-> work.

W. K. Crum.

15 - 2
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Tfie Mirror of Egypt in the Old Testament, By Lieut.-Com. Victor L. Trumper. London and Edinburgh,

n.d.

The ^ciieme of this short book is to take all the passages of tlie Old Testament which deal with

connexions between the Hebrews and Egypt, and to illuistrate and explain them by reference^ to the dis-

coveries of Egyptian archaeology. The idea is well carried out, and the comments always interesting and
often ingenious. The author has read widely and drawn cleverl}’ on his own twenty years’ exijerience of

Eg\ pt. (.)cca^ionally he ignores modern work which is of vital importance to his subject, as for instance

Gardiners article in this Journal on Per-ramessu. Occasionally, too, he allows phantasy to run away with

him, as when he suggests that the ta^tnin into which Aaron’s rod was turned before Pharaoh involves a play

on the name of the Egyptian god Ptah-Tenen, or that there was something specifically Egyptian in Joseph’s

a'>king first whether his father was well, and only afterwards whether he was alive. There are even a few

actual mistakes of fact ; for example Tams (Zoan) was not the Hyksos capital. But w’hat one misses most
of all is any statement of the position taken up by the author with regard to the nature and history of the

O.T. nan’ative as a whole. To take a single instance : is it worth while to discuss the position of the

various halting-places in Sinai until we have considered wdiether we have any reason whatsoever for placing

the biblical Sinai in the peninsula which now bears the name—and bears it solely because the pious pilgrims

of the fourth century A.D., infinitely more ignorant of history and archaeology than ourselves, took it into

their heads to locate the wanderings there ?

There are a few illustrations from photographs by the author, which are so good that they make us wish

for nu^re. The reading of the book is not facilitated by the author’s c[uaint habit of inserting a comma
bftween the subject of the sentence and its verb (^‘exactly as a modern tourist or trader, has to have his

passport .stamped

T. Eric Peet.

The Jorisijrudejice of the Jewish Courts in Egypt. Legal Administration hy the Jews under the Early Roman
Empire as described hy Philo Judaeus. By Erwix R, Goodexough. Xew Haven, Yale University

Press, 1929. X und 268 Seiten.

Das Recht in den Werken des jiidischen Hellenisten Philo von Alexandrien ist bereits Gegenstand
mehrfacher L^ntersuchung gewesen

;
sowohl ex professo fiir einzelne Materien (z. B. das Strafrecht), als

auch bei Textaiisgaben und L^ebersetzungen (Heinemann) oder endlich in einem allgemeineren kultur-

geschichtlichen Zusammenhang. Es handelt sich jedoch bei diesen Arbeiten in erster Linie um die

Peststellung des Verhiiltni^ses der von Philo geschilderten,—zum Teil m. E, auch nur postulierten,

—

jiidischen Rechtszustande in Alexandrien zu Beginn unserer Zeitrechnung zum Eechtssystem des Penta-

teuchs und zur 1‘abbinischen Tradition des Mutterlandes, so da.ss demgegeniiber die griechisch-romischen

Elemente naturgemass nur geringe Beachtung finden. Der Verfasser hat dagegen diese letzteren in den
Vordergrund seiner Untersuchung gestellt und will durch eine ausfiihrliche und systemati.sche Durch-
besprechung der Philonischen Schrift de specialihns legihus nachweisen, da.ss in der iigyptischen Hauptstadt
damaU eine selbstiindige rabbinische Tradition bestanden hat, welche sich unter ptolemaischem und
roiiii'-chem Einfluss entwickelt hat und darauf zuruckzuftihrende weitgehende Abweichungen gegenliber

der Eeberlicferung au'^ Palastina zeigt, ohne deswegen je von dieser abgeschnitten gewesen zu sein. Der
Xachwci.s griechisch-roniischer Komponenten rechtsphilosophischer oder positivrechtlicher Art in der
jiidischen PiMxis Alexaudriens wird von ihm rnit grosser Sorgfalt auf Grand von ausgedehnten L^rkunden-

uiid Literaturkenntnissen gefuhrt und liefert in seinen Einzelergebnissen wertvolle Beitrage auch fiir die

.illgerneine Erfas-ung des griechisch-hellenistischen und romi.schen Provinzialrechts in Aegypten. Wir
scheii hier wieder einnial, wie uiigemein aufschlussreich das Studium der antiken Autoren sich ge.stalten

kann, subaid wir in der Page sind, ihre Aussagen mit einem hinreicheiiden Lh'kundenmaterial zu ver-

gleichen ;
denn erst dadurch erhalten diose literarischen Zeugnisse den zu ihrem richtigen Verstandnis so

notwendigen realen Hintergrund.

Ich will hier nur die wichtigsten unter den von Philo in seiner Schrift nacb der Reihenfolge der zehn
Gebute der Sinaigesetzgebung behandelten jiinstischen Tatbestiinde und Rechtsinstitute anfiihren, um die
Aufmerksamkeit der Rechtsh istoriker darauf zu lenken. Im Zusammenhang mit dem dritten Gebot steht
die Lehre des Eides und .semes Schutzes, sowie die gottliche und weltliche Bestrafung des Meineides
'/um letzteren noch einmal .spater S. 174 ff.). Das vierte Gebot fiber die Feiertage gibt den Anlass zur
Be-prechung des Zin.^rechtes und einiger Institute des Sklavenrechtes, worauf ziemlich unvermittelt das
Intcitaterhrecht foigt. Die hier von Philo mitgeteilte und begriindete Erbfolgeordnung geht zw'ar vom
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Israelitischen, in 4. Moses 27, 8 tf. anlasslich des Rechtsstreites der Tdchter Zelophchads festgesetzen

System aus, enthalt aber tiefgehende Abweicliungeri davuu, die zum Teil materiell auch iiber das

griechisclie Recht hinans roichen iind vielleieht,—das ist wenigsteiis die Ansicht des Vcrfassers S. 60 f.,

—

rumisehein Eiiifluss zuzuschreibeii seiii kuiiiiteu
;
so vur allem in der Auttassung eiiie-^ deii Tochtern nehen

den Sohnen des Erblassers ziisteheiiden Erijrechts. Reachten^wert ist weiters der Hinweis auf eine

Berechtigung des Vifters vor den vaterlicheii Oukeln (and Tauten), wozu jetzt uiiter uiiderem auch die

bekannte Perganiene aus Bftra-Europos zu vergleichen ist. Gerade diese Urkunde aus einer niakcdonischen

Kolonie in Vorderasien aber, nach welcher der Yater und in dessen Ermangelung auch die verwitwete

Mutter,—entsprechend der hier strikte durchgefiihrten Parentelenordnung,—sogar vor den Bnidern des

Erblassers berufen werden, zeigt uiis nuch deutlicher als die griechischen Papyri Aegyptens, welcher

Umgestaltungen die hellenistische Rechtsentwicklung auf erbrechtlichem Gebiet fahig gew’esen ist.

Yom fiiiiften Gebot leitet sich auch das Ziichtigungsrecht der Eltern gegenuber ihren Kmdern ab
;
doch

glaube icli nicht, dass die in Alexandrien vorgesehene Tbtung des missratenen unverbesserlichen Kindes

eutgegeii der biblischeii Yorschrift (5. Moses 21, 18 ff.) ohne Yerfahren erfolgen diirfte. Das dafur von

Goodenough S. 69 ff. herangezogene iifs vitae ac 7iecis des roinischen paterfa t/nlias hdt hier lu. E. keinen

Einliuss ausgeiibt
;
denn auch die Totung des iSohnes, der die Hand gegen seine Eltern erhobeii hat

(ii g 243), setzt ein richterliches Urteil voraus. Im Anschluss an das sechstc Gebot koinmen dann die

iSittlichkeitsdelikte, uber die war eine Menge auch rechtsvergleichend w'ertv(ffler Details erhalten
;
so z. B.

iiber die Yerfolgung und Ahndung des Ehebruchs und liber das von der Halacha geilbte Ordal ziir

Ueberfiihrung der verdachtigten Ehefrau, welches letztere allerdings kauni der alexaudrinischen Praxis

angelidrt habeu durfte. Eherechtlich sehr interessant ist w’eiter die Bemerkung ii § 73 : al yap o^tAoyiai

ydfiois lo'odvvafiova'Lv^ uts dvdpbs bvofj.a Kai yvvaiKos kcil tii a\Xa rci errl (rui^oSois eyypd.(f)€rai^ W’eil sie uns die

Bedeutung der in den P. Freib. iii, 26 ffl, sowde in BGU. 1050-1052, 1198-1101 enthaltenen Yertrage

veranschaulichen
;
ich verrnisse aber dabei auch einen Hinweis auf die trotz ilires hohen Alters doch zu

beriicksiclitigenden ararnaischen Papyri aus Elephantine. Zu den Yergehen gegen die Sittlichkoit gehort

endlich nocli ein besonderer, auch ini mittelassyrischen Rechtsbuch 8, col. 1, 78 ff’
j
wiederkehrender

Tatbestand (S. 130 ft*.), der von Philo, iii, gg 169 ff., in einem breiten Rahmen behandelt ward.

Beim Mord wird vorerst zwischen (jiovos cKovaios und dein strafios bleibenden 0. dKova-ins unterschieden

und das Asylrecht auf den letzteren beschrankt (S. 118 fif); dafiir aber wird nicht allein die Aiistiftung

OouXeua-i?), sondern wne in der lex Cornelia auch der A'ersuch {irriBea-Ls) dem €Kovaios gleich behandelt.

Auf die iibrigen stark difterenzierten Delikte gegen Leib und Leben, darunter zahlreiche Fiille von fita und

wall ich nicht niiher eingehen, obwohl wir gerade dafur in den Dikaioinata des P. Hal. 1 ein aus-

gezeichnetes griechisches Yergleichsmaterial aus Alexandrien selbst h-iben. Eine Gegenuberstellung der

heiderseitigeii Xormen zeigt iibrigens, dass die Unterschiede zwdschen der jiidischen und der grieLhischen

Rechtsanschauung auf diesein Gebiet weit grosser sind, als Yerfasser S. 137 ff. und S. 233 ff'. anniuimt.

Dafur mochte ich hier einen anderen Tatbestand hervorheben, der in alien Gesetzgebungen Yorderasieiis,

von den vorhammurapischeu siimerischen Stadtrechten bis zum mittelassyrischen und deni hethitisdien

Rechtsbuche normiert ist, nainlich das Schlagen einer Schwangeren mit totlicheui Aiisgang fiir die

Leibesfrucht (S. Ill fif). Die von Philo gegenuber der einfachen Yorschrift in 2. Moses 21, 22 gemrichten

Distinktionen durften m. E. nur zum Teil auf griechisclie Einw’irkungeii zuruckzufiihren sein und sind

daher auch ftlr die Interpretation der iilteren vorderasiatischen Xonnen von besondonun Wert. Im
vierten Buche erbrtert Philo die drei letzten Gebote des Dekalogs. Im Anschluss an den Diebstahl und

seine verschiedenen Erscheinungsformeu, unter w^elchen sich auch der dudpaTro^urfjios oder Menschenraub

betindet, w^erden dann eine Reihe von Yorschriften eingehend besprochen, die sich auf die Gnterschlagung

und auf die Haftung des Depositars fiir Untergang und Diebstahl der ihm anvertrauten Sache beziehen,

wobei bei der TrapaOrjKT) dp,dpTvpos ein mehrgliedriger Reinigungseid des Yeiwvahrers eine grosse Rolle spielt

(S. 165 ff.). Der Tatbestand der wuederum bietet die Gelegenheit, daran aufschlussreiche

Ausfuhrungen iiber das Beweisverfahren, sowie iiber die Aufgaben und Pffichteii des Richters zu kniipfen.

In diesem Teil zeigt es sich nach meinem Dafiirhalten am deutlichsten, wie Philo in seiner Schrift

de specudibtis legibus bestrebt ist, philosophische Grundsatze und Erwagungen mit praktischen Rechts-

erfahrungeii zu verbinden.

Wie man schoii aus diesem knappen Ueberblick und uoch mehr aus dem letzten Kapitel des hier zur

Anzeige gelangenden Y'erkes (S. 214 ft'.) sehen kami, ist der Inhalt der Philonischen Schrift ungemein

reichhaltig und bietet sowohl dem Papyrologen, als auch dem auf anderen Gebieten der antikeii Rechts-

gescbichte arbeitenden Forscher eine Fulle von Aufklarungen und von Yergleichsmaterial, die nicht
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unbeAchtet beiseite gelassen werden diirfen. Derm aiich die alesandrinische Diaspora ist eines jener vielen

kleiiieii Zeiitron, in doren Deebtsentwickliuig die fruclitbare Beriiliruiig zwisciien Osteii und Westen eiiien

deiitlich WAhniehiiibareii Xiederr^t blag hinterlasseu hat. Aus dicseia Grund hat sich der Verfasser zwei-

cm grofi^'Os Youhenst erwnrbeii, indem er die einzelneii Xoriuen init dein grieehisch-rdmischeu

iliiitergruiul ihrer Zeit in Yerbindung gebracht und sie uns darnit einheitlich in einer nouen Beleuchtung

ne/eigt hat. Alierdings ist aueh seine Untersuchiing nicht frei von jener Einseitigkeit, die man iiach der

aiideren Hi«.htung hin den alteren Bearbeitungen zum Yorwurf gemacht hat. Ge^yiss hat Goodenougb die

praktiselien Zielo, die Philo mit seiner Schrift verfolgte, trefiender charakterisiert als seine Yorganger,

aber ieh glaube trotz<iem, dass wir nur dann zu einem einigermassen richtig eingestellten Bild iiber den

darin verarbeiteteii BechtsstofF gelangen kunnen, wenu wir auch die Portentwicklung des biblischen

Gesetzes in der Tradition aiisserhalb des agjptischen Dia.spora, wie sie etwa ein Jeahrhundert spater in der

Yischna niedergelegt worden ist, weiter heranzielien, so dass man auch gegeniiber der Darstellung des

Verfasser.', die anders orientierten fruheren Wiirdigungen nicht wird entbehren diirfen. So wie diese auf

der einen Soite die Selbstundigkeit der judisch-hellenistischen Rechtstradition in Alexandrien zu stark

ziigunsten der Fortbildung aus dem Mutterlande herabdrilcken, so geht anderseits Goodenough wohl allzu

freigebig mit der Annahnie griechi^cher und selbst rumischer Einwirkungen vor, und vor allem der auf

S. 214 formulierte Schlussatz, dass die von Philo gebotene Interpretation des mosaischen Gesetzes sich

mit deii “ general principles und zum Teil sogar mit den “ specific statutes of the Graeco-Roman system

decke, erscheint mir in die.'^er Yerallgemeinerung mehr als gewagt. Auch die Frage, wer des niiheren die

Trager der alexandrinischen Tnidition gewesen siud, bedarf ebenso noch eingehender Klarung, wie das

Problem einer nelbstaiidigeii Kompetenz der yepovo-la und eines zweiten vom Yerfasser angenommenen

judischen Gerichtshofes dLKaarrjpLov) in Alexandrien nach der romischen Eroberung. Die S. 249 ffi

entwickelte Argumentation hat gewiss viele.'^ fiir sich, aber der Umfang dieser Zustandigkeit ist namentlich

Hi Kriminalsachen, wegen der Sparlichkeit eindeutiger Zeugnisse, noch ziemlich duukel, zumal wir nicht

lieu geringsteii Anhait‘5punkt fur eine Analogic mit der von Augustus in Kyrene zwischen Griechen und

Romern geschaffenen Regelung (S. 19 fi.) besitzen.

Bringt .''uuiit die vorliegende Schrift trotz ihres neuen einheitlichen Gesichtspunktes gerade in Bezug

auf die Hauplproblemc noch keiue endgiiltige Losung, so sind anderseits die dann enthaltenen Anregungen

und der Furtr^chritt, der im einzelnen erzielt Avird, gross und wertvoll genug, um dem Yerfasser deu Dank
der Rechtshi.storiker zu sichern.

Y. San Xicolo.

Hethitische Staatscertr^ige, Ein Beitrag zu ihrer juristischea Wertang, Yon Dr. Yiktor KorosEC. [Leipziger

rerJitS'i'issenschaftliche Stvdie/i, herausgegeben von der Leipziger Juristen-Fakultat, Heft 60.) Leipzig,

1931.

This i'' a scholarly and well documented work in which the Hittite treaties which have come down to

us arc .uialysed finm the legal point of view. Tliey are diAuded into two classes, international treaties

made between equals, and treaties between the Hittites and their A^assals. The main interest of the book

for Egyptulogi^^ts lies in the fact that the first class of treaty is represented .solely by the pact between

Hattusihs III and Kauies^es II of Egypt, of which, as is well known, we ha\"e both the Hittite and the

Egyptian versions. The author is not to be blamed for not having anything very original to say about this

treaty, for the exhau^ti\^e treatments of Roeder in Der alte Orient, xx, 36 fi’. and of Langdon and Gardiner

in thi.'^ Juartnd^ vi, 179 fi‘ have left practically nothing more to be said, unless some new source of infor-

mation should be discovered. At the same time Korosec’s work is important for the Egyptologist in so far

H'' it shoAvs that the Ranles^es treaty can no longer be treated as an isolated unit but only as one of a

group of allied diphjinatic documents whose form—and even to some extent details—were prescribed by
international U'^age.

T. Eric Peet.

The Tomb of Ken-A „vrn nt Thebes. By Xorman de Garis Davies, with plates in colour by Xorman de
(4akis Davies, H. R. TIopgood and Xina de Garis Davies. (The Metropolitan iMuseum of Art
Egyptian Expedition.; X'eAv York, 1930.

It is inevitable that an artist who has worked as long as Mr. DaAues studying and copying the tombs
of the nobles at Thebes should have his favourite.^, and the tomb of Kenamun is clearly one of them. In
order to realise hoAv much loving care and patient labour haA'e gone to the making of this book it is

necessary to do a'^ the rcA iewer has done and t<j Avork solidly through it, trying to assimilate every word.
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This is the task not of a day or two but of several weeks, so ] lacked are the pages and plates with valuable

material. Yet he who accomplishes the task will find it has been worth his while, for not only will he

know this particular tomb but he will have acquired a ma^s (^f general knowledge which will enable liim

to understand things which have been dark to him in other tombs.

The book is is.sued in two volumes. Volume I contains the letterpress and nio^t of tlie [dates, while

Volume II, which is in folio, contains seven plates which were too large for the format of the first volume.

This arrangement is a compromi.se, and a perfectly satisfactory one, between the normal size in which the

work of the Metro[)olitaii Museum is issued and the sum[)tuous folio volumes of the Tytus Series, in which

much of Mr. Davies’s work has appeared. The book i^ beautifully made, the letter[)ress [)ruited on good

paper with wide margins in a large and clear type with marginal headings. The illustration is most la\ ish,

and in some cases w^e have actually a line plate, a monochrome colloty[)e and a colour [date of (jne and the

same subject. The plates that come from the hand of Mr. and Mrs. Davies need no words of the reviewer

to recommend them, and Mr. Hopgood proves himself a worthy collaborator. The frontis[)iece, which

shows a dozen or so fish and a few lotus flowers, is one of the most [jerfect studies in still life from

Ancient Egypt, and the re[troduction of the colours is a masteiqiiece of delicacy.

For the letter[>ress ^Ir. Davies alone is responsible. It is no eas}' task to find woi’ds to describe freshly

and attractively the scenes on the walls of a tomb, es[)ecially when one has done it a hundred times before.

Yet Mr. Davies contrives to make his matter interesting, and he does it by means of a style which is in

no sense light and easy—some might, on the contrary, describe it as almost too ^olid— but which is always

correct, and which shows considerable variety and originality of thought. He has realised, too, that in

translating from Egyptian one must try to find the rCcd English equiv.dent and not be satisfied, as too

many of us are, with collocations of words which may be individually correct renderings of the Egy[>tian

words but which are wholly meaningless to those who do not lia[)pon to know what the original was.

There are few lapses from this ideal, even in the renderings of laudatory e[>ithets, where they would be most

easily excusable, and the only serious one may be recorded sim[>ly as a curiosity; on [>, IG we find the

epithet “One who, if he gives attention to anything in the evening, it is mastered early in the morning”
;

the substitution of “such that‘s for “who” restores grammar, if not grace, and the rc'^ult is just as literal.

Mr. Davies is always master of his material, and that mainly by reason of his intimate knowledge of

the contents of other Theban tombs, for the meaning of a particular scene can often only be [irotitably

discussed by reference to parallels. A ty[)ical instance of the value C)f this knowledge is to be seen in hir>

treatment of the New Year’s Gifts scene.

Technically and artistically this is an unusual and an interesting tomb. The use of a yellow back-

ground and of varnish throughout, and the combination of the finest decorative with the finest naturalistic

work make it stand out among its fellows. To say that we w(.)uld gladly have heard more about these

things from Mr. Davies is in no sense a criticism of this volume but the expression of a ho[)e that he will

.some day record for us in [)rint some of his impressi(Uis about Egy[)tian art. In this t(juib alone there are

a dozen points on which we should like to have essays from his pen. How comes it, for instance, that in

one and the same tomb we find such artistic enntrasts as the highly conventional geese of Pi. xxxi and

the animals of the hunting scene? What is the [)recise method of rendering detail on the bodies of the

animals in the latter scene, and how far can it be called an attempt at chiaroscuro] Or yet again: what

is the relation of natural to geometric lino—see, for exam[)le, the near hind leg of the ibex—in the work

of this same scene, and how far does this work antici[>ate the highly geometrical style which is one of the

marks of the art of El-‘Amarnah? All these are points of im[>ortance
;
Mr. Davies is continually incre.ising

the material at our dis[)Obal for answering them, but we hope that he will make time to answer some of

them himself.

The task of publishing a tomb involves not only the co[)ying and description of the scenes but also the

translation of the legends which accompany tliem. It is quite usual for the co[>yist to hand these over to

a philologist for treatment. Put Mr. Davies has no need to do this ; he is himself a hierogly[)hic scholar

of a high order, and has an immense acquaintance with the kind of inscri[)tion that is likely to he found

in an Eighteenth-Dynasty Theban tomb. Consequently his treatment of the inscriptions of this tomb is

perfectly adequate. They are not always easy
;
some of them, indeed, are exceedingly difficult. To the

philologist the most interesting is that printed on PI. viii, in which the appointment of Kenamun to liis

office is related. The reviewer has s[)ent many hours over these thirty-six broken lines in the li(q)e of

gathering u[> any little gleanings which might have been left by Mr. Davies, but the harvest is very

meagre. It is contained in the short notes which follow
;
several of the suggestions are made with extreme
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diffidence, and the reviewer is not at all certain that he has in every case improved on Mr. Davies’s

version

Line 16. “It is thy second self and will come to pass.” This supposes that piv hpr-s is to be read,

and that k^-k pir is a complete clause in itself and kpr^s another. It is probably better to take hpr as a

participle, leavin^^ the s to go with what follows. We then get k?‘k pw hpr^ “It is thy will that comes to

pa.>>,” a ty[)e of s>enteuce for which we have a good parallel in Paji. Pri^se, 7. shr pw n grh hpr^ “It is the

counsel of night that comes to pa^s.” For the construction see Sethe, Xoniinalsatz^ g 139, where, however,

•some of the examples given perhaps contain not participles but Old Perfective forms.

Line 17. gmntn'f can hardly be present tense “he is just entering,” and the courtiers do not speak of

or to the king as tiUwt. Surely we must suppose that their speech ended about the middle of line 16, and

that the narrative part of the inscription was there resumed in some such words as “Then his majesty

said, Oo and summon Kenamun....”

Line 19. That grg‘k should be an Old Perfective used actively seems highly improbable in an inscription

of this date; uuu’eover grg followed by a direct object of the person is very rare. The only alternative is

that it .'should be the 2nd sing, active klmt\ and that the king, whose speech, as Mr. Davies rightly .saw,

began in 1. 17, is now directly addressing Kenamfin : “Thou shalt equip it like thy predecessors.” “It”

ykj‘) is presumably the estate of PnC’nfi\ mentioned towards the end of the previous line. For m nhh

the reviewer has no suggestion to offer.

Line 22. hic cannot mean “and do not,” for it is not used so early as tliis in a negative sense, and in

any case cannot negate the imperative. At the broken end of the line suggests ti id ra \ip<‘t\

“when I was Crown Prince” or something similar.

Line 23. The correct restoration and translatiim of this line are suggested by the Installation inscrip-

tion of llckhmire<', lines 5-6 (Sethe, Url\ iv, 1087}: “Xow the office of steward is not sw'eet
;

it is bitter

as gall 'read wdd^ not It is copper round about ^ the gold of the house of his lord.”

Line 24. dCr-nk. The sdriuif form must have some jioint. Perhaps “Put forth thy arm (to punish)

wlien thou hast examined a crime.”

Line 25. psst-fpv' irt m^Ct. These word.s can hardly be separated, and give good sense taken together:

“The doing of righteousness is his (the steward’s) province,” or possibly “The doing of righteousness is

what is due to him” {{.€. to the god). If the second is correct we might continue “and he hives him who
will estibli.di it” (reading s[^]}. But why is mr-nf in the sdnmf iovml

Line 32. np' h^t in this context must surely be the phrase for the royal diadem. The preceding word,

however, is not the usual \nj “he who is in charge of.” Restore perhaps dp “who inspects the royal diadem
at the ceremonial adornment of the king.”

Line 34. It seems quite impossible that aoeb/. imVr should introduce a general statement in present

time . “I or the overseer of cattle is prosperous of hand ” Here, as elsewhere, it must begin a new section

ot tho narrative; the speech of the courtiers ends at s}}d hi\ and the inscription is rounded off with a short

account of Kenamun s success in his office of overseer, followed by a line of laudatory epithets and his

name. Translate “Xow the overseer of cattle and steward Kenamun prospered in all that he had to do.

If he but stood before a task it was done....”

Egyptologist will read this book without admiring the perfection to which Mr. Davies’s technique
in the publication of a tomb has been brought. A glance through the plates or, better still, a visit to the
tomb itself will show that, for all its interest, it is one of the most severely damaged in the necrojiolis; and
yet out of it Mr. Davies has managed to construct what is perhaps the most attractive memoir which has
ever been published on a single tomb.

One >mall suggestion conclude with. The idea of inserting opposite each plate a thin interleaf

bearing its number and description, together with a reference to the pages on which it is described, is in

itself excellent, but has one disadvantage, namely that it completely hides the plate numbers; endless
time is thus spent in searching for a particular plate among the seventy, so much so that the review^er
.NOon found himself compelled to pencil at the top right hand corner of each interleaf its plate-number.
A\ ould it not be [lossible in future to print the plate numbers in this position? The users of the volumes
would be grateful for them.

T. Eric Peet.

1 So Sethe, but the sense ^uven is not \ery convincing, and m (Ir in Pap. Kahim, PI. ii, 19 means “against,”
not “round about.” Render perhaps “He is copper rather than gold for bis lord’s house,” taking both metals
metaphorically, and contrasting them like “ bitter” and “ sweet ” above.
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TWO STATUETTES OF THE GODDESS
SEKHMET-UBASTET

By ALA^s W. shorter

With Flatus x and xi.

The photographs on Plate x reproduce the lower half of a statuette of carved steatite in

the collection of Mr. G. D. Hornblower, who very kindly suggested that 1 should describe

it ill the Journal, and also generously provided me with these photographs of it.

The upper part of the enthroned figure is missing, the lower part is clothed in the tight-

fitting dress of women and goddesses, and we are able to conclude, from a study of th(.‘ carvings

which decorate the throne, that the statuette w^as one of the goddess Ubastet, or of Sekhmet,

into whom she so often merges. The height of the piece is 5*8 cm. The carving of the \vhole is

very fine, but the skill of the artist is shown pre-eminently in the figures of gods and demons

adorning the sides of the throne and of the base, w'hich are exquisitely w'orked in low^ refief.

The front of the statuette has suffered more damage than any other part, the steatite having

flaked off in large pieces, carrpng aw^ay the lower part of the goddess’s legs and the refiefs or

inscription which must have decorated the front of the base. The reliefs may be described as

follows, and are shown enlarged on Plate x.

I. Left side of throne (PI. x, fig. 3)
Register A

:

(1) Osiris, squatting, wearing ///-crow n, collar and counterpoise, and holding crook and

'ir/s-sceptre.

(2) Serpent, standing erect upon its tail.

(3) Horus, squatting, w^earing double crowm and holding u?/5'sccptre.

(4) Bearded god, squatting.

(5) Sebek, with head of crocodile, advancing and offering twm vessels of wine { ?).

Register B

:

(1) Hathor, squatting, wearing sun-disk, horns and uraeus, and holding papyrus-sceptre.

(2) Khonsu, represented as a man, walking, w'earing moon-disk inside crescent upon his

head, and holding a ^r/5-sceptre in the right hand and a flagellum in the left. For

an exactly similar representation of the god see Lanzone, Dizionario di miiologia

egizia, PI. cccxliii, fig. 3, wLere the god is called, in the accompanying hieroglyphic

inscription, ‘‘Khonsu in Thebes, Xefer-hotep, Horus at the head of the Tw^o Lands.”

(3) Nephthys, squatting, w^earing her name-group upon her head, and holding a papyrus-

sceptre.

(4) Serpent as A (2).

(5) Ram(?)-headed god, advancing and offering tw^o vessels of wdne (?)^.

1 For ram-headed gods carrying offerings, depicted on the throne of Sekhmet-Pbastet, see Cairo Xo. 39035

and perhaps 39033, Cat. gen.. Statuettes de diii'nife's, 259-60,

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xvin. 16
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Register C. An inscription: dHu ^-nlj ivd; ^nb "nk-H)\ "May ye grant that Aiikh-Hor live,

prosper and be healthy/'’ A prayer evidently addressed to the deities represented on

this object on behalf of the dedicator of it, who is named Ankh-Hor.

IL Right side of throne (PL x, fig. 1)

Register A:

(1) Sekhmet or Ubastet, with head of lioness (or catO, enthroned, wearing uraeus on

head, holding a papyrus-sceptre in one hand and ^nh (0 other.

(2) Male deity with uncertain head, advancing, holding 5-sceptre and ^nh.

(3) AVinged serpent, standing erect upon its tail.

(1)

The deity Nehebkau, as a serpent provided with human legs.

Register B

:

(1) Osiris, wearing ^//-crown, collar and counterpoise, squatting upon a stool with a low

back.

(2) Male deity advancing, holding ^r^^TSceptre and flagellum. Khonsu-Neferhotep?

(3) Serpent standing erect upon its tail. It has a male, bearded head, and its human
arms have been cut off near the shoulders.

(4) Serpent as I. A (2).

(5) Sekhmet or Ubastet as IL A (1), but without uraeus.

Register C;

(1) Male deity, with indeterminate, non-human (?) head, advancing, holding iC;?5-sceptre.

The 'nh in his left hand has almost entirely vanished.

(2) Male deity with human (?) head, advancing, offering.

(3) Xehebkau as II. A (4).

(4) Deity with animal's head, species uncertain, seated on a throne.

(5) Male deity, the lower portion of whom is broken away, with head of a jackal ( ? i.e.,

Anubis), advancing, holding zc^5-sceptrc.

III. Base, left side (PL x, fig. 3)

(1) The goddess Uto as an uraeus^, upon the palace-sign. Above, judging from the

traces, was a bird of some sort, probably a vulture or hawk, but only the tail

remains.

(2) Sekhmet or Ubastet as II. A (1).

(3) Mummiform figure standing, holding flagellum. The god Imseti ?

(4) Winged serpent, similar to II. A (3).

(5) Serpent as I. A (2).

lY. Base, right side (PL x, fig. 1)

(1) Male deity with damaged and therefore uncertain head, advancing and offering.

(2) Serpent as I. A (2).

(3) Ditto.

(4) Sekhmet or Ubastet as II. A (1).

(5) Ihy, holding sistrum and flagellum, advancing.

(6) Xehebkau, with human legs and arms.

^ As on the Cairo statuette Xo. 30127; op, cif., p. 279.
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V. Base, back (PL x, fig. 2)

(1) Illy as IV (5).

(2) XuJe person or child, in a sitting position.

(3) Serpent as I. A (2).

VI. Back of tlnone (PI. x, fig. 2)

Registers A, B and C: four figures of the goddess Taurt, holding the symbol 5 ^ in front of her,

in each register.

Register D

:

(1) Male deity with indistinct head, advancing and oftering ( ?).

(2) Nehebkau as IV (6).

(3) Ubastet, seated on throne, liolding a sistrum in the right hand and a papyrus-sceptre

in the left.

(4) Khonsu-Neferhotep, as I. B (2). Disk and crescent almost obliterated.

Register E

:

(1) Sebek (?) with head of crocodile ( ?), advancing and offering ( ?).

(2) Nehebkau as IV. (G).

(3) Serpent upon a sledge.

The statuette of Ubastet, which bears the number G351G in the British Museum collections,

has already been published in the British Museu^n Quarterly, vi, No. 4, p. 101, but it is here

republished (PI. xi) in greater detail in order to consider the gods and demons represented on

the sides of the throne. I am indebted to the Keeper of the De])artment for permission to do
tliis.

The statuette is of sandstone glazed blue-green, and measures 10-G ins. (27 cm.) in height.

It may probably be assigned to the Twenty-second Dynasty. The strangest feature of the

object is the cat's face, which is made of bronze attached to tlie stone figure (the latter shows
the ruff, and is therefore properly of Sekhmet). The eyes were originally inlaid with some trans-

lucent material, such as crystal, now vanished: the backing of gold leaf, intended to give a

yellow glow like a cat’s eyes, alone remains. We are here concerned, however, with the figures

carved in open work on the sides of the tlnone. They may be described as follows:

I. Left side of throne (PI. xi. fig. 2)

Register A: Serpent with four coils.

Register B

:

(1) Bearded god walking.

(2) Nehebkau, with human legs and arms.

(3) Serpent, made to look like the dd-symbol by the addition of three cross-bars.

(4) Serpent with a head at each end, the heads looking outwards.

(5) Serpent as last, but with heads looking inwards.

(G) Duamutef, mummiform, standing, holding the bandage.

Register C: ^/-symbol, on either side of which are two “Girdles of Isis.’'

16—2
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Hegister A:

II. Right side of throne (PI, xi, fig. 1)

(1) Serpent with two coils, ha\dng a head at each end. Beneath the foremost head is

attached a pair of wdngs; beneath the rear head are three cross-bars to give the

aj^pearance of the rftZ-symbol, as in I. B (3).

(2) Nehebkaii as I. B (2).

(3) Male deity with Lion's (?) head, walking.

Register B

:

(1) Serpent with two coils and a head at each end: above it is an uraeus.

(2) Cynocephalus ape.

(3) Xehebkau as serpent with human arms, but no legs.

(4) Ibis supporting upon its beak a A*rt-sign enclosing an ostrich feather; part of the beak

is broken awav.

Register C:

(1) Serpent.

(2) Xehebkau as 11. B (3).

(3) Male deity with cat's ( head, walking.

(4) Duamutef, mummiform.

(5) Separated from (1) by a dividing line (probably inserted to fill space), an uraeus with

human head, ne., the goddess Uto.

The presence of a large number of these deities on the throne of Sekhmet-Ubastet may be

easily explained by the fact that they are known to be connected in some way wdth that goddess.

Thus Taurt, who presides over child-birth, is represented owing to the part played by Ubastet
herself as a birth-goddess^; Khonsu appears elsewhere as the son of Mut-Ubastet and Amen-
Re^-Harakhte-; the child Ihy would be naturally thought of as son of Ubastet when she is

identified with Hathor, and the cobra Uto is a deity with whom Sekhmet-Ubastet was easily

equated, in her capacity of the Eye of ReC. The appearance of Osiris and Horns, again, is not
difficult of explanation, and presumably the seated goddess with the head of a lioness (or cat?)

is Sekhmet-Ubastet herself, while the god Avith a lion's (?) head who occurs on the British

Museum (^xample is ptu'haps ^laahes, who appears at Denderah as the son of Ubastet®. The
serpent-god, whom we liave assumed to be the deity Xehebkau, and the other snakes are not
so easily explained, and I propose to leave all discussion of them for another paper, in Avhich

I hope before long to deal with the Avhole qin^stion of the nature and history of Nehebkaii and
his associates.

^ See. e.f/., Bniuseh, Diet, gf'ngr., 731. She is. of course, there thought of as Hathor.
- See Brugseh. Etltgion uud Mythnhtgle (hr allea A€gypte)\ 334.

HiidL^e. (kxh of the EgyptidDs, i, 446.
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THE USE OF NATKO^" IN 31UMMIF1CATION

By a. LUCAS

Despite the numerous descriptions of the mode of embalming practised by the ancient Egyptians

that have been written, beginning with that of Herodotus in the fifth century b.c., there is

still a considerable difference of opinion regarding both the method and the materials employed.

As it seemed exceedingly probable that the secret was 2:)resent in the known facts, although

it had hitherto escaped notice, and in the hope that it might be revealed, the writer has ven-

tured to go over the well-trodden ground once more and to try, without bias, to re-state the

significant facts and to give the conclusions that arise from them.

In order that the chemical aspect of the matter may be understood, it may be stated that

natron is a naturally occurring compound of sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate. As

found in Egypt, natron always contains sodium chloride (common salt) and sodium sulphate

as impurities, these being present in very varying proportions. Thus in fourteen specimens of

natron from the Wadi Natrun analysed by the writer the proportion of common salt varied

from 2 per cent, to 27 per cent., and that of sodium sulphate from a trace to 39 per cent.^;

and in three specimens from El-Kab the common salt varied from 12 per cent, to 57 per cent,

and the sodium sulphate from 11 per cent, to 70 per cent.^

The facts may now be enumerated, and at the end of each series a short summary will be

given and, when all the facts have been marslialled and summarized, the conclusions that

follow from them will be stated.

Solid Natron
This has been found as follows

:

1. In vases and jars in tombs. Examples
:
{a) in the tomb of Yuaa and Thuiu“ (Eighteenth

Dynasty). This was probably refuse embalming material, as it was contained in fifty-two large

jars ‘Svrapped up in bits of cloth" and in one instance at least it was a mixture of natron and

sawdust; (6) in ten large jars in the tomb of Maherpra^ (Eighteenth Dynasty). This, too, was

probably refuse embalming material, as it was mixed with resin and sawdust; (c) in the tomb

of Tutcankhamiin^ (Eighteenth Dynasty); (r/) in an Eighteenth Dpiasty tomb at Thebes^

and (e) in a Twenty-first D\masty tomlj at Sakkarah^.

The significance of some of this natron is not known, but in two instances, as already

suggested, it was almost certainly refuse embalming material. In the tomb of Tutcankhamiin

a vase containing natroii^^ was in the same '"kiosk" as another vase containing reshi of a kind

somewhat similar to that used (with finen) for packing the abdomen, and tliis natron, therefore,

may have had a direct connexion vfith the embalming. Another specimen of natron from the

^ A. Lucas, Natural Soda Deposits in K(jiipt (1912),

“ J. E. Quibell, The Tomb of Yuaa and Thniu, in Cat. fjui. du Musee du Caire (1908), pp. vi, 75-7. Analyses

by the vTiter.

3 Lortet ot Gaillard, La Jaune momijiee de VAncienne Egi/pte, i (1905), 317-18.
•* Howard Carter, The Tomb of Tnt-anlch-Amen. ir (1927), 32. Analysed by the writer.

® Submitted by the Department of Antiquities and analysed by the writer.

® Submitted by C. M. Firth and analysed by the writer.
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same tomb^ was mixed with an aromatic gum-resin, ahnost certainly incense, and tliis probably

had no direct connexion with the embalming. There were also two other specimens^, the meaning

of which IS not apparent.

2. Burit^d in cemeteries with refuse embalming material. All the examples that can be

traced lia\'e been foimd at Thebes, the dates of the specimens ranging from the Eleventh

Dynasty to the Persian period-.

0. Encrusting a wooden embalming platform and the four wooden blocks belonging to it

that were doubtless used for supporting the body
;
also encrusting four wooden anlk-^igns and

a wooden object used in connexion witii embalming. These, which are of Eleventh Dynasty

date, were found by Winlock at Thebes**^ and are now in the Cairo Museum, where the writer

has had an opportunity of examining them. In addition to natron, there is also resin on the

platform.

4. C)n certain mummies. Examples
:
(a) in two packets attached to the feet of the mummy

of an ludviiown woman found in the tomb of Amenophis in one of these packets there was

a ma>s of epidermis and in the otlitu' there were portions of the viscera, in both cases mixed

with natron: (h) covering an anonymous mummy from Der el-Bahri^; (c) as minute crystals

on both the exterior and interior surfaces of a mummy examined by Granville^, Avhich were

proved by analysis to consist of "carbonate, sulphate and muriate" of soda,” that is to say

natron, mixed with potassium nitrate and traces of lime
;
{d) as small white crystals on a mummy

(probai)ly Twentieth Dynasty) in the Leeds Museum^, Avhich were analysed and found to

consist "almost entirely of carbonate of soda, witli some muriate'^ and sulphate.*' Also on the

bandages from the same mummy (e) impregnating the tissues of the mummy of Nekht-

Ankh‘‘ (Twelfth Dynasty); (/) impregnating the brain of the mummy of a boy from the tomb
of Amenopliis (Fdghteentli D\masty): (g) impregnating the resin from the cheeks, mouth,

arm and rib respt^ctively of certain mummies of the Eighteenth and TAventieth D}masties^®.

5. Mixed with fatty matter in mummies. Examples: (a) in the body of Menephtah^^

(Xineteeuth Dynasty) and (h) in the mouth and body caAUties of certain mummies of the

Twenty-first and Twnaity-second Dynasties^ i-. The material Avas examined by Schmidt, avIio,

in his original paper’-, attributed the fatty matter to butter that had been mixed with the natron,

^ Not yet published. Amilysed by the A\Titer.

- The refuse em])alTniTv.: ni.iteri.il from the tomb of Tut^ankhamua wms found in h "pit" near the tomb
about ten years Ijefore the tundj was disuoA'ered. Tlie mat (‘rial was in "lar^re earthen pots,” in Avhich,

arnom: other artielt‘S, were "small baus eontainin" a powdered su}>stance,” Avhich Avas doubtless natron.

(Theodore M. D.ivis, TJk Tunih of Ihiunlidhi an(( Toiuiiduthnnifuion (1912), 3.) See, too, A. Lansinj;, in Bull,

Met. Mu'^etDfi of A/f, Xeir YftrL’. Pt. IT (1920), 12, Fis. d (three lots); H. L. Winlock, op. clt., Pt. ii (1922),

34-, Fiy. 34 (five lots); 1924, 31—2, Tig. 30 (two lots); 1928, 2.5—0, Figs. 30-1; F. Naville, The Tetnple of Deir

i! Jifihdri, n ( 1890), 0; i (1907), 10. A number of these specimens have been analysed for Mr. Winlock by the

writfT. ^ Winlock, op. rif., Pt. ir (1922), 34, Fig. 33.

* F. Elliot Smitli and Wiirren H. DaAvson, (1924), lOl. A. Lucas, Preservative

Mahnat.s dfl the Avrifai Efijiplia}] < in K tni iiq (1911), 0 -7,

^ Mathey, Xoi4 \)tr nn< n>otnir anompne de [)eir (I-Btdiri, in Dn!l. de I' /}isL Kqupfiea, 2e ser., no. 7 (1886),

lsr)-9.5. (J, .Ma'^pero, Ij^ naouifs nojutc^ de Ddir el Bahri. in Mem. de la Arch, franca ine (tn Caire^

i ( ISS9), 782 7.

T. 4. Pettiurew. A Itidorq of Eipfpfian Minmnie.'-i (1834), 02. ' /.r.. chloride.

\\\ Osliurn, An Arcoimf of an Efpfpilan Mntnnni Presented to the Afu<scH//i of the Leeds Philosophical

and Literal ji Sonthi (1828). 8, 44.

^ 51. A. .Murrav, The I'otiih iff Tien Brofhe/^ (1910), 47.

Lueas, op. ('ll., 13 19; Joinnal. i, 122 -3.

(b Elliot Smith, in Ann. Serr,. \Tir (1907). 111. See also p. 128.

\\ . A. S( hmidt. t t/iffn>‘e'he //. hioloij t '^rh ( T nti t iUrh n n<ji )i i\ U(ji/Jitoscheal Af uinien-aiciterial etc., in

Zeitschr.f. alh/em. Phipioi., Pd. vii ( 1907), .309-72.
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and this is still quoted, although, in a later paj)er^, Schmidt stated very detinitely that, as the

result of further work, he had changed his opinion and that In^ believe mI the fatty matter to

have been derived from the body: (e) from the pelvis of a female mummy called ''i\lummy

No. 1*' found in the tomb of Amenophis II (Eighteenth Dyna^^ty), the fatty matter having

probably been derived from the body-.

Siunwary, Examples Xos. 2, 3, 4: (a) and [h), and o, prove, and probably No. I also, that

solid natron was employed in connexion with embalming in a number of instances from at

least as early as the Eleventh Dynasty to as late as the Persian period.

Natron Solution

Not only was natron employed in the solid state. Init it was also used in the form of a

solution, and such a solution has been found on two occasions, once by Prunton^ in an alabaster

canopic jar from a roval tomb of the Twelfth Dynasty at Lahun. in which, however, there

were no viscera, and once by Eeisner^ in three compartme] its of the alabaster canopic box of

Queen Hetepheres (Fourth Dynasty), the remaining compartment being dry, owing probably

to leakage from a defect that exists in that particular corntn* of the liox. Thi^ natron solution,

which was analvsed by the writer, is of approximately 3 per cent, strength and contains

the usual impurities of Egyptian natron, namely, common salt and sodium sulphate. In each

compartment of the box is a flat package wrapped in woven fabric (presumably linen) that

almost certainly contains viscera.

Suminanj. If it be accepted that the packages contain viscera, it is proved that in the

Fourth Dynasty the viscera of a royal personage v ere preserved in a natron solution, and the

example from the Twelfth Dtmasty would seem to be evirlence that tlie practice was still in

use, at least occasionally for royal personages, about a thousand years later.

Salt

Common salt (sodium chloride) has been found in the solid form both on mummies and on

nommummified bodies. Examples: (u) on the mummy of Memqflitalr'^ (Nineteenth Dynasty),

the skill of which Elliot Smith states was '‘thickly encrusted with salt"; {h) as a few tiny

crystals on the skin at the top of the shoulders of the mummy of Tut^ankhamun^’'
'
(Eighteentli

Dynasty) and (c) as a small aggregate of crystals inside the innermost (gold) coflin at the iaaid

end^; {d) in small amount (1-5 per cent.) with resin from the mummy of NesikhousiC (Twcaity-

first D\masty): (e) on a Coptic 'Amimmy " (flfth century a.d.) from Nag^ rd-Der"': (/) on iiodies

of early Christian date from near Aswan, the wrappings of which wen' heavy and sticky with

salt^,’' a number of specimens of wdiich w*ere analysed b}" the wuater;
(/y)

on certain mummy
tissue examined by Schmidt^®, wEo states that the authentic embalmed material was largely

impregnated wdth salt, in many cases the interior of the mummies being entirely (‘overed wdth

salt crystals. The Coptic mummies contained the most salt and in one instance 8-5 per cent,

occurred in the arm muscles. Euffer, commenting on this, writes^^: “Th(‘^e observations of

Schmidt have not been confirmed so far, and are all the more remarkable because Coptic

^ \V. A. Schmidt. Uher in ChettuLrr-ZfitfnKj (1908). Nr. 6o.

2 Lucas, Preservdtii'e 7.

3 Guy Brunton, Lahun, i (1920), 20. Analysed by the writer.

^ G. A. Reisner, in Bnll. Mn^euw of Finp Boston, xwi ( 192S). 81.

® Elliot Smith, ibid. ® Analysed by the A\ritcr.

^ D. E- Derry, Report upon the Exoininnfion of Tul-ankh-AinenA Mumnni, Appendix I. in H. Carter,

The Tomb of Tut-a nkh-Amen, n (1927), 152.

® Lucas, Preservative Materials, 19, 20.

® Reisner, Arrhaeolocfical Survey of Xnhia, Report }or 1907-8. lOO. P. 12b, n. 12.

Sir Armand Ruffer, The Use of Xafron and Salt Inj the Ancient Eyypiians, m Caito Stneidijir Journal,

IX (1917), 43^.
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miimmips (so-called) showiio incision; salt lias been placed on the integuments, and it is difficult,

if not impossible, to understand how under such circumstances the quantity of salt mentioned

by Schmidt can have penetrated into the muscles. I have seen the inner surface of the body

cavities—the muscles, hver and other organs—-of Coptic mummies covered with white crystals,

but these were crystals of fatty acids and not saltb The mummies which I have examined often

contained inside the wrappings lumps of common salt: and in one case a lump of sodium

chloride about the size of a fist was lying on the anterior surface of the abdomen ; but it appears

to me very doubtful ivhether much salt has been used, as the wrappings had not been infiltrated

with visible crystals of salt, and analysis did not reveal any abnormal quantity of salt in the

skill or muscles.*'

The mummy of Mene2)htah, which is described by Elhot Smith as being thickly encrusted

with salt/* is in the Cairo Museum, where by the courtesy of Mr. R. Eiigelbach, the Curator

of the Museum, the writer lias recently had an opportunity of examining it, and he ventures

to suggest that the description ‘’thickly encrusted " applied to the salt on it is unfortunate and

is likely to convey a ^\'rong impression, as meaning that the mummy is entirely or almost en-

tirelv coated with a tliick ]ay(‘r of salt, which is not the case.

The skin of the mummy, vdiich is mostly of a light brown colour, is very patchy and

mottled, the patches consisting of a number of areas, some of considerable size, that are white,

and the mottling taking the form of numerous small, raised sjiots, practically of the same colour

as the skin, covering the chest and abdomen and occurring also on the forehead and having

the appearance of an eruption. Neither the wliire patches nor the mottling is salt. With respect

to certain of the wliite patches, Elliot )Smith says“ “'a thin layer of red paste had been applied

to the face. In places this has now peeled off leaving Avhite patches.'* A further white patch

round the mouth appears to be where the beeswax covering for the mouth has been removed.

Although the skin of the miimim^ contains salt, most of this is invisible to the naked eye.

Ttiere are, however, a few ver}' small areas where there is an efflorescence of tiny salt crystals,

so small that they can onlv just be seen without a lens.

The skin of the mummy is slightly acid, tliis acidity being due to the presence of fatty acids,

and it seems probable that some of the white patches may be caused by these same acids, an

efflorescence of which, looking very like salt, was found on all the layers (about twenty) of

what was manifestly part of tlie original wrappings. These were very dark brown in colour and

contained resin and a trace of salt. (Ither parts of the wrappings, whu'h appeared to belong to

the re-wrapping of the mummy, also contained a little salt. The 'Svliite cheesy material"

mentioned by Elliot Smith^, with which the body had been packed (a small portion of Avhich

still remains attached to the inner surface of the abdominal wall), consists essentially of soap,

doubtless formed by the combination of fatty acids, derived from the body, and natron. The

acidity of the body of 3Ienephtah is not proof that natron, whicli is alkaline, had not been

used for embalming, since, as will be shown later two pigeons that had been treated for

40 days with natron were both acid, due to the fact that the slight amount of natron left after

washing had been more than neutralized by fatty acids and possibly other acid decomposition

products of the body. The salt, too, on the mummy of Menephtah is not evidence that salt was
employed for mummification, since the small amount present might easily have been derived

from that occiiiTing naturally in natron, as actually was the case with the pigeons treated with

natron^.

' The writer lias also examined a number of specimens of white efflorescent material from mummies,
including one example from the liver of a Coptic mummy, that proved to be fatty acids (Lucas, op. cit., 55).

- Elliot vSmith, op. cif.. 110.

Ihid, « See p. 134,
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With regard to the few crystals of salt on the mummy and in the coffin of Tutrarikhamun,

the amoimt was so small that it is unhkely to have been derived from the use in embalming

either of salt or of natron containing salt, and it appears much more probable that it came from

the water used in washing or in ceremonially sprinkhng the body. Although the water from

the Nile at Elephantine was esteemed the most efficacious for this purpose, it is improbable

that it was always employed and, if not, then the alternative would be {a) water ol)tained from

the river locally, [h) water from a sacred pool^ or from the sacred lake of a temple, or (c) well

water, the last two of which, [h) and (e), would probably often contain a considerable proportion

of salt^. Some such explanation might also reasonably account for the small amount of salt

found with the resin from the mummy of Nesikhonsu, or this may have been derived from salt

contained as an impurity in natron.

In early Christian times many of the bodies on which salt has been found were not mum-
mified and these, therefore, may be left out of account in the present discussion. The Coptic

“mummy” from Nagc ed-Der mentioned, although termed a mummy in the description that

accompanied the specimen of salt received for analysis, had probably not been mummified.

Summary. So far as the foregoing examples of the use of salt are concerned, when the

explanations suggested are taken into account, there is no evidence that salt, either solid or

in solution, was used in embalming until early Christian times, when it wns frequently employed

in the dry state, generally outside or between the clothes or wrappings.

Pathological Evidence

The evidence for the use of natron or salt may be considered from the point of view of the

pathological changes, if any, that have taken place in the tissues caused by these materials.

The only studies of this kind known to the writer are those of Sir Armand Huffier, who examined

a large number of mummies, chiefiy of late periods, in order to study “pathological changes

histologically.”

Ruffier at first accepted the current idea of a bath in which the body was soaked and, as

the outcome of his earher investigations, he stated that “It appears to me probable that the

solution used was one of ’natron,’ but that this 'natron’ consisted chiefly of sodium chloride

with a small admixture of carbonate and sulphate of soda^.” Later, however, as the result of

further work, ho evidently changed his opinion, since in an unfinished article published after

his death he wrote as follows

:

“The histological study of the skin does not point to the regular use of a natron bath-*.
’

“
. . .there is no evidence whatever for the supposition that the body was ever steeped in

a natron solution*^.”

“The woimd through which the organs were extracted is always clean, not encrusted with

natron and nothing in its state suggests exposure to the action of a caustic fluid'^.
’

“ j\Iicroscopical examination of the muscles of the abdominal wall does not suggest contact

with natron. Even if, after immersion, the natron had been carefully washed out of the body

—a very difficult and tedious operation—some chemical or histological evidence of use of the

natron bath would have been expected. There is no such evidence‘s.”

^ A. M. Blackman, in Proc. 8oc. BiU. ArrJf., xr. (1918), 61-4.

- At the present time the water of the sacred lake at Karnak is w^ry salty and. in adelition to common
salt, it contains both natron and sodium sulphate. Originailv, doubtless, tliis water was sweet, hut owing

to the position and low level of the lake the various salts now present in considerable quantity would soon

begin to accumulate. {A. Lucas, in Ann. Serv., xxv (l92o), 50-1.)

® Buffer, HiMological Studies on Egyptian M}nnmi€s^ in Mein. Instituf £gyptien, vi (1911), fasc. ni, .31.

* Buffer, in Cairo Scientific Journal^ ix, 48-51.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, x\’iii. 17
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"The organs, which had fii’st been removed from and then replaced in the body, also show

no sign of having been steeped in natron, and it is very difficult to believe that any amount

of washing could have removed the natron so thoroughly as to leave no trace of it behind^.”

"Microscopically the parietal and visceral pleura?, the capsule of the hver, the kidneys and,

above all, the intestines show no signs whatever of having been in contact with an alkahne

hiiidb’'

. .the contention of Schmidt, who asserts as a fact that the bath used was one of sodium

chloride. The chemical evidence on which this theory is based is of the thinnest and the

biological evidence is practically nil^.”

"My objection to the theory of the natron or salt bath is that, unless a saturated solution

of either was used, it would have led to the most intense putrefaction. ... If, on the other hand,

a saturated solution Avas used, then, in spite of all successive washings, some excess of salt or

natron should be present either on the muscles, skin or elsewhere. This, however, is not the case

"Although, therefore, I agree that salt and natron Avere used by embalmers 1 can find no

evidence that the bodies Avere placed either in a natron bath or in a salt bath^.”

Saonnnnj. The eAudence from the pathological examination of mummies furnishes no

justification for thinking that the bodies were soaked in a bath or solution.

Was a Bath employed?

In view of the considered opinion just quoted from such a competent authority as

Sir Armand Ruffer, the question of Avhether there CA^er Avas a bath of any sort may reasonably

be raised. When and how the idea of a bath originated it is unnecessary and profitless to enquire,

but it certainly dates from Pettigrew's time (1834) and A\^as accepted by him, since not only

does he repeatedly refer to a bath but he quotcb^ a translation, by Laui*ent, of Herodotus’

de.scription of the metliods of embalming, in which it is stated that in the first of the three

methods described "they steep the body in Avhich can only mean in a solution, and

that in the second method they "lay the body in brine,'' again meaning a hquid, since brine

is a strong salt s{)lution. In tin' third method the statement is merely that '’they salt the body,”

Avliich is suggestive of the use of dry salt, rather than of a solution. In a rendering, by Elliot

Smith and W'arren Dawson, of the passages in Herodotus relative to embalming, it is stated^

with rt'spect to all three methods that they "soak” the body "in natron,'’ Avhich can only

mean in a solution of natron. But the translations of Herodotus by Rouelle (1750), Rouyer
(18n0), Wilkinson (1841), Rawlinson (1802) and Godley (1926) respectWely make no mention
or suggobtion of a bath or solution. According to Rouelley in the first method ‘A75 saJent le

corps rn le coHeract de nafnnn"

]

in the second method on sale le corps'\ and in the third

method "on niet le corps dans le nitre'\'' Rouyer's translation^ is identical Avith that of Rouelle,

except that for the third method he uses the word natriun^ in place of nitre.

According to Wilkinson', in the first method "they salt the body, keeping it in natron";
in the second method "they keep it in salt'’ and in the third method "they. . .salt it.”

^ Ihin.

- I nfortuuatelv Ruftcr s pap('r \\<is left unfinislied at the time of his death, so we are deprived of his

<dternative siigizestiuii.

JVttiLTew. ru. 4 KhiQi- Smith and Dawson, oj). r//,, 07-8.
(t. 1 . Rouelle, Sfir fJf-'-t Eijuptifjis, in Histoire de CAcadende Royale des Sciences^ annee

1700 (RarL>, 17o4), 120. Rouelle states (p. 127) that the nitre of the ancients was not saltpetre, but natrum,
" rr(ft (tUjiH fired that is to say natron.

^ P. C . Rouyer, iSf>fice sz/r /es e/nionniehie/n des ancief/s E<jiipUe}is, in Description de FEgypte, Antiquites^
J/tmoire^. I ( 1800). 209. Rouyer says (p. 212) that nairnm was obtained from several lakes in Egypt, where
it occurred abundantly as "carbonate de sonde."

J. O. Wilkinson. The Manners and Cnstows of the Ancient Egyptians, ii (1841), 452-3.
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According to Eawliiison^, in the first method '‘the body is placed in natrun^ "
; in the second

method the body is “laid in iHitnun " and the third method is to “let the body lie in natnunr
According to Godley^, in the first method “they conceal the body for seventy days, em-

balmed in saltpetre^,*’ which strongly suggests that it was hidden in, or covered with, solid

material; in the second and third methods “they embalm the body.*’

Turning now to the original Greek, the word used by Herodotus (ii, 8G-8) to explain the

operation of embalming in the three methods described is the same in each case, namely,

rapLx^vovGL, which is the third person plural, present indicative, active voice of tlie verb

originally meaning to preserve fish with salt'^, and hence the literal meaning is that they (the

embalmers) preserved the body in a manner similar to that in whicli fish were treated. But,

as the description is qualified in one place by the word Xlrpcp^, meaning “with natron.*’ to

embalm, therefore, meant to preserve the body like fish, but using natron instead of salt.

Both Herodotus^ and Diodorus (i, 7 ;
n, 1) employ other tenses and variants of the same verb

and also related nouns in connexion with embalming. Variants of the verb are used, too, by

Herodotus (ii, 77^; ix, 120) with reference to preserved fish and preserved birds and by

Diodorus (l, 3) for preserved fish. In order to understand the method of embalming, therefore,

it becomes necessary to know in what manner fish were preserved anciently, which may now
be considered. But before doing this, the modern practice may usefully be described.

The principal methods of preserving fish at the present day are salting, smoking and tinning

in oil, the two last of which need not bo dealt with, as tliey were not known ancient!}^ and have

no bearing on the problem.

The first method" consists in packing the gutted and “headed*’ fisli in water-tight re-

ceptacles (troughs or barrels), in alternate layers with coarse dry salt. The fish are not quite

dry, and the water present, and also the body fiuids which exude, are absorbed by tlie salt,

which has an affinity for water, with the result that a saturated solution of salt (brine) is

formed, in wliich the fish soak. After this preliminary treatment, the method varies, certain

kinds of fish, especially herrings and mackerel, being kept in the brine (pickle) until sold to

the consumer; but usually after several days the fish are removed from the brine and stacked

ill heaps with alternate layers of salt. Aided by the pressure from the weight of fish and salt,

more fluid exudes and drains away. Mter about a week the pile of fish is turned over, those

that were at the top being now placed at the bottom and vice versa. After about another week,

the fish are firm, flat and fairly hard and dry. They are, however, further dried, either in the

open air or by artificial heat, and in this condition they will last indefinitely, if kept in a dry

place, whereas herrings and mackerel or other fish, which are not dried, will only remain in

good condition so long as they are kept in the brine.

In Egypt, where preserved fish (fit^sU-h) is largely eaten, the preparation, when properly

carried out, is as follows^: the fresh fish (un gutted) are laid on a sloping cement floor and washed

^ G. Rawlinson, History of HeroiI<)hi^\ ii (1862). 80-8.

- A. D. Godley, Herodotus (1926), The Lnel> Lihrary, n, 86-8.

^ The word Xirpov, irsually viTfjor in later (Jrcek wTitiiifis [e.ij., Strabo, (Geography, xvii, 1. 23), means
natron (natural soda) and not saltpetre, as tran^^lated by (lodley.

^ For the meaning and use of tlie word see H. Stephano, (haecae Lingunc, vii, 1843-7.

^ II, 67, 69, S.j-DO; iii, 10, 16; vi, 30.

® Godley's translation ‘‘preserved with brine" is mislearling. since brine means a salt solution, whereas

salt is not mentioned, but only inferred, and there is no indication that a solution was used and a ^trong

probability that dry salt was employed.
’ P. C, Cloake, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, Bed Di8coJo}(raiio>f on Dried Soiled

Fish (1923), 6-7. Fish Curing, in Ency. Brit. 14th edition (1929), 9.

® Department of Public Health. Beport on the Sale of Fish and the Preparation of "Fissikh" in Egypt

(1916), 17.

17—2
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with water, after which coarse salt is well rubbed into the gills, mouths and scales, and the

lish are then placed in heaps, covered with dry salt and matting and allowed to remain for

a period of from about three to five da}'s in summer and for a few days longer in winter.

During this treatment, the ])ody huids (which readily putrefy) drain away and salt solution

j)enetrates and subserpiently dries, and the tisli are ultimately left almost dry and impregnated

with salt.

Frequently the above-mentioned process is varied by being incompletely followed, but,

apart from this, there are also other variants, such as washing the fish, placing dry salt in the

mouths and gills, then packing it with dry salt in baskets, where it is left for several days, after

which it is re-packed with clean salt in tins, jars or barrels, which are closed and left for several

months^. Another method is to wash the fish, pack it (with or without salt) in baskets (where

it is left for several days), then put it into tins or jars with salt and leave it for about three to

twenty days, when it is removed, washed and replaced in the tins or jars with clean salt

and sealedb A further variant is to treat the fish with dry salt for about a day and then to

place it in barrels in strong salt solution (brine)-. Fish prepared by this latter process rapidly

putrefy when removed from the brine-. Fish prepared by dry salting are often kept in brine

until sold to the consumer'^. At Tor (i^inai) the fish are gutted, salted and dried in the

sunk

Anciently in Egypt, according to Wilkinson^, fish were preserved by being '’opened, salted

and hung up to dry in the sun**, and tlie operations of opening and drying are shown on the

walls of certain tombs. Diodorus (i, 3) states that fish were preserved (mummified) and ex-

ported from Egypt in large quantities; these must have been dried and were probably also

salted.

The fullest account of preserved fish that can be found in the works of the ancient writers

is that by Athenaeus^, a native of Xaucratis in Egypt, who Hved in Eome at the end of the

second and the beginning of the third century a.d. Athenaeus discourses at great length on

the subject of preserved fish as an article of food, mentioning it more than sixty times in the

space of a few pages. To describe it he always employs the same word, or one of its de-

rivatives, that is used by Herodotus and Diodorus not only for preserved fish but also for

mummies, and in one instance (iii, 119) he calls attention to the use by Sophocles of the same

word for mummy as for preserved fish. Some of the Egyptian preserved fish is termed

'‘excellent," but of the Mendesian variety it is said, ‘'fish which even a mad dog would not

taste" (in, 118), which one would think must have been similar to the present-day badly

prepared fissikh. Some, and probably most, of the preserved fish mentioned by Athenaeus was

salted and dried and not pickled in brine, since he writes "sharp-snouted pike, which jagged

lumps of salt adorn" (m, 116): "lightly salted" (sprinkled, iii, 119); "in baskets I will bring

salt fish of Pontus" (in, 119); “ I sprinkle more salt on the salt fish’^ (in, 119); and Diphilus

is quoted (in, 120) as saying that salt fish ‘'is dry.’’ Athenaeus, however, also mentions the

use of brine for preserving fish (in, 117), though the passage is not very clear. He says: "Take,

liowever, a mackerel three days out of the water before it enters the salted water (pickle) and

while it is still new in the jar and only half-cured (half-mummified),” which seems to suggest

that there was a preliminary treatment with dry salt before the pickling in brine®.

In a number of papyri written in Greek that have lieen found in Egypt, dating from about

^ Op. rif.^ 2(3-7. 2 5^

^ Op. rp., l7-]9, 22-3.

^ J. 0. AVilkin^on. The AuciphI Eipipiirn^fi. ir (1890), 181, 189, 190.
^ 7 li f Df //> /? fjAoph

i

sE. ITT, 1 If)- 1 2 1

.

^ Mackerel is one of tlie few kinds of fish pickled in brine to-day. >See p. 131.
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the first century a.d, to about the seventh century the same word, or a variant of it,

that is used by Herodotus and Diodorus to describe both the making of mummies and the

preserving of fish is employed sometimes in connexion with mummies and sometimes in

coimexion with fish, and in one instance, where the context does not help, it has not been

possible for the translators to say whether a certain word means fish -salters or embalmers.

Summary. There is nothing in the original Greek of Herodotus’ description of embalming

to warrant the idea that a bath or solution was used in which the body was soaked. The

phraseology of Herodotus, Diodorus, Atheiiaeus and other writers makes it perfectly clear that

the ancient Egyptian process of embalming the human body was analogous to that used for

preserving fish, and Herodotus amplifies this by stating that natron was the preservative agent

used. The modern method of preserving fish, apart from smoking and tinning in oil, which were

not known anciently, is usually by salting and drying, though a few kinds are preserved in

brine. In Egypt at the present da}^ fish are generally preserved by means of dry salt. Anciently

in Egypt fish were preserved by drying, with or without the use of salt.

The Effect of Natron and Salt

Some years ago'’, when the writer accepted the prevalent idea that the process of mummi-
fication included soaking the body in a solution of either natron or salt, in order to satisfy

himself that such a method would not destroy the soft tissues, he soaked two cldckens (plucked

and eviscerated) for 70 days in an 8 per cent, solution of natron and one chicken for the same

length of time in an 8 per cent, solution of common salt. There was much putrefaction with

considerable smell in both cases. After the soaking, the chickens were immersed in water for

about a minute and then exposed to the air fur a fortiught to dry. Under the conditions of the

experiments and with the particular strength of solutions employed, all three chickens were

preserved, but the two that had been in the natron solution were in a much better condition

than the one that had been in the salt solution. These mummified chickens were kept for thirteen

years before being destroyed, at the end of which time they were in as good a state of preserva-

tion as w^hen they were first prepared. Unfortunately no determinations were made to ascertain

whether or not the skin and flesh of the chickens had become impregnated with natron and

salt respectively, and in order to remedy this omission, further experiments have recently been

carried out, using pigeons in place of chickens and a 3 per cent, solution of natron^ and salt

respectively instead of an 8 per cent, solution, 3 per cent, being the strength of the natron

solution found in the canopic box of Queen Hetepheres.

Moreover, in order to determine the effects of dry natron and salt, experiments with both

these materials wxre also made as follows : a thick layer of natron^ in one case and of salt in

the other was put at the bottom of a glazed earthenware vessel, and on this in each vessel

a pigeon (plucked and eviscerated) was placed, which was then thickly and completely covered

with natron or salt, the body being concealed as described by Herodotus. The duration of all

four experiments was reduced from 70 days, which was the period previously chosen, to 40 days,

the latter being probably more nearly the time taken anciently for this part of the embalming

process'^.

^ B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, The OxyrhiincJuis Pftpijrl. i, 84; in, 2.36; iv, 228; \t:, 293; x, 254; The

Amherst Papyri, ii, 150. Grenfell, Hunt and H. I. Bell, op. cit., x\u, 202. Grenfell, Hunt and D. G. Hogarth,

Fayiua Toums aad their Papyri. 105, lUT. The same rendering also occurs in the Zenon papyri and other

papyri that need not be particularized.

- Lucas, Preservative Materials. 9-10.

^ Containing 29-4 per cent, of sodium chloride (common salt) and 9-8 per cent, of sodium sulphate.
^ F. LI. Grittith, Stories of the High Priests of Memphis (1900), 29-30.
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At tlie end of 40 days tlie experiments were discontinued and the pigeons were taken out

of the natron and salt and examined. The pigeon that had been in the natron solution was

bleached white, but was whole, plump and in good condition with the skin intact. It was

rinsed under the tap, immersed in water for 15 minutes, drained and dried. While it was draining,

putrescent blood-coloured fluid came away for several hours, and a shght smell of putrefaction

remained for some weeks. The pigeon from the salt solution was no longer recognizable as such,

having been reduced to a formless mass of skin, bones and fat (no flesh). The remains, which

were bleached white, were rinsed, washed, drained and dried like the other pigeon. During

the 40 days the pigeons were soaking there was a very strong smell of putrefaction from both.

The pigeons that had been buried in solid natron and salt respectively were much ahke,

being hard, dry and much emaciated, with the skin intact; they were practically free from

disagreeable smell, of which there had been very little during the 40 days of burial. Neither

pigeon was bleached. The natron from the one, where it had been in contact with the body,

Acas discoloured and consolidated from the effects of the exuded body fluids and contained a

large number of small dead insects (probably larvae). On dissolving this natron in water, the

solution was much rliseoloiired and a considerable number of additional insects became mani-

fest. There were also a number of these insects adhering to the body. The salt from the other

pigeon had become slightly consolidated from the exuded body fluids, but was not \dsibly

discoloured, thougii on dissolving it in water a discoloured solution was produced, in which
were a few dead insects similar to those from the first pigeon, but there were no insects on the

body. After nine days' drying the j)igeons were examined for the presence of natron and salt.

There was no visible eMorescence or other perceptible indication of either, but on testing, salt

was found to be present in all four instances, in two of which it had manifestly been derived

from that contained in the natron. There was no natron present on the two pigeons that had
been treated with this material, the bodies being very slightly acid, as were also the two pigeons

that had been treated with salt, though with these latter the acidity appeared to be slightly

greater.

Suhtniary, Birds (chickens and pigeons) may be preserved whole and in good condition by
soaking them either in an 8 per cent, solution of natron for 70 days or in a 3 per cent, solution

of natron for 40 days. Birds may be preserved, too, though not nearly in such good condition,

by soaking them tor 70 days in an 8 per cent, solution of common salt, but they are not
presetvt‘d when tht‘ strength of the solution is reduced to 3 per cent. Birds are dried and
excellently preserved by packing them for 40 days either in dry natron or in dry salt. Birds
that have been treated with natron do not contain natron, but are acid, the alkali of the natron
having been more than neutralized by acid decomposition products from the body. These
birds, too, contain salt derived from that originally present as an impurity in the natron.
Birds that have been treated with salt contain salt and are also acid from the acid decomposi-
tion products of the body.

Argument
The available significant facts having been stated and summarized, it now remains to be

seen what conclusions may legitimately be drawn from them. The purpose of mummification
was to preserve the body for all tinu' in as life-hke a condition as possible and the method of
doing this adopted was, at its best, first to remove the brain and other viscera, except the
heart (all of which, especially some of the abdominal viscera, readily putrefy), then to dry the
body and, as a further measure of protection, to wrap it in a large number of layers of linen
cloth and finallv to bury it in a dry tomb. Since about <5 per cent, of the human body by
weight consists of water, to dry it is not an easy matter, and there are two methods by which
this may be done, one b} means of heat (which may be either the natural heat of the sun, or
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the artificial heat of a fire) and the other by the use of some material {dehydratin" agent) that
will abstract and absorb the water. Drying such a bulky object and one containing so much
water as the human body by exposure to the sun would be a very slow process eyen in

Upper Egypt, and still slower in Lower Egypt, especially during the winter, when there are

many sunless days. There is not the slightest eyidence that the ancient Egyptians eyer employed
such a method.

It is sometimes stated, however, that the bodies of the dead were dried by artificial heat.

Thus Rouyer says^, “// est certain que Jes emhautneurs

.

. .les pJacoicnt dans des etures,^’ and
Dawson thinks- that it is ‘^probable that fire-heat was used, through the medium of some
apparatus of which we at present have no information.*' He also says^, "considerable heat

must have been required to remove the moisture absorbed during their long immersion in salt

water. e do not know, however, wliether this was done by the heat of tin* sun, or l)y fire;

probably both methods were employed.. . During the ^lond excavations in the necropolis

at Thebes a chamber was found in the tomb of a certain Hatiav. "where a vast number of

dried mummies were piled up almost to the ceiling'^.'' and Yeivin, who was associated with
the work, states^ that ‘‘the mummies, to judge from their appearance, seem to have been dried

over a slow fire, which would explain the smoky appearance of all the cliambers and passages
above. What there was about the mummies to suggest fire-drving is not mentioned. The
mere fact of so many mummies being together in one tomb seems to be strong evidence against

this having been the place where they had been prepared, for it is difficult to believe that a

large number of people should have handed over the bodies of their relatives to the cmbalmers
and, in the absence of any general cataclysm, should never have reclaimed them.

The piling together of numbers of mummies in one tomb has often been reported and
Rouyer says'"", '‘ou trouve dcs nnlhers de monucs entas^irs Irs lines siir les aulre,s": Pettigrew
states^ that Captain Light "found thousands of dead bodies placed in horizontal layers side

by side Rhind states' that "bodies of the humbler classes were, at Thebes, deposited in

large catacombs. . .and piled together to the number, it is said, of hundr('ds'’; Belzoni states^

that one place '‘was choked with mummies," and again^: "Thus I proceeded from one cave
to another all full of mummies piled up in various wavs," and WTlkinson explains that

mummies of the lower orders were buried together in a common repository.”

That the tomb described by Yei\dn was smoke-blackened is no proof that the smoke was
that from a fire used to dry human bodies, and there is ample evidence that such blackening
of tombs, which is not uncommon, is generally due to one of two causes, nainelv. eitlier to the

tomb having been occupied as a dwelling or to the use of smoky torches by robbers or sightseers.

Not only in this case, but also in all others, there is a complete absence of any evidence for the

drying of human bodies in ancient Egypt by artificial heat. Such a method would have been
very expensive on account of the great scarcity of fuel in t lie country, besides wliich it was not

necessary, since perfect desiccation may be obtained by means of a dehydrating agent, as is

proved by the experiments on the pigeons already described. The drying of the bodv is not
mentioned either by Herodotus or by Diodorus in their accounts of the methods employed for

embalming.

One dehydrating agent, the use of which for preserving fish was probably well known in

^ Rouyer, op. cif.. 212. 2 tV. Dawson, in Journal, xiti, 45,
^ Dawson, Contribution to fhr HiMory of ^[^nninifirntion, in Pror. Royal Society of Medicine. XX (1027), 851.

S. Yeivin, in Liverpool Annals, xiu (1926), 15.
5 Rouyer, op. at.. 214. e Pettigrew, op. cit., 40.
’ A. H. Rhind, Thebes, its Tombs and their Tenants (1862), 132.
® G. Belzoni, Operations and Recent Discoveries in Egypt and Xnhiff (1820), 157.
® Belzoni, op. at., 157. 10 Wilkinson, op. cit., ri, 400.
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ancient Egvpt at an early date and certainly in Greek times
,
was common salt, and, as this was

plentiful and very effective, one would have expected salt to have been employed in mummi-

fication, but, as shown, it was not used until the early Christian period and then not to the

best advantage, but only in comparatively small amount, often placed, not in contact with

the body, but outside or between the clothes or wrappings, where any drying effect must have

been almost negligible, and its use may possibly have been ritualistic or conventional, rather

than practical. That it was indeed natron and not salt tliat was the dehydrating agent employed

there cannot be any reasonable doubt, for not only is natron definitely specified by Herodotus,

but it has been frequently found on mummies; it is the principal item in all hoards of refuse

embalming material; it is encrusted on an embalming platform and on the objects connected

with it : it occurs in the form of a solution in two canopic boxes and it has often been found in

jars in tombs, whereas salt (apart from that contained naturally in natron) has never been

discovered among refuse embalming material, or in tombs, or in any other manner suggesting

its use in embalming, except on the body, Avliere its presence, until early Christian times, may
satisfactorily be explained by the use of natron, which always contains salt. Moreover, it was

natron and not salt that was the great purifying agent in ancient Egypt^, the embalmer's

workshop being the ‘’Place of Purification^.”

In spite of this array of facts against the use of common salt in embalming, it is frequently

stated that salt was the material employed. Thus Schmidt states^ very emphatically that salt

was used and not natron; Elfiot Smith and Warren Dawson say^ ’dt can be confidently stated

that at most periods common salt (mixed with certain natural impurities) was the essential

preservative material employed by the Eg}q)tians for embalming, and Dawson states^ that

'’in general terms it may be said that for the immersion-bath common salt (mixed with various

impurities) and not natron was used.” What the A'arious natural impurities consisted of with

which the salt was mixed is not stated, but if one of them was natron, then to call the material

common salt is incorrect and misleading.

Egyptian natron always contains salt and often in considerable proportion, one specimen

from El-Kab containing as much as 57 per cent.
;
but this is exceptional and this particular

specimen had no connexion with embalming and is not representative of the bulk of the natron

from El-Kab (another specimen of which contained only 12 per cent, of salt), and much less is

it representati\'e of that from the Wadi Xatrun, where the highest proportion of common salt

in fourteen samples of natron analysed ]>y the writer was 27 per cent.*' and the lowest 2 per

cent. To contend that the material employed in mummification, although nominally natron,

was actually common salt, would be fallacious^ and if the mere presence of impurities, such as

common salt and sodium sulphate, in Egyptian natron makes it reasonable to deny to it the

name of natron, then there is no natron in Egypt and it becomes absurd to speak of natron,

or of the Wiidi Natrun, or other natron deposits. Egyptian natron consists of sodium carbonate

and sodium bicarbonate always mixed with common salt and sodium sulphate, never of sodium

carbonate and bicarbonate alone; its characteristic and valuable property, due solely to the

carbonate and bicarbonate, is alkalinity, which persists even in presence of considerable pro-

portions of common salt and sodium sulphate, neither of which is alkahne, and it was on

^ A. Blackman, Artir-le Purifuyifio}! [Eijupfkw) in Enej/. of Religion and Ethics^ x, 476;
Journal, v, IIS 20. 156-6o; Rfx. dr trai\^ xxxix, 53; E. A. Wallis Budge, The Liturgy of Funerary Offerings

(1909), 155-7, 207-9.

2 Blackman, Jaurna], v, 122, ^ P. 126, u. 12.
* Elliot Smith and Dawson, op. nt., 168. ^ Dawson, op. cit„ 49.

® The natron bought locally that will be referred to later was probably from the Wadi Katrun and this

contained 29 per cent, of salt.
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account of tlie alkalinity, and not because of the salt or sodium sulphate present, that the

ancient Egyptians used natron for making glaze and glass, and possibly also, before soap was

known, for washing both clothes and the person, for none of which purposes would either salt

or sodium sulphate have been of the slightest use. It seems reasonable to suppose, therefore,

that it was also for tlie alkali that natron was employed in mummification.

The natron sold and used in Egypt to-day is exactly like that employc^d anciently and is

obtained from the Wadi Natrun, and the specimen bouglit recently for use in the mummifica-

tion experiments described, although labelled natron and paid for as natron, contained 29 per

cent, of common salt and 10 per cent, of sodium sulphate, despite which it was certainly natron

and not ''common salt mixed with certain natural impurities." Xaturally occurring materials

are frequently impure, but by reason of this very impurity tliey are often more suitable for the

purpose for wliich they are emplo}'ed than a purer material would be, and it is possible that

a purer natron than that used anciently might have been too caustic for mummification. It

may be mentioned in this connexion that a number of specimeus of salt from (Eirly Christian

bodies did not contain even a trace of alkali (natron)^ and therefore had not been obtained

from either El-Kab or the Wadi Xatrun. In these instances salt was manifestly required and

not natron containing salt.

One argument that has been used against the employment of natron in embalming is that

mummies are generally, though not invariably^, acid and not alkaline^; yet a body may have

been treated with natron and still be acid, as is proved by the two pigeons mummified by the

writer, one of which had been immersed in a natron solution for 40 days and the other buried

in sohd natron for the same period. The reason for this apparent anomaly is manifestly that

in most cases the fatty acids and possibly other acid products of decomposition have more than

neutralized the small amount of alkali (natron) left on the body after washing. The probability

that this would prove to be the case was suggested by the writer more than 20 years ago^.

But, accepting the fact that natron and not salt was the preservative material employed

in embalming, was it used in the dry state or as a solution? Tlie latter is generally assumed,

apparently largely because certain translators of Herodotus incorrectly state or infer that a

solution was used. Two of the eaiher writers on the subject of embalming, however, not only

translated Herodotus rightly, but realized that tlie underhung principle of the process he

described was essentially one of desiccation. Thus Eouelle says [op. cit.. 128, 138, 141),

emhaiimeurs egyptiens ne saloient done le corps avee Ic nctlrunt qne pour Ic dessecJier ''

;
"'ccs monnes

, . .out etc simplement dessechees cn les saJant avee le nutrum’'; of a certain mummy he is de-

scribing he states, corps a etc simplcmcnt desseclie par Ic natrum and enleroient tontes

les differentes liqueurs <f* les graisses anx cadavres par le moijen du sel alkali cb. . .par cc moyen

Us les dessechoient si fort qu'il ne rcstoit que les partiesfihreuses

.

. and Rouyer states {op. ci?.,

211), ''et quits soumettoient ensuitc les corps. . .d Taction des substances qui devoient cn operer

la dessicention

Since the aim of mummification was not merely to preserve the body, but to preserve it in

a dry condition, it would have been both unnecessary and irrational to have commenced by

soaking it in a solution for a lengthy period, especially when the material employed, if used

in the dry state, would have given better results than when used as a solution, and without

the very objectionable putrefaction and intensely disagreeable smell attendant upon the wet

method. .Vnother reason for thinking that the process was a dry and not a wet one is that

human bodies were undoubtedly mummified in a manner analogous to that in which fish were

preserved (fish-curing antedating mummification), but with natron instead of salt, and both

^ Lucas, Preservative Materials^ 20. ^ See p. 126, examples 4 («), {b), fc), (rl) and
^ P. 126, n. 12. ^ Lucas, Preservative Materials, 11.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xvm. IS
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ancient and modern methods of preserving fish generally apply salt in the dry state and not

as a solution. Sometimes, however, fish, especially certain kinds of fish, are preserved in a

solution (brine), but in these instances the fish remain in the brine until sold to the consumer,

since, if removed, they quickly putrefy; this mode of preserving fish, therefore, has no bearing

on the method of embalming, as it was in the dry condition that the mummy was returned by

the embalniers to the relatives and in the dry condition that it was buried and required to last^.

When the specimens of brain and resin impregnated with natron (see above p. 12G) were

first examined and described by the writer-, it was thought that, for the natron to have become

so intimately incorporated with tlie material, it must have been used in the form of a solution,

that is as a bath. It is now reahzed, however, that there are other possible explanations; for

instance the body may have been washed with a natron solution, as was sometimes doiie^,

or a little solid natron left on the body after treatment might have been dissolved by the water

employed for the subsequent washing and so might have penetrated to the brain. The resin

may have become contaminated by coming into contact with solid natron, either accidentally

or intentionally, during the embalming process. In some such manner, too, the presence of

natron on Granville's mummy, on the Leeds mummy and on the mummy of Nekhtankh may
reasonably be explained.

As e\fidence against the emplo}Tnent of a solution for (‘inbalming we have the fact that no

vessel of the size or kind that must have been used for the bath, had there been a bath, has

been found. AVhether the body had been stretched at full length in the horizontal position in

an oblong receptacle, or placed, as suggested by Dawson {Journal, xiii, 44), in a sharply flexed

position in a large jar, the vessel would have been either pottery or stone; but no such vessel,

either whole or broken, has ever been discovered, nor even any pieces of material suggesting

such a vessel. Pottery jars of sufiiciently large size to contain a human body are known, but

they are often of a date anterior to mummification and they have never been found in such

circumstances or in such a condition as to suggest their use in embalming. The pottery vessels

employed by the writer for soaking the chickens and pigeons used in his mummification

experiments were so impregnated with natron and salt respectively that there was no mistaking

the nature of the solutions they had contained, and the condition of any pottery vessel used

in mummifying the human body by soaking would have been equally unmistakable.

Although a pottery or stone vessel might have been used for the dry method of embalming,

this would not have been essential, and a wooden box^ would have been equally suitable; or

the packing in natron might have been done on an embalming platform, such as that found by
\\ inlock*', or on a mat, such as was also found by AVinlock’^, or even on the ground. The actual

method of applying the natron is not known, but the repeated occurrence of a large number
of small parcels of this material tied up in linen cloth found with refuse embalming materiaP
might be explained by supposing that each parcel was a unit of some kind, and that possibly

a number of them were packed into the body cavities (thorax and abdomen)^ or placed on the

body or only in special positions on the body, as for instance on the face, the rest of the body
being covered with the loose powdered material. One frequent feature, too, of natron found

^ The viscera, however, were occasionally preserveti in a natron solution, as is proved in the case of
Hetepheres, hut when so preserved they remained in the solution in the tomb.

“ Lucas, Fie-^ervafire 13-18.
^ Blackman, Rec, de trav., xxxix, 53; Encij, of Religion and Ethics, x, 476,
^ Ihe wooden coffins found containing refuse embalming material may have been used for this purpose;

p. 126, note 2.

See p. 126, notes 2 and 3.

^ Ihe value of this would have been the ease with which they could have been withdrawn when the
operation was finished.
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with refuse embalming material is its admixture with sawdust^, which may have been added

as an additional absorbent.

An argument that might be advanced in favour of a bath is that the epidermis of mummies
is often missing. Elhot Smith attributes tliis to the action of the bath and says, “the skin

shows unmistakable signs of ha^dIlg been macerated until the cuticle . . . had peeled ofp

;

“the

general epidermis, as it was shed (which occurred when the body was steeped. . .in the pre-

servative brine bath)'k" Elliot Smith and Dawson say, “in the steeping process the epidermis

peeled off*^ ”
;
“the epidermis is nearly always absent owing to maceration^. " Ruffer says of the

mummy of a woman that “the rete mucosum of the skin of chest and mammae is almost

completely gone^,*’ but he explains that at first he “attributed this state of things to the effect

of the salt bath, but that it cannot be wholly due to this is proved by the fact that tlie epidermis

of bodies which had certainly never been placed in the bath had also fallen off^.” He states,

too, that “in many cases the epidermis, especially that of the toes and hands, is practically

normal^ “it has been taken for granted that the natron bath. . .would so soften the skin

that the epidermis would either fall off in the bath or be easily stripped off afterwards, and

because the epidermis has evidently been removed in some instances, this was assumed to

have been the result of the natron bath*^ “very often. . .the epidermic layer is absent, but

in mummies of the twenty-first Dynasty. . .the epidermic layer can often be demonstrated^*’;

“the skin of mummies of the Roman epoch is as a rule perfect, the epidermis shows no signs

of having been shed^”; “it has been taken for granted that a solution of natron. . .would

loosen the cuticle so much that this could easily be removed. As a matter of fact the evidence

. . .is niF'*; “the fact that the skin, including the epidermis, of certain bodies was almost

normal shows that the 'natron’ bath cannot always have had a very powerful macerating

effect^.” Ruffer further explains that **with the onset of putrefaction the epidermis is raised

and ultimately falls off^," and cpiotes the instance of the body of a child wliere “there was

absolutely no sign that it had been touched by the embalmer^,” and yet “the whole of the

epidermis of the soles of the feet and toes was almost completely detached^.” The fact that

the epidermis of mummies is often absent, therefore, is not proof that the body had been soaked

in a solution, since putrefaction alone may have been the responsible agent.

That the inner lavers of the wrappings of mummies are not infrequently more corroded

than the outer layers has often been noted. Thus in the case of the mummy of Tuthinkhamun

“the increasing state of disintegration of the wrappings was noticeable'.'’ But attention

may be called to a mistake sometimes made in assigning the cause for this phenomenon, as

this has a bearing upon one of the details of the mummification process. Elliot Smith states®:

“The corrosion of the innermost wrappings, as well as other indications, supply evidence that

salts probably mixed with crude natron, had been applied to the surface of the skin,*’ and

Dawson says^: “Another method of preservation Avas to sprinkle the body after desiccation

with crude natron. This has a corrosive effect on the bandages nearest to the body, which often

present the appearance of having been scorched or burnt.'* The writer has failed to find any

evidence that dry natron corrodes linen in such a manner as to account for the appearance of

the bandages in question and he is unable therefore to agree with the statements quoted re-

specting the cause for the corrosion. That there may be a sfight tendering of hnen cloth by

1 See p. 125, n. 1, 2; p. 12(), n. 2. Also J. R. Wilkinson, Topotjrdphu of Thebes and General Vieu'of E(jypl

(1835), 256-7, in which natron is not mentioned, but merely sawdust in linen bags enclosed in earthenware

jars, of which many were found at Thebes. ^ Elliot Smith, in Mnn. Inst, Kijyptien, v (1006), fasc. i, 18.

3 Id., The Miyrntions of Early (UiUure (1029), 23. ^ Id. and Dawson, op. cif., 88, 124.

2 ISir M. A. Ruffer, Studies in the Pulaeoputholoijy of Egypt (1921), 66, 67, 69, 70.

® Id,, Cairo Scientific Journal, ix, 47, 48, 51. Derry, op, cit., 149.

» Elliot Smith, in Journal, i, 192. ® Dawson, op. cit., 48.
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niitron. is not denied, but that the characteristic blackening and disintegration of mummy
wrappings is due to natron is most improbal)le. As some proot that linen is not always, if ever,

corroded^'b}' natron, it may be mentioned that none of the hnen, seen by the VTiter, that was

used as wrapping for the small parcels of natron found by W' inlock at Thebes among refuse

embalmhig material, some of which dates to the Eleventh D}masty, was either blackened or

disintegrated. With respect to the wrappings on the mummy of Tutfankhamiln, the writer

stated several years agoE *'The mummy wrappings were in the same disintegrated condition

and have all the appearance of having been partly burned. This disintegration seems to be the

result of some kind of slow spontaneous combustion in which, almost certainly, fimgoid growth *

plays a part. The precise nature of the phenomenon has not yet been determined, but it is

suggested that it commenced with a fungoid attack induced by the warmth and humidity

present and that, after a time, chemical changes took place-.” It seems to be highly probable

that after the washing to which, according to Herodotus, the bodies were subjected, they were

sometimes, and possibly always, wrapped up without any special drying. At the most the

body would be only slightly damp from the washing and in the hot weather (especially in

Upper Egypt), or if the trapping operation was slightly delayed, it would quickly dry, but

occasionally in the winter (especially in Lower Egypt) tlie body might still be damp when the

wrappings were aj^plied, and if so, the first layers of linen ^vould absorb the moisture present

and would be iu a condition that would invite attack by fungus, the spores of which would be

likely to be present on the body or on the hnen.

To return to the statements by Elliot >Smitli and Dawson just quoted, any natron present

on the mummy (to which the disintegration of the wrappings is attributed) would surely be

a little of that left after the natron treatment and subsequent washing, and not natron specially

applied and, therefore, it As ould be proof of delu^dration by means of dry natron for which the

present writer is contending. Haspero states^ that '‘coarsely powdered natron was scattered

here and there over the body as an additional preservative” and Dawson says {Journal,

xiri, 48) that “this sprinkling with natron was common in the Xew Kingdom and was probably

intended to absorb any moisture which might exude from the body or from the paste^ with

which it was coated.” Xo specific instances, however, are mentioned by these writers where

material has been found scattered or sprinkled on the body beneath the bandages and found

on analysis to be natron; and any such treatment seems very unlikely.

Conclusions

The conclusions of the whole matter are as follows

:

1 . There is n<^ evidence that soaking the body in a bath or solution played any part iu the

ancient Egyptian method of mummification, and there is a considerable amount of evidence

to the contrary.

There is abundant c\ndence that the body was treated by means of a dehydrating agent,

and since, as the result of this treatment, it would have become thoroughly desiccated there

was no need for further drying.

3. There is unequivocal e^vidence that the dehydrating agent employed was natron and
not common salt, the natron, however, always containing a certain proportion of salt as a

natural impurity.

4. There is a small amount of circumstantial evidence that, at least in some instances,

the body was not specially rlried after the wasliing that followed the dehydration treatment

and that it was sometimes still damp when wrapped up.

* A. Luch^, lit*: Chemibtt y oj [ho Tn/nh, App. II, in H. Charter, Thf Tooih of Tut-aMt-Anu'n. Ti (1927), 185-6.
2 IhuK
^ O. 3Iasporo, Thf Sfioxjijh of the Xatiuioi (1910), 510. ^ 1^lie nature of the paste is not indicated.
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MISCELLANEA

By P. E. NEWBEREY

1,

A Middle Kingdom Official of Pelusium

In Mr. Blanchard’s collection at Cairo there is a scarab of the unl-r-pr htpiv rdr, inn-^r sf Snw
Snbb, “Steward of Divine Offerings, Overseer of the OHice in S/iic (Pelusium), Sen-beb(i)'’

(Fig. 1). Judging from the style of tlie back, this scarali dates from the late

TweKth Dynasty or the period immediately succeeding it. It is of special interest

in that it mentions the famous frontier fortress Shiv, Pelusium, and is the only

instance that I know of where the place-name is written wil hin tlie fortress-sign.

The hrst title is frecpiently met with on monuments of the peiiod from the end

of the Twelfth Dynasty to the Eighteenth. The second title may be compared

with 2^ CAJ, “ Overseer of the Office in the Wav-of-Horns," /.c., Sile, tNir. 1

Tell abu Sefah, the garrison town on tlie boundary between Egypt and Syria, Sadr 1 : 1 .

which occurs upon a statue in the British Museum (Setlie, Urlunden, iv, 547). The personal

name Sen-bebi was common in the late Twelfth Dynasty, especially in the region of the

Eastern Delta and Sinai (see, e.g.. Griffith, Kalvin Papgri, Pis. xi, 26; xiii, 19; Gardiner-Peet,

Sinai, Xos. 85, 170, etc.).

2.

A Stela of the Military Officer Sebek-khu who served under Senusret III

In 1901 1 pubhshed in Garstang’s EJ ArabeJi, PL iv, pp. 32-3, an important Middle Kingdom
stela with the autobiographical inscription of a military officer of King Senusret III, named
Sebek-khu. I noted then that there was another rtA'ord of the same officer on a rock at Semneh
which is dated in the 9th year of Amenemhet III. The El-'Arabah stela was allotted to the

Manchester Museum, and in 1911 Peet republished tlu‘ monument in a iMuseum Handbook
entitled The Stela of Sebek-ldni; the Earliest Record of an Eggptuuf Campaign in Asia. Both
Peet and I had overlooked another monument of Seliek-khu which is preserved in the British

Museum (Stela No. 249 (1213)). This stela was found at Abydos and has been published by
Budge in Hieroglyphic Texts, in, PL 12, but the name has been incorrectly copied ^
(for and the plate is wrongly entitled “Stela of Sebek-tau, surnamed Nefer-tchaa”

instead of “Sebek-khu with the good name El AA The inscription on this stela adds nothing

to our knowledge of the officer's career, but it records the names of some members of his

family which do not appear upon the El-'Arabah monument.

3.

The King's-Mother Itti

Three scarab-seals of the mivt-nisivt Atti, “King's-^Iother Itti,” are in the Blanchard

Collection, Cairo (Fig. 2). One has a scroll pattern not jouied at the top; the other two are

^ name Rn-f nfr is a very common and well-known

expression that is found in inscriptions of all periods from the Old Kingdom onwards to Saite times.
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plain. Another scarab of this King's-Mother was in the Golenishchef Collection (No. 264).

This royal personage belongs to the Second Intermediate Period, perhaps to the Hyksos group.

Fig. 2

Scale 1:1.

4.

The Queen rAnkhmf'ari

A scarab-seal of the Jjnit-niSH't icrt, hunt nfr lidt ''Great-King’sAVife, Consort-of-

tlie-Beaiitiful-White-Crowii, rAnkhmCari/’ is in the Blanchard Collection, Cairo (Fig, 3). It is

of glazed steatite, the glazing gone grey : the back is broken away. This queen belongs to the

Second Intermediate Period and should be classed with Queen Ini, who is also only known
from her scarab-seals (Newberry, Scarabs, Pi. xii, 5).

Fig. 3

Scale 1:1,

Fig. 4

Scale 1 : 2.

Fig. 5

Scale 1:1.

5.

The Scribe Amenemhet, Son of Thutimes

In the von Bissing Collection (T. 2360) in the Museum iScheurleer at the Hague is a

rectangular clay base for a magical figure inscribed with the name and titles of the

1^ ^lll reckons the grain, the scribe x^menemhet, son

of the Master of Ceremonies Thutimes, born of the Lady Intef,*' The tomb of this official (No. 82

in the Theban Necropolis) has been fully published by Da\ds-Gardiner in The Tomb of

Aynenenthet, 1915.

6.

A Hyksos Scarab with a Scene of Boats

The scarab, a drawing of which is given in Fig. 4 (scale |), was in the possession of the late

Dr. Bull of Benenden, Kent. It is of glazed steatite finely cut, but the glaze has turned grey.

The human-faced scarab on the back is typically Hyksos. I know of no other example with

a similar scene of canoes upon the water.

7.

A Scarab of a Mayor of Heliopolis

In the Blanchard Collection is a glazed steatite scarab-seal (Fig. 5) with the inscription:

hUi-^ yi Ayuv Nuni^t-rc yy^ Ht-U St, ''The Mayor of Inu (Heliopolis) Nemactrec-m-het-Ca-Set.”

This scarab belongs to the Second Intermediate Period.
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PKELIMINAEY REPORT OF THE EXCAVATIONS
AT TELL EL-C4MARNAH, 1931-2

By J. D. S. PEXDLEBUEY

With Plates xii-xix

The season's work started on October 25th and ended on January 13th. The staff consisted

of Mr. J. H. S. Waddington, now archaeological architect to the Palestine Government, whose

work will be seen in the excellent plans in the memoir City of AkJienaten 11
;
Mr. R. S. Lavers,

to whom the plans and restorations in this report are due; Mr. H. \V. Fairman, who was able

to come, thanks to the acquiescence of Mr. Myers, and without whose services the success of the

season would have been impossible; Mr. S. R. Sherman, whose hand will be seen in City of

AkJienaten 11 and who was in charge of the re-excavation of the Royal Tomb for most of the

latter part of the season. Miss M. A. Chubb, who was again lent us by the London office and

whose work, not only in the copying of frescos but also, particularly after my wife's departure,

in the running of the camp, was invaluable.

After my wife left jMiss Angas completed the party and took charge of the cleaning of the

bronzes and of much of the packing of the antiquities. Mr. Engelbach of the Cairo Museum
with Mrs. Engelbach spent some days in camp and assisted greatly in the packing of the finds

from the Royal Tomb.

It must again be pointed out that I am by no means responsible for the brilliant results

which I am here reporting. They are entirely due to the skill and keemiess of the staff.

The first half of the season was largely spent in completing the excavation of the northern

part of the North Suburb, which hes beyond the Wady, and in digging the Desert Altars which

he in the north-east corner of the site. The result will, I hope, shortly be published in full in the

memoir City of AkJienaten 11 and will therefore not be treated here.

The re-excavation of the Royal Tomb, which Ave midertook at the request and with the

financial assistance of the Service des Antiquites, provided important evidence, which must,

however, wait until the mending of the finds has been completed. In this connexion we wish to

thank the director and curators of the Cairo ^Museum for the trouble they have taken and the

help which they gave and are still gmng. A preliminary report, merely describing the excava-

tion, has already been published in the Ann ales du Service.

The North City

While three of the five companies of workmen were engaged in finishing up the North

Suburb and in clearing the Desert Altars, the other two continued the work which we had had

to leave unfinished at the end of last season, in the extreme north of the city. As was explained

in the last report, we had begun to clear the great gateway which lies due west of the north

excavation house, and had already obtained evidence of a considerable amount of fallen wall

paintings. This season the remainder of the debris Avas cleared by hand, a laborious process,
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carried out by Mrs. Pendlebiuy, Miss Chubb and Mr, Sherman. To our disappointment there

were no large stretches of paint preserved unbroken, owing to the fact that it was not, as we
had originally imagined, the gateway itself which was decorated but the room above.

The gateway when cleared (PI. xiii, tig. 4) proved to have been quite imdecorated

unless, as is possible, the mud brick had once been faced with stone slabs. Two more fragments

of statuary in very bad limestone were foimd, which had obviously come from the group w'hich

originally stood above the smaller uraeus cornice which crowned the false doors. The brilhant

elevation of the main gate, with the flanking towers and false doors, which is the work of

Mr. Lavers, is put forward tentatively (PL xii, tig. 1). The height of the lower room on the

north side of the gate is fixed by the height of the solid tower to the south. The height of the

upper rooms has been obtained by taking the proportion of the former height to the diameter

of the large column bases found below, and giving the coluimis of the upper room the same
proportion to the smaller bases Avhich were found fallen from above. The details of the arrange-

ment of beams and rafters Avithin, Avhich is too long a question to go into now, are also due to

Mr. Lavers.

The decoration of the WindoAv Eooni'* above the central gateway was determined by the

careful noting of the position of every fragment of plaster, and the reconstruction here given

by Mr. LaA^ers is the result of the labours of those engaged in raising the paint (PL xii, fig. 2).

Since only fragments of the hntels were discoA^ered, their proportions and those of the doors

were taken to be the same as those in Hatiay's house {JournaJ, xvii, 237 ff,).

The details Avhich are uncertain are the exact nature of the two side sAvags—since only very

small pieces of the birds Avere recovered—and the exact nature of the decoration of the tAvo

side panels. \\ e liaA^e taken a piece discoA^ered last year, Avhich seems to be a jewellery stand,

as the main motiA'e; and that Avould be A^ery suitable if Ave are right in belicAung this to be a

place from which the king Avould present the gold of his favour to his folioAvers. AVith the

central panel Ave are on fiimer ground. AAh know from the cartouches that Akhenaten and
Smenkhkerec and Meritaten Avere present, and Ave found traces of horses and chariots, as Avell

as human faces. The panels Avere framed, Victorianly, in imitation grained Avood—a method
used also in a fresco from Tiryns. The scenes themsehns Avere painted on a yellow background,
the top of Aviiich curA^ed OA^er before rimning up into the frieze so as to giA^e the. impression of

a window. The presence of Smenkhkerer and Aleritaten alone Avith the king and the complete
absence of Nefertiti make it clear that this gatcAvay aa us at any rate decorated—if not built

—

after Nefertiti s fall from power. It is therefore all the more remarkable that our theory of last

year seems to haAx proA^ed correct, and that the palace Avhose presence Ave suspected built up
against the Avail, to the Avest, really does seem to be the place to which she retired.

As we feared, most of the building Avas under the cultiA^ation, and though, thanks to the
interA'ention of the hmdah, Ave Avere able to extend our excaA^ation underneath, we found
nothing to encourage us to risk the expense of continuing. The palace was CAudently terraced,

and near the cultiAntion occurred really massiAT walls and piers (PL xiii, fig. 5). The
objects found Avere fcAv and far between, the most notable being the fragments of a fine

alabaster vase Avith the titles of Akhenaten and Nefertiti inlaid in blue (PL xiv, fig. 4). At
the A^ery north end, in a shalloAv pit, lay a coav trussed for sacrifice, perhaps a foundation deposit
(PL xiii, fig. 3).

But the most interesting things Avere a great number of clay Avinc-jar sealings. By far the
largest proportion of them bore the name of Nefertiti, hitherto imknoAAm on such objects.
Nearly all the rest AA’ere inscribed HU iln. This A^ery definitely connects Nefertiti with the
building, and yet the building is later than the AAnll and gateAvay, which, as Ave haA^e seen, can
be dated to after her fall from power. I do not see what other theory will fit the facts. The
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presence of Akhenaten's name on the vase and on various fragments of door jambs and lintels

we found last year can easily be explained if we regard Nefertiti as having gone into a dignified

retirement and carried on as if nothing had happenecL

The excavation of the grounds of our own house U. 25. 11, and, I regret to say, the partial

excavation of the house its^df. were also undertaken (PI. xv). The only existing plan had

been made, apparently, of the house as it had been rebuilt; it bore no relation to facts what-

soever. On the front steps we found a large number of fragments of inscription belonging to

the jambs and lintel. Other fragments had been discovered and are now lost. Of the internal

decoration we know nothing but what we gathered from the careful excavation of a mass of

painted plaster, at the bottom of Avhich was a label saying it had been re-buried. There seems

to be no record.

The house proved to be, as we expected, the biggest in the whole city; the West Loggia

contains twelve column bases and the central room four, of a siz(‘ greater than any others

hitherto discovered. It has, like U. 25. 7, a two-columned room to the south of the central

room with two rooms opening off south of that. As in L^. 25. 7 again the private cpiarlers are

meagre in the extreme.

To the south lies a wooded garden with traces of a stone chapel fronting on to a deep lake.

A passage running round the north side of the house leads first to a large open court with

sixteen corn bins and eventually to a row of workmen’s cottages—some of which had been

excavated by the CTermans and later rebuilt to house our own Kuftis. These cottages are of the

same type as those in the workmen’s village near the South Tombs. They consist of an entrance

hall, a central room with two smaller rooms behind, and a flight of stairs up to the roof. Another

curious parallel to the workmen's village was the discovery of the skeleton of a cow under the

stairs, in the same peaceful attitude as that of the horse described by Woolley. Behind the

cottages lie the great barns and compounds which we excavated last year. The whole estate,

which is some two hundred by one hundred metres, gives one the impression of being, perhaps,

the ^'Ministry of Agriculture.”

Three other well-preserved houses to the north were cleared. A peculiar feature in U. 24. 1

was the fact that the stone column bases in the West Loggia were surroimded with mud, and

part of what seemed to be a red mud column was lying near them (PL xiii, fig. 6). L". 21. 2

was exceptional in boasting a guests' cloakroom, or rather a stone washing-slab in a lobby

opening off the porch.

U. 24. 3 had been much built over by squatters, but in clearing up the house for photography

the bronze cup, bearing the name of the Royal Scribe luaa, shown on PL xiv, fig. 5, was

found hidden in a crevice between two bricks.

The Royal Rstate

When the three companies had finished their work on the Xorth Suburb and the altars, they

were shifted down to the most promising part of the city, where they were soon joined by the

rest of the men once a clear line had been obtained in the extreme north.

The first point of attack was the site known as the Small Temple, which lies due east of

Petrie’s Palace. Petrie had dug a trial trench in the outer court but without finding anything

to justify a more thorough examination. The plan as we recovered it is shown in PL xvi.

The building was entered from the west by three gates, the main gate being flanlved by massive

brick pylons (PL xvii, figs. 1, 2). All the stone pa\dng had been ripped up from the gateways.

But the cement foundation in which it had been bedded retained the impression of a number of

mason’s marks, the most frequently recurring of which was the sign for ^'foundations.'’

The central gateway was a problem. There were three layers of cement, and the only

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xviii. 19
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exp la tuition possible was a change of plan during the construction. Originally there had been

a gangway across the middle at a higher level, while the sides were lower: but perhaps the

danger of a ciiariot going over the edge induced them to raise the level of the side wings even

higher than the centre. The pylons are of sohd brick; there is no trace of any inner chambers
or of any means of climbing to the top. Outside were the usual slots for flag-poles and inside

two niches for stelae. One of these had been blocked up and contained a large number of

broken fragments of sandstone which are still waiting to be put together.

Immediately inside the entrance were the foundations of a building whose plan was clearer

from the indications before its excavation than from the darker marks left by brick dust in

the sand after it liad been dug. It was probably a large altar with a ramp up to it, of the type
seen in tlie tomb rehefs, where the king could make his prehminary offerings. Surrounding
it were a number of mud bases in orderly rows which must have supported an awning, though
immediately within the gateway were two oblong ones strengthened with stones on which
sj)hinxes or statues of the king may have stood (PI. xvii, fig. 3).

The rest of the first court was open. The second series of gateways was identical with the
first, with the same slots for flag-poles and the same niches for stelae on the inner side. Some
fragments of a granite stela were recovered from here. They show several of the princesses and
first gave us the name of the temple: T; hU 7i itn, the Castle of the Aten 'dn the centre of
Akhetaten," as the phrase continues. On many of the bricks, particularly from this court,

the sign ? occurs, and the name is evidently the same as that lost “—

t

of the Aten’' which
Akhenaten mentions on the boundary stela as his second project after the construction of the
Pr Ui}.

Immediately within the second pylon seems to be another altar on the main axis, though
only the very slightest traces remain. In the second court are two side doors in the north and
south walls leading to the King's House and to the Priests’ Quarters respectively (see below).
From the base of the pylon came the exquisite hand and arm in sandstone (PI. xiv, fig. 3).

In the south-east corner, built up against the third pylon, is a small house, probably that of
the priest on duty.

In the third court, entered in the same way as the first two, lies the sanctuary proper,
surrounded by an ambulatory planted with trees. The excavation and the restored plan of the
sanctuary are due to Messrs. Fairman and Lavers and to the practical genius of that prince
of rf'Ues ^-Vli Sherraif. Like those of the great temple the walls were of rubble faced with good
masonry, and we tackled them in the same way as the Great Temple has been tackled, viz., by
attempting to cut away the mass of rubble until some solid core was reached, for as in all the
buildings at 'Amarnah the good stone facing had been entirely quarried away. But it was soon
realized that there was no core to the rubble, and when a corner of the foundations was laid
bare it could be seen that upon a cement bed had originally rested a course of stone above
which the rubble began. This stone also had been taken so that not one piece of rubble remained

s(fH. The only plan was therefore to clear away every scrap of rubble and trust that the
et n^ \ ould be ^\ ell enough preserved to give the plan. Incidentally,

thi.s will also have to be done some day to the Great Temple, where quite meaningless walls of
rubble ha\-e been left standing, with the real hnes, shown by the cement foundations, running
in and out below them. Until this has been done and until the other large buildings in the
temenos ha^•e been cleared, no one has a right to talk about it.

FI. xvii, fig. 4, gives a good idea of the state of the sanctuary of the Small Temple after
excavation. In the foreground is a mud ramp. Immediately beyond that the foundations of
the west wall cross the photograph. Impressed in them can be seen the marks of the bottom
course of .stones and the holes made by the picks in levering them up. Beyond that again are





I. Caricature of Akhenaten. P.42.1.

3. Sculpture fragments. Temple.

5. Bronze cup. U. 24.3.
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the foundations of an altar on the main axis, lying in the middle of an open court; further east

is a second court with a colonnade all round, and at the extreme east end is a row of three small

rooms which may be the inner sanctuary. The cement bedding is at three levels; the highest was

the foundation of the floor slabs, where the pressure was not great
;
the middle layer was sunk

somewhat below the level of the ground to support the walls; the lowest received the concen-

trated pressure of the great columns, or of the square piers behind them. ^lany fingments of

these colunuis were found buried in the rubble
;
some can be seen in the photograph. It appears

probable that most of them were engaged. They are of an entirely different set of orders from

anything we know. What sort of capitals crowned them it is difficult to say, for the only pieces

of cut stone which would do duty were in appearance more Uke anta caps than capitals of

columns.

Several hundred fragments of inscriptions and sculpture were found in the sanctuary. They

had all been wantonly smashed. The finest pieces of sculpture were in very hard white lime-

stone from Kaw, beautifully finished (PI. xviii, figs. 2-4). There are fragments of arms and

headdresses, thighs and feet, but no single face except a tiny chip (PL xiv, fig. 3 centre).

On the sculpture and in the inscriptions it is noteworthy that the Aten name is everywhere in

its early form. The only head from the whole temple was that in sandstone of one of the

princesses (PI. xix, fig. 1). It originally formed part of a dyad, but her sister has disappeared.

The inscription at the back begins ‘‘Royal Daughter’’ and then breaks off—so even now we do

not know the name of a single one of the princesses whose heads we have.

From the south-west corner outside the temenos wall came the small figure in painted

hmestone (PL xiv, fig. 2). It very much resembles that found by Newton in Q. 44. I.

Unfortunately it is uninscribed. Outside the side gate south from the second court lay another

mass of debris wliich contamed more fragments of inscriptions and sculpt ui'e. They had evi-

dently been dumped there at the time of the destruction. In the same area were two rubbish

pits filled with painters' refuse, lumps of colour and broken pots used as palettes, etc.

Further south lay the temple property; to the east the sacred lake with a terrace at one

side; in the middle a building which seems to have been the dormitory and robing rooms of the

priests (P. 43. 2: PL xiii, fig. 2); to the west a large building, apparently the temple workshops

and magazines (P. 43. 1). Here were ovens and glazing kilns all opening off a central gangway.

In this house were found two fragments of a dark blue faience statuette representing a beard chI

foreigner. The country from which he came was inscribed on his kilt (PL xviii, fig. 1) but

except for the final signs it has been broken off. The bricks of P. 43. I and 2 were alike inscri]>ed

with the mark of the temple

To the north of the temple lay Petrie's House 13, which is also stated to have had bricks

inscribed with tliis sign. Since part of the house had been left unexcavated it was decided to

complete it. But the inaccuracies of the plan as a whole made it necessary to re-excavate

nearly half. It was from this house that tlie fresco of the princesses now at the Ashmolean

came, and during the course of excavation a great deal more of the same scene, admittedly

mostly in small fragments, was recovered. Besides this, a large piece of dado from the main

room, still in situ, was successfully removed by Miss Chubb, though it was almost immediately

broken in two by careless handling on my own part.

The house itself does not conform to the normal type at all, and, having regard to its private

entrance to the temple as well as to the bridge which connects it with Petrie's Palace, and to

the presence on its walls of an intimate scene in the life of the royal family, I tliink we are

justified in regarding it as the private residence of the king, particularly since the great palace

has no domestic quarter. If this is so we have discovered two very interesting points of personal

contact with the king. The first is the row of six bedrooms opening all off one corridor, which

19—2
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may well be the niglit nurseries of the six little princesses. The second is a painting outfit

consisting of two brushes, three fishbones, whose coloured tips showed they had been used for

drawing, and a number of lumps of paint. May they not be Akhenaten's own?
The garden of the house extended some way north and was in three terraces. From the

second terrace ran the bridge across the road to the great official Palace. The road passes below

it through three gates, the central one being paved in brick, the two side ones in stone. A feature

of the construction is the presence of huge balks of timber in the brickwork often as much as

30 cm. square by three or more metres long (PI. xiii, tig. 1). Tliis is much greater than is

necessary for the prevention of the ordinary shrinkage of drying mud brick. Above the gates

—in the bridge proper in fact—were stretches of wall paintings of which fantastic fragments,

green leaves on black, impossibly brilliant flowers on olive green, were found. Since the excava-
tion of the westernmost of the three gates has not yet been completed we still hope for more.
This bridge must surely have been a "'Window of Appearances.” It spans the main road of
the city and is intimately comiected with the royal buildings. When we excavate the end which
is in the Palace we may get more effidence as to its exact nature.

East of the King’s House ties the great series of magazines, some of which were excavated
by Petrie under the name of Xo. 17. They are built over an earlier building, whose massive
foundations run below the later walls and whose pavements can be made out here and there.

In the north court of the magazines there seems to have been a small shrine ruiming along the
east side. At the north end of this court were made in one day the three most impressive finds
of the season. A wooden ushabti box inscribed with an official s name, which when opened
pro\ ed to contain a pair of ivory castanets in the shape of hands (PI. xix, fig. 4), a sculptor’s
trial piece in sandstone bearing the exquisitely worked head of a king—perhaps Smenkhkerec

certainly not Akhenaten (PL xix, fig. 2), and—just as the whistle was going in the evening
—a magnificent alabaster jar (PL xLx, fig. 3) inscribed Avith the names of Queen Hatshepsut
(the name of Amun is carefully erased) and Avith the amount, 24^ Mn, which it Avould hold.
This perfect vase must have been an heirloom brought from Thebes Avhen the city Avas first

founded.

In the garden to the north of the Koyal House aa'c found tAAm more sculptor’s trial pieces;
one of them (PL xiA^, fig. (5) shoAvs the beginning of a portrait of a princess. It is the work of
a novice, for one can see hoAv the eye has originally been put in too liigh and corrected later.
But the mouth is a aa onderful example of ‘Amarnah SA\'eetness. The second trial piece (PL xW,
fig. 1) is a really rude caricature of the king. It is roughly, but villainously well draAvn, and
shoAvs him blear-eyed and unshaven, with a bristly chin. The only parallel to this that I know
is the portrait of Harnesses III in his oavu tomb. The other side of the stone was also sculptured
and shoAved part of a man^s face. In this case the portrait Avas finislied and coloured, and again
there are traces of AAdiiskers, though it is not the king. SeAx^ral more trial pieces Avere found in
the road to tlie north. Some of them haA^e faces of princesses, one has the face of the king in
the grotesque early Amarnah style, and one is engraA^ed on both sides with a number of
hierogl}^hs A^ery carefully cut for practice. The presence of all these may Avell indicate that we
are nearing another sculptor's house with who knoAvs Avhat treasures.

This part of the city Avas the centre of life. Until it has been completely cleared Ave have very
tittle right to talk about 'Amarnah. The tAvo hundred yards or so betAveen the northern limit
of this year s A\ork and the Great Temple bristle with opportunities. Just to the east lies the
ouse where the Amarnah letters Avere found, and beyond that are more official buildings.

The mere re-excaA^ation of the official Palace should proAude a lot of material. Only the fringe
in fact of the centre of the city has as yet been touched. Meanwhile the steady clearing of a
number of priAate houses each year should proceed. We cannot help forming theories as we
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go along, but until tbe whole of the city has been worked over we cannot take any of them as

proved. And the period is so fascinating that we cannot afford to miss anything.

This year again our gratitude is mainly due to Mrs. Hubbard for her continued support.

But also we wish to thank most warmlv all those givers of shillings at the exhibition. If

£29. IO5 . Orf. does not actually represent five hundred and ninety people whose interest in

'Amarnah has been aroused, it represents a very large number, and if we cannot interest people

in our work the sooner we stop the better.
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STUDIES IN THE EGYPTIAN MEDICAL TEXTS

By WAREEN R. DAWSON

1.

The words and

In the Egyptian medical texts, but so far as I am aware, not elsewhere, there occurs from time

to time a rare word with an ovoid determinative, ^ynm, which is a part of some

animal, for it is never used in connexion with the human body. The passages in wliich the word

occurs are as follows

:

1. Uf the uCr-fish: Ebers, 30. 1 (128)^. 4. Of the trp-duck: Ebers, 32. 3 (146).

2. Of the yi^r-dsli: Hearst, 13. 10 (203). 5. Of the pggt: Hearst, 13. 6 (198).

3. Of the <pnnt\ Ehers^ 63. 20 (427).

The word ^mm has been variously interpreted as a \dscus, as brain, and as roe or eggs.

The last-named sense is doubtfully attributed to the word by Reisner^ and by the editors of

the 176. d, aeg, Spr. (i, 186). Wreszinski^ and Chassinat*^ adopt the meaning ''brain,” on the

ground that the first of the above-named passages speaks of the “ cmm of the wrr-fish, which is

found within its head.” This phrase at once disposes of the possibiHty of the meaning '‘roe”

or "eggs.”

I cannot think, however, that <:mm can mean brain. The word for "brain.” is or is

already well known, and is used both of human beings and of animals^. The fact that the

writer of the Ebers passage takes the trouble to explain that the ^mm of the fish is found inside

its head to my mind indicates that some organ or structure other than the brain is intended.

Had “ brain ’ been meant, the explanatory phrase is quite unnecessary in speaking of so obvious

an organ. It is as needless to explain that the brain is found within the head as it would be to

say that tlie heart is in the thorax or the intestines are within the abdomen. The fact that in

the case of the fish the is stated to be inside the head rather implies that it is usually

found elsewhere in other animals. We have therefore to find something other than the brain

that is contained in the head of a fish to which the word c yytyyi can refer. The alternative, it seems
to me, is clear, and the structure referred to can be no other than the otolith, a calcareous shell-

like concretion in the internal ear. Otoliths occur in various stages of development in many
vertebrate animals, and they are especially conspicuous in numerous species of teleost fishes,

where they form hard shell-like bodies of appreciable size, generally two in each ear. The
>Hr-fish is the species known to science as Clarias ayiguillaris, and the size of its otohth would
range from about 5 mm. to 10 mm. in a specimen of average size, and up to about 12 mm. or

15 mm. in a very large indi\idual. Assuming, therefore, that I am riglit in suggesting

^yyiyyi ^ otolith in the case of the fish, it remains to discover how this interpretation fits in

with the other animals mentioned.

^ The numbers in brackets refer to the sections of Wreszinski’s edition.

- HmrM Medical Papyrus, Vocabulary, 18.

^ Der Londoner Medizini^'^rhe Papyrus, 118.
* Un papyrus m^lical copie, 214.
^ Examples: Urhunden, iv, 84; Ebers, 80. 20; 97. 8; Edtnn Smith. 2. 18 and often.
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The word
, ^pnnt, with determinative either ^ or tm-

,
has had many translations

proposed for it. It has been variously interpreted as a kind of snake, as a worm, as a hzard,

as a mole, etc. Chassinat believes that the word denotes two different animals: a reptile when
written with the snake-determinative, and a mammal, the otter, when determined with the

hide, the usual determinative of animals, and especially of quadrupeds^. In rny opinion, the

interchange of general and specific determinatives, especially in hieratic texts, is far too pro-

miscuous a ground upon which to foxmd the proposal that two animals so widely different as

a snake (or worm) and an otter can be signified by the same w^ord, differing merely in its

determinative. The Cpnnt is nearly ahvays determined by the snake-sign-; the hide-determina-

tive, so far as I am aware, occurs but tw ice^. It appears to me quite clear that some creeping

animal is meant, and an animal so small that seven of them, together with seven Hies and seven

earthw^orms, are used in a single prescription^. Now' the only small creeping animal that

secretes calcareous matter at all resembling the otoliths of fishes is the slug. In most species

of slugs the shell is small and rudimentary, often internal and partly concealed by the mantle,

and in at least one genus [Ario^u wliich includes the common black slug of Europe, A. ater)

the rudimentary or vestigial shell is represented by numerous irregular calcareous granules.

I submit therefore that *'slug’’ is the probable meaning of <^pnnt and that ^tnut is its shell.

In the case of the duck, the identification of ^nim with a shell-like or calcareous concretion

is at first sight more difficult, but wlien it is remembered that the gizzards of many birds (and

especially those of pigeons, fowls and ducks) wlien opened are found to contain small pebbles,

fragments of shells and other similar objects, in such cases, therefore, it is quite possible that

the word can mean a small pebble, shell or granule taken from the stomach of a duck.

The remaining animal, the pggt, occurs, so far as I am aware, but once onlv, in circumstances

that do not help us to define it. In this case — ‘ ‘"ind oil are used as a

medicament for sore toes^. As the prescription is an alternative to the one that precedes it,

which consists of a slug lArx^) cut up and brayed with salt®, it is probable that the pggt

is an animal similar in nature to the ^p)U}t and may be another kind of slug or snail.

It may be added that the existence of otoliths in fishes wns known to the Greeks’^, and in

medieval times they wnre worn as charms against colic and other ailments, or ground up

and used in medicines.

2- The bird

In one of the glosses to the tw'enty-second case in the Edwin Smith surgical treatise the

meaning of the expression ''the end of the ramus’’ is explained (recto, 8. 14-15). '‘The ramus

the end of it is in his temple just as the claw' of an n^uKc-bird (^nK) grasps an object®.’’

Professor Breasted has pointed out that the ''claw' of the n^mre-bird” is written as a single

word, with a special determinative, -A and adds ''this is ob\Iously the claw' of some

two-toed bird, inserted here more or less as a drawing or sketch of the bird’s claw" (p. 294).

Professor Breasted, in speaking oisome tw'o-toed bird, suggests that w'e have a choice of several

species, but actually the only tw'o-toed bird is the ostrich, in w'hich the tw'o digits are not

opposable but parallel, and have no abihty to grasp. The special determinative in the text

^ E. Chassinat, op, cit., 215.

2 Ebers, 74. 14 (576); 88. 15 (733); 10. 4 (144); 10. 18 (157); 11. 3 (159); 13. 5 (197); Cairo Hymn
to Amun, 6. 5.

3 Ehers, 63. 20 (427); 88. 5 (727). ^ Ehers, 74. 14 (576).

3 Hearst, 13. 6 (198). .
® Hearsf, 13. 5 (197).

^ Aristotle, Hifsf. Anim., viii. 19; Aelian, De Xat, Anim., ix, 7; Pliny, Hist, Xat.f ix, 24.

3 J. H. Breasted. The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus^ t, 203.
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rather seems intended merely to denote the grasp of the foot of (onj perching bird in which the

hallux is opposed to the other toes. The bifid sign must accordingly be taken as a rough sketch

of a bird's foot, one member of it denoting the hallux and the other the grouped anterior digits

to which tlie hallux is opposed. The digits, however, are wrongly represented as pointing

outwards instead of inwards. There is nothing particularly distinctive in the grip of any one

particular species of such bird, and any kind would equally well satisfy the simile. It is evident

that the ;n^r-bird is selected merely because its name puns on tlie word '’ramus.'*’

“To this two-toed bird's claw", adds Professor Breasted, “the ramus is appropriately

compared, for its familiar forked head, terminating in the condyle and the coronoid process,

readily suggests such a forked or two-toed claw.’’ Actually, however, the simile chosen by the

Egyptian writer is neither an appropriate nor a happy one. In a bird’s foot the claws are

conspicuous and they play an essential part in the function of grasping, whereas the two pro-

minences at the head of the rawi nKindih^flac—the coronoid process and the capituJum nmn-
dibidae (condyle)— are both blunt-ended: the former is fiat with a semicircular contour above,

and the latter is semi-spheroid and is supported by a well-defined neck, the collinn mandibidae.

^Moreover, with the skull in its normal vertical position, as it would be in a living man, these

two prominences point upwards, whereas the claws of a bird when grasping, point downwards.
Xor could the simile be suggested by the glenoid fossa into which the condyle articulates, as

it is a small depression, the form of which does not in the least suggest the grip of a bird.

3. The Lettuce as an Aphrodisiac

In the important and interesting Chester-Bcatty Papyrus, No. 1, recently pubhshed in an
admirable edition by Dr. Alan Gardiner, there is a strange episode in which the aphrodisiac

properties of the lettuce-plant are referred to (11. 10-12). The association of the lettuce with

the phallic god Min has been pointed out by Dr. L. Keimer^, and it is quite e\fident that the

herb was eaten by Min to enhance his sexual powers. The new passage shows equally clearly

that Seth consumed it for the same purpose, and that its potency was increased by the special

treatment to which Isis subjected the plant. Clearly the Egyptians regarded the lettuce as an
aphrodisiac, and it is curious to note that other ancient medical writers, instead of, as so often,

borrowing Egyptian ideas on the properties of plants, ascribed to the lettuce the opposite

function, i.e., that of an antiaphrodisiac.

Dioscorides (De Materia Medica, ii, 165) says that the lettuce (OpiSa^) taken as a drug
suppresses erotic dreams and restrains sexual impulses, and Pliny {Nat. Hist., xx, 26) repeats

‘‘peculiares earum . . . somnum faciendi, Yeneremque inhibendi.” The same properties are

noted by Oribasius {Euponsta. s.v. Spiha^), and Hippocrates [Be Dieta, ii, 25) describes the

lettuce as being of a very cold nature and productive of bodily debility—the reverse of an
aphrodisiac. The ancient writers were followed by the herbahsts of later ages. John Gerard
{HerhaU. ed. 1636, 308) says: “The iuice of Lettuce cooleth and quencheth the naturall seed if

it be too much used, but produceth sleep,” and according to John Parkinson {Theatrurn

Botamcum, 1640. 813) “it abateth bodily lust, and therefore both it and Rue are commended
for ]\[onkes, Nunnes and the like Sort of People to cate, and use to keep them the chaster: it

represseth also venerous dreames.”

^ A.Z., Lix, 140.
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4. The word 1 1 1 ?
1 i A

The word
j

has generally been considered to be the fruit of some tree or herb,

but this is only an assumption, for the word is determined always by the sign never by \
or 0.

The verb ivd^ means "to divide,’’ "cleave” or sever,”and in attempting to identify the

drug, I sought for an object that is cloven, severed or divided and which has ‘'something

inside” Ebers, 55. 2). The possibility of a bivalve mollusc at once occurred to my
mind, for molluscs, both univalve and bivalve, and from land, sea, or fresh water, were much
used by the ancients in medicine and magic. The hypothesis of wdcyt being a bivalve shell was

enhanced by the peculiar determinative of the word in Hearst, 1. 17, which, it seems to me, may
well be the hieratic form of As the animal within the shell is used in medicine, it is unlikely

that a marine species is intended, as molluscous animals could only be used when fresh. A river

mollusc therefore seems more probable than a marine one, and it is accordingly very likely

that a fresh-water mussel is meant. Various species of pearl-bearing fresh-water mussels, of

the genera Aetherkt and Unio, are common in the Nile, and specimens of the shells, either entire

or made into amulets, have been recovered from many ancient sites in Egypt^. These molluscs

were therefore quite familiar to the Egyptians.

The medicinal uses of ivd<:yt mentioned in the papyri are as follows:

ExternaL To make hair grow after alopecia, Ebers, 60. 14 (467).

For a burn, E. 68. 20 (496).

For sore fingers and toes, E, 78. 6 (616); Heard, 12. 1 (173).

For the eyes, E, 56. 19 (343),

Diuretic, applied as suppository in the rectum, E. 9. 3 (26).

Interned. To promote appetite, E. 51. 12 (292).

For eating blood” (? anaemia), E. 87. 21 (723).

To banish magic, E, 34. 3 (165) = 3. 6 (36).

To banish a dead man, E. 35. 13 (182) II. 1. 17 (16).

Influence of a god, goddess, etc., E. 45. 2 (225) 7. 1 (83).

Internal. For a disease called c’ E. 55. 2 (326).

(c) i ]
simply

External. For pain in nerve or muscle, H. 8. 17 (120).

Molluscous animals, with or without their shells, and brayed, calcined, boiled or otherwise

treated, are common in ancient and medieval medical works. They are used for affections of

the eyes, for skin diseases, eruptive diseases and affections of the scalp. They are employed for

the teeth, for inflammations, for pains in the nerves and muscles, stomach and bowels. They

^ W. M. F. Petrie, Six Tewple^ ai Thebes, 31; T. E. Peet and W. 8. L. Loat, Cemeteries of Abydos, in,

30, and PL xii; etc.

- All the prescriptions for this complaint in Ebe^s, ten in number, are internal and contain elements that

are known for their properties of purgative or vermifuge. Perhaps, therefore, some kind of intestinal parasite

is meant.

Journ. of Egjpt. Arch, xviii. 20
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are described as excellent for tbe stomaclij to promote appetite, for affections of the bladder,

as purgative and vermifuge, and as antidotes for poison

These uses all harmonize with the purposes for which wd^yt is employed in the medical

papyri. The prescriptions to banish magic and the influence of gods, goddesses, the dead, etc.

(13 mostly purgatives, emetics and antidotes, as these affections were envisaged as

some evil emanation or poison within the patient’s body that had to be voided through one of

the natural openings of the body. They were therefore usually treated as disorders of the stomach

and bowels. Taking all the facts of the case into account, I therefore propose the provisional

equation

:

= Fresh-water mussel.

Probably no distinction was made by the Eg}q)tians between the various species known to

them, and we can get no nearer to actual identification than to suggest that the word wd<:yt

stands for one or more species of the genera Unio and Aetheria.

' Soe. ifilf/' ftJifty Dioscorides, De Mnt. J/ed., ii, 11; Pliny, Hisl. Xtil., xxx, lo, 43; xxxn, 21; Ibn al-

Beithar, Book of Bunpks, s.vv. etc.
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TWO RELIEFS IN THE LOUVRE REPRESENTING
THE GIZAH SPHINX

By ALEXANDRE PIANKOFF

Representations of the god Harmachis in the form of a sphinx are not common. The Louvre,

however, possesses two typical examples. These are the stelae B 18 and B 19, almost identical,

which formed the side wails of a small structure built between the fore-paws of the Gizah

Sphinx. They were discovered in 181 C, during Caviglia's excavations, a report on which, drawn

up by Salt, is to be found in Colonel H. Vyse's Operations carried on at the Pyramids of Gkizeh

in 1837, vol. iii, appendix (Loudon, 184:^). The plate opposite p, 110 of this work represents

B 18 in situ, attached to the left wall of a httle chapel built between the Sphinx's paws at right

angles to the so-called Dream Stela. A detailed drawing of it, with a description by Birch,

occupies the plate facing p. 117. Stela B 19, which stood opposite to B 18, is said by Salt to

have fallen and to have been sent to the British Museum. How^ they both reached the Louvre

is not known. De Rouge describes them^, and notes that they once stood in front of the Gizah

Sphinx beside the stela of Tuthmosis IV.

They are of white limestone, very friable and damaged by salt, which has loosened and

flaked off the surface of the relief in the upper right-hand part of B 19, leaving only vague

outhnes of the scene; the left half of B 18 has suffered in the same way. Both are painted red

to resemble granite and so to harmonize with the Dream Stela. B 18 measures 1*05 m. in height

by 1-00 m. in width, and B 19 1*07 m. by 1*50 m. B 19 is figured here.

In both scenes Ramesses II is adoring a sphinx on a pedestal. In B 18 the sphinx faces

left, in B 19 right. In both the king looks towards the sphinx. In B 18 he presents the censer

with liis right hand and holds in his left a vase with handle and curved spout. In B 19. however,

he holds the censer in his loosely hanging left hand while his empty right hand is raised in

adoration. An altar, identical in the two reliefs, stands before the king; in B 18 it is surmounted

by three lotus flowers with long stalks, in B 19 by one only.

The king wears the nones headdress and the royal beard. His Horus-name (preserved in

B 18), carried by a A'a-sign with arms holding the one the feather and the other the sceptre, is

written behind him. Above the king is the solar disk flanked by two uraei, each with an

a«M-sign at its neck; that on the left wears the red crown, that on the right the white. Thus

in B 18, where the inscription speaks of the red crown, this is borne by the uraeus which faces

the sphinx; w’hile in B 19, in wdiich the king is said to “'assume the white crown,” it is this crown

which is borne by the uraeus which faces the sphinx. It is curious that the two crowns do not

correspond in position to the north and south respectively, for B 18 with its red crown was

actually found in position on the south side of the chapel, wliile B 19 comes from the north.

The upper part of both stelae is given up to the inscriptions, written in vertical columns.

In B 19 we read over the sphinx ’“Harmachis-; may he give all life, all stability and prosperity,

all health and all joy, like Rec every day.” In front of the king is ‘'The Good God, who seizes

the white crown, Lord of the Two Lands, Usimarec..., Lord of Crowms Ra..., endowed

^ yotice des monuments exposes duns la Oahrie d'antiqmtes e'g, an Muse'e du Louvre, 8e ed.. 60-61.

2 Restoring Hr m /ht.

20—2
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with life.’’ Under the solar disk stood the usual BMti, ''He of Edfu,” which is preserved in

B 18. Behind the king stands “May he give life, stability and prosperity,” also complete in

B 18. Below, between the king and the altar, stands '‘An offering which the king gives.” The
king raises his hand, and by this gesture consecrates the offerings presented to the god^.

The inscriptions of B 18 are similar except that the king's title “The Good God” is here

followed by “ Who is united to the red crown,” while the inscription between the king

and the altar reads
?
“Censing and making libation, ’ This act accompanies

all presentations of offerings and is very frequently represented^.

In B 18 the Horus name ‘'Strong Bull, beloved of Maat,’’ is well preserved. Jt is

to be noted that in Vyse’s copy this stela shows both to right and left a vertical column of

inscription giving the names ^ Mistresses Protector

of Egypt and Subduer of the Foreign Lands, Golden Horus ” These two columns
must have been sawn off after the removal of the monument.

The lower part of both stelae is covered with Greek graffiti made almost illegible by salt.

At the very bottom of B 18, however, one can still distinctly read EY<hPOCYNOC.
These two stelae have a special interest in view of their provenance. Do they give us an

representation of the Great Sphinx?

^ Cf., for the same gesture, J. Capart, Ahydos, le temple de Seti ler, PL xliv; Mariette, Abydos, i, PI. 44;
L., D.y 111, Bl. 48. 143; Moret, Riinel dn Cidte Dimn en E<j}/ple, pp. iii and 120.

2 Tlie king is making the same gesture as in the Dream Stela. Cf. L., D.. iii, Bl. 147, 212; Capart, op. cit..

Pis. xxxix (libation and fumigation), xxxii, xix; Crayet, Le temph de Louxor, ler fasc. {Miss. arch, fra nq. an
Caire, tome xv), PI. xLix.
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The sphinx shown in them, in wliich de Kouge thought he recognized the features of

Harnesses II, is a human-headed hon, wearing the We/^headd^ess, the uraeus on its foreliead,

a short plait of hair failing on to the hack, and the divine beard on the chin. It is called

Harmachis, i.e., Horus on the Horizon. The base on which it rests is a pedestal with vertical

edges. In the centre is a door. The form and decoration of this pedtestal recall the s/rkit in

which the Ilorus-name of the Pharaoh is commonly written. There are five more representa-

tions of the same kind, all of which have been regarded by those w'ho have described and pub-

lished them as figures of the Great Sphinx. They are, in clnonological order:

Stela 12974 of the Louvre, once in the collection of the Comte de Saint-Perriol, and pub-

lished and described by Moret^. It seems to belong to the Eighteenth Dynasty, probably to

the reign of Tuthmosis IV, and show's the god Harmachis in the form of a sphinx.

Tw^o stelae pubhshed by Holscher. One bears the cartouche of Amenophis III alcove the

sphinx. On the other, dated bv Holscher to the reign of Tuthmosis I\\ the sphinx is called

Hr ‘"Horus in the Horizon."

The Dream Stela (attributed to Tuthmosis R^) and the so-called Stela of Cheo])s‘ Daughter,

wLere the sphinx is called *’The Sphinx (/ne) of Harmachis.
'

While in all these cases the sphinx is showm as a human-headed lion there aie important

variations of detail. In one of Hblscher's stelae the lieaddress is siuniouiLted bv the solar disk

and tw^o uraei, in the other by a headdress resembling the c/c/-crow'n.

The beard varies. In Lou\T:e B LS the forwvard curving divine i)eard is (piite clear. It is

plaited like the fragment of that of the Great Sphinx which tlates from tlie Xcw' Empire (sent

by Caviglia to the British Museum) and the similar fragment recently discover<*d by Baraize.

This detail is not quite clear in Louvre Stela 12974, where Morct secs the square-cut royal

beard, though the damaged condition of tlie stela leaves this dou])tful. Holscher's stela wdth

the cartouche of Amenophis III has the royal beard, wdiile the other has the curvetl beard

The sphinxes of the Dream Stela have divine beards; the stela of the Daughter of Clieops is

damaged at this point.

The pedestal, too, show's variations. It may be in the form of a rectangular naos as in

Lou\ue B 18 and 19, or of a mastaba with sloping sides as in Hblscher's stelae. The flat block

on wLich the sphinx rests is usually very simple. In Louvre E. 12974, how'ever, it has the

Egyptian cavetto moulding, and, wliat is more important, the wdiole pedestal is set on a base

with a sloping front cut into six steps. Moret has pointed out the interest of this variation in

the article cited above. It seems that the centre of tlie naos w'as generally occupied by a door.

This is quite clear in the Louvre rehefs and the Dream Stela, but abstmt in the Stela of Cheops'

Daughter; Holscher's stelae are too damaged to allow' its presence or absence to be determined.

These variants in the form of the beard and the pedestaP might be attributed to the fact

that successive restorations had modified the appearance of the Great Sphinx and given

differing models to the artists wdio copied it on the stelae"^. But it is not necessary to suppose

^ Moret, Mon. eg. de hi collectioii du Comte de Sainl-Ferrhd. roun(l-top])e(l stela of Merhet; lltr. uj. (1919),

PI. iv.

2 Vyse, op. cit.. m, plate opposite p. 100; Holscher, Cndidoil'mrd de-^ Kdnhj,^ Chfphren. 107-8; British

Museum Guide to the Egyptian GnUeues (sculpture) (1909), 7.

^ It w'ould seem that the excavations begun by Baraize round tlie Oizah Sphinx iiow' suggest tliat the

buildings of Old Kingdom date decorated Avith niche-and-buttress work and the door which lie in front of

the Sphinx may have given the impression that it Avas set upon a- pedestal of the -^rekh pro sided Asith

a door. At present the mound of sand Avhich has not been remoA'cd preA'ents one from gettiiiL^ this AueAv of

the AA'hole, AA'hich has been rendered, in accordance A\Ith the rules of Egyptian perspective, by a re])re'ientation

of the fa(;*ade surmounted by the Sphinx seen in side rieir.

On the subject of the Great Sphinx's beard see Borchardt, in Sitzung.shtf . der preuss. Akatt. (Berlin,

1897), 753.
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this. It must not be forgotten that Egyptian draughtsmen did not copy faithfully the appearance

of the monuments which they reproduced. They interpreted them at their will, adding sym-

bohoal details, or omitting such characteristics as seemed to them of minor importance. Thus

Davies, who has studied all the representations of the palace of Amenophis IV in the tombs

of Tell el-Amarnah, came to the conclusion that an Egyptian artist never felt himself under

any obhgation to reproduce a monument as it actually was. He narrowed or broadened it

according to the space available for it in the main scene^. In fact, if we compare an Egyptian

building with an ancient representation of it we find that the number of columns or statues

never corresponds to the actual number, but merely serves to indicate that in such a position

there were columns or statues
;
thus in a representation of the Karnak temple two columns on

each side of the pylon are used to represent a whole hall-.

The headdresses of the sphinxes shown on Holscher's stelae might be symbolic expressions

of the phrase OJ found on the Dream Stela, and translated by Erman ‘‘The Shadow
of ReC which hovers over the Sphinx^.’’

We may therefore conclude that the reliefs B 18 and 19 represent, like the Dream Stela,

which has a similar figure which Erman clearly interprets in this sense, the Great Spliinx of

Gizah beside which they were found. The differences between these, the Great Sphinx itself,

and other representations of it, are to be explained as variants arising almost of necessity out

of the method of interpretation which the Egyptians adopted in reproducing their monuments^.

To judge by the names which accompany the figures of the sphinx on the stelae one might

suppose that it was regarded sometimes as the god Horakhti and at others as the king in the

form of this god, according to period. To this \’iew subscribes Holscher, who sees in one of his

stelae a figure of the Great Sphinx of Gizah conceived as a representation of Amenophis III.

De Rouge seems to have had the same idea when he described Louvre B 18 and 19 as efiigies

of Ramesses II. This is no unusual phenomenon, for other divine statues have borrowed human
features. The statue of Amun in the Lou\Te with the mask of TutCankhamun is by no means
miique, and it is not unlikely that after a restoration or clearance the Gizah Sphinx should

sometimes have been regarded as an image of the reigning king, especially in the Eighteenth

and Nineteenth Dynasties, while in later days, such as those of the Dream Stela and the Stela

of Cheops' Daughter, the Sphinx was regarded as a very old monument which personified the

god Harmachis himself.

^ Davies, El Anuinut, vi, 36.

“ Borchardt, Znr Bftugef<chichte des Amontempels von Karnal\ Fig. 17, p. 27.
^ Erman, in Sitzungsher. d. preuss. AJcad. (Berlin, 1904), 428, 1063.
^ For similar interpretations see G. Benedite, Signa Verba in Rtcueil ChampoUion (Paris, 1922), 38.
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LETOPOLIS

By G. a. WAINWRIGHT

A series of studies has proved Amtin and Min to be closely connected with meteorites and
thunderbolts, which are the same thing. These gods were two of the partners in the h-mivbf
object of Thebes, and Horns was the third. While Amun possesserl an omphalos at his sub-

sidiary shrines at Napata and Siwah, Horus also possessed one at Hierakonpolis^, which was
one of his most important sanctuaries. As an omphalos was a substitute for a meteorite or

thunderbolt, Horus was clearly of the same nature as his partners Amun and Min.
The owner of the omphalos at Hierakonpohs was a mummified falcon as was the

local god of Letopohs^, who became Horus^. It is, therefore, scarcely surprising that the name
of Letopohs ^ was written with the sign

, which is the s}Tnbol of one of the khmivt’f
gods, Min. It formed both the ideogram for his name and the standard of the Panopohte

Home, Akhmim, i of which he was the patron deity^. But besides being devoted to the same

sacred object <caor::^
,
the Panopohte nome and Letopohs also claimed the same sacred animal,

the shrewmouse. It is exhibited on the Eoman coinage of these two nomes®, and on these two
alone. Shrevunice were buried in great quantities at Akhmim (Panopohs) in the south’^ and
at Letopohs in the north®. A fine bronze figure of one bears an inscription asking benefits for

the dedicator from “Horus, Lord of Letopohs^.” Thus the worship of Letopohs was closely

related to that of Akhmim, at which place there was much to suggest the thunderbolt. The
present article brings much e\fidence to show that there was a thunderbolt worship at Letopohs

also. Hence this fact supports the deductions already drawn for Min and Panopohs, while

the latter may be used as the background for the study of Letopohs.

The evidence for the history of the shape of the Letopolite symbol is not nearly so complete

as for that of the object of Min and Akhmim. But what there is makes it clear that the two
followed much the same course of development. The connexion between Letopohs and its

symbol, unlike that between Min and Akhmim, cannot be traced in either pred}Tiastic or

proto-dynastic times. It is, however, a moot point whether some of the pred}Tiastic standards

^ Ann. Sen\, xxvm, 175-89; Journal, xvi, 35-8; x\t;i, 151, 152, 185-95.
2 Journal, xvn, 190, Fig. 6.

^ Sethe, Uric, des aeg. Altertums, i, 6, 11. 17 li.; id., Pyr., §§ 1670, 1723, 2086, and often.
^ Pyr., § 810, and often in later times. ° Journal, xvn, 185.

® Feuardent, Suniismatiqne : Egypte nncienne, ii, 300, 301, nos. 3512, 3513 (Panopolis); 327, 328, nos.

3581-3 (Letopolis). It is here called an ichneumon, which it is perhaps not unlike in shape, though very

different in size.

’ Lortet and Gaillard, La faune momijiee de Vanciennc Egypfe, ii, 79-83, and Fig. 58. The other sites from
which they have been reported are Thebes and Sakkarali.

® GaiUard and Daressy, Cat. gen. du nniste du Cat re: La faune moniifiee, nos. 29786-9. CJ. the statement
made by Lortet and Gaillard, op. ci/., 79, that they are also found at Gizah, which at this time was includetl

in the Letopolite nome: Edgar, Sen., xxix, 77.

® Univ. Coll. Collection, London, unpublished. For others see Petrie, Amulets, PI. xiii, 103, p. 26;

PL xl, 232, a-f, p. 46.
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T do not in reality belong to Letopolis ratter than to Akhmim. It is very

probable that they do, seeing that the pottery itself on which they are painted is likely to have

come from the ^Mediterranean coastland^, and that so many predynastic standards can be

matched by those of the historic nomes along the western branch of the Nile and in the northern

part of Middle Eg}3)t“. But the comiexion is sufficiently ancient, for it had already been

established by the Third Dynasty^. At that time the sign was written
,
a form which

lasted on to the end of the Sixth Dynasty^. But under Pepi I the new simple form

came into use (Pi/)'.: § 1175), which under Pepi II NeferkereC was more favoured than the old

double sign (§§810, IGTO, 2078). From this time onwards the simple form was the only one

used throughout the rest of Egyptian history. Its butt ends were generally straight as here^,

but were sometimes hollowed <loi>

In the Third Dynasty the sign occurs in the name of the god Hnty-Hm, whose

priest was the IPtlij-IJiH, **He who is before Letopolis,” Avas the god of Leto-

polis, and all through history the Wn-r; was tlie high priest of that city’. His title means
'The Opener of the Mouth,'* and tliis mystical opening was effected through the blasting

virtue of a thunderbolt^. The thunderbolt in ancient Egypt, as elscAAffiere, was a piece of iron,

a substance first obtained from meteorites. The divine pattern for the earthly openers of the

mouth was Horns, and others were his Four Children. Each of them used hiy, Horns, an in-

strument of 6L’ (iron) §§ 13, 14), and his Four Children, ^Hheir fingers of hii (iron)”

(§ 1983). No special home is given to this Horns, but his Four Children at any rate definitely

belonged to LetopoUs, for on one occasion their father is called “Horus of Letopohs^.” The
thunderbolt and its users Avere, therefore, intimately associated with. Letopohs, and the name
of the city Avas written AAuth the sign cifUtz? . or

,
which elsewhere proves to have

been the thunderbolt.

IMin's thunderbolt was developed from a double arrowX therefore the Leto-

polite symbol Avas probably derived from the same thing. This is helpful in understanding the

special ensign of the Tlbnri, the high priest of Letopohs, for it also was a double arrow V
,

crossed instead of being set end to end^^. The thought is continued in the deities whom the

^ Petrie, Knptos, S. Cj'. also Petrie and Quibell, yaqada and Balias, 40.
" Liverpool An)ifd>>, v, 135, 130.

^ Sethe. rrl\, i, 6, 17 ff. ^ Id., P^r,, §§ 2086, etc.

^ 5Iariette, Mans, divers. PL 5, 1. 116 (Piankhi); Haressy, Textes et dessins mngiques, PL i, L 4 (Ptolemaic);

Dueniichen. Oeoqr. Inschr,. iii, PL xxviii; iv, PL cviii, L., P., i\", PL Ixxxix, a (Roman).
® Pudge, The Papijrns of Ani, PL xiii, B, 11. 2, 4 (Nineteenth Dynasty); Bisson de la Roque, Aboii Roasch,

1922-3, PL XXXV, 4 (Nectanebo I); Duemiohen, Geo<jr. Inschr., ii, PL xliii, no. xix (Ptolemaic). It is

impossible to substantiate such a detail as the shape of the ends of the sign from Fig. 25, Drioton, Aledamoud,
1926, 54, 1. 19, dating to Tuthmosis Ill’s reign. In Budge, op. cit., PL xiii, C, 1. I, one side is straight while
the other is hollow.

' Sethe, P/L, i. 6, 17 £f.; Lange and Schafer, Grab- und Denksfeine des mitil. Eekhs. i, 24.3, no. 20221;
Drioton, Mejiamond (1920), 54, 1. 28; Rer, dc trac., IX, 57, 59, xxvi, 146; Lieblcin, Did. de noms hierogL,

no. 1164; Brin:sch, Did. geogr., 1368, 1377.

® Journal, xviii, 6, 7. etc.

^ Pyr.. § 2078. In § 1483 the Four Children are said to be Watchers of Copper E;iypt." Has this reference
to the position of Letopolis at the entrance to Lpper Egypt from the Delta? It was near here that Menes
built his fortress of Memphis which became ’’The Balance of the Two Lands.” It is also from this neighbour-
hood tliat Cairo dominates both Pepper and Lower Egypt to-day. Of. Ann. Serv,, xx\ti, 89-93.

Journal. xm:t, 185-7.

Brugseh, Did. gtur/r., ii. 1377. All priests of Letopolis had Horus falcons for ensigns, but the high priest,

as .so often, was distinguished by a special one as well.
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Greeks connected with Letopolis, for they were Leto and Apollo. Apollo was the classical

Greek equivalent of Horns, the god who finally absorbed the native god of the city. The

connexion is even more radical than that, for the sacred animal of Letopohs was the shrew-

mouse (p. 159), and in Greek lands, as is well known,

Apollo absorbed a primitive mouse-god with the pre-

Greek name of Smintheus^. In fact, just as the arrow

and shrewmoiise occur together at Letopolis, so do coins

of Alexandria Troas show Apollo Smintheus holding his

bow and standing by the mouse-. The Greek goddess

Leto, who gave her name to the city, was Apollo’s

mother, and both he and her other child, Artemis, were

famous archers, and both were omphalos and meteorite

deities^. The omphalos is representative of the meteorite^,

and in religion the meteorite and the thunderbolt are

the same thing^. Both have been widely considered as

weapons of the storm- or sky-god, as have arrows. Ail

over Europe, and also elsewhere, flint arrow-heads are

still regarded as ‘'thunderbolts'’ to-day®, and the names

"thunder-arrow,’' etc. are commonly given to those

fossils and stone axes which are also supposed to be

thunderbolts’^. In south-eastern Asia IMinor at Malatia a

god holds the lightning trident in one hand and the bow
in the other^, while coins from Selge in Pisidia exhibit

both the thunderbolt and the bow®. In Syria Resheph,

whose name probably means "hghtning, flame, heat,
'

is called "Resheph with the arrow^®.” Assyrian seals

show a god shooting at a monster with an arrow

whose point is the triple lightning flash^^. Hence, as the lightning and the meteorite are

not distinguished, it is interesting to note first that the natives of Nyassaland to-day call a

shooting star a "many pointed arrow^^,” and then that the of Egypt is many pointed,

1 Roscher, Lexikon, s.v. Smintheus. He seems to have been native to the west coast of Asia Minor and

its islands.

2 Wroth, Cat. Greek Coins of Troa-% Aeolic, and Le^ho9. PI. iii, 6, and p. 9. Other issues, while omitting

the mouse, show the arrow set ready on the bow, PI. iv, 1,2.

^ The omphalos at Apollo's city of Delphi is well known, and at Perga. Pogla, and Andeda Artemis vas

represented by omphaloi. The Stone of Cronus at Delphi must have been a meteorite, and at Ephe^u> the

image of Diana "which fell down from -Jupiter" must have been one also.

^ See last note. There is also the case of Amun's meteorite of Thebes, which was replaced by an omphalus

at each of his secondary shrines of Xapata and Siwah; Serv .^ xx\ttt, 184.

5 Journal, xvii, 189.

® Blinkeiiberg, The Thunderirenpon in Ileligion and Folklore. §§ 103, 104. 110. 113. 11.) b, llT.k 127, 128;

Sir A. J. Evans, Ancient Stone Implements, 1897, 362, 364, 367. Balfour in Folklore. XL, 172, and PI. ii, figs.

18, 19, and cf. 20.

^ Blinkenberg, op. cit., §§ 44—6, 81, 94 e, 96 a, 102. 104, 106.

8 Fig. 1 = Garstang, The Hittife Empire. PI. xxxviii, a - Olmstead, History of Assyria, Fig. 97.

® G. F. Hill, Cat. Greek Coins: Lycia. Pfunphylia. and Pisidia. 261 ff., nos. 45-52, 75, 77, 81, S3.

Paulv-Wissowa, Peal-Enryclopddie, s.v. Eescheph. col. 621.

11 Fio. 2- W. Hayes Ward, The Seal Cylinders of Western, Asia, Fig. 570. Cf. for instance the lightning

flashes which a god brandishes against the same monster, Layard, The Mon uments ofN i neveh. it, PI. o — ard.

Fig. 564.

^2 Stannus in Harvard African Studies, m, 319.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xym. 21
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like the arrows from which it is derived T‘ Finally, a splendid passage of the

Psalms (xviii, 13, 14) describing the majesty of Yahweh expresses the idea very clearly when

it says “The Lord also thundered in the heavens, and the Highest gave his voice; hail stones

and coals of fire. Yea, he sent out his arrows, and scattered them; and he shot out lightnings,

and discomfited them.” Therefore, the depicting or mention of arrows religiously is a pre-

sumption that a thunderbolt or meteorite is being represented. Returning to Eg}^t, words

very similar to those of the Psalms are found in a passage describing the overthrow of the evil

serpent, Wnii, by Seth the storm-god. A late Nineteenth D3masty passage says ‘‘Nubti

striketh his arrows {ssnc) in him, after he hath heaven and earth with his thunder^.”

Yet again another text of the same period says “Nubti [kills him] with his arrows {Ssnv)^,''

That Seth was a patron of the archer is suggested by the fact that he helps Tuthmosis III to

shoot at his sed-Jieb festival. This widespread conception of the divine weapon as an arrow

was therefore not foreign to Eg\^t, and no doubt Piankhi referred to it when he asked the

conquered Hermopohtan “Did heaven rain with arrows?^ ” In fact the swift-moving dangerous

star® called Md was definitely thought of as an arrow, for it is said of Ramesses III “He sends

arrow upon arrow hke sSdw (shooting stars Crossed arrows like those of Letopohs were

elsewhere actually associated with a star, for the two s}Tnbols of the high priest of Sebennytus

were V and Hence there is much to make it probable that the V of the high priest

of Letopolis indicates his connexion with the thunderbolt. If it did, his symbol w'ould corre-

spond to his title '^Opener of the Mouth,” and moreover both would accord with the s;yTnbol

of the city itself and the use there of bi^, the thunderbolt material.

Arrows and thunderbolts were not the only weapons belonging to Letopohs. Yet another

was the ^^The Throwing Sticks of which drive away
e\fil before him and disperse evil behind him” § 908). In another spell, which later on

mentions the Imperishable Stars and members of bti, Horus himself repels the eviP. The

Throwing Sticks seem to have been personified into an actual deity, for there was a god called

‘'Repeller of E\'il” whose actmties took place ''before Hnty-irty in Letopolis” {Pyr-, § 2086).

The statement that the Throwing Sticks are ready for action both before and behind relates

them to the predpiastic double arrow and the later thunderbolt , Not only are

these objects like the Throwing Sticks in being effective in either direction, but, hke the arrow,

the throwing stick is a projectile \veapon. The Pyramid Texts (§ 1150) actually use the throwing

stick
)
in spelling the word snit, "hail.” Hail is a missile from the sky, and at

times a dangerous one. and the passage just quoted from the Psalms show^s it to have been

^ At least in the case of Min: JournaJ, x\ui, 185, 186; cf. also 193.

- Lange, Der wwjihcM Papunjs Harri-Sy 40, 11. 30, 31. There seems no reason for translating ^srw “Speer,”

as Lange does, rather than the usual "'arrows.”

^ A.Z.y XXXvm, 20.

** L., />., ITT, PL xxxvi, b. What it is that Horns helps him to do is not evident.

^ Schafer, Frk\ r/e-y (terj. AJterfinns. in, 10, 1. 52 Breasted, Ancienf Recordsy iv, § 845.
® "Star LSpeedy of March’ in the .vyd, traversing the earth in an instant’’ {A.Z., XLii, 23); "Running like

the stars and the in heaven" ( J. B. Greene, Fouilhb executees a Ththes, Pi. i, 1. 3), Its dangerous nature

is certified by the desire of the Pharaoh to seem to his enemies in battle to be like the ski, e.g.y Sethe, Urk.,

IV, 615, 13-15, copied word for word by 8eti (C’hampoliion, 2\ot. de^cr, ii, 96); also Rowe, Univ. of Penn-
syjvnnin :^The Jonrnnh 1029, 96, 1. 18, where ssd is the word used.

Duemichen, Fli'^torische InbcJir.y Pis. xxii, xxiii, 1. 30.

^ Brugsch, Diet, gkxjr,, ii, 1379.

® Pyr., § 746. It is not stated that this Horus is He of Letopohs. Por the hU and the stars see § 749.
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included in the divine armoury. Hence, like the others, the Throwing Stick is a suitable simile

for the ''weapon ’’ of the sky-god.

The thunderbolt ceremony of the Opening of the Mouth has already been mentioned

(p. 160) as belonging to Letopolis. The high priest was the Wn-n, The Opener of the Mouth,”

and the Four Children of Horus of Letopolis opened it with “their fingers of 60.” There is at

least one more feature of the ceremony which associates it with the city, and, therefore, the

city with thunderbolts again. It is that another means of opening the mouth was with “the

nivi, the mshtyiv of 60” §§ 13, 14). Like the fingers these instruments were also made

of the thunderbolt material, 6/^, 'Oron.” But besides this they were also earthly representa-

tives of their heavenly original, that being the constellation of the Great Bear in its two forms

and It is this that relates them to Letopolis, for the nome was especially

devoted to the worship of the Great Bear. The Egyptians ordinarily represented the constella-

tion as a bull’s forelegs, and the Letopolite nome used this as its standard. At first it only

displayed the fleshy part ^ but finally the whole leg 0^^^' The

association of the nome with the heavenly leg often finds expression. A spell in

the Pyramid Texts which identifies the deceased's face with the Letopohtan god

Hnty-irty^, and calls it “imperishable,’’ identifies his four legs and arms with

the Four Children of Horus'^. The thighs of Ilnty-irty are often mentioned in

these texts®, and later, when religion was still more Osirianized, it was '“this

left arm of Osiris which is in Letopohs*' that the god guarded'^. The Four

Children of Horus of Letopolis provide other connexions between that city and

the Great Bear. They represent four of the stars of the constellation^®, and being

four in number it must be the fleshy part for which they stand. This is the part originally

selected by Letopolis as its standard. The same passage also names a group of seven iilnc, of

which they are the first four. The seventh and last is l^OYw^-Hnty-irty^^, who was their father,

and god of Letopohs. As the Great Bear, M^lttyu\ is composed of seven stars the reference is

clearly to it, and the passage shows once more how intimate was the relationsliip between

Letopolis and the constellation.

Fig. 3

^ Journal, xviii, 11.

- Fig. 3=Chassina,t and Palanque, Assioul, PI. xxv. See, too, Gritfitli, Si tidies, 373-5, 382.

^ Third Dynasty, Sethe, I rk., i, 2, nos. 10, 17 ; Fifth D\Tiasty, Davies, The oj Ptalihetep and

Akhethetep, i, PI. ix, no. 134; ii, PL x, lover register.

^ Nineteenth Dj^nasty, Caulfeild, The Temple of the King^, PL xviii and probably already in the Twelfth

D;gnasty, see Ahmed Bey Kamal, Tables d'offrandes, PL i, a = Gautier and Jequier, Fouilles de Licht,

Fig.
^ Duemiehen, Geogr. Irn^chr., i. Pis. xxix, b, 2; xxxvii, d, 2; Ixh, b, 2, etc.

® For the statement that the god dwelt at Letopolis see Pyr., §§ 167t>, 2086.

^ Pyr., §§ 148, 149. Apart from Anubis and Sopd, who are not far removed from the Letopolite gods,

the only other deities named here are the T\\o Daughters of Atiim. Their intrusion is no doubt due to

solarization.

« Pyr., §§ 1211, 1367, 2015. Cf. also § 1547.

® Naville, Das aeg. Todtenbuch, ii, 7, 8; ch. i, 11. 15, 16. The arm is once said to be the right one.

Grapow, Urk. des aeg. Altertums, v, 42, 11, 2, 3; 44, 11. 15, 16.

Grapow, op. cif., v, 42. 13 ff. ; 45. 9 If. There is quite a different list, which is at least as old as the Middle

Kingdom {op. cif., 40. 13 ff,), and lasted down to the Late Period as a gloss on the other (op. cit., 43. 5 If.;

46. 1 ff.). Another Middle Kingdom copy in Rec. d" etudes eg. dediec>'< a J . F. Champolhon. 642. Both sets of

gods are shown in the vignette, Budge, Farsimile of the Papyrus of Ani, 1894, Pis, viii, ix.

21—2
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Furtlier contacts between the Great Bear, Letopolis, and the Four Children of Horus are

estabhshed through the Imperishable Stars. These stars were those so close round the pole

that they never set. They have altered considerably since the time that Egyptian astronomy

was taking shape, at which time the Great Bear itself never set^. While the expression evidently

included the various minor stars that keep the Great Bear company^, the name ‘‘Imperishable

Stars'’ must have referred primarily to this splendid constellation. Therefore a parallel drawn

between these stars and the Four Children of Horus is in effect one between them and the Great

Bear. It is the Four Children of Horus who “bring thee this thy name of Imperishable

The statement “The bones of N. are of bh, the limbs of N. are like the

stars, the Imperishables ” {Pyr., §2051, cf. § 1454) is reminiscent of the Four Children of

Horus who had “fingers of hii ” and were four of the Great Bear’s stars. The use of Jo/^-sceptres

is also an important hnk. One of the characteristics of the Four Children of Horus is said to be

that “they are supporting themselves on their £?r//^sceptres” (Pyr,, § 1483), and a certain

group of four unnamed gods or spirits is often said to use these sceptresh Of the Imperishable

Stars the statement is also made that they are ‘‘standing with their rfcm-sceptres ” (Pyr., § 1000).

Elsewhere a similar statement about them is thrice repeated (P^r., §§ 1456-8). The fZcm-sceptres

of the Imperishable Stars are mentioned again and this time just after Mhnty-irty^ the god of

Letopohs, and a sky ladder (p. 168) winch tended to absorb the Letopohte one [Pyr,, § 1432).

Numbers of divine beings come to the deceased Pharaoh in various attitudes of humihty.

Those who come “bowing down” are the Imperishable Stars {Pyr.^ § 1155). One hnk between

them and Letopohs is probably pro\dded by the statement that the “Two Enneads” come

bowing down (§ 1993), for elsewhere this name is given to the Great Bear and the Imperishable

Stars (§ 458). At a later date the Book of the Dead probably provides another when it says that

the deceased is “ the lord of bowings in Letopohs^.” Hence the association already estabhshed

between Letopohs and the Great Bear had many ramifications, and both were also intimately

connected with at least one thunderbolt ceremony, and with the use of iron which was of

meteoric origin.

As might be expected of a thunderbolt city, Letopohs was a terrible place. Already in the

Pyramid Texts there were “Throwing Sticks” there “which drive away evil before him and

disperse e\il behind him." There was also a god named “Eepeller of Evil” who played his

part “before Hnty-irty in Letopohs,” and Horus himself repels evil, though whether it be

Horus of Letopohs is not stated (p. 162). By the jMiddle Kingdom more detailed accounts are

given as to what was done at Letopohs. There was “the Great Tribunal in Letopohs®,” and

“on that day of reckoning the transgressors” Horus of Letopohs ‘'binds the evil-doers at his

place of judgment, in order to cut the souls to pieces'^.” The New Kingdom version of the text

speaks of “that Night of reckoning the transgressors, that is the Night of Fire for the Adver-

saries^.” “His Two Eyes of Flame coming forth from Letopohs” were very well known, for

which the variant “His Two Eyes of Di” is sometimes given®. Though transgressors were

^ Griffith, 379, 380.

2 Pj/r., § 47)8, speaks of Mshtyw and the Imperishable Stars, which it calls *‘the Two Enneads.”
Pyr,, §§ 2101, 2102. Pf. §§ 148, 149, where the expression '‘Imperishable*’ is repeated continually in

a strongly Letopohte passage.

^ Pyr., §§ 339, 30.5, 1510, which last passage calls them '"Children of CJeb.” Cf. § 360, where four brothers

are "seated with their dC///-sceptres.” ^ Budge, Nu, PL xxi, eh. Ixxxviii, 1. 5.

® Grapow, op. cit., v, 102, 16. Cf. 119, 2, 6 for the New Kingdom.
^ Grapow, op. cit., 55. 12 ff. In 1. 17 it is stated that the god is Horus, Lord of Letopohs.
^ Op. cit.. 56. 14, 15.

^ Ch. cxxv, 1.7. See Naville, op. cit., ii, 292, for a number of variants, to which may be added Budge,
Su, PI. xlviii; id., The Papyrus of Ani, PI. xxxi.
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reckoned and repelled there by firCj yet if the dead man were safe with Homs he coidd say

‘‘I come forth and I go in in the devouring fire^ on the day of the repelling of rebels in Leto-

polis^.” A devouring fire is a fierce one, as is also a flame that is famied by the \sind. Hence

the ‘'devouring fire” of Letopohs is reminiscent of ‘'the flame before the wind to the end of

heaven and the end of earth” which is connected with^ ,
the primitive form of the

thunderbolt sign such as that of Letopohs^.

"His Two Eyes of Flame or Df is clearly a reference to Hnty~Htn, the god of Letopolis,

whose proper name had reference to his eyes, being some variation of Haty-irtij

While the meaning of "flame" is self-e\udent, that of cU needs study. In religious belief ds

was much connected with the sky, storms, the storm-god, and with fire. A Middle Kingdom
text describes the mountain of Bakhau "upon which heaven is supported.” A serpent lives

on the top of that mountain and “the first three cubits of the serpent are of In the early

Eighteenth Dpiasty one passage dealing with the storm seems to liken to the storm itself^,

in another a magic ^r^i-sceptre of d^ bears the name "Giver of Winds^,” and in yet another

ds is said to be "coming forth out of Suti” (Seth, the storm-god)®. The ivis also belonged

pecuharly to Seth (see p. ITI) and was often decoratively employed with the sky-sign as if

supporting it^. The serpent of ds of Mount Bakhau was named "He who is in his Fire^^,” and

“a repeating of dsu' ^ a burning of rebels” was encountered in the next workH^. Then

again, like hii, ds was greatly used for overthrowing Aapep, the evil serpent^-. Bis was iron,

the thunderbolt material which is obtained from meteorites, and very specially belonged to

Letopohs^^. Bs also specially belonged to Letopohs. Xot only did it provide the eyes of the

local god, but in a strongly Letopohte passage ds is one of the things to be feared Hence

the use of "flame” as an equivalent for ds at the thunderbolt city of Letopolis is noteworthy,

and impUes that ds was one more form of thunderbolt. The word appears to mean "flint,”

and it has been seen that flint arrow-heads are widely held to be thimderbolts. No doubt this

is yet another reason Avhy arrows were characteristic of the high priest of Letopohs.

The argument may be developed further. As ds and hl^ evidently represent thunderbolts

or shooting stars, the repelhng of the evil monster Aapep is singularly like the treatment Satan

receives at the hands of the angels in Mushm behef. When he approaches too near heaven they

drive him back by casting shooting stars at him^^. This gives the clue to the ordeal, whether

in the spirit or in the flesh, that the devout Egyptian expected to undergo at the meteorite

^ }Vnmyt, a word especially used of fire as a destroying, devouring element, d. aetj. Spr.. i, 321.

Cf. Exodus xxiv, 17, ‘‘And the sight of the glory of the Lord was like devouring fire on tlie top of the mount."
- Budge, Nn, PI. vi, eh. i, 11. 10, 11; Naville, op. cit., it, 8, ch. i, 11. Ifi, 17; Budge, A/u’, PI. v, eh. i, 11.

22, 23.

2 Pyr.^ § 324, and see Journal, xvii, 180.

^ Hnty-irty, Pyr., §§ 17, 826, etc.; Hnty-n~irhy, Pyr., §§ 601, 771; MlintyArty. Pyr., §§ 601, 826, etc.; MJjniy-

n-irty, Pyr.. § 771. For studies of the name see Junker, Die Onurisleyende, 135; Sethe, Uniersuclivn<j( n. x,

2, p. 164.

® A.Z., Lix, Pis. 44*, 45*, 11. 8 a. 14, 16, and p. 74. ® Budge, PI. 13, ch. xcv, 11. 2, 3.

^ Op. cit., PL 50, ch. exxv, 1. 25. ® Op. cit., PI. 62, ch. cxlix, § xi, 1. 5.

® As a frame for stelae, e.g., Gardiner and Peet, The Inscriptions of Sinai, PI. v; Couvat and IMontet,

Les inscriptions du Ouddi Hammdmdt. Pis. vi, 60, xvi, 63, xxv, 103, xxix, 110.

^0 Sethe, A.Z.. PL 46*, 1. IS, and p. 74.

Budge, Nu, PL 53, ch. cxlv, § xi, 11. 45, 46.

Id., Facsimiles of Egyptian Hieratic Papyri, 1910, PL viii, col. xxii, 20-3, etc.

Journal, x\T:n, 6, 7.

Grapow, op. dt.. 60. 13. One of the New Kingdom glosses, 61. 6, 7, explains the passage as referring

to Anubis and lAoxm-Mhnty-n-lrty

.

and the text, 1. 17, goes on to speak of the eye of an invisible god.

The Koran, Surah xv, IS, and again Surah xxxvii, 10, where in a similar passage the same word shiJidb

is used again. On one occasion it is called ‘'visible'’ and on the other ‘'brightly shining.'’
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city of Letopolis. There was something imusual about the ‘‘ devouring fire” there, for the just

man could go in and come forth from it unharmed. The escape of some persons and the

destruction of others by fire is commonly reported about the fall of a star. In ancient Egypt

it is to be found in the tale of the Sliipwrecked Sailor (lines 129 Unfortunately the passage

is a most difficult one and the efforts to translate it vary as to details. The Serpent King himself

comes in a thunderous manner. In conversation he tells of the mysterious arrival of a maiden,

the fall of a star
(j

a a number of ‘'beings of the flame” or "burned ones ('?),”

certain persons who were found “as one heap of corpses,” and another, himself, who sur^dved

the conflagration. Semitic ideas as to the effect of shooting stars, and other ideas as to thunder-

bolts, sufficiently explain the general tenor of the story. Evil beings are destroyed or at least

driven back by them, while good ones need not fear them, just as at Letopohs some men are

repelled by fire while upon others it has no power. In the Arabian Nights the king of the

unbelieving gimis could not stand before the "shooting star of fire” {sliilidb min ndr) of the

king of the befieviiig ginns“. The infidels marching against Mecca were destroyed by "stones

of fate ” cast upon them by heaven-sent birds^. Commenting on this, Gelal-ed-Din describes

the stones as burning up the men, their helmets, and their elephants'*. Even the Arabic news-

papers preserve the idea in their accounts of the fall of the meteorite in 1911 near Nakhla in

the Delta. El Ahaly stated that a stone "fell on a dog at Denshal, leaving it Hke ashes in a

moment^.” Dr. Hume of the Geological Survey, who made enquiries on the spot, was unable

to substantiate this statement, hence it is of interest to remember that the dog is one of the

unclean animals of Islam. The idea that the offended deity strikes the sinner dead with the

thunderbolt is often found in Homer, and is still widespread in Europe to-day. In 1867 it

caused the natives at Khettree in Kajputana to collect the meteoric stones which fell there,

when they "pounded [them] down to powder and scattered this to the breeze, etc., so as not

to let the vengeance of the offended god redound on them®.” On the other hand, good beings

need have no fear of the meteorite or thunderbolt. It was by divine intervention that Lot,

the just man, was brought forth in safety from the conflagration (Gen. xix, 24, 28), when "the

Lord rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the Lord out of heaven”
imtil “the smoke of the country went up as the smoke of a furnace.” In the Arabian Nights

tale just Cjuoted the "fire” cast at the king of the beheving ginns was unable to take effect.

Another of these stories teUs how two 'afrits were fl}fing through the air together
;
the one was

taken by the "shooting star of fire” {shihdb min ndr) while his companion continued on her

way unharmed'^. After this and what has come to fight about thunderbolts at Letopolis there

can be no doubt what happened there. The repelling of transgressors and "the Night of Fire for

the Adversaries” must have originated in a thunderbolt or meteorite, like the "Throwing
Sticks' "which drive away evil before him and disperse evil behind him.” The thunderbolt

would have been responsible for the "devouring fire.”

However, the ordeal may well have been undergone in the flesh and in this world. Besides

the other information given about the Night at Letopohs, it is known to have been called

^ Erman, The Liternfure of the Ancient Egyptians (transl. Blackman), 1927, 32, 33.
“ R. E. Burton, The Thousand ^sights and a Night (Benares, 1885), vi, 100.

The Koran, Surah cv, 4. In Surahs xi, 82 and xv, 74 the same apparently unique expression is used
in the tale of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah which the Old Testament ascribes to “brimstone and
lire from the Lord out of heaven,” Genesis xix, 24. On the Koran's phrase “stones of fate,” which has been
much misunderstood, see Maulvi Muhammad Ali, The Holy Qur-dn, 468, n. 1198.

Savary, Le Coran^ ch. cv, n. 1.

® Cairo Scientific Journal, 1911, 212.

® Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1869, pt. ii, 253,
“ Burton, op, cit., i, 224.
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‘*The Night of the Festival {iht hlivy)
'

or perhaps of ^^the Evening Sacrifice or MeaF.” Nu
spells the word hiwy with^ the sign for a festival-. Its celebration was an important event

in the calendar, for Aahmose mentions it in liis list^. This was set up as far away as Abydos.

Evidently, therefore, the thoughts of all Egypt were with the faithful at Letopolis on that day.

No explanation seems to be given of the real meaning of the iht huvy^, but it can hardly be

separated from the other Letopohtan Nights. It would doubtless be the occasion of the judg-

ment, the reckoning, and the fije for the adversaries. If so, it would be highly probable that

the great night of the famous periodical festival culminated in a ceremony of fire-walking in

honour of the thunderbolt-god of the temple. Then, those under his inspiration would have

entered a blazing fire in a state of rehgious exaltation, no doubt after due preparation and

perhaps a sacrifice.

Fire-walking is too common and widespread a practice to need emphasis here^. Sometimes

it has a purifying effect, but generally abihty to pass through the ordeal unscathed is accepted

as proof of holiness to the Lord. The Anglo-Saxons, like other nations of northern Europe,

were accustomed to walk over red-hot ploughshares or to carry the red-hot iron. Thus they

used to prove judicially either their innocence or the justness of their accusation. It was the

judgment of God as opposed to the judgment of man, and Atheistan’s law (iv, 7) is still extant

in which he regulated the details. It was a most solemn occasion, carried out in the church

with a special service and after careful rehgious preparation and purification of the appellant

and everyone present®. The Israelites caused their children to ‘‘pass through the fire to Molech'^

(Levit. x\dii, 21, Jer. xxxii, 35), but the most famous case of fire-walhing is that of Shadrach,

Meshach, and Abednego who “in the midst of the burning fiery furnace ’ proved themselves

to be “servants of the most high God'*’ (Dan. hi, 19-27). The handfing of fire and red-hot irons

is still not uncommon in Egypt to-day, and abihty to do so still proves the same thing as it did

in ancient Babylonia. It not only shows forth the power of the Lord, but also the blessing He

is wilhng to confer on those able to receive it. “ The Lord being merciful mito him’’ (Gen. xix,

16) is given as the reason of the angels’ urgency in saving Lot from the burning at Sodom. If

there was such a fire-walking ceremony at Letopolis, those upon whom the power of the god

had not descended must have shrmik back on “the Night of Fire for the Adversaries.’^ They

would have been unable to say ''I come forth and I go in in the devouring fire on the day of the

repelling of rebels in Letopolis.” They would have been repelled in a very real and physical

sense, and would, therefore, have been reckoned among the transgressors.

Letopolis was not only a place where the dead were judged and rebels repelled by fire, but

it was also a place whence the justified soul ascended into heaven. It is said “Thine arm is

[that of] Hapi and Duamutef, and when thou desirest to ascend to Heaven thou ascendest.

Thy legs are [those of] Imsety and Kebhsenuf, and when thou desirest to descend to the

Under Heaven thou descendest” (Pyr.. § 149). These four genii belonged to Letopohs, as did

at least some of the gates of heaven so often mentioned in the Pyramid Texts. Though these

^ Cxrapow, op, cit., v, 102. 1(3, 17: (*p. ('it., 110. 3, 4, 17; Naville, op. cit.. i, eh. clxxxi (PI. (-*cvi), 3:

ch. clxxxii, 21. In these last two cases the word Hm niiKht be read “shrine" but the name of the festival

ensures that Letopolis is intended: rf. other variants, Grapow, op. Ci/., 103. 2, 3.

“ Budge, oVm, pi. v, ch. xviii, 11. 7. 9.

^ Sethe, Urk'., iv, 27. 5. This is evidently the Letopolite festival for among the many recorded in the

twentieth chapter of the Book of the Dead, Letopolis alone has an ihf hhey, Grapow, op, at., 101 If.

The only one seems to be Grapow, op. cit., 119. 10; 120. 6, which is purely Osirian and therefore not

original to Letopolis.

^ See Frazer, Balder the Beautiful, n (1913), 1-15; H. C. Lea, Superstition and Force, 3rd edn., 1878,

266 ff.

® B. Thorpe, Ancient Laws and Institutes of England, 96, 110; Lea, op, cit., 252 if.
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spells are not clear on the point, the Book of the Dead, in the Eighteenth Dynasty, is, for Nu

says that ‘’The gates which are in Letopolis are opened unto me^.” The statement comes at

the end of a chapter deahng with the ascent to heaven, and referring to other things charac-

teristic of Letopolis and the sky. It begins by addressing “This Leg dwelhng in the northern

heaven,” ie,, Mshhjiv, to which the nome was dedicated. It goes on to mention phenomena

of the sky, such as divine clouds, and the great dew, and the assistance rendered by Shu, air-

god and supporter of the sky. It also makes the deceased say “I have journeyed from earth

to hea\'en” and then speak of the ladder which the next paragraph will show to be Letopolitan.

The gates in Letopolis clearly gave access to heaven.

The ancient Eg}^tian considered a ladder as a good means of climbing the steep ascent

of heaven. It made part of the star worship of Egypt, for it assists the Pharaoh “in order that

he may sit among the stars of heaven^.” Elsewhere the gods of the sky and the gods of the

earth “construct a ladder for Pepi and he entereth to the sky upon it: the gates of the sky

are opened for this Pepi, the gates of the ^hdw are thrown open for him^,” This is very like

Jacob's ladder which reached to heaven to the very presence of the Lord, causing Jacob to

exclaim "
. . .and this is the gate of heaven.” There were two forms of the heavenly ladder in

Egypt, the rigid one once together with a form p^li, Pyr.^ § 995) and the rope ladder

The usual one was the rigid ladder, and it belonged to Seth^ the storm-god. The rope

ladder (A‘j 5
)
is rare, for it occurs in only one spell of the Pyramid Texts. This is No. 688, w^hich

is primarily Letopolitan, beginning as it does with an invocation of “Imsety, Hapi, Duamutef,

and Kebhsenuf, Children of Horns of Letopolis” {Pyr., § 2078), and ending with a mention

of '' H)ity~irty in Letopolis” (Pyr., § 2086). After calling on the Four Children the speU goes

on to state that “they knot the rope ladder (k^s) for this N., they make firm the 7nikt ladder

for It is natural that the two ladders should tend to merge, and it is evident that they

had already begun to do so. Another spell names Mhnty-irty, the god of Letopohs, and then

says that the m^kt ladder is set up {Pyr., § 1431). Though it does not definitely say that the

Letopohte god set it up, it at least associates the two. Moreover, the text goes on to state that

when the dead man has chmbed into heaven by its means, he receives a boat from the

sceptres of the Imperishable Stars. As has already been shown, these included, and were the

companions of, the Great Bear, with which Letopolis was so intimately concerned.

In enquiring into the nature of the Letopolite rope ladder, those other ropes which the dead

man used in heaven will be remembered. They were “ropes of 5G,” were connected with a

Horns, with the Khliv: of the Stars (!'~i icick) and with the Imperishable Stars {Pyr,, §§ 138, 139).

They were, therefore, stellar ropes and were associated with the Letopohte stars. BG carries

on the idea, for it proves to have been meteoric material and to have been specially connected

with Letopolis and the Great Bear constellation®. The meteorite gives the clue to the meaning

of the ropes, for shooting stars have been widely connected with the passage of a soul from this

^ Budge, Xu, PI. xviii, ch. xoviii, 1. 10. - § 1253.

3 Pf/r., § 1474. The passage has suffered some solarization, for Atum is said to direct their activities. The
Stm religion of Heliopolis seems to have offered a similar means of ascent, using a staircase (rdic) instead of

a ladder, § 1000.
^ Generally the P\Tamid Texts only make passing reference to the ladder, but Spell 478 consists of a long

and detailed invocation of it. Here it is regularly called "'Ladder of Seth,” §§ 071 twice, 074, 975. Cf. § 979,

where the Pliaraoh appears on the ladder wearing the uraeiis of Seth. This spell only once calls it the "ladder

of Horns." §971, and solarization only appears in the reason given for climbing the ladder 'Tn order to

protect Rer,” §§ 971, 074, 975. Elsewhere, in § 30t>. the ladder is said to be made by ReC, when Horus and

Seth help the climber, and in § 472 it is made by ReC and Horus.

^ Pj/r,, § 2070. In § 2082 the solarization is apparent in the repetition of this statement with the name of

Atum substituted for those of the Four Chiidren.

® Journal, x\Tn, 6, 11; Griffith, Studies, 374, 382.
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world to the next^. In fact, a tribe of native Australians actually considers the dead man to

have climbed into heav^en by a rope, which he then throws away in the form of a shooting star-.

The idea of a rope up to lieaven is widespread in South Africa and often alluded to, though
nothing seems to be said about a shooting star. Seeing, therefore, that there is already much
evidence that Letopolis was a meteorite city, tlau'e can be httle doubt that the way into heaven,
which was offered there by a rope ladder, was derived from the flight of a meteorite. It might
even have been a thund('rbolt, which primitive religion does not distinguish from a meteorite.

While we to-day look upon death by a stroke of lightning as due to divine vengeance, this has

not always been the case. Such a death has often been an apotheosis. Zeus Casius accepted

Hadrian’s sacrifice on the summit of his holy mountain by a stroke of lightning which took not

only the victim but the priest also^. Among the Zulus a bull struck by lightning is considered

to have ‘‘the heaven, or power of the heaven, in it.” Its flesh, therefore, becomes powerful

‘‘medicine,” and by anointing himself with its fat the medicine man brings himself into sym-
pathy with the heavens^. In Greece a man for whom the deity had sent the lightning was
literally “in Elysium," and the divinity thus conveyed to him made him immortal or at least

imperishable^. In Italy Romulus went up to lieaven in a thunderstorm^. In Palestine Elijah’s

instantaneous translation “by a whirlwind into heaven" with the “chariot of fire and horses

of fire” sounds very like this form of divine favour (II Kings ii, II). This interpretation receives

confirmation from the name given to the riding animal sent for Muhammad’s ascent into heaven.

It is called nl-Burdk, signifying ‘‘The Little Flash of Lightning'^,” al-bark being the lightning

itself. The superb picture in Nizami’s Poems shows iMuhammad enveloped in a blaze of leaping

flame, conducted by Gabriel similarly enveloped, and accompanied by flame-bearing angels^.

The presence of Gabriel is significant, for in Jewish literature he presides over fire, thunder,

etc.^ and in Mushm tradition it was he who brought the Black Stone to Mecca^®. The Black

Stone is a meteorite^^. When during his lifetime Elijah went up into the presence of Yahweh
he did so in a thunderstorm, as Moses did before him. This reminds one of the entry into heaven

made by some of the early Pharaohs: “The sky rejoiceth loudly at him; the earth trembleth

at him; the hail is dispersed for him; he roareth like Setesh; the guardians of the limbs of

heaven open the gates of heaven for him” (Pyr., §§ 1149-51). Pepi and NeferkereC must have

gone to heaven in a thunderstorm. So must M^enis and Teti, for on their appearance in heaven

“The sky rains, the stars darken(?), the Bows rush about, the bones of the Earth-gods

tremble^^.” Thus both the idea of ascent into heaven in a thunderstorm and that of heavenly

ropes which are hkely to have represented shooting stars were well established in Eg\"pt. It is,

therefore, hardly possible to doubt that the rope ladder on which the soul mounted from Leto-

pohs to heaven was either a flash of lightning itself or a shooting star, a meteorite, which non-

scientific man does not differentiate from a thunderbolt. The rope ladder would, therefore, be

one more variation of the thimderbolt theme so often encountered at Letopolis, the thunderbolt

city.

^ Frazer, The Dyir^g God, 1911, 60 ff. “ Palmer in Journ, AnthropoL Inst., 1884, 202.

^ Aeliiis Spartianus, De Vita Hadriani, ch. xiv, § 3.

^ Callaway, The Religiotis System of the Amazutu, 380, n. 30.

5 A. B. Cook, Zeus, ii, 22, 23-9, 33-6. e 10
^ Sir T. W. Arnold, Painting in Ldarn, 117, n. 1, and foil, pages; Hoiitsma, Arnold and others, The

Encyclopaedia of Islam, 793, s.v.

® L. Binyon, The Poems of Niza?n{, PI. xiv, and p. 28. ® Encyclopaedia Bihlica, s.v. Gabriel.

Partsch in Denkschriften kais.Ak. Tr79.s. Alath.-ymtunviss. Classe, xni (Vienna, 1857), p. 3; Lenormant,

Lettres assyriologiques, ii, 140.

For what is known about the Black Stone see Partsch, oj}, cit., 1-5.
12 Pyr., § 393; see Journal, x, pp. 97 ff,

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xvni. 22
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Moreover, the thunderbolt is a potent means of blasting open that which is closed. At

Letopohs it was used for at least one opening, that of the mouth of the dead inan^, and it

seems likely that it would also have opened for him ‘’the gates which are in Letopolis." That

the opening of heavenly gates was one of the powers of the meteorite in Kgypt is shown by

the title of Amun's high priest. Amun was the other self of Min, and these two, with

Horns, formed the group oi Khm id-f gods. His high priest was called “The Opener of the

Gates of Heaven-" or, as it once is,
“ The Opener of the Gates in Heaven^," which defines them

more accuratelv. The information is once added “in order to see what is thereiiH," and on

another occasion what he saw is described as “splendour*’ Usually it is merely said

that he was the opener of these gates “in Karnak®," just as the Letopohte high priest is com-

monlv said to be “The Opener of the Mouth in Letopohs." But a fuller explanation of these

titles is provided by the variant which describes the high priest of Letopohs as “The Opener

of the Mouth upon Earth',*' for this shows that these men were the mortals here on earth upon

whom the heavenlv power was conferred. Hence the idea that the thunderbolt could open not

oidv the dead man's mouth but even Heaven itself was familiar to the Egyptians, Indeed, a

splendid flash of lightning does seem to spht open the clouds and sometimes to illumine their

interior. If there were such a train of thought as has been suggested in these pages, it might

well be said that the one flash not only fetched away some favoured individual, but also forced

his wav into heaven for him at the same moment. It would indeed be a terrific opening of

‘‘ the gates which are in Letopohs," to give access to the climber on the heavenly ladder which

also belonged to that city.

The stories relating to thunderbolts or lightning flashes often mention or suggest blindness.

Tlie sinful men of Sodom were smitten with blindness before the overthrow of their city.

Elisha's enemies were struck with blindness when supernatural “horses and chariots of fire'*’

were sent to protect him. There was a doubt whether Elisha would see Elijah's departure by

the similar “chariot of fire and horses of fire." The idea was no doubt due to the bhnding

nature of the lightning flash. It therefore becomes of interest to note how often this charac-

teristic is encountered at Letopohs. The sacred animal of the city we knoAv to have been the

shrewmouse, and Plutarch says that it {fivyaXi]) was deified by the Egyptians because it was

blimU. Similarly, the name of the god of the city, Hnty-lrti/, has reference to his eyes, and he

has been called by Egyptologists “ The Blind Horns.*’ A Twelfth Dynasty text, which appears

to be built up of much older material, relates that Hnty-irty had lost his eyes, which Horus

replaced for him^. That Horus liimself was partly bfinded by Seth the thunder-god is a com-

monplace of Egyptology, and a newly pubhshed text gives another account in which he was

completely blinded by the angry god^^. Though it is usually offending mortals who are blinded,

tliis disability in Hnty~irty and Horus his successor is perhaps some other version of the same

idea. If so, it would provide yet one more bond between Letopohs and the thunderbolt.

The Letopolitan worship was clearly very early, and when it was attempted to relate its

god to the myth of Horus and vSeth his position was ambiguous. Although Hnty-irty nominally

became the Horus of Letopohs, yet he and his city have much to do with Seth. The standard

^ Journal, xviii, 6. 7, 8, 11; Griffith, 374, 382.

“ VVresziiiski, Die Hokenprieder des Amon, Berlin, 1904, 49, 50, ^ Op. at., no. 73.

^ No. 33. ^ No. 30,

® Xos, 32, 33, etc. ^ Bnigsch, Diet, geogr., ii, 1368.

Plutarch, Quaestionum Convivalium, iv. Problem o, 670, B. Its near congener, the mole, is commonly
said by us to-day to be blind.

^ Sethe, Drfnnnti’Sche Texte in Untersnehnngen, x, Pt. ii. p. 162, 11. 54 his, 55, and commentary, p. 164.

Gardiner, The Chester Beatty Papyri, No. 1, PL x, 11. 3, 4.
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of the nome was the Great Bear, which Plutarch records was “the Soul of Typliou^.”

Already in the Old Kingdom the ntshtyw instrument for opening the mouth represented '‘the

hi^ which came forth out of Setesh/’ and in later times one was made of iron, a material which
the Egyptians called “Bone of Typhon-/* As hh or iron has much to do with Letopolis, it

forms still another connexion between that city and Seth. Again, -sceptres are often

spoken of in association with the Four Children of the Letopolite Horns and with the Im-
perishable Stars (p. IGl). His dcz/z-sceptre was the weapon with wliich Setli proposed to kill

the gods who had angered liini'b Another sceptre of very similar shape which finally assimilated

the dr//? was the The ?/’;.s‘-sceptre was not far removed from the Letopolite gods. There
were certain gods who were called “Imperishable*'; supported themselves upon their dc/?/-

sceptres; and were four in number. There can be httle doubt, therefore, that they were the

Four Children of Horns at Letopolis. In joining them bv order of Horns and making their

fourth it is thrice repeated that the Pharaoh “supporteth himself with you upon tlie ir;s-

sceptre and upon the dr?/? -sceptre "
§§ 145G-8). The i/’^y-sceptre belonged to other gods

of a similar nature to the Letopolite ones. TJnis it gave its name to, and provided the standard

for, the city and nome of Thebes. It therefore was, or became, closely related to Amun, and
he was Homs' partner in the meteorite. It was still more closely related to Seth, for

its top was formed of the head of his sacred animaP; it was the sacred object of his citv of

Nubt®; and a pair of them was displayed on the standard of his nome of Oxvrluuichus'^. It has

already been mentioned that artistically the «r?.s'-sceptre was a suitable support to give the

sky (p. 1()5) and that one was made of the thunderbolt material ds and named “Giver of

Winds" (p. IGo). Pr//? -sceptres thus provide an important connexion between Letopolis and

Seth.

Other connexions are that each possessed a ladder, and, it may be noted, that these, like

the dc/// and the tended to merge together. While Seth was a patron of archers the high

priest of Letopolis was distinguished by his arrow-ensign. Again, a number of gods render

certain services to the deceased. Among them are the Four Children and their father Hniy-

irtif. Of these the first group takes up its position on that “ side of T. which is in Horns,"

while Hntif-irtif himself joins Seth's wife Nephthys on the other side “which is in Seth"

(P^r., §601).

There must have l/een foundation for this mass of beliefs, and some reason why the worshi])

of the thunderbolt-god should have been established at Letopolis. At Akhmim it was due to

the quantities which occurred there of a thunderbolt-like fossil, Lithodomus^. It is, therefore,

satisfactory to find that another thunderbolt-like fossil is very common in the rocks at Leto-

^ Piutareh, De Lsule ft Osiruh^ § -1- “ Op. § G2.

^ (Tardiuer, op. at.., PI. v, 1. 2.

^ E.(j.. Lacan, Save. out. an noareJ i^)i\pire., tt, p. 23, no. 41 — PI. xlv, fi^. 313, where all the dC ///-see])tre‘^

are called i, IS.*), nos. 101, 102 - PI. xlv, tig. 312, where one dCw-seeptre is called }r^s while tlu^ otluT

retains its true name.
^ Porehardt. <lrahdp)il'niid df'i Konirf-^ Sn)hiireC. tt. Pis. xviii, xxiii; Td., (irahdenl'fnal de'^

Xp-n'nr-roC

,

Fig. 09; La('au, <>p. a'f., PI. xlv, fig. 315, where only an eye is supplied in each case. The mouth
and muzzle are also shown in Mace ,ind Winlock, The Tottih of Senehti.'^i, PI. xxix, c, and p, S9; Petru‘, XfUfodd

and Balias. PL lxx\iii. For dC/as with the eye see Lacau, op. cit.. PI. xlv, figs. 312, 313; Mace and Winlock,

op. cif.. PI. xxix. a, and p, 89.

® Petrie, op. c it,. PI. Ixxviii, and p. 08.

’ Murray, Saf/qaea Madabas. PL i. right-hand and central columns, PL ii, top; Pi/r.. §804; Moret in

Comptes iPtidn-s de I'acad. lihsrr. et helle^s-lettres. 1014, 509, fifth vertical line; Caulfeild. The Temple of the

Ktngpt. PL xviii, fig. 19: Brugseh, Diet, geogr.. ii, 1359; in the Eleventh Dynasty the name is spelt out and
determined by the sceptre, Pouyat and ^lontet, In.scr. da Gaddi Hanundmdt. no. 114, 1. 11 ; no. 192. 11. 13, 14.

^ Journal, xvii, 194.
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polls. Moreover, it seems characteristic of this district, for Dr. Hume of the Geological Survey,

Cairo, informs me that at present he knows it nowhere else in Egypt.

This fossil is Nerinea Requieniana grows to a

length of about six inches and so would represent a massive bolt, and,

with the exception of the butt, is veryhke the shape wliich the Letopohte

s}Tnbol finally assumed It is identical in all respects with the

shape often given to the classical thunderbolt, which shows the rounded

butt and spiral formation of the fossil^. It can hardly be doubted that it was the presence in

quantity of these “thunderbolts ’’ in its neighbourhood that caused Letopohs to be consecrated

to the thunderbolt-god.

^ The Geological MagazinCy 1898, PL xv, figs. 1-4, and pp. 395, 396.

“ Fig, 4 is drawn from Daremberg and Saglio, Diet, des antiqaite's, s.v. Fulmen. Fig. 3313.



THE RELATIONS OF THE ELEVENTH DYNASTY
AND THE HERACLEOPOLITANS

By T. J. C. baby

An examination of the facts concerning the Thebans and the Heracleopolitans towards the

end of the First Intermediate Period shows that hardly enough attention has been paid to the

subject, for a clearer picture of the period can be drawn than has been yet attempted, though

it must be admitted that there are great ditliculties. Before dealing with the relations which

are the chief subject of this article it will be necessary briefly to consider the earlier part of

the First Intermediate Period and to examine any cAudence as to the order of the Ninth and

Tenth Dynasties^.

The first question is one of extreme complexity, and a major problem emerges even from

the short sketch it will be possible to give here. From the evidence so magnificently codified

in Gau and Badari I-II Erunton has drawn two conclusions whic‘h bear on the question: first,

that one single civilization develops steadily from the Sixth to the Eleventh Dynast}^ without

defijiite extraneous impetus; and secondly, that it falls into two sections. It seems, however,

a pity that these were not simply called First Intermediate I and II, since the naming by

dynasties somewhat prejudges the difficult problem of the dynasties' sequence. The evidence

tends to show that, in part at least, they were contemporary. The Copt os Decrees of Nfr-

k^w-Hr and W^d~k^-R^, which mention only the nomes of the South, imply that there was a

dual rulership at that time, while the Abydos list ignores the Heracleopolitans. This seems to

show that they were illegitimate from the point of view of the Nineteenth Dynasty, and the

simplest explanation of this illegitimacy, in view of the fact that they are known to have been

partially contemporary with the Eleventh Dynasty, is that they were always a secondary

dynasty reigning in the North.

The question of Syrian rulership enters this problem and presents the worst difficulty.

Manetho derives his Seventh and Eighth Dvnasties from Memphis, but the decrees referred to

above, which are of rulers who did not hold Mempliis, show either that he was wrong or that

he is missing out at least one dynast\", and in either case this destroys his value as evidence

here. It rather looks as if there was a dynasty of Syrians, possibly confined to the Delta, and

as if, while the main kingship went on in the South, there was also an independent buffer-state

around Heracleopolis, which later drove out the Syrians but was finally conquered by the

South. On the other hand Erunton has pointed out the lack of Syrian pottery-forms as far

north as Kaw, though one would have expected to find them if this had been the course of

events. The alternative of placing the Syrian names in the Second Intermediate Period, though

tempting and by no means impossible on the evidence of the scarabs*^, upsets the Abydos list

completely, and, while accepting the fact that it would be less likely to be right in a period of

^ Winloek (American Journal of Sonifir Lanfjna(jf.'^, 1010) has brilliantly analysed the evidenee for the

order of tlie Eleventli Dynasty, and further examination merely amplifies his conclusions.

“ Weill (Fin du Motjen Einpire) places in the Secoml Intermediate Period several kings accepted by

Petrie and Gauthier as belonging to the First.
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confusion than at other times, it would be very dangerous for us to throw over the one

definite authority we have on the strength of the scanty archaeological evidence.

The second preliminary problem is more immediately relevant. Unfortunately the only

material available for ordering the Ninth to Tenth D}Tiasties consists of some mutilated

passages in Pap. St. Petersburg 1116 A, and is in the highest degree doubtful, though it does

gi\'e some clue. MerikereC is obviously at least the fourth of his family, as the speaker refers

to two predecessors. One of these, Mer Per, is referred to as a warrior, and the other,

Khetv, vaguely as the author of some instructions. To these indications it is necessary to fit

kings known from other sources. The Merikerec of the papjTus is fairly clearly the Merikerec

of the Asyut tomb, but where Mery-ib-PeC, Neb-kau-PeC and Wah-ke-PeC come is less certain.

I am inclined to see Mery-ib-PeC in the Mer PtW of the Papyrus, as there seems to be no

other king of this period whose name would fit. He is referred to as a fighter of some fame, who

was, however, unable to get farther south than the northern boundary of the Thinite Nome,

and it is perhaps not an unfair conjecture that he was the founder of the d}masty^. There is an

objection to this identification in the fact that his name appears at Aswan^, and this would

contradict the papyrus. If there were other kings whose names would fit the lacuna this ob-

jection miglit rule him out, but as it is, apart from the possibility that the king of the papyrus

is one unknown from other sources, the simplest solution is to assume that during a period of

peace he sent to Aswan for stone, as Herikerer’s father appears to have done. To the position

of the others there is no clue unless one is daring enough to suggest that the Khety who is

referred to as being wise is the Neb-kau-Per on whom the story of the Eloquent Peasant was

fathered. King Shenes, whom Petrie names as the only king of the Tenth Dynasty, is quite

impossible to place.

Coming to the relationship between the Heracleopolitans and the Eleventh D}uiasty the

materials are as follows

:

(1) 8tele of Antef 1. Mariette, Monuments Divers, 49.

(2) Stele of Dirt. Petrie, Qurneh, Pis. ii, hi.

(3) Stele of Intf. B.M. No. 99. [Eg. Sculpt., PI. vii.)

(4) Pap. St. Petersburg 1116 A. Golenishchef 's edition and Journal, i, 20 If.

(6) Asyut, Tombs III and IV.

(7) Hatnub, graffiti 14, 16, 20, 25. Anthes, Unlersucli. x.

Tilere is subsidiarv e\fi(lence bearing on the actors from the Bersheh tombs and other

graffiti at Hatnub.

Gardiner has argued in this Journal, i, 22 ff., that the fighting at Thinis recorded in Pap.

St. Petersburg 1116 A, 119 ff. refers to Antef I's capture of that place, but there are objections

to this identification:

(1) A previous reference to Thinis, though extremely mutilated, does seem to indicate at

least a final victory including an accession of territory by the North.

(2) The word used is rrf and not iti, which one would expect, as it is used elsewhere in the

papyrus for "capturing" a place.

(3) The speaker, being apparently Merikerec's father, must have been contemporary with

Tefibi of Asyut, who seems, from his admittedly damaged inscription, to have had a victorious

career.

(4) The speaker refers specifically to the peaceful relations with the South, which he would
hardly do if the Thinite affair had been the beginning of a Southern ‘'drive'" to conquer the

^ perhaps "dynasties.’’ It is not possible to separate the Ninth and Tenth Dj^nasties.
- Sayoe. Arndfiny (1892), ir, 333.
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North; though against this it might be argued that there does seem to have been a period of

peace after the capture, since the frontier did not change for some time.

Thus it seems probable that Merikerec received Thinis intact fi'oni liis fatlier. It is possible

that the events referred to above took place at the beginning of Antef Fs n‘ign. He was

apparently a nomarch who seized the throne of Hpper Egypt, and it may well be that in the

resulting confusion the Heracleopolitans had trouble around Thinis ainl tinally improved the

occasion by pushing their boundary still farther south. Antef w'ould naturally be glad to have

peace, at least for a time, in order to consolidate his own position. The most likely time for

the taking of Thinis w'ould be during the revolt of Middle Egypt under MerikereC referred to

in the tomb of Khety I, \vho suppressed it. He speaks of having used a fleet, and it is perhaps

more than a coincidence that Bu i refers to a naval engagement during the Tliinite campaign.

Though outw'ard peace seems to have reigned, the ensuing period must have been one of

friction, and the stele of refers to a revolt at Thinis in the fourteenth year of Mentuhotep I,

but we have a fairly clear indication that the boundary remained constant till at least tliat

reign. The probability is that the Low'or Egyptian Kingdom disintegrated (ratlier than was

conquered) during the reign of Mentuhotep 11. Mentuhotep 111 s name of -f
™

. compared with

the of his predecessor, suggests that he w'as the first ruler of a united Egypt

M

hile there

is no certain contributorv evidence, the events of the break-up seem to be illuminated by

certain happenings wKich must have taken place about this time.

Apart from obscure hints of disorder the only history recorded in the Hatnub graffiti is the

life of Neheri the son of Dhutnakht, and this is really in the form of vague rehuTUces to events.

From these it may be gathered that he Avas vizier to a king of Lower Egypt. Avho either advised

him, or at least permitted liim, to form a private army. He later became nomarch of the Hare

Nome, which had apparently been held by a relation. Antlies (commenting on 22, L3) has

noted that Neheri seems to have supported at least one man wdio wris out of favour wdth the

previous nomarch, and this suggests that there w^as more than a mere "'transfer by descent.

While Neheri w^as nomarch there w^as a very considerable amount of trouble, and Ave find him

fighting "all Egypt,'’ but he kept his nome safe and ended his days in peace, wdiich suggests

that he came to terras with the victors.

It is not possible to fix his date with any certainty but we can construct a genealogy wdiich

enables us to reach an approximation

:

I = Dhjcti-htp

1 I !

*Dkwti-htp ^DJudhnht I KUj = S;f-hpt-k;

— Shri 11

^iJlncti-uhl II 'InnnnJtlf

This table, which omits unessential names, gives four generations and four nomarchs (indicated

by asterisks), of whom two belong to the same generation; and we know tliat Amenemhat,

brother of the last nomarch, was contemporaiy with Senusret I. as we have a graffito dated in

his thirty-first year. Thus, despite the fact that Neheri had his troubles before the graffiti begin,

it is necessary to date them as late as possible, and since it is extremely unlikely that the events

^ Sethe, A.Z.y LXii. It is worth noting that in later times ho was regarded as a king of great importance

and coupled with Menes and Ahmosc; so, for exami^le, at the Ramesseum, L., D., iii, 163.
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described took place later than the reign of Mentuhotep II (if he conquered the North, as is

here assumed), thev were probably part of that conquest. If this is so, the fact that Neheri

was attacked from both sides siiggests that the Northern Kingdom broke up into a number of

warring nomes and that this gave the South her long awaited opportunity^.

Like most Egyptian history, all this rests on a somewhat daring interpretation of scanty

evidence, but the general course of events does seem to have been this. At some period after

the Sixth D}masty the North broke away and founded a kingdom which was either fixed at

that time or, perhaps more probably, extended later, by Mery-ib-EeCj who, however, could not

get further than Abydos despite all his efforts. His successors probably had a certain amount

of friction with the South, and Merikerec's father fought a strenuous campaign against the

Southerners, driving them out of Thinis and concluding a peace with (probably) Antef I, who
was consolidating his power over the South after a successful usurpation. This peace probably

lasted only a short time, as Antef I seems to have captured Thinis quite early in his reign,

but the Heracleopohtans made use of it to pacify their kingdom and drive back the invaders

on the North. Merikerec had to deal with a revolt but suppressed it with the support of Khety I

of Asyfit. though he probably lost Thinis during the turmoil.

In the long run the victory appears to have been boimd to go to the South, since, apart from

questions of the relative capacities of the d^masties, it held two big advantages over the North.

First, a stronger and more centralized government (it is noteworthy that the large decorated

tombs of nomarchs are in the North), and secondly, relatively peaceful relations with the

countries to the south of it, thus enabling it to control the gold supplies. The North, on the

other hand, continually troubled with threats of Syrian invasion, was economically weaker

and had no time to organize the kingdom properly.

^ Breasted lias sue^ested (A nc. i, 1 91 , n. a) that Khety II of Asyut is the Khety of the ^Mentuhotep III

inscriptions. If this is so it would support this theory, since the most likely way for him to gain high rank
in the South woukl be to desert to it. It is probable that Neheri’s peaceful ending to his life and the con-

tinuance of his family in the nome a\ as due to submission to the South. At Beni Hasan, for instance, the family

seems to change at this time.
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TO WHAT EXTENT DID THE ANCIENT
EGYPTIANS E3IPLOY BITUMEN

FOR EMBALMING?

By PERCY E. SPIELMAXN

From classical times down to 1908 statements have been made to the effect that bitumen,

mainly Judaean, was used in mummification by the ancient Egyptians.

Herodotus travelled in Egypt between J57 and 453 b.c., and wrote in copious detail of what

he had learned. He describes the methods of embalming that were practised according to the

price that the relatives of the deceased were prepared to pav. Pettigrew, in his History of

Egyptian Miunmies, 1834, commenting on the second method given by Herodotus (that per-

formed without abdominal incision), gives numerous references to the reported use of bitumen,

though Herodotus himself makes no reference to it.

Diodorus Siculus, writing probably just after 44 b.c., makes reference to ‘‘Jews’ Pitch
’

{bitumen Judaicum), and Pettigrew repeats statements that it was used in mixtures for em-

balming.

Many other writers have made similar statements, which, even if they were copied one from

the other to some extent, form interesting negative evidence that there was nothing to disturb

this belief in the accuracy of each pre\4ous writer.

Bitumen had been said to have been known for ages in Egypt and Mesopotamia as a valuable

waterproofing material (as, for instance, in the infant adventures of Sargon I and Moses, if

observation and translation are correct), and as constructional material for walls, streets,

drains and granaries. Such was the position of mixed fact and tradition when in 1908 a Pre-

liminary Note^ began a series of publications by A. Lucas, at that time Head of the Government

Laboratory at Cairo, in which doubt was thrown on the use of bitumen for embalming.

This 1908 paper was superseded in 1911 by another-, which extended and consohdated the

whole matter, by which time he definitely identified certain resins and gum resins.

In a later paper^ (1914) Lucas again examined the question, and in face of an impressive

collection of authorities to the contrary, which he quoted, maintained his contention: that the

embalming materials consisted of resins, gums and wood pitch: and that bitumen was not used

for embalming before Ptolemaic times, and even though it might have been used then and

subsequently, he found no evidence of it. He reafiirmed this in 1924 and 1926, after another

examination of the subject^.

In all this work Lucas relied for his evidence on solubility tests, and on sulpluir content,

which in Judaean bitumen is high (about 9 per cent.), as well as on characteristic smell, the

marked fluorescence of the solutions in various solvents, and the colour and appearance of the

substances extracted by solvents. This was justifiable in so far as no reliable identification

seemed attainable by chemical determination of the elements present. In some cases the pro-

1 Cairo Scientific JournaU ii (190S), no. 9, April.

" Preservative Materials used hjj the Ancient Eijyptian-^ in Embalming. Survey Dept. Paper^ no. 12 (1911).

^ Journal, i, 241 if,

^ Antiques, their Restoration and Preservation (Arnold, 1924). Prohleins in Connection with Ancient

Egyptian Materials. Analyst, Li (1926), 435.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xviii. 23
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portions of the elements in two comparable substances were too similar for differentiation to be

possible; in others chemical change may have taken place with the passage of years, whilst

other materials seem to have remained unaltered.

The first method employed by the present writer, namely fluorescence, aimed at

identifying the presence of Judaean bitumen; no detailed search was made for other materials

that might have been present, but in \dew of the fact that resins were certainly used in

mummification, these were also tested for. Another method was also used: the spectrographic

analysis of the ash of certain samples, which were sent to me by Lucas.

1. Bitumen and Resin

Fluorescence. The samples were examined under a quartz mercury lamp, very courteously

put at my disposal by the British Hanovia Quartz Lamp Co. Ltd., with a filter passing ultra-

\fiolet light of 4000 to 3000 A units.

It was immediately obvious that the bitumen gave no trace of fluorescence, and that all the

samples of resin gave colours averaging round a strong yellow ochi*e. Lucas (private communi-

cation) had previously found ancient Egyptian resins to fluoresce between a fine golden yellow

and a brownish red, while amber (probably 100 years old) gave a yellow colour.

It is very significant that the materials taken from the mummies occupy positions between

the undoubted bitumen and the undoubted resins, and that the colour of the fluorescence runs

parallel to the appearance under normal fight. It is impossible to avoid the expectation that

the presence of bitumen would become substantiated by further work rather than disproved.

Spectrographic A)ialysis. The justification for the employment of this method of investiga-

tion lies in the possibility of identifying, even in minute quantities, the elements which may
be characteristic of the material. For the present purpose the following elements were identified

:

Al, Sb, As, Ba, Bi, Bo, Cd, Cs, Ga, Cr, Fe, Pb, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Ni, K, Si, Ag, Na, Sr, Sn, Ti, V,

Zn. It was found that, in common with certain other asphaltic oils and residues, vanadium
and nickel were predominant components in the ash, in this case accompanied by molybdenum.
The resins, on the other hand, show only the smallest traces or none of these metals, so that

together the three can be used for the identification of the presence of the bitumen.

The results obtained by both methods are brought together in Table 1.

Great care must be taken in the interpretation of the figures in the tables, as the descriptive

word refers to the proportion in which the metals are present in the ash and has nothing to do
with the proportion of the ash in the material, that is, the proportion of the bitumen in the

embalming mixture. Here is found strong evidence for the presence of bitumen in two of

the three samples examined if the bitumen was present in a mixture in no overpowering pro-

portion, and if resins also were not present in superabundance.

The converse problem, that of establishing the presence of resins in the mixture, cannot
be solved, as the resins do not contain any characteristic element. There is much silicon in all

of them, which is absent in the bitumen, but this is too common an element to be used for

identification in this case.

I am very grateful to Mr. F. Twyman, F.R.S., Director of Messrs. Adam Ililger, for having
made himself responsible for producing for me the spectrograms for tliis paper.

2. Bitumen and Wood Tar

In face of these somewhat indecisive results, a similar examination was made with samples
of wood tar, the only other alternative to bitumen, and a material of which Lucas had
definitely identified the presence.

The results are set out in Table IL
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It will be seen tliat tlie appearance of the Judaean bitumen and the mummy materials

closely resembles that of those already examined and recorded in Table L
The outstanding feature in Table II is the absence of Mo, Ni and V in the undoubted

wood pitch. It may be objected that the comparison with Stockholm tar is not justified, since

this comes from a different locahty and is of a different age; but it is very striking that all

three metals, of which two are known to be characteristic for oil and bitumen from a

definite and large area of the world, are completely absent from the vegetable product.

If it be true, as has been suggested above, that bitumen and resin are present in the

embalming material in relatively low proportions—the bitumen, because the characteristic

metals are not very pronounced, and the resin, because the ochre fluorescence is not strong

—

then the metal-free wood tar would be just the substance to act as the diluent for both.

Thus, the e^ddence for the presence of these substances is

:

Bitumen: tradition, and presence of characteristic metals.

Kesin: lighter colour and fluorescence tending towards ochre.

Wood Pitch: chemically identified by Lucas; acting as metal-free diluent.

It might be contended that the Ni, V and Mo in the mummy substances were derived from
the resins. This is not possible, because their proportion in the pure resin is minute; and as

the pure resin shows a vigorous fluorescence while the mummy substances show a very dull

one, the proportion of resin present can only be low. Therefore, the metals from the resin would
be a small proportion of what was already minute.

It seems clear, therefore, from the materials available for examination, that bitumen was
used for embalming, mixed with resin and wood tar.

In addition, this investigation indicates the value of spectroscopic analysis in dealing with

unknown substances. Its limitations are obvious; but it is likely that in chosen directions

identifications may be made unerringly. The source of a sample of soda might be determined
by the presence of minute traces of impurities characteristic of one locahty and not of

another; the ash of plant fibres from different places or of different kinds may be found to

differ; the origin of metal in domestic and commercial use—these are a few of the possibihties

that rise to the mind. M ithin the realm of Egyptology, as well as outside it, subtle problems
may be solved with httle difficulty.
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J.R.A.S. = Journal of the Royal AAatk Society.

J.T.S. ^ Journal of Theological Studies.

0.(J. ^ Oriens (Xtristianu^,

O.L.Z. = Orientalistische Literaturzeitung.

R.B. = Revue Bibliqne.

R.E.A. = Revue de VEgypte ancienne.

R.H.E. = Revue d'histoire ecclesiastique, Louvain.

R.O.C. = Revue de V Orient Chretien.

T.L.Z. = Theologische Literaturzeitung.

Z.D.M.C. = Zeit’'n:hr. d. Dtutschen Morgenl. OeselJsch.

Z.X.IWV. = Zeitschr. f. neutestamentliche W is^ensch.

L BIBLICAL
Keny^on’s article in the London Tinies of 19. 11. 31 drew attention to the most interesting Biblical Papyrus

in the Chester Beatty collection, containing portions of Cin., Xu., Dt., Isai., Jer., Esther, Ezek., Ban.,

Eccles., the Gospels, Acts, Apoc., and Enoch. This valuable material is discussed by C. Schmidt, Die neueMen

Bibelfunde aus Agypten, in Z.X.T.W., xxx ( 1931 ), 285-93, and S. speculates on the provenance of tlie papyrus,

his conclusions fav'ouring Bush, about 115 km. above Cairo, as the most probable locus. This article also

describes an ancient Fayyumic Papyrus of Ecclesiastes, the Song, and Lamentations, Avhich shows a very

early form of the dialect. On the Chester Beatty Papyrus see also G. Merk, Xori codices S. Scripturae, in

Biblica, xiii (1932), 118-20, a brief account by Mrs. 8. New, The new Chester Beatty Papynns, in J. of Bibl.

Lit., New Haven, Conn., Li (1932), 73-4, as well as a brief description, with two illustrations representing

the Biblical Pap^Tus, in Illustrated London Xews (1931). 884. On the Chester Beatty collection generally

reference may be made to A. H. Gardiner, The Library of A. Chester Beatty. Description of a Hieratic

Papyrus etc. The Chester Beatty Papyri, Xo. I (1931), 46 pp., 31 plates.

The leading Coptic publication of Biblical content during the past year is Sir Herbert Thompson, The

Coptic Version of the Acts of the Apostles and the Pauline Epistles in the Sahidic Dialect. Camb. (1932),

xxxii + 256, and 13 plates. The Acts and Pauline epistles are the weakest feature of Horner's edition. This

text is from a MS. in the possession of ^Ir. Chester Beatty, of date about a.d. 600, and from the monastery

of Apa Jeremias at Sakkarah, purchased in Cairo in 1924—5.

A. Vaschalde, Ce qui a ete public des versions copies de la Bible, in Museon, XLiii (1930), 409-31, is a

further instalment of the writer s detailed bibliograph3\

Bhrmester-Devard, Les Proverbes. .
. {cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 255), is reviewed by W. Hengstenberg

in O.L.Z., xxxiv (1931), 528-32.

W. H. Worrell, The Proverbs of Solomon... {cf. Journal, xvii (1931), 248), has been reviewed by

W. E. Crum in J.T.S,, xxxiii (1932), 193, and briefly noticed by A, C(alderini) in Aegyptus, xii (1932), 79.

A monument has been erected to the memory of the late G. Horner in Melis (Som.) parish church.

At the dedication of this monument the Bishop of Gloucester gave an interesting and appreciative account

of Mr. Horner's work: a report of this address is given in the Somerset Standard for 18. 12. 31.

II. APOCRYPHAL, GNOSTIC, ETC.

(u) Apocrytphal

M. R. Jajmes, The Rainer Fragment of the Ajiocalyjjse of Peter, is published in J.T.S., xxxiii (1931), 270-9.

E. Blatt, Die latinischen Bearbeitungin dir Acta Amlreae et Matthiae apud Anthropophagos, Giessen

(1930), xii + 197, is reviewed by !M. Manitius in Phil. Woch., li (1931), 1044-6.

A. IVIiNGANA. Woodbrooke Studies, m, Camb. (1931), 449, reprinted from B.J.R.L. (1931), contains

(1) The Vision of Theophilus, and (2) The Apocalypse of Peter. These are reviewed by M. R. James in J.T.S.,
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xxxiu (1931), 70-7. Re\'ie\\'s of the earlier parts of these stuclies have appeared by K. Stbothmank in

T.L.Z.f LVi (1931), 290-1, and by J. B. Chabot in J. des SaL\ (1932), 82-5.

C. SCH3UOT, Xeiie Fremde zn den alien Ilpa^ets llat’yVou (c/. Journal, x\t: (1930), 263), is noted by
1\ Z(ucKEri) in B.Z., xxxi (1931), 433-4, and the same author's Ein Berliner Fragment {cf. Journal, xvii

(1931), 248) in the same periodical, p. 434.

L. Vagaxay, LEvangile de Pierre {cf. Journal, xvn (1931), 248), is reviewed by E. B. Allo in B.B; xl
(1931), 435-42, by M. Th. Disdier in Echos JOr., xxx (1931), 249-50, by M. R. James in J.T.S,, xxxii

(1931), 296-9, and by \V. Bauer in T.L.Z., lvi (1931), 249-50.

(6) Gxostic
The leading work on Gnosticism published during this year is F. C. Burkitt, Church and Gnosis, Camb.

(1932), 160. It is largely concerned with the Egj^ptian elements in Gnosticism.

G. ScHOLEN, Ueber eine Formel in den koptisch-gnostischen Schriften und ihreii jiidischen Ursprung,

appears in Z.A.T.IF., xxx (1931), 170-6.

G. R. 8. Mead, Fragments of a Faith forgotten; Short sketches among the Gnostics, mainly of the first two

centuries (1931), 633, is the third edition of a popular account of Gnostic doctrines.

(c) Maxichaeax
A. \ . W. JacK'^ox, a sketch of the Manichaean doctrine concerning the Future Life, in J. Amer. Or. Soc., l

( 1930), 177-98, is compiled from the evidence of Manichaean fragments and scattered references, with very
instructive results.

The article by P. DoLGER, Altclinsthche SymhoUk der Taufe auf den Durchzug durch das Rote Meer u, auf
den Jordan, in Ant ike u. Christentum, ii (1930), 63-79, has a bearing upon Manichaean teachings.

III. LITURGICAL
A. Hebbelyxck, L n fragment de psnhnodie dit nianuscrit Vatican copfe 23, en dialecte hohairique, appears
in Miise'on, xliv (1931), 153-68, but the fragment belongs to a already contained in published editions

of the Theotokia.

0. Burmester, a Coptic Lectionary Poem, is published in Museon. xtjtt (1930), 373-85.

J. Quastex, Musik und tJesang in der Kultar der heidnischen Antike und chrUtlichen Frlihzeit, Miinster

i 'W\ (1930), xii -f 274, 39 plates, has some bearing upon the development of hyranody which played so

important a part in the evolution of Coptic offices. It is reviewed by E. Wellesz in B.Z., xxxi (1931), 373,
and by the same writer in O.C.. v ( 1930), 265-6. In this connexion may be mentioned also H. J. W. Tillyard,
The Stichera Anastasima in Byzantine Hymnody. in B.Z., xxxi (1931), 13-20.

J. ]M. Hardex, The Anaphoras of the Ethiopic Liturgy . . . [cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 251), is reviewed by
E. Lohaieyer in O.L.Z., xxxv (1932), 48-9.

J. Ueslaxdes, Le prGre oriental ministre de la confirmation. Au nom de quelle autorite le prGre oriental

confire-t-it la confirmation?,ii\ Echos d'Or., xxix (1930), 5—15, deals with a question which concerns the Coptic
as well as other oriental rites.

The Wellcome Expedition to Armant [cf. Journal, xvii (1931), 223-32) brought back a number of frag-

mentary Bohairic manuscripts, all liturgical in character, mostly pages of the Katameros, of the Theotokia,
and of the Kitdb al-Laqan (iii'jtooAv utc 'JA^vks^uh) or order of special services for the Blessing of the Waters
on Epiphany, the Foot-W'"ashing of Maundy Thursday, and similar rites. Several of these fragments were
cbsplayed at the exhibition held last autumn at the Wellcome IMuseum in Wigmore Street.

F. Preisexdaxz, Unhekannte Zauherpapyri in Deutschland, in Forsch. und Fortschr., vi (1930), 63^,
deals with Berk P. 11737 and 13895, incidentally giving a passage which resembles one of the prayers in the
Anaphora of Serapion.

F. J. Dolger, Die Bedeutung von paTTriC^ecrdai in eineni Papyrustext des Jahres lo2-lol il Chr.,

in Antike n. Christentum, ii (1930), 57-62, shows satisfactorily that there is no reference to any religious

rite of purification, etc.

IV. LITERATURE
{a) General

L. Th, Leeort, TAtterafure hohairique, in Mime'on, xliv (1931), 115-36, is an interesting and valuable con-
tribution to the study of Bohairic literature in which the author maintains a rather novel position which,
it is understood, he intends to vindicate in forthcoming articles. He holds that Bohairic played a very much
more prominent part at Alexandria and in Lower Egypt generally than has been generally supposed and
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that St. Athanasius and other Alexandrian fathers wrote in Boliairic as well as in Greek. The thesis has
obvious dilhculties, but L.’s evidence in support, of the claim that some of the Bohairic texts of St. Athanasius
are originals and not translations demands serious consideration. The same author's La iitttmture tfjijptieunc

aux derniers siecles (ivant I invfi'iion arabey in CJiinai. Egypte, xii (1931), 315—23, maintains a similar position:
“j’ose affirmer quo, sur le sol d'Egypte, racti\ite intellectuelle d'expression egyjHienne ne cessa qu’cn
meme temps et pour le memo motif que I'activite intellectuelle cl' expression ^’reccnie* rin\'abion arabe'’

(p. 317).

\V. Spiegelberg, Die demotische Litemtur, in lxxxv (1931). 147-71, i'^ not directly concerned
with Coptic but will naturally demand attention from those wlio believe in a native tradition of literature

apart from the Hellenistic culture of Alexandria.

(^) Patres Apostolici

J. Mgilexbltrg, The literary reJnUon>i of the Epi^ilc of Barn(d>n,'i and the Teachiiaj of the Twelve ^Ipo.s'^/e.q

Mount Holyoke Coll. (1929), xii T 170. h<is been the subject of reviews by F. C. Burkitt in J.T.S.. xxxm
(1931), 25-7, and by G. KpvUGER in T.L.Z., lv (1930), 220-7.

The pseudo-Clementine question is treated in H. Waitz, P^endo-Litmenfiniwhe Piobkine. in Zed.whr. f.
Kirchengesch., L (1931), 186-94. Cgllmax's Le problune Ufteniire. . . {rf. Jonrnnd xvii (1931), 2411) on the
same subject is criticized by C. Schyiidt in T.L.Z.. Lvi ( 1931), 533-8. and by F. C. BGHKrrr in d.T.S,^ xxxm
(1932). 199-201, who says: "'In Dr. C.'s study, so well written, so plausible, c\e see the bitter fruit of the false

ideas about the religion of the Mandaeans that have had such a vogue since the publication of Lidzbarski's

German translation of the Ginza'^ (p. 201).

(c) Church Fathers

R. E. Witt, The Hellenism of Clement of Alexandria, appeared in the ^ Qnaiteihj, xxv (1931), 195-204.

D Ales, in Rech, de Sci. Relig.^ xx (1930), 224-68, (leals with the learning of Origen in the light of the

problems raised by De Faye. R. Cadiou, Orighie et hs reconnaissances clementines, in Rech. de Sci. RAig., xx
(1930), 506-28, deals with the subject of Origen and the Clementine Recognitions. E. Klostermaxx, Erne
Stelle des Origenes, in TheoL Stud. n. Kritilen. Gotha, cm (1931), 195-8. is concerned with Origen's com-
mentary on Mt. 26. 26-8. P. Glaue, Em Brnchstlicl: . . . [cf. Joiunal, xvii (1931), 249), is reviewed by
P. Thomsen in Phil. Woch., li (1931), 297-S.

On St. Athanasius we have R. P. Casey, Armenian MSS. of St, Athan, of Ale cftndria. in H.T.R., xxiv

(1931), 43-59, and the same writer's Greek MSS. of Athanasian corpora, in Z.S.T.W., xxx (1931), 49-70.

P. Jerphaxiox, La vraie (eneur d' ini texte de S. Athanasia^i rCahlie pur V epigra jdiie

:

/'Epistula ad Monachos,
is published in Rech. de Sci. Relig.. xx (1930). 529-44; the letter appears as no. 585 in Winlock-CTum-White,
Alonastery of Epiphaniiis (1926). Of more general bearing is J. Koibeuaki, rl hiodiTKei o jUyos ’AOardmo?
TTcpl Apetov Kal ^ApetavLapoi in ^dpos, xxix (193n)'- 496-516. J. List, Das Antoniuslehen des hi.

Athanasius d. Gr., Athens (1930), 63, is vol. x of Texfe u. Forschungen znr hyzantinisch-ne^igr. Philologie,

and is reviewed by F. Halkix in B.S.J., viii (1931). 372—1.

On St. Cyril we have J. Lebox, Fragments urmeniens du co}nmeniaire sur V tpUre aux lltbrenx de St. Cyrille

d''Alex., in Museon, XL (1931), 69-114.

H. G. Huskier, The complete commentary of Oecumenius on the Apocahjpst. now printed for the first time

from AISS. at Messina, Rome, Sfdonika, and Athos, with notes, Ann Arbor (1928), 263. is reviewed by
A. C(alderixi) in Aegyptus, xi (1931), 509, by K. in Jt.Z.. xxxi ( 1931), 374-9, and by P. Heseler in Phd.

IFoc/l, LI (1931), 772-7.

W. Ericsex, Faijumisrhe Fragmente der Reden des Agathonicus Blschuf von Tarsus, in V idtnskabernes

Selskab, Hist.-Filok, xix, Copenhagen (1932), 50: iiitrod., text (8-32), glossary (33-50): an account of

Agathonicus, who lived towards the end of the fourth centinAx will be found in Crum's Dtr Papyruwodtx
saec. VI-VII der Phillippsbihliothek .. . (1915), 1.54-71. The present text, from a Copenhagen MS., gives

portions of the Apology (eofie TA^eT^vTne^’i' = Chum, 126. 5. ucpi evnicTeicvc) and a fragment of the dis-

course with Stratonicus the Cilician (Crum, 96). ThisFayyumic text corrects theSahidic intwo places. The text

given here covers eight folios of 28-30 lines on each side.

A. VAN Lantschoot, Fragments copfes d'un. panegyrdpie de S. Jean-Baptiste, in Muse'on, xliv (1931),

235-54, gives 5 folios text: the subject is fairly frequent in Coptic literature.

A. Moberg, On some Syriac fragments of the Book of Timothy Ailuros against the Synod of Chalccdon.

Lund (1928), 13, 2 illust., has a hearing upon tlie life and thought of the Eg;sqitian Church. It is reviewed

by A. IHu ker in O.L.Z., xxxiv (1931), 53.

W. Till, Osterhrief and Predigi im achmimischtn Diah !J {cf. sect, vii, Philology, below), very fragmentary,

is chiefly of interest for its dialectal character and punctuation.
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V. HISTORY
(rt) CtEXEEAL

V. Laurent, A projyos de 'd'Oriens ChristianuSy'' in Echos d'Or,, xxix (1930), 170-92, is a “note de geographie

et d'histoire ecclesiastiqiie.”

A. Bludau* Die agyptl'ichen Lihelli und die Christenverjoigung des Kaisers DeciiiSy appears in Rom.
QuartaL. fasc. 27 (1931), 79. C. ScmnoT, Ein neues Originaklokiuaent aus der DioUetianischen Ckristefi-

rerfolgntfg, in T.L.Z., LV (1930), 227-9, refers to a text in the Frisk PapjTus.

Amongst the publications of the German Institute in Cairo is W. Schubart, Ckristliche Predigten aus

Agypten. in Mitt. d. deuisch. Iiist.f. dg. Altertumsk. in KairOy i (1930), 93-105.

Th. Hermann, Johannes Philoponus als Alonophij^t, appears in Z.K.TAY., xxix (1930), 209-64.

Gaudefroy-Demombynes et Platonov, Le monde musulman et hyzantin jusqidanx croisadesy is part of

the Hist, du MondCy vn, i, Paris (1931), 591.

On modern history we find R. Steothmann, Die koptische Kirche in der Xeuzeity Tubingen (1932),

vi — 167, a very important and valuable work: it is clraAvn entirely from native sources, for the most part

entirely unknown in Europe, note especially the section “Xeuere Literatur'’ (102 If.), and gives a great deal

of information not hitherto accessible. Of less direct interest is A. G. PoLiTis, VheUenisme et VEgypte moderne,

Paris (1930), 576, which is reviewed by P. Oarmstadter in Hist. Zeit., cxlv (1931), 010. An interesting

article appears in Maallem Yakovb dit le "General Jacob'" commandant la legion copte (1798-1^01) {documents

inedits), in VAcropole, vi (1931), 137-45.

Amongst publications announced but not yet, I believe, accessible, is G. Hanotaux, Hist, de la nation

egyptiennf des origines prehistoriques jusqu'd nos jours, of which vol. m will be M. Jouguet, Ch. Diehl,
et M. Chapot, UEgypte alexandrine jusqu'd la conqutte arabe, and vol. iv, Wiet, UEgypie arabe jiisqiCd

la conquHe ottomane, 042-1517

.

This work is to be completed in 1935.

In Ethiopic Church history, so closely allied Avith that of the Coptic Church, Coulbeaux, Hist, politique

et relig. {cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 252), is revicAved by A. Klingenheben in O.L.Z., xxxv (1932), 67-9,

(6) Hagiography"

E. A. W. Budge, George of Lydda {cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 252), is reviewed by J. Simon in A.B., xlix

(1931), 163-8.

H. Geegoire et M. A. Kugener, Marc le Diacre: Vie de Porphyre e'veque de Gaza, texfe etabli, trad.,

coifimente, Paris (Collection byzant.. Assoc. Bude) (1930), cxii -i- 155, deals Avith Porphyry, Avho Avas a monk
in Scetis in 372-7, and illustrates contact betA\"een the Delta and Byzantium. It is reAueAved by A. C(aldeeini)
in Aegyptiis, xi (1931), 507, by Xau in R.O.C., viii (1930), 422-41, by E. B. in Ricerche religiose, A"n (1931),

85-6, by F, Halkin in A.B., xlix (1931), 155-60, by H. Dorries in T.L.Z., lv (1930), 611, by F. Peeters
in Rtrve de VUniv. Brux., xxxv (1930), 108*-13*, by F. Cumont in Revue Beige, ix (1930), 922-4, and by
F. Diekamp in Theol. Rev., xxx (1931), 258-60.

Studies on Se\"erus of Alexandria appear by O. Schissel in B.X.J., viii (1931), 1-13, and by Fr. P.

Karntilales in the same periodical, 327-31.

The latter Avriter also contributes Theophilus von Kynopolis, in B.S.J., viii (1931), 331^9.
K. Triantaphyllopoulos, Die Xovelle des Patriarchen Athanasius liber die rpipoipia, appears in

B.X.J., VIII (1931), 136-46.

A. May'er, Der Heilige und die Dime. Eine mofivgeschicktliche Studie zu Hrotsvits Abraham'^ und
Pajnut tits,

'

in Bayer. Blatter f. d. Gymnasialsschnbvesen, Lxvii (1931), 73-96, deals with the Pektgia-

Martinianus legend, etc.

G. XoLLET, Les miracles de Baint-Mercure Philopater, appeared in Aetliiops, iv (1931), 20-4; the same
Avriter's Les miracles de Gahra-Manfas Zedous, ibid., 33-6 (ii suiA^e).

(c) Monasticism

P. Resch, La doctrine ascetique des premiers maitres egyptiens du siecle (1931), xxxAuii + 287, belongs
to the series "£t tides de Thwl. historique.''

S. Sajdak, Qne signifie KvpL{joTy]s T^iopirpig^?, appeared in Byzantion, vi (1931), 343-53, the AATiter

contending that lv tois Kvpov denotes a monk of the cloister. It receh^es a brief notice by F. D. in B.Z.,
xxxi (1931), 410.

A. L. Schmitz, Die Welt der ag. Einsiedler. .
.

{cf. Journal, xvii (1931), 251), is reAueAA'ed by E. Breccia
in Bull. Soc. d'Arch. d'Alex.. xxa"I (1931), 345.

F. Halkin, L'hid. Lausiaque. .
. {cf. Journal, xvi (19.30), 251), is reAucAved by H. Koch in T.L.Z., lvi

(1931), 161-3, and by F. Dolger in O.L.Z., xxxv (1932), 328.
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A very important contribution to the study of S. Pakhom and his rule is Dom A. Boon, Pachominnn
Ltitimt: Ikyle etepUre,- de S. Pechome. epUre de S. Theodore et Liber de S. Orsiesim. Texte htia de ,V. Je'rome,Me ^ir Dom A.B., Louvain {Bihl. de la Recue de VHBt. eccle^., Fasc. vii) (19:32), lx - 209: the Latin text
IS as m ^^gne s LaL, but a critical and corrected edition, and there is ^dven also a reprint of Lefort's
edition of the Coptic fragments of the Rule (= Jluseou, xl). The ivork has a verv full apparatus from all
material at present available.

VI. XOX-LITERARY TEXTS
C. Bonner, Soles on the Paris marjiod papijnis, in Classical Philoloijij, xxv (1930), 180-3, on Paris B.X.
Suppl. gr. 574, cites evidence from unpublished magical papyri in JRchigan.

P. CoLLAKT, A propos de quelques e.cercices icholuire-^, m B.I.F., xxx (1930), 417-23, gives a school-boy
exercise containing sentences from Menander.

b. Eitrem and L. Aaiundsen, Fnpyn Odoenses, ii (c/. Journal, xvii (1931), :^ol), has been reviewed by
W. ScHUBART in D,L,Z., m (1931), 1163-5, very briefly by A. in Bull, de la Soc. de Litoj., xxxii (1931).
94, and by F. Z. in B.Z., xxxi (1931), 416, more fully by H. 1. Bell m ('biss. AVr., xlvi (1932). 23M, and
by H. C. Yovtie in Cla.'<skaJ Phlhdoipf, xx^^I (1932). 86-95, tliis last a very full critique of laudatory tone.

W. Hexgstenberg, Die yrifchi^ch-kopti^iJen :M05'A0N O^fraka [cf. Journal. xvii(193l) '^52) is reviewed
by F. Z. in B.Z., xxxi (1931), 416-7.

T. Eopexer, Orient(di'iCh-Jieliijlonfjfschic]dh<'Jte<'^ den (jrieclw^cken Z((iiherpapij)i At(jypie)p^j appears
in Arcliiv Orientalni. Praha, viii ( 1931), 327-58.

A. Jacoby, Za Pap. (Baer. May., m, 479 if., in Archie f. Peligionwkde/oichajt, xxix (1931), 204-5, is

largely concerned with Coptic,

P. Jerxstedt, Die koph^chen Papyri des Asiati^chen M useiitim, Publ. de la Boc. Eyyplologique . , .Lenina
grad, vi (1931), 21M:4.

A. C. Johnson and H, B. van Hoe^en, Papyri in the Princefown University (dolled ion, Baltimore (1931),
xxiii + 146, has been described by H. 1. Bell in ( 'la.s^. Per., xlvi ( 1932), 22-3, and by A. b. Hunt in Journal,
xvn (1931), 263-4, who notes *‘the princi])les of abbreviation do not seem to have been fully grasped.’'

H. Munier, Les sflle^^ copied du MonaMire de Sainf-SititOm h A'^souaii. in Aegyptu^. xi (1931), 257-306,
433-84, inscriptions with translation and notes, from Monneret de Mllard and otluT sources. Altogetiier

177 inscriptions.

K. Preisenuanz, Sene griechische Zauherpapyi i. appears in Gnomon, vn (1931), 217-73. The same
author’s Papyri Graec. Magic., ii (1931), xv — 216, contains a considerable proportion of Coptic interest,

old Coptic magical words and names, etc. A short Coptic amulet appears in Xo. 48 (p. 181); Xos. 189 If.

are Christian, A review appears by Bauer in T.L.Z.. lvii ( 1932), 169-70. The earlier volume receives a full

review by F. Zucker in B.Z., xxxi (1931), 355-63. The third volume of this valuable collection, to contain
hymns, a much-needed index, etc. is in preparation.

K. Pretsendanz, Heicr jhapyriis niajjques de la collection de la Fondation Egyptologupie, appears in Chron.

d'Efjypte. vi (1931), 137-M:0, and deals with MSS. P. Brux. Inv. E. 6390, 6391.

The same author s Znr PapyruJeunde forms a section of Milkau, Handhuch der Bihliothekicissen., Leipzjc^

(1931), 299-331.

H. A. Sanders, Tmo fragmenlat y Birlh-t 'tflijirale^^ from the Michigan Collection, and Some Papyrus
fragments from the Alichigan Collection, publications of the American Academy in Rome (1931), are described

by H. I. Bell in Journal, xvii (1931), 268-9, and reviewed by Wiluken in A/chiv, ix (1931), 244-5.

C. ScmiiDT, Ein koptischer ]Verkvtrtrag, in A .Z.. lxn t (1931), 102-6, gives 13 lines of text from a Cairo MS.
A, Steinwenter, Byzantini^che MonchAedamenlr, appears in Aegyptw^, xii (1032), 55-64.

\V. We'^sely', Die Papyrologie u. du erden Anfangc dis Seugriechi'^chen, in B.X.J., \iji (1930/1), 317-26,

has reference to Christian papyri, if not so directly concerned with Coptic. The same author's essay, La
mineralogie mydiegue des papifrus magiqne-'', was a communication read (by M. Humbert) at the Lmden
Congress.

H. C. A^outie, a gnostic amulet icith an Aramaic insrrij^fion, is published in J. Amer. Or. Soc., l (1930),

214-20. The inscription is iaKeop’aKovj^raham!jMpm, which Y. regards as Aramaic and translates "Jacob,

likeness of Jahweli his son.”

On material specially connected with jurisprudence attention may be drawn to A. ScTrrT.LER, ( 'oqiiic luvr,

in The Juridical Review, xliii (1931), 211-40, vliich is based on the author’s Ten Coptic Ligal Turts (from

Jeme) to be published this year in Paptrs of the Mdiop. Mus. of Art: a translation of Xo. 7 of tlicst* is

appended to the article cited.

M. Steinwenter, Proposition relalive d la pnblicaiion des pa2)yrus et ostraca copies du conienn juridiquc,

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xviii. 24
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was the title of a coRimunication to the Oriental Congress at Leiden (read by M. Seide). The proposal was

cordially endorsed by the Congress, as recorded in Gnomon, vn (1931), 670.

A. 8teixwen'TER. Die BechtssteUang der Kirchen u, Klof>ter nach den Papyri {cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 255),

is reviewed by C. Wessely in B.X.J,, iii (1931), 377-S.

J. SiMOX, Repertoire des bibliotheques publiques et prive'es contenanf des manuscrits copies, in Jliise'on, XLiv

(1931), 137-52, is a useful, and indeed necessary, attempt to furnish a guide to available Coptic material, but

will need supplementing.

51. Hcoibert, Bidlifin PapyroJogique (1930). appears in Byzanfion, vi (1931), 722-36,

R. Mouterde, Le glaice de DardanO'^ : Objets et in’scr. ynagiqnes de Syrie, in Me'L de hf Fac., Beyrouth, xv
(1930-31), 51-137, contains material which has at least an indirect bearing on Egyptian magical papyri.

P. A. 51. Kropp (not Kroppe, as by error in Journal, xvix (1931), 252), Ansgewdklfe koptische Zauhertexie,

is reviewed by K. Preisexdaxz in Phil. Woch., lii (1932), 571.

VII. PHILOLOGY

On phonetics we find \V. H. Worrell, Coptic Sounds. 1. The main Currents of their History. Ann Arbor
(1932), 59.

W. E. Crum, Coptic Dictionary (r/. Journal, xvn (1931), 252), is reviewed by W. Hexgstexberg in

B.Z.. XXXI (1931), 96-9, and by F. Caltce in O.L.Z.. xxxv (1932), 253^. W. E. Crem also contributes

Cn nO)tveau mot pour narire to xxx (1930). 453-5, dealing with the word
W. CzERMAK, Der Bhythmw:^ der l:op)tlschen Sprache und seine Bedeutung hi der Sprachgestaltung (Akad.

d. Wiss. in V ien. Ph.-Hist. Kl. Sitz.) (1931), iv A 257, is largely concerned with phonetics, accents, etc.,

very technical in character.

fE. Devaed, Etudes et notes, in Kemi, ni (1930), 136-48, includes (note viii, 2) Sur la genre et la forme de

(S) et de ses variantes.

W. F. Edgerton, Etymologies of tuiyoot)' and in Amer. J. of Sem. Langs, and Lit., XLVU (1930),

53^.
G. Heeser, Die Personennamen . . . [cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 253), is reviewed by 51. Hoaibert in Rev.

Beige, Phil. -Hist. CL. x (1931), 613-5, and by P. A. Boeser in Museum, xxxix (1932), 88-9.

P. Jerxstedt contributes Zur lexihalischen yeuschopfung im Kopfischen to A.Z., lxv (1930), 127-8.

L. Ketaier, Quelques remarques sur la huppe (upupa epops) dayis VEgypte ancienne, in B.I.F., xxx (1930),
305-31, cites Coptic kcvko->ti5vt = Greek KovKov(f>a.

V. Loret, Deux racines tinctoriales de TEgypte ancienne, Orcanette et garance, in Kemi, m (1930), 23-32,
deals with nstj and jp' = onion,

H. J. PoLOTSKY^ Zur I'optischen Lautlehre, i, in A.Z., lx\t:i (1931), 74-7, refers especially to unaccented e

in Fayyumic.

W. !8piegelberg. Die ^ okalisation von mhj-t Kordivimr' (*.u^h), appears in A.Z., lxvi (1930), 131.

V . Till, Die I okalisation des Faiyumisches, in B.I.F., xxx (1930), 361—8. The same writer publishes
Koptische Dialektgrammatik, 5Iunich (1931), xv — 91 + 48*, containing readings and glossary: it is rcAfiewed
by P. Boeser in Museum, xxxix (1932). 117-8, by A. C(ALnERixi) in Aegyptus. xi (1931), 507, and by
H. J. PoLOTSKY' in O.L.Z.. xxxiy' (1931), 33.3—43. The same vwiter’s Osterbrief und Predigt in achmimischen
Dialekf, giving a new, but A^ery fragmentary, Akhmimic text, appears in Stud, zu Epig. u. Papyrusk., Leipzig
( 1931), 51, 1 plate, and is chiefly of interest for its light on the dialect and punctuation. It is from a Rainer frag,
at Vienna. It is reviewed bv C. SciiAnoT in D.L.Z., liii

( 1932), 481, and bv H. J. Polotsky in Gnomon, ytii

(19.32), 173-4.

In the review of H. G. Evely'x White, The monasteries of the Wadi hi Katrun, Part I (cf. Journal, xttt

(192G? 257). by (’. Sciiahdt in O.L.Z., xxxii (1929), 259-63, a considerable space is devoted to criticism and
analysis of Dr. Sohlu^’s appendix on the transliteration of ^Vnibic in the Copto-Arabic 518. Avith which he
deals.

Amongst works on kindred languages and comparative philology may be noted E. Zy'HLArz, Das
meioitische Sprachprohlem. in Anthropos, xxv (1930), 409-63, Avhich is reAuewed by 51. Cohex in Bull, de la

Soc. de Ling., xxxi (1931), 198-200.

L. Hoaiberger, Les dialertes coqAes et mandes (cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 253), is rcAfiewed by H. Jexsex^ in
O.L.Z.. xxxiv (1931), 713-4.

51. Cohex. Quelques mots prem^iterrane'ens, in Bull, de la Soc. de Ling., xxxi (1931), 37-41, includes a
note on Coptic hrire = 'Tily.”

L. Hoaiberger, La morpdiologie nuhienne et Vegyptien, appears in J.A. (1931), 249-79, but does not refer
to Coptic.
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VIII. ARCHAEOLOGY AND ART

(a )
Exploration and Excavation

The 8tli ed. of K. Baedeker, Ae^jupten und der Sudan {cf. Journal, xv (1929), 208), is reviewed by

L. Borchardt in O.L.Z., xxxv (1932), 26-8.

Johann Georg Herzog zu Sachsen, Neue Streifziige . .
. (cf. Joanial, x\hi (1931), 253), is reviewed by

W. F. VoLBACH in O.C., v (1930), 255-6, by Leipoldt in O.L.Z., xxxiv (1931), 948, and by H. Duen-sing

in T.L.Z., LVi (1931), 273^.

O. H. Myers and H. W. Fatrman, Excavations at ArnLmit 1920-ol, appears in Journal, xvii (1931),

223-32, and describes excavations at Armant to the south of Luxor. A note, Eruirnt (Htrniontltis), also

appears in Archiv Orienfforsch.. vi (1931), 245-6. On the Coptic material obtained by the workers, rj. p. 182

above.

Ortc Bates. Excuratioth^ at Marsa Matrnh, in Harvard African Studied-, viii (1927), chai). iv. 177-87,

deals with ‘‘The Byzantine site and the Isle of the Jews” (cf. E. Breccia below).

CRrM-WiNLOCK-White, HonfO'^fetfj of Epiphtmii/s (cf. Journal, xiii (1927), 258), is reviewed by

C. Wessely in B.S.J.. viii ( 1931). 213-5.

The Annual Upport (1931) of the Xew York ^letropolitan Museum of Art contains (p. 14) the note:

'‘Very important phases in the origin of Christianity and of early Christian art are treated in The Monasteries

of the M adi ’n Xatrun, by H. G. EvcUti White, edited by Walter Hauser and noAV being printed with funds

contributed by Edward S. Harkness.”

W. B. Ehery, Prdifnina rif Hpport of the Worl: of the Archaeohxjical Survet/ of }<>ulfia. appears in A. 5'.,

XXX (1930). 117-28.

W. Hauser, The Chridian Xecropolis in Khargeh Oasis^ in Bull. Metrop. Mu<i. of Art, Xew \ork (1932),

38, is not a repetition of He Bock’s notes but a much more careful and professional account of part of the

same cemetery: it is preliminary to a general account of the ^Museum’s (expedition to the Oasis, in which

H. G. EAX‘lyn White took part. The first three plates represent Christian chapels, but the others have no

Christian bearing.

Prince Char Tou.-'SOun, Elude siu la Wadi Xatroun. ses moines et ^es convents, Alexandria (1931), 58,

contains a general sketch of the history and a description of the monasteries of the \\ adi n-Xatrun.

Monneket de Villard, Les eglises dii nionastere des Syriens an Wadi en-^atrun, is amiounced but 1 have

not been able to trace it.

S. A. B. Mercer, Ar expedition to Ahyssluin

,

in Bull. Amer. School of Oriental Res. (1930), 27—9, in which

the author describes an expedition to collect Biblical and liturgical manuscripts.

In the Illustrated London Xeirs of 4. 7. 31: 14-16, 10 illust., were some interesting pictures of

St. Antonv's monasterv in the Qalala Hills, due to tlie work there of the American B\zantine Institute.

The illustrations are from photographs in the Paris International Exhibition of Byzantine Art and show

copies of paintings of the twelfth to hfteenth centuries.

(h) Art and Architecture

Warcus H. Simaika Pasha. Dalll el-Matlwf eUgihfiy ndhani el-hinaisi ica-ldadlrat el-'afariyya, Cairo,

I (1930), 233; II (1932). 202, Avith numerous illustrations, is a guide to the Coptic Museum in Old Cairo and

to the various Coptic churches and monasteries in the vicinity. An English translation entitled A biief

guide to the Coptic Museum and the ancient Coptic Churches and Monasteries is in course of preparation.

Hr. Hora Zuntz, Koptische Orahstelen. Hire zeitliche und orthclie Einordnung, is published in the

2IittJmlungen des deutsch. Inst. f. aeg. Alt.. Kairo, ii (1931), 22-38. It is the subject of a reAuew by U. M.

V(iLEARr>) in Aeggptus, xi (1931), 501-2.

The British Museum Quarferly. vi (1931). 33, gives an account of Coptic and Greek graA^estonos recently

added to the collection.

J. Wtlpert, I sarcofagi cristioni aidtcht (1929), xA’i ; 194, and 111 6gs., A\ith Alhum of x - La8 plates,

is reviewed bv L. H. Vincent in B.B.. xi, (1931), oSS bOn.

E. Bueccia, Unn M'lhicHn */ Buon Pic<lni,’ <Ii JBir-" Mulruh. in Bull. Boc. irArrh. d’-I/cr., nnvi (1931).

247-57. deals w'itliii statue found At El-B.uatun, the aneient Baraetonium, which may he of Christian origin.

G. Detkitt. In scu!i>lure cople. Paris (1931), (U, with 72 plates in heliotype reprodneiuL' 2W specimens,

statues, bas-reliefs, mascpies, etc.

T. Rice, Bijzniiliiie Glazed P^dUry. G.xford (1930). 122, 21 ])lates, frontispiece. 1 map. opens up fairly

new ground as' its only precursor was Wallis's The Byzantine Ceramic Art, Londtm (1907), hut in it Egypt

occupies a very secondary place. It is reviewed hy A. .^LFdi.i'l in B.Z., xxxi (1931), 400.

24—2
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JSlckling, Die Tauhe al^ religiose^ Symbol ini clirisllichca AUertiun (19oO), xxiv + 399, is not directly

coiictriicd 'svitli Coptic Art. It is reviewed by L. H. Vincent in R.D., XL (1931), 58b—COO (with. Vilpert,

above).

C. Eoreux, Ma^ee tin Louvre. Antiq}utes EgyptienneSy Catalogue-Guule, Paris (1932), 285, 40 iliustr., is

natu^i^lly mainly occupied with the objects belonging to ancient Egypt, but there are also Christian relics

from Bawit and elsewhere, including pottery and liturgical bronzes of Coptic and Byzantine t}^e.

(c) Textiles

8. Dimand, Coptic Textiles in the Metropolitan Museum, appears in Metrop. Museum Studies, Xew York,

Ti (1931), 239-52, 19 iliustr. (c/. the same writer's Coptic and Eg.-Arabic Textiles, mentioned in Journal,

XVII (1931), 253).

R. Pftstee, Tissus copies du Musee dii Louvre, Paris (1931), 12 pages text, 48 plates in colours repre-

senting 222 subjects.

In the two catalogues mentioned above, of the Museums in Old Cairo and the Louvre respectively, there

are several references to Coptic and Byzantine textiles.

[d] Folklore

E. A. W. Budge, Egyptian Talesand Romances,pagan, Christian, and London (1931), 424, contains

Christian stories from texts already published by B.

U. Lasally', Aniulette und Tiitoivierungen in Agypten, m. Archiv f. ReUgionivissensch., xxix (1931), 130-8,

is more concerned with ancient Egypt. This is the case also with Ghaxlab Mohammed, Les survivances de

r Egypte antique dans le Folklore egijptien moderne, Paris (1929), 210. This latter work is reviewed in Ahc.

Egypt (1930), 79-80.
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NOTES AND NEWS

The excavations at Tell eh‘Amarnah are to be continued this winter under the direction of

Mr. John D. S. Pendlebury, who expects to begin work about December 1st. The staff includes

Mr. Ralph Lavers, architect, Mr. H. W. Fairman, Mr. Stephen Sheiman and Mr. Hilary

Waddington, all members of last year's expedition, and Mr. PhiHp Chubb and Mr. Charles

0. Brasch, two new recruits. The Committee had feared that owing to general financial dith-

culties no field work would be possible this winter, but thanks to Mrs. Hubbard, who has again

made a generous contribution, and to the Director of the Brooklyn Museum, who has allocated

a considerable sum to this particular work, the expedition has been made not only a possibility

but almost an obUgation.

No expedition will be sent to Armant this winter, but Mr. Myers and ^Ir. Baly will work up

the materials already in hand with a view to bringing out the final report next autumn.

Plans for continuing the epigrapliical work at Al^wlos had not been comphded at the time

of going to press, but it is hoped that arrangements similar to those of the past two seasons may

be possible. The material for the first two volumes is all finished and in the hands of the printers.

It is hoped that Volume t will be published in the spring of 1933 and Volume n in the autumn

of the same year. The excellence of the specimen plates exhibited at the Summer Exhibition

was attested by all who saw them.

Under the auspices of the Society Dr. Alan Gardiner is bringing out the fifth and last volume

of the Theban Tombs Series; no date is yet fixed for its publication, but it should not now be

long delayed.

In the hope of enrolhng many who are interested in the work of the Society but are not able

to subscribe to full membership, the Committee has instituted a new status for Associates, who,

for an annual subscription of seven shillings and sixpence, will be entitled to attend the Lectures

and Special Meetings and Exliibitions arranged by the Society, and to read in the Society's

Library, though they will not be allowed to take books out. Associates will also receive the

Annual Report, notices of all new pubhcations, and similar literature. It is hoped that a large

number of persons will thus be able to keep in touch with the Society's work and help to further

its activities.

The Annual Summer Exhibition was held from June 27th to July 27th in rooms kindly lent

by the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum. Objects from the excavations at Armant and

Tell ehhlmarnah were shown, as well as drawings, photographs and finished plates from the

temple of Seti I at Abydos. During the course of the Exlubition Mr. Pendlebury gave two

lectures on the work at Tell el-kVmarnah, and Mr. iMyers one on the Prehistoric Peojiles of

Armant.

The Society will celebrate the fiftieth year of its foundation by holding a Meeting in the

Meeting Room of the Royal Society on October 31st. Short papers on the work of the three

branches of the Society’s acti\fity will be read by Professors Griffith, Newberry and Hunt.
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The price of the volume of Studies presented to Professor F. LI. Griffith in honour of his

seventieth birthday on May 27th last will, in accordance with the circular issued with the last

number of the Journal, be raised to five guineas after the publication of this present number.

It may be added here that the voliune consists of about 500 pages of articles contributed by
almost every Eg}^tologist of note in the world.

We congratulate our President, Dr. Kobert Mond, on the honour of knighthood which has

been conferred upon him. It is a matter of the greatest satisfaction to those who are aware of

his devoted enthusiasm for the many causes he espouses that his immense services to science

and to society should have received this recognition.

The Society loses an old friend by the death on April lOth last of W. L. S. Loat. Loat

made liis fii^st acc}uaintance with Egypt when he took part, as Boulanger’s assistant, in the

great fishery survey of the Xile. His first experience of excavation was gained, we believe,

under Sir Flinders Petrie, and it was here that he met Ayrton and formed a friendship which

only ended with the latter’s imtimely death in Ceylon. In the season 1908-9 the two excavated

for the Society at and near Abydos; the main work of the season was the clearing of a pre-

dynastic cemetery at El-Mahasnah. Ayrton's appointment to Ceylon broke up the combination,

and Loat was not in Egypt again until the season 1912-13, when he again worked at Abydos,
taking entire charge of the excavation and publication of an ibis cemetery which was foimd
early in the season. Tliis was his last visit to Egypt, for the War put an end to his plans for the

next season. He married and retired to the Mhst Country, to devote himself to the hybridizing

of certain species of garden flowers on which he was already a recognized authority. The War
had found him well beyond the age for service, yet he managed to get himself accepted by the

Garrison Artillery. In 1918 he was again able to return to his beloved flowers and to retire to

a cpiiet home at Mevagissey in Cornwall, which he barely left except for a long journey in the

Andes about five years ago. He died after a long illness, probably a delayed effect of blackwater
fever, from which he had suffered severely years pre\dously on the Upper Nile.

He was an able excavator, patient, and clever with his hands, and him and just in handfing
the native workman. As a man he was fearless, indifferent to pain, generous in the extreme,
and without a thought of self. Strong when occasion needed it, he could be as gentle as a child

when deahng with weakness or suffering in others. Those of us who were privileged to work
with him will always remember him as a cheerful and loyal colleague, who never went back on
his word, and who always demanded a higher standard of conduct and work from himself than
from his neighbour.

It is with deep regret that we learn, as we go to press, of the sudden death on October 8th
of Miss Winifred M. Crompton, for twenty years past Keeper of the Egyptian Section of the
Manchester University Museum. ]Miss Crompton was in charge of one of the most important
Egjrptological collections in the Kingdom and devoted her life to its improvement and arrange-
ment. She will be sadly missed both by her colleagues in the Museum and by the many
-^cypl^Dgists to whom she always gave so warm a welcome on their visits to Manchester.

Dr. Alan Gardiner appears in a somewhat new role in his book called The Theory of Speech
a^nd Language, which has recently been issued by the Clarendon Press. It has been written
during the last few years in the intervals of other work, and forms a notable contribution to
the hterature of Linguistics.
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The Keeper of Egyptian and Assyiian Antiquities in the British Museum asks us to publish

the following:

In consequence of structural alterations the Trustees of the British Museum have ordered

that the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Egyptian Booms and the Babylonian Boom be closed for

a period. The objects from these rooms are now for the most part packed away and are not

available for inspection until further notice. An exhibition of Egyptian papyri, paintings, cloth

stuffs and painted wooden objects is being arranged in the Third Egyptian Boom and will

shortly be open to the public. To prevent disappointment, scholars are asked to take note of

these arrangements, and are warned that they should enquire whether any object or class of

objects described in the guide to these galleries is available before visiting the British Museum
to prosecute special studies.
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NOTICES OF EECENT PUBLICATIONS

(Jfunmmtik ihr Texie nn'^ FA Amarna. By Dr. Frida Behnk. Paris: Geiithner, 1930.

In this book Dr. Behnk attempts to supply a much-needed want, namely the bridging of the gap between

the classic idiom of the inscriptions of the jNIiddle and Early New Kingdom on the one hand and the pure

Late Eiiyptian of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties on the other. While, however, the present work

gives an excellent summary of the principal outward peculiarities of the WTitten language of the Amarna

period, it is impossible in the small space allowed {12 pages of autographed text) to do real justice to the

subject. The morphology is treated fairly fully, but the discussion of syntax is utterly inadequate, and the

reader is left with the impression that the author has not probed far below the surface of her subject. To
take a case in point : in instances of apposition of nouns where one member is in the possessive, there is a rule

in Late Egyptian that when the possessive is the first member of the apposition the suffix-pronoun is used,

while when it is in the second place the possessive article is required; compare miii'l. . . Wrnr, '"my mother

. . .\Verel," Mes, N 3 with Sh-njrt tlyi mwt, ‘^Nubnofret my mother,” ibid,, N 5. This rule is clearly shown

in two examples quoted on p. d of the present book, namely tj-l pi Ibi, “my father the Aten,” beside

p) Itn pAj'l iff, "the Aten my hither,” but no comment on the difference between these constructions is to

be found; actually they are quoted only in connexion with the VTiting of the word for “father.”

The neglect of syntax is nowhere more manifest than in the sections on the verb. It is impossible to deal

with each case in detail, but it will be sufficient to point out that no account Avffiatever is gKen of the uses

of the Old Perfective, the Avritten forms alone being recorded, while the construction iivf hr sdm is simply

mentioned in the section on simple prepositions as being very common; a fcAV examples of the Pseudo-verbal

Construction are found in the section on “adA^erbiale Nominalsatze.” In the account of the negatWes bw
and bh it should have been stated clearly hoAv far these correspond to older n and nn, Avith special reference

to the effect of the later negative words on the temporal significance (past, present, or future) of the forms

of the suffix-conjugation, but the author is content with saying that bw Mm-f is used in ‘"geAvohnlichen

Aussagetatz,” bn sdnif in “emphatischen Aussage” in oaths and Avith future meaning, and that bw sdni'nf'

occurs htside n Mm’/if; so far as can be judged from the instances quoted, the equations bw sdnvf = n kjmf',

b n sd n n .bWm •/, and bw <A tn ’nf= n sdm 7i •/ are exact . In dealing Avith non-A^erbalsentences Dr.Behnk adheres
to theo II dichotomy of “adA^erbiale Nominalsatze” and “nominale Nominalsatze,” Avhereas Gardiner’s triple

di\dsion into sentences Avith “adverbial,” “nominal” and “adjectival” predicates is clearly far superior;

the final example in § 99 Avith n-sy, “belongs to,” comes under this last heading. This adherence to the older

terminology and classifications is characteristic of the book.

There are also a feAv points in the text AAffiere the reAuewer ventures to offer a different opinion:

§ 44 d. Hr is not required after mtw, see Gardiner's article in Jo}irnal, xiAy 86 ff.; this should therefore

be debated from “omissions'’ of prepositions.

§ 53. HlC, wsf, }cdf and rwi are not “characteristically Late Egyptian verb-stems”; h^C occurs in the

Pyramid Texts (§§ 400 b; 2202 a); so too does wdf in the construction ir ivdf (§ 1223 a, see also Gardiner, Eg.

(draniin., § 352); w^f occurs in Peasant. B 1. 257, B 2. 107 ;
and rwi is found in Sinuhe, B 62, 277.

§ 59 b (/i). Hni in nn hnl. . . is certainly an infinitKe, not sdtnf, cf. Gardiner, op. cit., § 307.

§ 67 b. )bbd: and ddf are not imperfective relatWe forms ‘'after the relatiA^e n ” but bWw/forms dependent

upon genitiA^al n;cf. Gardiner, op. at., ^ 191, Avdiere the first example shoAvs clearly by the use of the feminine

nt that this ri is really the genitiA^al adjective.

It is to be regretted that Dr. Behnk has treated the subject of her study so summarily and has not made
fuller us(‘ of the recent discoveries in the realm of Eg\q)tian grammar, so that it cannot be said that this book
is a satisfai-tory presentment of the matter, but the fact remains that it is so far the only attempt at dealing

Avith the grammar of the Amarna Texts as a Avhole, and as such it is a necessary tool in the hands of the

philologist.

R. 0. Faulkner.

Infrodnction to Egyptian Religion. An Account of Religion in Egypt during the Eighteenth Dynasty. By
A. W. Shorter. Pp. xv ^ 139.

The author of this handbook has set himself a very difficult task, but at the end the reader cannot but feel

that he has been exceedingly successfid Avithin his self-imposed limits. If the student finds in it little that is

original he Avill nevertheless find it valuable in codifying his thoughts to some extent, Avhile on the other hand
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it can be put into the hands of the layman without those irritatin" warnings with which so many books of

this type require to be hedged.

Perhaps its best characteristic from the purely technical point of view is the clear revelation that we know
so little of a period so brilliantly illuminated as the Eighteenth Dynasty; how much more true this is of the

earlier periods! The book contains on pp. 33 an excellent little account of a temple and its use at this

period, but it only goes to show that the whole matter has escaped us. We have, it is true, the ritual, but this

would better be described as a ’'prayer book'’ than a “service book," and is of as little use in explaining

the temple’s purpose as the Book of Common Pra3'er would be in explaining a Gothic cathedral, which grew
up in response to needs that have little or no trace in the ordinary service of the dav.

W’ e are apt to sa^^ glibly that the cultus was Solar in origin and to point to facts which seem to prove this,

but the implications of this have been ignored. How did the cult develop in historic times? The Sun-temples

of which we have Old Kingdom traces were of a radically different t\q>e from those of the Eigditeenth D^mast^'

and quite unsuited for the later form of service, in that the\' appear to have had no cult-statue. The question

cannot be solved by referring to “influence” from other cults, since the whole basis was different. The fact

of the matter seems to be that the king's daily washing was taken over bodih^ into the temple cult at the

time when the statue made its appearance, but how or wh\" this appearance took place is quite unknown.
The difficulty lies, I think, in our complete ignorance of Heliopolis. When Akhenaten essa\'ed a return to

absolute Sun-worship it is probable that he based his ritual on “the Heliopolitan Use” rather than on a cut-up

version of the Amun-cult, as Blackman seems to imply [HaMings Encyc, Rd. Elh., art. Worship). It is to

be noted that while the Old Ivingdom Sun-temples had altars these diminished enormous^ in importance

in later times, if they did not disappear entireW, until their re-emergence as important in Atenism; this

would seem to indicate that the cult Avas going back to earlier times for its inspiration.

The other uses of the temple are unknown to us apart from fragmentary scenes of special festivals, A^et

these other uses must have determined the form of the temple, since the cult as we knoAV it took place in

one room. The layman appears to have been excluded from the daiK toilet of the god, and possibh', to judge

from Berlin Stele 23077, he was confined to the outer court^^ard. The author states this definiteh" but the

CAudence is verA" slight one Avay or the other, and his further point that the cult-image Avas ahvaj’^s concealed

from the laymen even when the boat-shrine AA'as carried in procession seems a little imlikeH. The people

must surely have occasionally been allowed to see the god they AA^ere Avorshipping,

The development of the temple building is another point on AAdiich AA^e are surprisingly ignorant. The

great Eighteenth Dynasty temples, closely connected as they are Avith the Sun-cult, have apparentH more

connexion AAuth the shrines of the less important gods of carH times than Avith the great Sun-temples referred

to above. Petrie points out in Ehnasaya, pp. 5 ff., that TAvelfth Dynasty temples bear a strong resemblance

to the verj' earliest temples of Avhich Ave haA^’e any information. If this AA^ere not so it Avould be difficult to

account for the development of the Holy of Holies from complete openness to complete darkness, Avhich

latter hardly suggests Sun-AA^orship. The explanation of the darkness A\ould seem more likelj' to be that

conservatism forbade any alteration in a chamber that Avas probably dark and AvindoAvless for conA'enience

in building. The author speaks of the sanctuar}" as complcteh’ dark at this period, but sureH the Abydos

chapels contradict this.

This is onty one of the manj" points AA'hich giA-e rise to speculation in this book, and it is to be regretted

that the plan of the Avork precludes the author from dcA^cloping them, since his handling of the subject

shows a knowledge and abilit}^ refreshing to discoA^er in a book on a theme too often mauled by the incom-

petent and ignorant “mystic,”

From the popular point of aucaa' this is a aa'IioHa' admirable little introduction to the subject, and it is to

be hoped that it aauII be wideK knoAAm to counteract the A'olume of nonsense aa hich has been, and is still,

current on Egyptian religion. In particular Chapter ia’' ma^^ be recommended to all those afiected by the

“Pseudo-Christian” A'ieAV of Atenism. For the traAxdler afflicted b}" a surplus of incomprehensible temples

and reliefs it Avill be an inA^aluable guide.

T. J. Colin Baly,

The Coptic Version of The Acts of the Apostles and the Pauline Epistles, in the Sahidic Dialect. Edited by

Sir Herbert Thompson. Cambridge, 1932.

The importance ascribed to the Saridic Aversion of the Acts may be judged from the consideration paid it

in Prof. Ropes's book (in The Beginnings of Christianity. 1926), AA'here it is described as derHing probabK from

a text of the B-tA"pe, retaining slight AX'stiges of “Avestern'’ influence, and thus illustrating the current from

the latter toAA'ards a B-tA'pe in EgA’pt. It is, lioAveAxr, one of the books Avhich hitherto Avas notably incomplete,

seA^eral long gaps toAA'urds the end being conspicuous, despite Horner’s diligence. Noav, in this neAv MS. of

JMr. Chester Beatty’s, Ave haA'e the entire text, from the beginning to end. The valuable lists of readings,

Journ. of Eg3"pt. Arch, xath, 25
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much other tochnicAl information in Prof. Ropes's book, were contributed by Sir Herbert Thompson,

wlio h<i(.l already printed a collation of the ancient papyrus text in the British Museum; thus he Avas the

predestined editor for the new ]\I8. Besides Acts this and also another of the Beatty MSS. contain the Fourth

(Jo^pel. ^\ith which the editor's previous work had made him especially conversant, while one of them

includes moreover a complete text of “the Apostle.” Of the St. John, already adequately available, only

a. collation is luTC gi\'en; but the Pauline Epistles are printed in full, with a collation of the only other com-

phde MS., that in the Pierpont ^lorgan collection. Xeedless to say, the editing of all is of the minutest

ac( urat*y. The apparatus in Acts contains a mass of valuable information, testihdng to a rare familiarity

with L optic idiom and grammar. The whole is preceded by critical estimates of the texts, with lists of selected

readings and so on. incidentally many corrections are made to Horner's texts, which it will not in future

be safe to use without consulting this edition.

The Beatty 3LSS. came from the Monastery of Jeremias, at Sakkarah—very probably the home too of

the (diicaiio Provpth^—and are ascribed by the editor to the first half of the seventh century or thereabouts.

The han<l of one of them is certainly very like that of Brit. Mus. Catal. No, 971, datable about 650, though

coins found vith the MSS. suggest a date somewhat earlier than that. The sparing decoration of the two
principal volumes is so similar as to preclude any great interval of time between them; nor are the different

t\ pc '4 of script-one angular, the other rounded—an argument against this, as witness, for instance, their

combination or alternation in the Freer Psalter. A curious feature, common to the two main MSS., is the

formula Et'? 6 0eus at the head of the first page. This I cannot remember to have seen in any other Coptic

manuscript. And the formula itself, with the definite article, seems to be extremely rare, only two instances

(both epigraphic) being recorded by Peterson {El^ ©EO^, in Forschangen z. EelUj. u. Lit. d. A. u. A\ Test.,

1926, pp. oO, 51).

Among the many interesting features to Avhich the notes draAA' attention a few may be remarked on here.

Acts V. 42. This use of kiav iravo-v can be paralleled from Job vi. 7 B {cf. Coptic Diet., 108 b supra).

xiii. 27. covoni- as construct, though rare and presumably archaic, is found in S, e.g., in Berlin Gnostic

Pap. 8502; oftener in and F.

xiii. ‘13 n. eTo hoot, a misunderstood form, occurring elseAvhere {cf. Joe. cit., 246 b).

XA i. 12. The spelling k*. recalls a curious echo of this verse in a homily of Pseudo-Severus (Budge,
Bf. Michael, 66 = Budge, Miscel, Texts, 161 = Amelineau, Contes, i, 86).

xxi. 38. Eio!5' e is found, AA'ith e^ioA, e.g., in Eccli. xxxvi. 34 (varying with quxs'e), but alone thus it seems
to be unknoAvn.

xxvii. 39. May not Ave translate (despite the Greek) “took counsel to see AA^hether, etc.”?

Phil. ii. 20. Can eon- be the construct of eg^oTn? They so often occur together (niqe

cJ'muiT eooTiv e^n-, nec^ie eooTii e^n-) that Sethe's derNation (from seems preferable.

Col. ii. 19. TpN and may Avell be but one AA'ord;c/. TAooc5'e-<3’AoO(5'e, totc-tos'c,
nA.Tce-n6wf5'ce etc. There is a suspicious likeness moreover betAAnen rpiv and Ti\p.

Particularly instructiA^c notes AA'ill be found on Acts xvii. 19, xxi. 28, xxAuii. 15, Rom. v. 12, 1 Cor. xii.

36-38, Heb. xii. 27, Col. li. 2, ibid. 18.

W. E. Crum.

Pajtgn dcr J^nirersdid Miinclien. Heraiisgegcben Ann Walter Otto, Wilhelm Spiegelberg t, Leopold
Wenger. Erstes Heft: Die danoti^chen Papyri Loeh, von WTlhelm vSpiegelberg, mit Zusatzen Ann
Walter Otto; mit 38 Lichtdrucktafeln. Munchen: C. H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuehhandlung, 1931.

Thr<4U'4hout this posthumous Avurk of the ureat demotist Ave are made fully acquainted with one of the most
important collections of demotic papyri that exists. Among the seventy papyri of the James Loeb collection
at Muiiicli, there is no smgU^ one to compare in extent and importance Avith the Petition of Pete^ji in the
John Rylaiuls collection at .Manchester; but the periods represented by them, and the Aumety of their
subjects, an' sutfirient to bring them into riA^alry Avith the older collection.

( ’lironologically the Loeb papyri commence Avith a fragmentary contract from the thirty-fifth year of
the reign of Ama^is 11 (the founder of Naucratis); then folloAv tAvo papATi of the time of Psammetichus III,
dated, as usual, in his second year although he Avas OA^erthrown after six months of reign by Cambyses, and
then si'A’cn or p(*rhaps nine of Darius I IhIaatcii his second and thirty-sixth year. AW of these come from
Cebclen, ]ust south of Thebes and Erment, and none of them is in ^’abnormal" hieratic, Avhich had become
obsolete before the end of the reign of Amasis If. But the most interesting in the Avhole collection is one of
Darius from Eli'phantine, dated in the thirty-sixth year, and belonging to a group of three papyri Avhich
formed part id the corresporvlence IxlAveen the priests of Chnum at Elephantine and a satrap of Egypt,
previously unknoun. named Pherendates, appointed toAvards the end of Darius’ reign. These three papyri!
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two of which are in the Berlin collection, were published together by Spiegelberg in the Sitziinfj^herkhte of

the Berlin Academy for 29 November, 1928, and the Loeb papyrus, as the flower of the demotic collection,

was again edited by the same scholar in 1929 as part of a Festschrift in honour of Herr James Loeb. The
Berlin papyri concern the appointment of a leso/iiSy i.e., chief priest, of the great temple, an appointment
from which all disaffected persons were to be excluded, even if the names of such were submitted by the

priests. The changes made in the present edition of the Loeb papyrus are considerable and important, but

do not appear to the reviewer in all cases as improvements.
Next to the Persian series comes a surprisingly big group of about thirty papyri from Tehnah (Acoris) of

the time of Alexander Aegus, an age of comparative scarcity in papyri. A few early and late Ptolemaic

pap}Ti from Tehnah and from Aphroditopolis in the Fayyum complete the collection.

The usual tale of contracts and legal documents is here pleasantly broken, for most of tlie papyri are

letters on business and introduce us to new formulae and expre^^ions. As tlie latest work of that ripe scholar

Wilhelm Spiegelberg, this volume, although it never received the final touches of the master's hand, will

always have a special interest and value. The collection was a formidable one for a man in failing health

to catalogue, and we are not surprised to find acloiowledgments by the regretted author to helpers, pupils

and colleagues, including Professor Sethe himself.

In an appendix Professor Otto, who has seen the work through the press, has printed some critical notes

from the standpoint of a Grecian “'PapjTologist,” who, however, has taken a keen interest in demotic studies

for many 3'ears past.

The edition of each papjrus consists of a photographic facsimile, brief description, complete translitera-

tion, brief comments and foot-notes, all verv concise. The method of transliteration is founded on that of

Sethe, in which the consonants represented by the ancestors of the demotic signs are repruduecd in full,

almost as if it were the classical language that was being rejiresented, c.f/., 'hr instead of e. In spite of its

extreme clumsiness, this method has the advantage of uniformit^N and carries the student back at once to

the palaeographic origins, which are now well determined. Since man\’ of the alphabetic signs are of compound
origin, it is not surprising that different ligatures were used for different varieties of a principal sound.

Spiegelberg has introduced two new and ver\^ useful alphabetic sjunbols, representing the ligature for
j

b^"
(
and that for ^ b\^ h; thus, amongst other advantages, the soundless fern, ending t can alwa^'s be dis-

tinguished from the strongly sounded/ of the qualitative, and the mixed-sounding h from the definite [/ and /i.

Spiegelberg still writes d for the representative of the ancient J, although it is verv difficult to carry it

through consistentty. I confess that I still prefer m\" own rather haphazard method of transliteration which

paj^s more attention to Coptic than to Ancient Eg\^ptian forms, but I shall adopt
(
and h with gratitude.

It is needless to that this volume with its wealth of learning has been a mine of instruction to the

present reviewer. But, mounting on the shoulders of Spiegelberg, I seem to discern a few points more elearl^^

than they appeared even to his e^^es. In PapATus I there is a fine instance of a curious inversion in which the

subject follows the predicate in order to gain a certain emphasis. This emphasis hardh^ appears in the trans-

lation of Spiegelberg (recto 11. 13, IJ): “Moge man an Artabanos schreiben, dass man es nicht auf die Tenne
bringt ( 14) und dass es geschehe, dass das Korn, das man in den Hafen von Svene wird hinabbringen konnen,

hinabgebracht wird (15) auf das Schiff.” These papj^i have main' unusual words and idioms, of which the

meaning is difficult to fix even if their reading can be recognized, I woukl suggest the following translation:

‘Let word be sent to Artabanus that it (the corn in the ship) be not unloaded on to the ground (or ex-

haustively'?) and that so much corn as can be unloaded in one Svene boat? shall be put out on the bank,'’

in transcription, my Jih-w n 'Trpn a tm ty hi-ir st (i p ytn m(e-f hp n prd-w nt e-\r o rh 'n-t-ir a hry n u'C Sum?
n lit e-w a ' tvt-iv a hry hr p qr, continuing "'and that the men guard the remaimler, staydng on the bank (or

on the ship).'’ The difference between fSpiegelberg's translation and mine involves only one essential change

in the reading of a single word—the rest is simph' a slightlv diffident use of identical materials accurateh'

provided by' the editor of the papy'rus.

Although there is a considerable list of errata, a certain number of slight mistakes or printers' errors

remain. In papyrus No. 41 (pp. 70 tf.) there is no transliteration of the four obscure witnesses’ names on the

verso, although the translation on p. 71 supplies all that is really' needful. On p. 72 the reference to A.Z.

in the second foot-note can be made intelligible and correct by omitting the first kS.

It may' be a wholesome incitement to y'oung demotists, as it is a comfort to old ones, to obser\e that

even Spiegelberg had to leave a good (h^al unread or uninterpreted in the ratluu’ fragmentary' documents of

this collection.

F. Ll. Griffith.
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Ten Coptic Legal Texts, Edited with traiisiations, etc., by A. Arthub Schiller, Assistant Professor of Law,

Columbia University. New York (The Metropolitan Museum of Art), 1932.

At the recent Papyrus Congress at Brussels a resolution was adopted as to the desirability of a systematic

publication of the" innumerable (though mostly fragmentary) Coptic legal documents still lying unnoticed

ill museums and libraries. The present book was of course far advanced toward publication when that pious

wish took shape; but it is the first on the subject to appear since and it is well calculated to encourage

further work. Not that future scholars can often expect Professor Schiller's good fortune: he has been able

to collect ten documents, several of them in intact condition and of unusual interest, even in that large

corpus to which they, one and all, belong; for they form yet another instalment of the apparently still

unexhausted hoard from Jeme (Medinet Habu). How much of all this—they began to appear in Europe

not far short of a century ago—came from the charter-room of St. Phoebammon’s monastery it is not easy

now to decide; a certain number of deeds make no mention of it or its officials and in the present book its

name appears in one text only. Perhaps the municipal archives were, for greater safety, deposited in the

monastery, beside its own deeds. The pap^Tus here included, which belongs to the British Museum (No. 5),

arrived there with several others, all in one coarse linen bag, its mouth tied with a cord. Whether those

now in New York (Nos. 1^) were found with these I am not sure, though it seems probable.

The contents of the book are varied: deeds of release, of discharge, of guaranty, of sale, a communal

undertaking (respecting dyyapcia) and an acknowledgement of debt. Nos, 1 and 5 are the longest, the

most interesting and the most difficult. There are passages in both of them which it would try the oldest

hands among us satisfactorily to translate, and it is not astonishing if the rambling statements, the involved

and ambiguous syntax, have now and then defeated their editor. Indeed these two long texts, if not the

others by the same excellent but verbose scribe, incline one to accuse him of an excessive distaste for clear

expression.

Professor Schiller’s reputation as a legal historian, interested especially in later Eg\T)tian law, is guarantee

enough for the value of his juristic commentary—he had already treated at length of these same texts in

an article in the Juridical Review^ Sept. 1931—and it is only unfortunate that the frequent obscurities of the

texts should have sometimes left the precise purport of a perhaps crucial passage still doubtful.

The texts are, on the whole, very well transcribed, not excepting that of No. 3, in the peculiar, ligatured

hand of Aristophanes, so easily liable to misreading. No. 4 is in unusually ligatureless, almost semi-uncial,

which the editor gives reasons for bringing into relation with the neighbouring Epiphanian community, thus

apparently shown to have prolonged its existence beyond the conquest of 641.

A few notes on details may be useful.

No. 1. 24, etc., 2^oAokotc€ is what this scribe writes.

25, etc., TTT^H is surely a misprint, for soul is the translation each time given.

32, etc., cryT)/xa, the monastic habit,

65, iiTpinAo^'n, "‘they have given (repaid) them threefold,'''

79, ru7ro9, not totto?. Its translation in this oft-recurring phrase is not easy.

No. 2. 5, n€T€OiriiTHic| (cf, 17).

25, ib. {alreLv) xi.uoi.

No. 3. 12 ff., oy looks more like v y {v has so often the form .9^). Was 3 nomismaia the sum guaranteed for

each man?
13, p-eX*" = ? fjLeXixpovs, = o-rpe/^XoijiOaXfjLos (an unrecorded word). pap° kov® remain to

be explained.

No. 4. 28, ewfifiis. kocm^v.

No. 5. 35, ^KC^opJ’^€ is probably to be connected with the ev<^opic.uoc excommunication in 59.

44, ^TiT^^iov. So I too read it, but ? ujHT(T;6.ioir.

60, the new Petronius, What does this mean? It recalls “the new Moses,” “the new Judas” and the
like. Petronius, the short-lived successor to Pachomius, seems an inadequate prototype.

76, cic ‘^i^^pvgin (hidpprf^iv), for tearing up.

99, igtDnc. The privative is not there.

105, neTUTmux^e, your plantation {sc. of monks as successors; cf. t. nfeppe vco^itos).

159, a witness here from Justinianopolis rys /carw ytopas. is curious. If this is Koptos (r. Pauly-
Wissowa), then ‘Tower country” could not have its normal meaning. But another Justinianopolis
seems to have been near Alexandria {r. Preisigke, Wbuck,, iii, 302).

No. 6. 15, <3^0 is for ^o), “that we should continue to assist one another.”

No. 7. 20, cb5x» probably = co>o, deaf man (cf. CO,, 40).
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No. 10. 12, citTtone ((rtvBoviov), linen nheets, I should think (anel so Prof. Schiller thought, in his pre-
liminary article), rather than the tax on weaving.

The book concludes with really exhaustive and most welcome indexes and its appearance, with its

beautiful plates, does great credit both to the Metropolitan Museum and the Cambridge Press.

W. E. Crum.

Le "'cceur'^ dans les textes egyptiens. Par Alexandre Piankofe. Paris: Geuthner, 1930. Pp. 128.

This book is primarily a collection of facts rather than an examination of certain very real problems connected
with the heart in these texts. W here the author attempts to explain the facts he is not very convincing, and
it is therefore the more regrettable that the facts themselves are not arranged in a form more convenient
for reference.

The chief argument of the book, that Ji^ti and ih are the physical and “moral” heart respectively, is

hardly maintainable in any period from which we have texts. The passage from Sinuhe (quoted on p. 19)

which the author uses to support his case seems to me tiatl}" to contradict it. I must confess complete
inability to recognize the subtle distinction between the meaning of the two words, and the passage is almost
certainly a purely poetic one, in which the separate words are used to avoid repetition. Further, a careful

examination (^vhich I made a few years ago with somewhat the same idea in mind) of the relevant passages

in the Pyramid Texts entirely fails to support his view.

As a work of reference, on the other hand, the book fails by reason of the system adopted. It is divided

into extremely comprehensive chapters, and no index of subjects is to be found. Further, the references to

texts are all too frequently almost unusable. Gardiner’s Sinuhe, for instance, is so conveniently arranged

that if reference were given to the original any commentary would ipso facto be available, wFile a mere
direct reference to Gardiner enables no one who has not the commentary by him to verify the quotation.

Surely all references to pap;vTi should be by page and line. Sethe's Lesestacke, again, is compiled for the

learner and is hardly a major collection of texts to w^hich reference can fairly be made. A final criticism in

this direction is that the transcriptions from hieratic arc by no means above reproach and in at least one

case a quotation contains two erroneous hieroglj’phic signs. There follows a list of comments on one or two
points. It does not pretend to be an exhaustive list of matters upon which remark might be made.

P. II. The quotation from the Pyramid Texts begins at 956.

P. 23. The quotation from the Peasant is BI, 275-80. The last sentence should be ‘'There issued forth

from my belly on account of the condition thereof.” (See Gardiner, in Journal, ix, 18.)

P. 55. Lacau, Textes relig., 85. 25, is an important passage for the relation of the 6y and the heart, and
might have been quoted here.

P. 61. The translation should end “
. . .de (leurs) coeurs et leur force magique.” {Cf, Sethe, Dram, Texts,

h 52.)

P. 62. 7ihh can hardly mean “to grow old” here; more probably "to flourish” or similar. ir6. d. aeg. Spr,

quotes “to grow old,” only from later times.

P. 63. Why should the idea of the heart revivifying the dead man and his fear that his heart might be

taken from him be Osirian and his capture of the hearts of others not? Surely they are the same idea, and
definitely pre-Osirian. In any case, what is the evidence that the heart was purified and revivified?

P. 65. First quotation. For
^
read

|
and for

j
read (^. Also the / refers to Atum, not the deceased, who

is in the first person.

sb‘k 7itr 7n pt, “Thou unitest with the god in heaven,” not “Thy sb is a god in heaven.”

T. J. Colin Baly.

Worterbuch der Aegyptischen Sprache, ii7i Auftrqge dcr deutschen Akademieii. Herausgegeben von Adolf
Erman irndHERSLANN Grapow. Fiinfter Band. Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1930-1931.

4to. Pp. 639.

It is now more than half a century since Erman recognized unerringly the two leading stages of the Eg\q)tian

language that were observable in the hieroglyphic and hieratic records, viz,, Middle Egyptian and Late

Egyptian, and by studying closely the grammar of leading examples of each stage laid the foundations of

an historical treatment of Egyptian grammar and inaugurated a new era in linguistic Egyptology. The

philological branch of Eg\q)tology had stagnated for many decades, while grammar succeeding grammar

only left students with the feeling that Eg\q)tian was a hopeless morass of formless and contradictory com-

position without change in 3000 years and that translation must be m the main by arbitrary guesswork.

The older scholars wished to continue in the old paths and attacked Erman fiercely for some thirty years.

But meanwhile he Avas forming a strong body of young and eager students in Berlin to whom he communi-
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cated liis almost daily discoveries; they themselves contributing much to the perfecting of his system.

Erman (piickly rose to be the leader of German Egyptology, and his pupils taught in its leading universities.

Bv 1894. though opposition was still fierce in various countries, Erman's views were powerfiilh' repre-

sented in Denmark, Austria. England and America, and now no one contests them except in unessential

detail. Erman, Sethe, Steindorfi and other scholars attached to the Berlin school iuxving worked out the

grammar, and connected up all the stages of the language from the oldest Pyramid Texts to the latest Coptic,

the nee<I of a reliable dictionary was universally felt. Brugseh’s Worterhuch, the work of a giant scholar,

gigantic in reading, memory, and understanding, published in 18fi7~8 with a supplement in 1880-2, had been

compiled and published before Erman* s work had been well begun. The values of many hieroglyphic signs,

and the meanings and uses of multitudes of words and particles, were established subsequently, an advance

due in part to the discovery of masses of new and illuminating texts, but chiefly to the fresh treatment by
Erman's school. Gf hicroghiDhic signs in regular use there are only two of which the phonetic value is still

so uncertain that they liave to be excluded from the alphabetic arrangement of the new ^Vorterhucli and

relegated to the end.

To complete his work in Egyptian philology and fill a great need, a scheme for compiling a complete

dictionary of Eg^q)tian was prepared by Prof, Erman in 1896. At that time it was hoped that in twelve years

the Avork would be so far advanced that the printing would commence in 1908. It was to be an international

undertaking, centred in Berlin, with an editorial committee of four German scholars, representing respectively

the Academies of Berlin. Gottingen, Leipzig and Munich, to wliich the carrying out of the work vtslb entrusted

by the Imperial Government itself. Of the four representative professors Pietschmann and Ebers are long

since dead, and Professors Sethe and Junker have been elected to fill the vacant places. The Great War inter-

vened, and the mass of material collected (on the exhaustive plan adopted for the Latin Thesaurus) grcAV

almost beyond the measure of human capacity to deal with it. Gradually, hoAveA^er, the materials AA^ere

arranged and Avith the help of a substantial grant from America a mode of publication Avas decided on,

which has proceeded Avith perfect regularity since 1926. Eirst a A^ocabulary was to be prepared and issued

in autograph in yearly A'olumes, secondly the references for the A^ocabulary Avere to be printed, thirdly the

most instructiA^e examples of the employment of Avords in their clearest contexts Avere to be autographed and
issued in Anlumes at conA^enient interA^als. In this Avay a complete Thesaurus was to be built up. The present

Anlume ends the first part of the plan, and Professor Erman, the initiator of the Avhole scheme, may be warmly
congratulated on haAung seen the vocabulary finished.

Many of those Avho haA^e Avatched the proceeding from afar, and still more those Avho haA'e spent years in

collecting and classifAung the material, may perhaps feel disappointed at the somewhat meagre outcome;

but one must realize the A^astness of the task and the necessity of working it out bit by bit. It Avas indeed

disappointing to find the references Avith Avhich the first part began AA'ithdrawn from the second and sub-

sequent parts, so that the original scheme of a A^eritable Thesaurus seemed reduced to the barest possible

A^ocabulary. But noAV that this \-ocabulary is recognized as a single item in a complete scheme Ave can steel

ourselves to AA'ait for the remainder, e\"en if it should be for our successors and not for ourseWes to see the

great Wo^terhuch accomplished.

Noav that Ave haA^e the A'ocabulary of the Thesaurus Ave may fairly enquire how nearly it corresponds to

our ideal. The hieroglyphic group chosen as the standard for each Avord is beautifully AA^ritten, and its trans-

literation is clear. The AA'ords succeed each other in strict alphabetical order according to the transliteration;

the meanings folloAV in a separate column in a loiiical order Avith indications of period and a letter Avhich aauII

lead us to a textual reference Avhen the key is provided in the next section of the AA'ork. In a final column,
A\iriant spellings and Avritings are given, again Avith indication of period. This is all A^ery satisfying and useful

for a iiiere A^ocabulary. The A'ocabulary is long and derh^ed from a A^ery Avide field. The Pyramid Texts as

Avell as the endless A\Titings upon the Ptolemaic and Roman temples are draAvn upon and many a neAv or rare

Avord is included. And yet it is not exhaustiA^c. JMany rare AA'ords and d7ra$ Xeyop.era Avhose significance

has not been established are omitted, apparently Avith intention; although it is for these that the adAuinced
student Avoidd most naturally look, and any day a pellucid passage may be diseoA'ered containing one of

them and establishing its meaning Avith the help of the rare examples Avhich should surely luu'c been enu-
merated in the Workrlurh,

I reMuember lately hunting for a scarce AA'ord, § >Si,Avhichseemed adequately explained and illustrated

by examples in Brugsclfis ancient WorferbarJi, \ui, 1266, but does not appear at all in the A^ocabulary of the
ncAv WdrterbucJi

;
and it is certain that the meanings attributed to Avords in the latter are not entirely up to

date. It must be difficult indeed for the hard-Avorked editors to keep abreast of all the brilliant ideas con-
tained in modern editions of texts. Undoubtedly the WdrtPrbuch is already very useful and the complete
series should be A'astly more so, but Ave face the uncomfortable prospect of having in future to consult three
separate A'olumes for each Avord that Ave investigate, and in references to quote not oidy the page number
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but also the volume in eaeh of the series. ]\ruch of this could have been ca'^ily avoided by continuous pacing

throughout the volumes in each series, and it would surely be a great train to r(‘duce the three volumes to

two. This might be done without much inconvenience to the editors if they would combine tlie second and
the third series in one, giving not only references to publications but also revi'>ed copies of the crucial texts

in hierogU'phic on the same page. May we hope then that the editors will see fit to have continuous pagination

throughout each series, and that the third series will be absorbed into the second? If these two changes in

the scheme are p<')ssible, changes suggested by two distinguished and well-practised scholars among the

reviewer s friends, they will be counted as great additional blessings by all who are to use this monumental
work.

If not, we must console ourselves by the consideration that at the present time we are accustomed to

consulting six or seven separate volumes of dictionaries by different authors, as well as special indices to

particular texts. We have therefore much cause for rejoiring in the completion of the vocabulary and golden

expectations of the remainder of the great undertaking.

F, Ll, Gkiffith.
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